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Acta Linguistica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, Tomus 36 ( 1—4) pp. 3-23 (1986) 
NEUROLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR 
LEXEME-MORPHEME BASE MORPHOLOGY 
R . BEARD 
(Bucknell University, USA) 
1. The Type Transparency Hypothesis 
Since its inception, the generative school of linguistic theory has struggled 
to establish an at t i tude toward the relation of i ts competence model of grammar 
to a psychological model of performance (parser). Initially it was hoped that the 
relation would be "transparent", tha t the items and operations of grammar 
would be isomorphic with those of the parser. However, early attempts at 
confirming the psychological reality of transformations came to naught and 
Chomsky retracted his position to one which allowed the opaque, homo-
morphic relationship developed b y Fodor, Bever and Garrett 1974. 
More recently Bresnan (1978) and Berwick and Weinberg (1983, 1984) 
have developed an argument for using the performance model as a tool for the 
evaluation of the adequacy of theories of grammar, claiming that the more 
transparent the relation of grammar to parser, the more adequate the model. 
Berwick and Weinberg call this t he "Type Transparency Hypothesis". Bresnan 
feels tha t in order for type transparency to work for grammar we must 
abandon transformation rules in the absence of evidence t ha t they operate 
directly in speech and in view of the linear operation of parsers. However, 
Berwick and Weinberg demonstrate that Bresnan's Lexical Function Grammar, 
which accounts for transformational relations in the lexicon, is superior by this 
test only assuming a cognitive mechanism capable of carrying out a single 
operation at a time. If we assume a more reasonable model of human mental 
capacities, a mechanism which can carry out several operations simultaneously, 
the various levels of ST, EST, R E S T and even GB can all be accomodated in a 
transparent parser. They propose such a model, following lines originally laid 
out by Marcus (1980). 
In this paper I will demonstrate that given these latest assumptions about 
the nature of mental processing, the morphological model which receives the 
greatest support f rom the neurological evidence is one which separates morpho-
logy from the lexical and syntactic operations it marks (the Separation Hypothe-
sis (SH) ) and distinguishes lexemes and (grammatical) morphemes as discrete 
natural classes situated in autonomous components of grammar (the Lexeme-
Morpheme Base Hypothesis (L-MBH) ). Section 2 outlines such a model. 
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Section 3 reviews the "classical theory" of aphasia, a syndrome of speech 
failure associated with distress of the speech regions of the left cerebral cortex. 
Section 4 then demonstrates type transparency between this model and the 
parser with evidence from research in aphasia. I t then goes on to show how one 
series of recent attacks on the classical theory of aphasia suggests extensions 
of tha t theory which in fact strengthen the aphasiological support for S H and 
L/MBH. 
2. The Grammatical Model 
2.1. The Separation Hypothesis. Recent interest in linguistic (Chomsky 
1981) and cognitive modularity (Fodor 1983) has influenced a growing sympathy 
for separating morphology from lexical and syntactic derivation in the litera-
ture (Anderson 1982, Beard 1976, 1981, Klavans 1985, Pesetsky 1985, Pounder 
1986, Sadock 1985, Szymanek 1985). In my version of the Separation Hypothe-
sis, morphemes are purely phonological operations independent of any and all 
lexical or syntactic operations on grammatical functions of the stem. 
The best argument for this hypothesis is the fact tha t the conditions on 
lexical and syntactic derivation are independent of those on affixation. Condi-
tions on morphology are related to derivations and the grammatical features 
they manipulate only in tha t such features, added previously to a lexeme, 
form some part of the conditions on morphological marking. The English 
subjective (agentive) nominalization seems to operate on verbs with few real 
restrictions. A small, lexically marked group of mostly intransitive verbs, e.g. 
the copulas be, seem, become and a few others, stay, fall, weigh /.Tr/ : *be-er, *seem-
er, *becom-er, *stay-er, *fall-er ( lfall-ee), *weighl.Tr]-er seem semantically pro-
hibited from subjectivization. However, neither intransitive 
(1) whin-er revel-er runn-er grovel-er snivel-er 
nor nonagentive verbs 
(2) sleep-er dream-er bleed-er experienc-er remain(d)-er 
are strictly excluded. Acceptibility depends on the availability of a generic 
referent, i.e. a class of conceivable referents which the derivate might type 
name, but the output potential seems to depend on no more than the capacity 
of the underlying verb to support a subject (*rain-er, *snow-er). In any event, 
marginally attested forms and related compounds like lcom-er but late-comer, 
lgo-er but church-go-er demonstrate that the restrictions on such usage are 
unrelated to the ability to combine with -er. 
Marchand (1969) has further undermined the argument that the lexical 
derivation rule here generates agentive rather than subjective nominalizations 
with evidence of wide-spread inanimate subjective derivations in English. 
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(3) trail-er N trails (the feature film, an automobile) 
sparkl-er N sparkles 
sink-er N sinks (weight, baseball pitch) 
thrill-er N thrills (the experieneer) 
Assuming that these derivations cannot be instrumental nominalizations, they 
must be the grammatical outputs of a subjective not agentive nominalization. 
Constraints on affixation are more elaborate and different from those on 
derivation. Initially, it might seem that affixation parallels derivation in that 
all subjective derivations tend to receive -er regardless of transitivity. Intransi-
tive Latinate verb stems, however, consistently receive the affix of the agentive 
adjective whatever it might be.1 
(4) Latinate (Stative) Intransitive Subject Nominalizations 
Object 
Case 
Object 
Case 
Derivate Marker Derivate Marker 
particip-ant (in) ('ejim)migr-ant (from/to) 
adher-ent (to) descend-ent (from) 
registr-ant (for) degener-ate (from/to) 
matriculant (at) devi-ate (from) 
resid-ent (at) operat-ive (in) 
Subjective nominalizations based on intransitive, especially stative verbs, 
presently tend to receive -ее, the same suffix used to mark animate (direct and 
indirect) objective nominalizations.2 This suggests t h a t affixation alone is 
determined by agentive and patientive features, without reference to the 
subjective/objective derivational distinction. 
(5) stand-ee (0) 
escap-ee ( f r o m ) 
embark-ee (on) 
adapt-ee ( to ) 
wait-ee ( for) 
retiree (from) 
resign-ee (from) 
confer-ee (with) 
1
 The number of exceptions is remarkably small, most ly in the direction of the 
intransitive marker marking transitive verbs: student, assistant (but note assistant to the 
manager), disscussant. The few intransitive Lat inate verbs not receiving the now produc-
tive -ее but receiving -er either end on -nt already (dissenter) or have become germanicized 
(reveller, cf. *revelant). 
- See Beard (1986) for a discussion of the autonomy of conditions on objective 
derivations and the suffixes, -ing, -ее, etc. which mark them. 
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Finally, if the underlying verb has an associated particle, no affix is 
added to the underlying stem.3 
(6) a cut up a drop out a look out 
a stand in a walk in a stand by 
a show off a run away a hold out 
Notice tha t even if this rule is unproductive, the argument goes through; (6) 
demonstrates that omission would be the preferred marking regardless of the 
status of the derivation rule. This marking is contingent on the presence of the 
particle, not the derivation, for all count nominalizations of verb-particle couples 
are omissively marked, e.g. these both locative and prefective nominalizations a 
get-away, a turn-around and a drop-off, walk-in, which are also subjectives. 
The contemporary morphology for the subjective nominalization requires 
(i) the corresponding adjective affix for lexically marked intransitive Latinate 
verbs.4 Otherwise, (ii) the subjective nominalization of intransitive (stative) 
verbs is productively marked by the suffix -ее, which as Carrier-Duncan 
(1985, 32 — 3) points out, is an animate "nonagentive" marker. Germanic 
verb-particle stems (iii) are marked with omissive morphology and (iv) elsewhere 
the suffix -er marks the subjective nominalization in English. None of these 
conditions correspond to the conditions on the subjective or, for that matter, 
any putative agentive nominalization. All the lexical derivates of (1 — 6) may be 
generated by a single subjective nominalization rule with virtually no cons-
traints; however, the constraints on affixation are unexpectedly complex, 
laced with rich subregularity having no bearing on the lexical derivation. 
(7) accounts for the facts of morphology discussed here. 
(7) A Framework for Separation 
Base 
Ru les 
Lexeme 
S t o r a g e 
L e x i c a l Movemen t 
Rules 
( L e x i c s ) Ru le (s ) 
Мог p h o l o g i c a l 
R u l e s P - R u l e s 
( M o r p h e m i c s ) 
Log ica l F o r m 
3 T w o alternative means of marking these derivates are unproduct ive: pass-er 
by, runner-up and on-look-er, by-stand-er). 
4
 See Zwicky (1985) for "referral rules" which account for such relationships. 
Although Zwicky defines such rules for inflection, they clearly mark lexical derivations as 
well. 
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2.2. Lexeme/Morpheme-Based Morphology: Definitions. A clear implica-
tion of (7) is that (grammatical) morphemes and lexemes are radically different 
types of entities (Beard 1986). Unlike lexemes, grammatical morphemes and 
the derivational and inflectional functions they mark fall into separate closed, 
grammatically ordered classes. While subjective (athlete) and objective (victim) 
lexical classes are common, they are not related to each other via formal 
paradigms as are the lexical derivational subjective and objective. 
(8) Subjective Subjective Objective ModaUc 
(Agentive) (Agentive) (Patientive) (Instrumental) 
Adjectival Nominal Nominal Nominal 
-ее escap-ee draft-ee . . . 
-er \redd-er~\ dry-er "keep-er"s mix-er 
-ist reform-ist record-ist . . . 
-ant dependent migr-ant rehabilit-ant stimul-ant 
(-0) discriminate cut-up slice lift 
(8) does not represent a problem of "polysemy" or "homophony" 
Lexical polysemy and homophony (or homonymy) are usually defined strictly 
in terms of the practical problems faced by lexicographers in deciding which 
dictionary words deserve independent entries. The only objective argument for 
homophony is historical, e.g. the spelling of pair : pear (homonyms) vs. tha t 
of the various meanings of dope (generally a polyseme). In fact nothing is 
gained in defining these terms over a theory of the lexicon which represents the 
sound-meaning relation as in (9). 
The important point of (9) is that whether one sees "homophony", 
"polysemy" or both here, no difficulty arises in distinguishing individual 
lexemes as signs in some elaboration of the term. Wierzbicka (1985, 71 — 73) 
refers to this definitional characteristic of lexemes as the "discreteness" 
criterion of the Aristotelean Categorical View of language. 
5
 The admittedly marginal objective nominalizations like fry-er, broil-er cannot be 
treated as subjectives derived f rom middle or ergative argument structures like The 
chicken fried (well) unless we wish to distinguish such forms f rom keep-er (fish) and loan-er 
(car) which fail the t e s t : keep-er ф a fish which keeps (well). (My thanks t o Geert Booij for 
this issue.) 
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I t is seldom possible to separate closed-class morphemes, however. 
(10) 
-ist -ant -er -ее 
Subj Adj Subj N Ins N Obj N .. 
In (10) the four highly productive suffixes of (8) are listed in their complex 
associations with four highly productive lexical derivational categories. The 
interesting aspect of (10) is the impossibility of separating these morphemes 
into discrete signs like lexemes. Therefore, in order to maintain the discreteness 
criterion, we must conclude that the phonological and functional units involved 
are themselves discriminate and do not form discrete isomorphic associations. 
This entails a definition of grammatical morphemes wholly unrelated to that 
of lexemes. 
The argument for discrete lexemes and morphemes rests on three defini-
tional characteristics of lexemes which morphemes do not share (Beard 1986). 
Perhaps the most important is tha t lexemes do not exhibit zero phonology. 
Morphemes may alternate with nothing because all information necessary for 
semantic interpretation is in the lexeme to which it accrues or in the morpheme's 
paradigm or is added to the base lexeme by derivation rule. Morphemes also 
do not occur in phrases independently, derive, subcategorize for case and the 
like, for morphemes mark these relations among lexemes. Finally, morphemes 
are formal representations of lexical and syntactic grammar; they therefore 
belong to the closed classes of grammar and have no meaning at all except in 
the lexemes whose syntactic and lexical relations they mark. Whatever 
lexemes are, morphemes are not; whatever omission, reduplication, revoweling, 
umlaut are, so are morphemes. 
We may thus partially define the lexeme (11) as a basis for a complete 
definition of morphemes (12).8 
(11) A lexeme ( = name) is a m i n i m a l l y d i s t i n g u i s h a b e 
(bound or free) o r d e r e d s e q u e n c e o f p h o n o l o g i c a l s e g -
m e n t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h a t l e a s t o n e s e n s e , w h i c h m a y 
b e l e x i c a l l y e x t e n d e d b y l e x i c a l d e r i v a t i o n a n d 
w h i c h b e l o n g s t o a n o p e n , u n p a r a d i g m a t i c c l a s s . 
6
 The definitions of lexeme and morpheme given here are not to be confused with 
those of Martinet (1961). Martinet is also a structuralist and his "morphemes" and 
" lexemes" (variants of Martinet 's "moneme") are tradit ional structuralist signs dis-
tinguished primarily by their belonging to closed vs. open classes. The definition of 
"morpheme" offered here and in Beard (1986) radically differs from tha t of " lexeme". 
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This definition covers the major class items which may fill syntactic nodes: 
N, V, Adj and Adv. I t obviously is not sufficient in the absence of an explana-
tion of homophony and/or polysemy (9). Adpositions are clitic or free morphe-
mes in a class with declensional endings (Beard 1985). An "open" class may be 
defined here as "synchronically accessible", i.e. a class susceptible to expansion 
by synchronic operations and borrowing. A "closed" such class would be 
"synchronically inaccessible" in the same sense. "Lexical extension" here 
refers to derivational features like [Subject], [Object], [ ± Feminine], added 
to the sense, and not to any phonological features added to the formant of the 
lexeme. (See Beard (1981) for details of "lexemic extension".) 
(12) A morpheme is t h e s m a l l e s t p h o n o l o g i c a l l y d i s t i n -
g u i s h a b l e (bound or unbound) f o r m a l m o d i f i c a t i o n o f a 
l e x e m e , w h i c h i s p a r a d i g m a t i c a l l y o r d e r e d i n a c l o s e d 
c l a s s , m a r k s g r a m m a t i c a l f u n c t i o n s a n d i s n o t s u s -
c e p t i b l e t o L - d e r i v a t i o n . 
A lexemic "modification" might be a free adjunct attached to a periphe-
ral member of a phrase to mark some grammatical function of the head in the 
sense that the in the (old) man is a modification of (old) man or it may be an 
internal or external, bound modification as in man:men or boy:boys. Nothing 
grammatically substantive clings to the "bound-free" distinction (see also 
Carstairs (1981) and Marantz (to appear). Whether features like [Causative] 
and [Potential] are added to verbs by free-standing auxiliaries as in English 
or appended as affixes as in Turkish is a superficial issue unrelated to the uni-
versal issue of why these features and not others are found in languages and 
how they are manipulated b y speakers. The crucial issue is that morphemes 
are associated only with internal grammatical referents and, usually, only in 
some context. 
2.3. The Neurological Predictions of L/MBH. The L/MBH model of mor-
phology described thus far rests on three major hypotheses about the na ture 
of the morphological component of grammar — all in conflict with some aspect 
of prevailing sign based theories. First, SH implies tha t the nature of and 
conditions on rules which modify a lexeme in any manner to mark gramm-
atical functions are independent of those which add abstract lexical or in-
flectional (morphosyntactic) features to lexemes. This allows the possibility 
of discriminate damage to syntactic, lexical and morphological processors, 
specifically the possibility of the presence of syntactic and/or lexical category 
features in the absence of morphemes marking them and vice versa, our first 
prediction. 
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This prediction is markedly at odds with the predictions of the Saussurian 
Sign Base Hypothesis, which assumes tha t all linguistic sound and meaning are 
isomorphic, biunique, form mutually implied association. Sign-based morpholo-
gies, under the Type Transparency Hypothesis, predict that the same processor 
which computes phonotactic sequences computes the meaning(s) or func-
t ion^) associated with them; meaning is accessible only via sound, sound only 
via meaning. These morphologies imply tha t a speaker who cannot u t t e r the 
phonology should not be able to calculate its functions and those who can, 
should be able to. 
Second, if the sound-meaning relation of the morpheme is wholly different 
from that of the lexeme, we would predict radically different neurological 
organizations for lexemes and morphemes. The distinction of lexemes and 
morphemes might come in the form of independent storage at different physi-
cal sites on the cerebral cortex, different locations for the access mechanisms 
of the parser or operationally different access mechanisms. 
Discrete storage locations would support the model in (7) but would 
imply that the Lexical Morphology Hypothesis (Bloomfield 1933, Bresnan 
1982, Lieber 1981, Marantz 1984), which situates lexemes and morphemes 
identically in the lexicon, would have to be modified or surrender any claim 
of type transparency. Different locations of access mechanisms or operation-
ally distinct mechanisms would not necessarily undermine the Lexical Mor-
phology Hypothesis if accompanied by independent evidence that morphemes 
and lexemes are stored in the same location. Thus we must keep in mind the 
distinction between storage areas and retrieval mechanisms, for this distinc-
tion underlies the crucial test of the claims of the L/MBH, on the one hand, 
against those of Lexical Morphology, structuralist and semiotic models, on 
the other. 
The third notable aspect of (7), the Integrated Morphology Hypothesis, is 
supported by the work of Beard, Halle, Lieber, Marantz and others a single 
morphological component operates on both inflectional and lexical derivational 
outputs. Although the operations generating abstract derived lexemes and 
phrases may be discrete, for the Integrated Morphology Hypothesis to hold, 
the operations modifying lexemes and phrases to mark them for these opera-
tions will be conducted by the same component, or processor. Thus we should 
find at some level, indiscriminately affected lexical and syntactic derivational 
morphology in aphasia, dyslexia and normal speach error. 
The competing Split Morphology Hypothesis (Anderson 1982, Perlmutter 
1986), argues that inflectional morphology applies after all morphosyntactic 
adjustments have been made but that derivational morphology is an inde-
pendent lexical mat ter accomplished in the lexicon before category selection 
and insertion. Again, assuming type transparency, deficits in the two morpho-
logies should not occur as symptoms of the same syndrome but should be 
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affected by incidents in distinct cortical areas and should be associated with 
different cosymptoms if this hypothesis goes through. Moreover, since deriva-
tional morphology is assigned to the lexicon, deficits in this morphology should 
be associated with lexical rather than syntactic deficits. 
These are not the only predictions implied by (7) and the full theory 
accompanying it. The fact tha t morphemes are operations rather than prespeci-
fied items predicts that in the performatively most transparent case morphe-
mes will not be accessed as lexemes are. Since the definition of lexemes in this 
theory depends crucially on an ordered sequence of phonological segments, 
left-right (initial-final) ordering errors should predominate in the pathological 
and other speech error data. The L-rules of this theory are generative and 
should therefore affect lexical retrieval. How these predictions might emerge 
in psycholinguistic or neurolinguistic da ta it will not be pursued here even 
though the pertinent data are very suggestive. 
3. The Classic Theories of Aphasia 
The two major linguistic cortical processors seem to be controlled by the 
anterior or "Broca's" area and the posterior or "Wernicke's" area of the left 
cerebral cortex. Because damage to it affects the processing of "closed class", 
"li t te" or "function" words, affixes and their functions, Broca's area is closely 
associated with an aphasie syndrome called "agrammatism". The central 
symptoms of agrammatism may be summarized as 
(i) the omission or confused usage of "function words", i.e. conjunctions, 
prepositions, articles, pronouns, auxiliaries and copulas; 
(ii) the loss or confusion of verb, noun and adjective inflection with 
frequent reversion to the unmarked form, e.g. verbal infinitive, nominative 
singular of nouns; 
(iii) a reduction in the occurrence of verbs in comparison to nouns or the 
nominalization of verbs in some forms of agrammatic speech; 
(iv) omission of arguments, e.g. subject and direct object, and misorder-
ing of syntactic constituents. Agrammatic patients exhibit little difficulty in 
accessing lexemes, i.e. (V,) N, Adj, Adv, bu t omit or f ind great difficulty in 
deploying grammatical functors. This type of speech is also called "nonfluent" 
because of the cooccurrence of dysprosody, the loss of control of intonation, 
which lends language the semblance of fluency. 
Schwartz, Linebarger and Saffran (1985) provide this example of an 
agrammatic aphasie (M. E.) attempting to tell the story of Cinderella. 
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(13) Âgrammatic Aphasie Speech 
M. E. 
Examiner 
M. E . 
Examiner 
M. E. 
Examiner 
M. E . 
Examiner 
M. E. 
Cinderella . . . poor . . . um 'dopted her . . . scrubbed floor, um, 
tidy . . . poor, um . . . 'dopted . . . Si-sisters and mother . . . ball. 
Ball, prince urn, shoe . . . 
Keep going. 
Scrubbed and uh washed and un . . tidy, uh, sisters and mother, 
prince, no, prince, yes. Cinderella hooked prince. (Laughs.) TJm, 
urn, shoes, urn, twelve o'clock ball /plnaSt/, finished. 
So what happened in the end? 
Married. 
How does he find her? 
Um, Prince, um, happen to, um . . . Prince, and Cinderalla meet, 
urn met urn met. 
What happened at the ball? They didn't get married at the ball. 
No, urn, no . . . I don't know. Shoe, urn found shoe . . . 
Sensory aphasies, on the other hand, who suffer damage exclusively to 
Wernicke's area, become "f luent" aphasies. Sensory aphasies retain control 
over closed class functors and intonation, bu t have difficulty in recalling 
lexical bases. They speak in a normally intoned stream of grammatical markers, 
e.g. pronouns, prepositions, articles and auxiliaries, tha t is, in "contentless" 
sentences. They may recall lexical items related or unrelated to target lexemes 
or create nonsense neologisms (paraphasia) one form exhibits a particular 
difficulty in retrieving nouns (anomia). Thus while it remains a point of 
contention whether "control" refers to storage, retrieval, processing or some 
combination of these, Broca's area in some sense controls grammatical mor-
phemes and/or the syntactic structures they mark to a significantly greater 
extent than Wernicke's area while the latter controls lexical bases to a greater 
extent than Broca's. However, as Cvetkova and Glozman (1978b) emphasize, 
traits of agrammatism are found to some extent in both types of aphasia. 
Buckingham (1981) provides the following example of a sensory aphasie 
(С. В) attempting to explain a picture of a child taking a cookie as a woman 
spills water elsewhere in the picture. 
(14) Sensory Aphasie Speech 
С. B. Uh, well this is the ... the /didirj/ of this. This and this and this. 
These things going in there like that. This is /sen/ things here. This 
one here, these two things here. And the other one here, back in this 
one, this one /gi?/ look at this one. 
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Examiner Yeah, what's happening there? 
C. B. I can't tell you what that is, but I know what it is, but I don't know 
where it is. But I don't know what's under. I know it's you couldn't 
say it's . . . 7 couldn't say what it is. I couldn't say what that is. 
This shu—that should be right in here. That's /ЬёэIi/ bad in there 
Anyway, this one here, and that, and that's it. This is the getting in 
here and that's the getting around here, and that, and that's it. This 
is getting in here and that's the getting around here, this one and one 
with this one. And this one, and that's it, isn't it? I don't know 
what else you'd want. 
4. Aphasiology and Current Morphological Hypotheses 
4.1. Aphasiology and L/MBH. The classic theory of aphasia offers obvious 
support for distinct lexemes and (grammatical) morphemes. With few excep-
tions (discussed further on), physical locations in the cortex seem to control 
discrete classes of linguistic elements corresponding closely to the lexemes and 
morphemes of L/MBH. Moreover, t he preponderance of available evidence 
suggests t h a t these areas are the sites of storage and computation. 
Unless we wish to consider all t h e linguistic areas of the brain t he lexical 
area, it would be difficult to justify any of the Lexical Morphology Hypothesis 
with such evidence. This hypothesis assumes (i) that lexemes and grammatical 
morphemes belong to one class, the traditional isomorphic morpheme, and (ii) 
tha t both are stored in the lexicon. It can hardly be the case that the two major 
linguistic areas are processors but not storage sites since no variety of aphasia, 
short of global damage over both areas, presents a uni tary symptom of loss of 
both classes simultaneously as identical storage location would predict. Either 
Wernicke's and Broca's areas in fact are areas of storage or they represent 
lexical and morphological retrieval devices with storage generalized throughout 
the brain, i.e. indistinct from general knowledge. Either way, theories which 
assume tha t morphemes and lexemes are of the same linguistic class are not 
substantiated in the neurological da ta as are those which distinguish the two. 
4.2. The Separation of Derivation and Morphology. Research in aphasia in 
the US has most recently focussed on the relations of syntactic derivation 
disturbed by agrammatism. Agrammatism is traditionally explained as a 
deficiency of the central grammatical or syntactic processor (Bradley, Garrett 
and Zurif 1980). The basis for this conclusion is the disturbance or loss of 
morphemes which mark syntactic relations and the confusion of subject and 
object positions even when morphologically unmarked. The most recent 
research in agrammatism, however, has brought doubt on the involvement of a 
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unitary central grammatical processor (Berndt and Caramazza 1980, Kean 
1985). Three reasons may be cited: (a) cases of agrammatism have been disco-
vered which differ in the relative inacessibility of syntax and morphological 
markers, (b) the difficulty in accessing verbs, a deficit also common (and more 
explicable) among sensory aphasies and, finally, (c) aphasies who recognize 
tha t their sentences areungrammatical, whosegrammar thus seems independent 
of syntactic computation. In this section I would like to examine each of these 
new problems in light of the model outlined in Section 2 and show that t h e 
first two problems facing the classical theory in fact speak in favor of L/MBH 
while the third represents no more a problem for this hypothesis than for sign 
based hypotheses. 
4.2.1. Syntax-Morphology Accessibility. Miceli, Mazzucchi, Menn and 
Goodglass (1983) discovered two Italian-speaking patients with the classic 
symptoms of agrammatism yet without indication of damage to any "central 
language processor". Both patients in this s tudy shared classical symptoms: 
omissions of articles and prepositions and the substitution of infinitives for 
finite forms of the verb. The second patient in this study (Case 2) exhibited 
an overall error ra te in these areas approximately twice that of the first (Case 
1) thus, on the surface it seened tha t he was more severely agrammatic t han 
the other. But closer examination revealed another pattern. 
By computing the string length of utterances of the two patients, Miceli 
et al. concluded tha t mean string length in the speech of Case 2 was 10.1 words 
while that of Case 1 was only 3.6 words. Moreover, Case 2 omitted no more 
than three main verbs in some 70-odd clauses consisting of 600 words and his 
overall sample contains some 30 well-formed compound and complex sentences, 
ignoring morphological omissions. Miceli et al. conclude t ha t Case 1 has a 
moderate syntactic deficit and a mild morphological deficit while Case 2 has an 
almost purely morphological deficit, suggesting discrete processors for syntax 
and morphology. 
Grodzinsky (1984) and Grodzinsky, Swinney and Zurif (1985) have come 
to a similar conclusion. Working with two Hebrew-speaking agrammatic 
patients, Grodzinsky discovered tha t grammatical categories which are "strictly 
closed" are always morphologically marked on appropriate stem classes and 
are not marked only where null variants are permissible even though the 
proper grammatical function is seldom marked. (Carstairs 1981 defines a 
"strictly closed" category by the principle t h a t one of its markers m u s t 
appear on the stem of the class it marks, e.g. t he Latin (or Hebrew) nominal 
declension and verbal conjugation endings.) The relevant point which Grod-
zinsky makes, however, is tha t agrammatics misuse only appropriate affixes 
or revowelling schemes in such cases, never random phonological sequences. 
This suggests tha t agrammatic patients may retain a more or less intact 
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set of morphemes even in the absence of knowledge of the syntactic functions 
which they are supposed to mark. 
These two studies confirm the findings of the earlier work of Tissot, 
Mounin and Lhermitte (1973). In an test of 19 French-speaking agrammatic 
aphasies, compared with 20 sensory aphasies, Tissot et al. found a significant 
split between those agrammatics who preserved articles and most prepositions 
but not the appropriate syntactic order of lexemes and those which did pre-
serve word order but had severe difficulty with articles and prepositions. This 
led Tissot et al. also to divide their cases into syntactic and morphological 
agrammatics. Thus the growing evidence against the "classical" theory of a-
grammatism, showing that aphasia affects a t least two subcomponents of the 
grammatical processor discriminately ra ther than damaging one indiscrimi-
nately, simply fulfills the predictions of SH. 
4.2.2. Verb Accessibility. Saffran, Schwartz and Marin (1980) give the 
following responses from agrammatic pat ients attempting to describe a picture 
of a boy being hit in the head by a baseball. 
(15) (a) The boy is catch . . . the boy is . . . out.. .the boy is catching out. 
(15) (b) The boy is in the . . . hits the boy? 
(15) (c) Boy is hurting to it. 
(15) (d) Hit. The man is throwing the ball. 
(15) (e) The boy is catch . . . the boy is hitch . . .the boy is hit the ball. 
Notice t h a t responses (15b) and (15d—e) indicate t ha t the problem might 
not be one of retrieving the correct verb so much as establishing the proper 
grammatical relations with the verb selected. Since the agrammatic aphasie 
does not have the grammatical functions s u b j e c t and o b j e c t available 
to him, i.e. cannot encode or decode any morphological marking of subject and 
object including word order (Caramazza and Zurif 1976), he resorts to a seman-
tic strategy. His sentences will begin with a noun referring to the most promi-
nent, usually animate, referential target. Other lexical items will be selected for 
their semantic relation to the first chosen item. If we assume that a modifica-
tion of a lexeme includes establishing the lexeme's position in the phrase (word 
order), or extend our definition of "morpheme" to include modifications of 
phrases as well as lexemes, this data becomes yet another prediction of L/MBH. 
A more serious challenge for the classic theory is the work of Miceli, 
Silveri, Villa and Caramazza (1984). This s tudy elicited verbs and nouns in 
isolation (not in syntactic context) from agrammatic, anomic and normal 
7
 Notice t h a t patients (16a—c) seem to have access to the phonology of preposit ions 
and particles (out, in, to) without control over the i r functions. This sort of evidence is 
frequently cited in the literature in support of t he separation of derivation and morphol-
ogy (SH). 
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subjects and showed that (some) agrammatics in fact have a verb deficit . 
Citing other evidence which shows a dissociation of verb loss and syntactic 
processing, however, this s tudy concludes t h a t verb loss results from damage 
" to independent cognitive systems that tend to co-occur because of the neural 
proximity of the two systems such that when one system is impaired there 
is a high probability that the other will be impaired" (Miceli et al. 1984, 218). 
I t is still possible, therefore, to explain the difficulty of strictly agrammatic 
aphasies in verb selection in terms of a failure of grammatical processing 
rather than one of lexeme selection. 
4.2.3. Judgments of Grammaticality. Linebarger, Schwartz and Saff ran 
(1983) and Schwartz, Linebarger and Saffran (1985) have studied the ability of 
agrammatic patients to restart and correct themselves, behavior which suggests 
tha t they often realize that the sentences which they are speaking are agramma-
tic. If this is true, agrammatic aphasies might retain intact syntactic compe-
tence and only suffer a deficit of the parser. This would make it possible to argue 
tha t the lexeme/morpheme distinction is an artifact of speech production which 
has no correlate in competence, ergo a theory of grammar. 
The study by Linebarger and her colleagues did demonstrate tha t their 
four agrammatic patients could distinguish grammatical f rom ungrammatical 
sentences at a much better than chance rate. 207 of 230 grammatical sentences 
were recognized as such and 163 of 221 bad sentences were recognized as such 
on the average. This leaves 23 of 230 grammatical sentences still misperceived 
as ungrammatical and 58 of 221 ungrammatical sentences mistaken as gram-
matical. This s tudy begs a t least two comments. 
First, none of the four patients in the study responded perfectly as 
normal subjects presumably would. They performed worst on constructions 
with tag questions or reflexives, i.e. those whose interpretation rests solely on 
the manipulation of grammatical morphemes and relations and which gain 
nothing from recourse to lexical or pragmatic semantics. Thus some deficit 
in the basic knowledge of grammar and/or morphology clearly underlies 
agrammatism even in the da ta of Linebarger et al. 
Second, recognition studies corroborating greater ability at recognizing 
vis à vis producing grammatical structures do not prove agrammatism to be a 
performative deficit if the disproportion is also present in normals. The pheno-
menon of comprehension quantitatively far exceeding production is a general 
characteristic of language performance. Firs t and second language learners 
at every stage of learning are capable of comprehending far more than they are 
able to produce. This phenomenon probably characterizes mature speakers 
as well; I do not know tha t it has been researched or explained. 
I t would be reasonable to predict t h a t the tactical ability to recognize 
phrases as grammatical is a subcomponent of comprehension. If so, as long as 
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this general phenomenon is maintained in approximately the same proportion 
and is not reversed or otherwise affected in agrammatic speech as compared 
to normal, it may not be a symptom of agrammatism. The interesting aspect of 
agrammatism is tha t , overall, the ability of a speaker to retrieve and produce 
grammatical material is grossly impaired in comparison to normal speakers 
and the proportion of impairment of comprehension and production remains 
the same, i.e. given the presumably normal superiority of speech comprehen-
sion over speech production. This set of facts embarrasses L/MBH no more 
than traditional sign-based theories. 
4.2.4. Aphasiology and the Unitary Function Hypothesis. Up to this 
point we have seen how processors previously considered unitary in fact 
reflect discrete components. One prediction by L/MBH, however, predicts the 
integrity of components many linguists consider discrete. The Unitary Func-
tion Hypothesis predicts that the morphology of lexical derivation and inf-
lection is unitary and identical. The Type Transparancy Hypothesis predicts 
that both will be computed by the same mental processor. Thus the damage to 
inflectional morphology witnessed in agrammatic patients should be accompa-
nied by damage to lexical derivational morphology. The Split Morphology 
Hypothesis (Perlmutter 1986) predicts that lexical morphology is associated 
with lexical storage while inflectional morphology comprises independent 
postlexical operations. 
Both sensory and agrammatic aphasies should exhibit lexical derivational 
deficits however, differences in the natures of their deficits should detectable. 
Agrammatic pat ients should have access to lexemes but have difficulty in 
deploying productive affixes; their speech should exhibit derivational errors 
and a reduction in the rate of use of productively derived lexemes but a 
retention of lexicalized (idiomatized) derived lexemes. Sensory aphasies, 
however, have difficulty accessing lexemes, the stems which are subject to 
lexical derivation their speech should exhibit productive affixes added to 
paraphasias or neologistic stems. In comprehension, we should find evidence 
tha t sensory aphasies resort more to lexical derivation in an a t tempt to recover 
the meaning of lexemes which they cannot comprehend while agrammatics 
ignore derivational opportunities and a t tempt to interpret lexical derivates as 
idiomatic lexical wholes. 
One caveat demands attention in examining the evidence for the com-
putation of derivational morphology. Since speakers have two means of 
accessing derived lexemes, storage and generation, the presence of a high 
percentage of properly marked derived lexemes in the speech of agrammatic 
speakers does not necessarily indicate split morphology. The prediction of the 
Unitary Function Hypothesis is that the morphological rules for marking 
productive lexical derivations will be affected by insult to the same area which 
JJ 
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controls inflectional morphology. The problem here is that "productivity" is ill 
defined. Moreover, productivity probably varies from speaker to speaker; that 
is, not every speaker will productively generate the same lexical derivates. 
While generative lexical rules are available to speakers of languages, if they 
hear or use a lexical derivate often enough, they might just as well store it. 
Some speakers will derive unaccountability others, who use it more, will store it. 
Evidence for the Unitary Function Hypothesis is found in t he work of 
Tissot, Mounin and Lhermitte (1973) and Dressier (1977, 1979) bu t most of all 
in tha t of Luria's students, Akhutina, Cvetkova, Glozman and Teplickaia. 
Glozman (1974), Cvetkova and Teplickaia (1975) and Cvetkova and Glozman 
(1978a, 1978b) found tha t all aphasies exhibit agrammatic speech b u t those 
diagnosed as suffering from motor (Broca's) aphasia cannot account for the 
compositionality of derived lexemes and treat them as units. Patients suffering 
from posterior aphasias, acoustico-mnestic (sensory) and semantic in Luria's 
terms, rely heavily on compositional elements and tend to treat t hem trans-
parently, ignoring lexical idiomaticities. Dressier (1977) found similar evidence 
in German-speaking patients, concluding that the "lexicon and word formation 
seem to be different components stored in different par ts of the brain" and that 
the latter is a part of the same component which controls syntax. 
Cvetkova and Glozman (1978a) conducted two experiments with motor 
and dynamic aphasies, suffering f rom anterior insult, and semantic and 
acoustico-mnestic aphasies, suffering from posterior insult. The acoustico-
mnestic (sensory) aphasies exhibit a significantly lower rate of agrammatism 
than the other three types and have all the general symptoms of sensory 
aphasia. Semantic aphasies share the symptoms of Broca's and sensory 
aphasias. In the Cvetkova and Glozman experiments, all categories of aphasies 
were compared with a normal control group. The first test involved the analysis 
of sentences without spaces, e.g. 
(16) (a) nakruglomstolestoitvazasosennimicvetami 
'onacirculartablestandsavasewithfallflowers' 
(b) Na krug-l -(- от stol -j- e stoi + t vaz + a s osen-n + imi cvet + ami 
on circul-ar+Loc t ab le+Loc stand-f-s vase+Nom with au tumn-a+Ins 
Sg Sg Sg PI 
flower-)-Ins 
PI 
'On a circular table stands a vase with autumn(al) flowers' 
Cvetkova and Glozman discovered t ha t the strongly agrammatic motor 
and dynamic (also semantic) aphasies, on the one hand, and the marginally 
agrammatic sensory patients, on the other, tend to make different kinds of 
mistakes on this test. One class of mistakes were of the type nakruglom 'onthe-
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circular', istala 'andbecame', jabyl 'Iwas'. Cvetkova and Glozman calls these 
"lexical" errors because they overlook grammatical markers (prepositions like 
na 'on', conjunctions like i 'and', pronouns like ja 'I ') and treat phrases as 
unitary lexical items, according to their semantic content. 91% of the motor 
aphasies' errors on the first test were of this type as compared to 18% of the 
sensory aphasies'. 
The sensory aphasies tended to make what Cvetkova and Glozman 
consider "derivational" errors for they indicate an erroneous lexeme division 
at morpheme boundaries, e.g. krug lom, stal a. This suggests that the sensory 
aphasies overgeneralize morphological analysis, perhaps not recognizing stems. 
82% of the errors of the sensory aphasies were of this type while this type 
accounted for only 9% of the motor aphasies' errors. While the motor 
aphasies, presumably with the most greatly reduced morphological capacity, 
did not mistake affixes for lexemes, they did tend to fail to distinguish gramma-
tical morphemes f rom the lexemes to which they at tach or with which they 
form a grammatical unit . The sensory aphasies, however, presumably with a 
greatly impaired ability for lexical retrieval but minimally impaired access to 
grammatical rules, tended to isolate the lexemes b y separating all grammatical 
morphemes from them. This overseparation is always along correct morpholog-
ical lines with indifference to lexical (krug lom) and inflectional (stal a) 
morphology. 
Cvetkova and Glozman's second test was a classification test consisting 
of words written on 15 cards which normal and aphasies with the same four 
syndromes as defined by Luria, were asked to classify according to their 
semantic relationships. The cards contained genuine lexical derivates (let-at' 
'to f ly ' and let-atel'nj 'flying (Adj)', veter 'wind' and vetr-jannyj 'wind(y)') and 
potential but false derivates (vert-o-let 'revolve-o-fly' = 'helicopter' and 
vertikal' 'vertical (line)', rubl' 'ruble' and rub-it' 'chop'). 
Again two types of errors were observed again corresponding to the type 
of general impairment; the motor (dynamic and semantic) as opposed to 
sensory aphasies. The motor aphasies tended to coclassify any lexemes with 
formally similar stems, reading f rom left to right, e.g. vertolet : vertikal', rubin 
' ruby' : rubit', significantly more than did the sensory aphasies (66% vs. 
34% of their errors) and to ignore genuine lexical derivational relationships 
like leta-t' : leta-tel'nyj. Again, this was taken as an indication of overgeneralized 
lexical analysis a t the expense of morphological (derivational). 
The sensory aphasies' performance was jus t the opposite, only 20% of 
their errors were lexical in this sense while 80% were morphological (derivatio 
nal). The sensory aphasies, for example, tended to co-classify words like 
namererenie ' intention' : merit' 'measure', rublennyj 'chopped' : rubl' 'ruble', 
where genuine morphological boundaries are detectable though synchronically 
irrelevant (idiomatized). The sensory aphasies tended to "reetymologize" these 
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words, i.e. analyze them as derivationally related; they confused phono-
logically similar but semantically unrelated stems without morphological 
boundaires, e.g. rubin: rubit', significantly less. 
5. Conclusion 
The L/MBH makes three major predictions: (a) there are two basic units 
of grammar, the "lexeme" and "morpheme" as described here, (b) lexical 
and syntactic derivation are independent of all rules of morphological marking 
and (c) all morphology is uni tary and integrated. The simplest imaginable 
versions of the Sign Base Hypothesis, the Lexical Morphology Hypothesis, 
claims that all morphology is lexical. This hypothesis makes a t least two 
predictions as to basic lexical uni ts and processes, (a) all units are lexical 
signs and (b) only one process handles them: lexical insertion. Thus the Lexical 
Morphology Hypothesis is far simpler and more constrained than the L/MBH, 
shifting the burden of proof upon the latter. 
But all the fundamental predictions of L/MBH are borne out b y neurolog-
ical evidence. Moreover, the da ta of language acquisition and normal speech 
errors add further confirmation. Garret t (1980), in summing up his extensive 
research in speech error analysis, concludes " . . . that shift errors [e.g. I 
haven't satten down and writ. . .; I want to eated.\ I had forgot abouten that-, 
. . . point outen] a t tach morphemes to stems without regard to any factor 
other than word boundaries and word form — in particular, without regard 
to the lexical identity or even grammatical category of the error site." His 
findings confirm similar evidence discussed by Bierwisch (1981) for SH, that the 
phonological formants of affixes are independent of their functions (outen 
cannot be in the past tense for prepositions have no tense). Moreover, he argues 
that shif t errors like these must occur at a processing level other than that 
which accounts for "word-exchange" errors, e.g. I don't know that I would 
hear one if I knew it). Garrett, like Bierwisch, points out that the word-exchange 
errors generally reflect lexically marked morphology as this example does 
(knew), while morpheme-shift errors apparently do not (crucial da t a is scarce). 
Errors a t the point of lexical insertion and morphological realization in (7) 
account for Bierwisch's and Garrett 's analyses of the speech error d a t a neatly. 
Evidence of the Separation Hypothesis is also found in language acquisi-
tion studies. Several studies have shown that children learn the cases and their 
functions (case "semantics") prior to mastery ofaffixational rules, e.g. Bogoyav-
lenskii (1973) and the sources she cites. This disjuncture is similar to the 
overgeneralization of productive affixes which characterize certain stages of 
acquisition. During these stages, children who previously used, for example, 
irregular and subregular past tense verb forms such as caught, hit and saw 
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correctly, begin saying catched, hitted and seed in alternation with the gramma-
tical, subregular forms. However, as Maratsos (1979, 312 — 313) points out, 
since both alternates are used in the appropriate grammatical situations, the 
use suggests a disjuncture between knowledge of form and that of the function. 
This same evidence is incompatible with the LAH though not with 
Word-and-Paradigm models which separate lexical from inflectional deriva-
tions (Matthews 1972, Anderson 1982, 1984). However, word-and-paradigm 
models will probably have to adjust to the evidence of or the Integral Morpho-
logy Hypothesis and combine inflectional and lexical morphology into one 
component. The second prediction not only survives the neurological evidence 
but finds support there as a secondary characteristic of linguistic behavior. 
The prediction tha t knowledge of the functional constraints on lexical as well 
as inflectional derivation are independent of the affixational constraints con-
tradicts the predictions of all sign-based morphologies, Word-and-Paradigm in-
cluded. All sign-based models will require heavy translationalmachinery in per-
formance theory. If we accept the Type Transparency Hypothesis, therefore, 
Lexeme-Morpheme Base models of morphology are decidedly superior (more 
isomorphic with reasonable performance models) to Sign Based models. 
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THE ROLE OF CONCEPTUALIZATION RULES IN 
THE INTERPRETATION OF MORPHOLOGICALLY 
COMPLEX WORDS 
R U D O L F P. BOTHA 
(University of Stellenbosch, South Africa) 
I . Introduction* 
Allow me to s tar t with a statement of metascientific belief: I take the 
pursuit of depth of insight or understanding rather than gross coverage of data 
to be a legitimate aim of linguistic inquiry. Many of you would have little 
trouble in accepting this aim for the study of word-formation or morphology 
too. Many of you, likewise, would agree, without much reservation, tha t in 
order to acquire the desired understanding or insight, we need principled 
theories of considerable deductive depth and unifying power. What I would 
like to do now, is to explore some of the consequences of this metascientific 
position for an analysis of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication.1 In parti-
cular, I will argue tha t this position drives us towards recognizing the existence 
of a class of "semantic" devices which, for want of a better name, I will call 
c o n c e p t u a l i z a t i o n r u l e s . I have presented this argument elsewhere 
in much more detail, but it would be presumptious to assume tha t you are 
familiar with it.2 
On conventional analyses, the so-called meanings said to be expressed 
by reduplication in Afrikaans are stunningly diverse. These include 
(A) considerable number ( "many R's") as in 
(1) Die hinders drink bottels-bottels limonade. 
the children drink bottles bottles lemonade 
'The children drink bottles and bottles of lemonade.' 
(2) Bakke-bakke veldblomme versier die tafels. 
bowls bowls veld flowers decorate the tables 
'The tables are decorated with wild flowers by the bowlful.' 
[I use " R " in the paraphrases to represent the referent to which the 
base (a) refers via its meaning (A).] 
* This paper was written for oral presentation a t The International Conference 
on Word Formation held on 1—4 May 1986 at Veszprém, Hungary. To allow for th is 
mode of presentation, the style of the paper was accordingly kept relatively informal 
where the argument did not require i t to be otherwise. 
1
 This position forms par t of the so-called (lax) Galilean Style of inquiry, as is 
clear f rom Botha 1982, 1984. 
2 Cf. Botha 1984, 1986. 
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(B) limited number ("some R 's") as in 
(3) Die pad was ent-ent sieg. 
the road was stretch stretch bad 
'The road was bad in some (scattered) stretches.' 
(4) Jan vergeetsy wees г и k-r и le. 
John forget his fear t ime time 
'Occasionally John forgets about his fear for a while.' 
(C) distribution ("scattered R ' s" ) as in 
(5) Die shape wei troppe-troppe op die vlakte. 
the sheep graze flocks flocks on the plain 
'The sheep are grazing on the plain in several scattered flocks.' 
(6) Die gras het к о I - ко I verdroog. 
the grass has patch patch withered 
'The grass has withered in (some) scattered patches.' 
(D) serial ordering (" the one R af ter the other") as in 
(7) Ну krap die verf laag-laag af. 
he scrapes the paint layer layer off 
'He scrapes the paint off in one layer af ter another.' 
(8) Die studente skryf die eksamen stuk-stuk. 
the students write the exam piece piece 
'The students write the exam in instalments. ' 
(E) collectivity (" in sets/groups of R") as in 
(9) Ну dra tien-tien boeke die trap op. 
he carry ten ten books the stairs up 
'He carries the books up the stairs in one ten-book batch after 
another.' 
(10) Susan sluk die pille drie-drie in. 
Susan swallow the pills three three in 
'Susan swallows the pills in sets of three. ' 
(F) iteration (" to R more than once/repeatedly") as in 
(11) Ну lek - I ek oor sy droe lippe. 
he lick lick over his dry lips 
'He licks and relicks his dry lips.' 
(12) Sy hop knik-knik van vermoeienis. 
his head nod nod of weariness 
'His head repeatedly nods with weariness.' 
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(G) continuation ( " to R continuously/for some time") as in 
(13) Die donder rammel-rammel in die verte. 
the thunder rumble rumble in the distance 
'A continual rumble of thunder may be heard.' 
(14) Die bedelaar dr ent el - dr ent el doelloos in die park rond. 
the beggar saunter saunter aimlessly in the park about 
'The beggar has been sauntering aimlessly in the park for some time.' 
(H) attenuation ( " to R (more than once) tentatively/hesitantly/non-inten-
sely") as in 
(16) Die dokter v at - v at aan die swelsel. 
the doctor touch touch on the swelling 
'The doctor tentatively feels the swelling a couple of times.' 
(16) Ну skop-skop teen die deur. 
he kick kick against the door 
'He gives the door a few exploratory kicks.' 
(I) intensity ("very R") as in 
(17) Huile eet d i к - d i к snye brood. 
they eat thick thick slices bread 
'They eat thumping thick slices of bread. ' 
(18) Sy het amper- amper haar been gebreek. 
she has nearly nearly her leg broken 
'She very nearly broke her leg.' 
(J) emphasis ("emphatically/specifically/definitely/just R") as in 
(19) Die ongeluk het hier- hier gebeur. 
the accident has here here happened 
'The accident happened right there/on this very spot.' 
(20) Hülle doen die werk saam-saam. 
they do the work together together 
'They do the work very much as a team effort. ' 
The ten meanings A—J by no means exhaust the list that has conventionally 
been claimed to be expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans. Others I have 
dealt with elsewhere too. 
For a linguist who is af ter insight or understanding, it is rather puzzling 
how such a diversity of meanings could be expressed in one language by the 
single simple formal means of total reduplication. Clearly, no insight could 
be gained by means of an analysis that postulated a separate semantic inter-
pretation rule for each of the ten or more distinct meanings associated with 
Afrikaans reduplications. An analysis which reduced the diversity and com-
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plexity of these meanings to a single, unifying interpretation rule would 
obviously make a more significant contribution to our understanding of the 
semantics of these reduplications. And I will claim tha t all Afrikaans redupli-
cations are, as a mat ter of fact, subject to a single, simple semantic inter-
pretation rule, namely (21). 
(21) Interpret [ a i a i ] as [A INCREASED] 
(where A represents the sense or meaning of a and INCREASED 
represents an abstract semantic unit). 
Less formally, this rule may be understood as saying that by reduplicat-
ing a base form, the information is conveyed tha t the entity or entities referred 
to by the base form is taken to be increased in some dimension. 
The central question to be answered, is how so simple a rule is able to 
account for the diversity and specifity of the meanings conventionally attri-
buted to Afrikaans reduplications. The essence of my answer to this question 
is t h a t the diversity and specifity of these meanings are a function of the 
interaction between the interpretation rule (21) and general semantic and/or 
conceptual devices independent of it . Central amongst the latter devices are 
the conceptualization rules that I have mentioned earlier. 
Within the restricted scope of a single paper I cannot hope to reanalyze 
from this perspective all the meanings claimed to be expressed by Afrikaans 
reduplications. I can do little more than give a number of illustrative reanaly-
ses — specifically of the so-called "verbal" meanings of "iteration", "con-
t inuat ion" and "at tenuation". Before looking a t "iteration", I have to draw 
your attention to a terminological practice tha t I will adopt: expressions 
such as "meaning", "semantic content", "information content", "uni t of 
semantic or information content" and "semantic reading" will be used infor-
mally as synonyms. Nothing in my analysis hinges on this terminological 
variation 
2. Iteration ( " to R repeatedly") 
Let us start with "iteration" and consider the make-up of the meaning 
or to ta l information content associated with verb reduplications such as 
lek-lek in (11) and knik-knik in (12). 
(a) The lexical base (lek, knik) contributes two units of meaning to the 
total semantic content of these reduplications. The first unit distinguishes 
the meaning of, for example, lek from that of knik, and other nonsynonymous 
lexical items. These units of meaning of lek and knik may be represented 
schematically as (22a) and (b) respectively. 
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(22) (a) [LICK]3 
(b) [NOD] 
The second is a unit shared by the meaning of lek and the meaning of knik. 
This unit of meaning may be represented as in (23). 
(23) [TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT]4 
(b) The interpretation rule (21) contributes the unit of meaning 
[INCREASED] to the total information content of the reduplications under 
consideration, giving the composite readings of (24). 
(24) (a) [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED] 
(b) [NOD, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED] 
(c) At this point the question arises as to how the semantic specifica-
tion/unit [INCREASED] is to be understood or conceptualized in conjunction 
with the meanings of the lexical bases lek and knik respectively. And this is 
where what I call conceptualization rules enter into the analysis. A concep-
tualization rule specifies how [INCREASED] has to be conceptualized in 
conjunction with the meanings of lek and knik respectively. Since the 
meaning of both lek and knik incorporates the semantic unit [TEMPORAL 
ACT/EVENT], a conceptualization rule with the gist of (25) applies to the 
readings (24a) and (b). 
(25) Conceptualize [INCREASED] as [INCREASED IN TIME] if it 
occurs in conjunction with the semantic unit [TEMPORAL ACT 
EVENT].5 
Given this rule, the composite readings (26a) and (b) may be formed. 
(26) (a) [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED I N TIME] 
(b) [NOD, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED IN TIME] 
(d) In the composite readings (26a) and (b), however, the unit [IN-
CREASED IN TIME] is only partially amalgamated with the semantic units 
3
 Capitals are used to represent abstract semantic units. These uni ts are not 
necessarily minimal bu t may be fu r ther decomposable. 
4
 On Lyons's (1977, 484) analysis an act is an event tha t is under control of an 
agent. 
5
 This rule, mos t likely, will t u rn out to represent a subcase of a more general 
rule applying to reduplications based on nouns, adjectives, and adverbs too. 
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[LICK] and [NOD]. The reason for this is that licking and nodding represent 
a particular kind of temporal act or event: in the terminology of Jackendoff 
(1983, 246) they are temporally bounded events or acts. This feature of the 
(projected) referent of the verbs lek and knik may be represented in their 
meaning by the semantic unit [BOUNDED] which constitutes a unit of 
so-called aspectual meaning.8 The representations (26a) and (b) thus have to 
be refined to read as (27a) and (b) respectively. 
(27) (a) [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, BOUNDED, INCREASED 
IN TIME] 
(b) [NOD, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, BOUNDED, INCREASED 
IN TIME] 
To amalgamate the semantic unit [INCREASED I N T I M E ] with [BOUNDED] 
a conceptualization rule with the content of (28) is required: 
(28) Conceptualize the unit of content [INCREASED IN TIME] as 
[ ITERATED] if it occurs in combination with the unit of aspectual 
meaning [BOUNDED]. 
Clearly, a bounded event can occur for an increased time only if i t is con-
ceptualized as being repeated more than once. Applied to the readings spe-
cified in (27a) and (b), the conceptualization rule (28) forms the readings 
(29a) and (b) respectively. 
c
 As has been noted by, for example, Holisky (1981, 28) "The term ' a spec t ' has 
almost as many definitions as there are linguists who have used it . . .". P la tzaek (1979, 
39) draws a distinction between aspect and a k t i o n s a r t : 
"Whereas akt ionsart has to do with the inherent temporal consti tut ion of a 
situation, independent of deictic t ime (i.e., t ime in its relation to speaker and 
hearer), we will use the term aspect t o refer t o the way a speaker (or writer) chooses 
to present a si tuation in relation to deictic time, provided t h a t the language offers 
a systematic way to express the choice in question. Thus, aspect is int imately 
connected to the use of a sentence (or, as we will prefer t o say, to the possible use 
of a sentence). To describe the akt ionsart referred to by a sentence, we do no t have 
to take into consideration how the sentence is related to the communicative 
situation (though such a relation may be taken into consideration when we like 
to disambiguate a sentence in cases where a given string of words is able t o refer to 
several aktionsarten). However, in order to describe the aspect of a sentence, this 
relation is of u tmost importance." 
I will use the t e rm a s p e c t , and a derived form such as a s p e с t u a 1, t o denote 
Platzack's a k t i o n s a r t . This is a common usage of the te rm a s p e c t , as is clear 
f r o m Comrie's (1976, 3) discussion in which he presents " a general definition of aspect" 
according to which "aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal consti-
tuency of a s i tuat ion", a definition a t t r ibu ted by him to Hol t (1943, b). For remarks on 
the history of the aspectual notion of "boundedness" cf., e.g., Platzaek 1979, 70ff., and 
Dahl 1981, 79 — 81. For critical comments on Platzack's distinction between a s p e c t and 
a k t i o n s a r t cf. Andersson 1984, 200ff. 
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(29) (a) [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, ITERATED] 
(b) [NOD, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, ITERATED] 
As a unit of meaning, then, [ITERATED] need not be specified directly by 
an interpretation rule such as (21). I t is a derived unit, established through 
the interaction of this rule with the conceptualization rules (25) and (28). 
Note that the extension of the parameter of boundedness from things to 
acts/events, which is crucial to this analysis, has been argued for on indepen-
dent grounds.7 
3. Continuation ("to R continuously") 
Let us next consider the meaning of "continuation" expressed by Afri-
kaans reduplications. The total information content associated with verb 
reduplications such as rammel-rammel in (13a) and drentel-drentel in (13b) is 
parallel, in composition, to that of iterative reduplications such as lek-lek 
and knik-knik. The difference between iteration and continuation reduces to 
a difference in aspectual meaning between lek-lek and knik-knik on the one 
hand and rammel-rammel and drentel-drentel on the other hand. The base 
verbs of the former type have the unit of aspectual meaning [BOUNDED]; 
the base verbs of the latter have the unit of aspectual meaning that Jackendoff 
(1983, 246) calls [UNBOUNDED], This implies that the unit of aspectual 
meaning [UNBOUNDED] has to be incorporated in the composite readings 
(30a) and (b) for rammel-rammel and drentel-drentel respectively: 
(30) (a) [RUMBLE, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, UNBOUNDED, IN-
CREASED IN TIME] 
(b) [SAUNTER, TEMPORAL ACT/EYENT, UNBOUNDED, IN-
CREASED IN TIME] 
For the further conceptual amalgamation or integration of the readings (30a) 
and (b) we require a conceptualization rule with the purport of (31). 
7
 As has been noted by a number of linguists, most recently by Jackendoff (1983), 
there i s a parallelism between iterating events and increasing things in number. At a 
linguistic level, therefore, " i terat ivi ty" and "p lura l i ty" are fundamental ly similar 
notions. Platzack (1979, 79ff.) and others use the semantic feature " + / —DIVID" as a 
semantic correlat ' . f Chomsky's (1965) syntactic fea ture "-(-/—COUNT". Following 
Teleman (1969), Pla tzack (1979, 81) argues that t he feature " D I V I D " is useful for 
capturing the "count -mass" distinction in the description of (Swedish) noun phrases. 
Teleman suggests t h a t this feature can be used for the description of verbs too, with 
" — D I V I D " to " d u r a t i v e " verbs. However, Platzack argues tha t the feature should not 
be assigned to the verb, bu t to the sentence, because it is the situation corresponding to 
the sentence that should be described in terms of a k t i o n s a r t e n . For a fur ther 
illustration of the explanatory power of the notion of "boundedness" cf. Heinämäki 
1984, 155 ff. 
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(31) Conceptualize the unit of content [INCREASED IN TIME] as 
[CONTINUED] i f i t occurs in combination with the unit of meaning 
[UNBOUNDED]. 
Wha t this rule says, in essence, is tha t by increasing an unbounded temporal 
act or event one gets a single extended act or event of the same sort. Applied 
to the composite readings under consideration, rule (31) gives the concep-
tually more highly developed readings of (32). 
(32) (a) [RUMBLE, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, CONTINUED] 
(b) [SAUNTER, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, CONTINUED] 
The distinction between iteration and continuation, therefore, reflects an 
aspectual difference between the base verbs of reduplications. This distinction 
is acted on by different conceptualization rules or different subcases of the 
same, more general, conceptualization rule. In sum: the distinction between 
iteration and continuation clearly need not be accounted for directly by the 
interpretation rule (21).8 
4. Attenuation ("to R more than once non-intensely") 
This brings us to the meaning of "a t tenuat ion" expressed by Afrikaans 
reduplications. The total information content of reduplications such as vat-vat 
in (15) and skop-skop in (16) incorporates what appears to be a mysterious 
component. This component, which has conventionally been characterized as 
"tentatively/hesitantly/non-intensely", will be represented below by the 
abstract specification [ATTENUATED]. The question is how this unit can 
be a component of a composite content to which the interpretation rule (21) 
contributes the semantic unit [INCREASED]. As part of the total information 
content of verb-based reduplications, one would expect the latter uni t to be 
conceptualized on an intensity scale as "more intensely" rather than "less 
intensely", " tentat ively", etc. Closer analysis shows, however, tha t there is in 
fact nothing mysterious about the way in which the unit [ATTENUATED] 
is derived as a component of the information content of reduplications such 
as vat-vat and skop-skop. 
(a) The bases (vat, skop) of such reduplications are verbs t ha t have the 
uni t of aspectual meaning [BOUNDED]. The reduplications, consequently, 
8
 In a s tudy of Swedish a k t i o n s a r t e n , Platzack (1979, 124ff.) t oo argues 
t h a t " i te ra t iv i ty" and "dura t iv i ty" are not fundamenta l i otions. Bridgen (1984) similarly 
argues tha t in Finnish iterativity and habituali ty are not basic aspectual notions. 
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are assigned an interative reading in t he way desribed with reference to 
lek-lek and knik-knik in (d) of §2 above. 
(b) The unit of content [ATTENUATED] represents another derived 
component of the total information content of verb-based reduplications such 
as vat-vat, skop-skop, etc. Le t us consider the sentences (33) and (34) to get 
a better grasp of the nature of this unit of meaning. 
(33) Ну skop-skop teen die deur. 
he kick kick against the door 
'He tentatively kicks the door a couple of t imes. ' 
(34) Ну sluit-sluit die deur. 
he lock lock the door 
'He tentatively locks the door a couple of times. ' 
The total information content of skop-skop in (33) includes both the compo-
nents [ ITERATED] (expressed by " a couple of times" in the paraphrase) 
and [ATTENUATED] (expressed by "tentat ively" in t he paraphrase). Native 
speakers of Afrikaans intuitively judge this sentence " t o make sense", etc. 
If sentence (34) is interpreted in a parallel way, however, speakers judge this 
sentence to be "nonsensical", "illogical", etc. This difference in acceptability 
between the two sentences may be explained indirectly with reference to 
the nature of the events or acts denoted by skop and sluit respectively. Note 
tha t the event/act denoted by sluit has a certain conclusiveness or finality. 
The event/act denoted by skop, by contrast, lacks this feature: it is inconclusive 
or non-final. Obviously, i t is impossible to repeat an event/act that has this 
property of finality in a relatively short time-span. And this is why sentence 
(33) is "nonsensical" to speakers of Afrikaans. To p u t it differently, the 
finality of the event/act of locking something precludes the possibility of its 
occurring repeatedly within the same short time-span, without the interven-
tion of another act/event, specifically an "unlocking" event/act. In the case 
of skop, by contrast, the event/act lacks this finality. Consequently, i t may 
be repeated within a relatively short time-span. For this reason native speakers 
have no problem in "making sense" of sentence (33). The essence of the 
semantic difference between reduplications such as sluit-sluit and redupli-
cations such as skop-skop may, therefore, be captured by the generalization (35). 
(35) If an event/act has the property of finality, i t cannot occur/be per-
formed more than once in a relatively short time-span. 
Evidently, events/acts t ha t have the property of f inali ty cannot occur/be 
performed less intensely. That is, such events/acts cannot be attenuated. 
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The repeatability of an act/event, thus, indicates its attenuability. The repe-
tition of an event may therefore be interpreted as an indication of its being 
attenuated on a scale of intensity. Notice t h a t what we have here is indication, 
not logical entailment. 
The question, of course, is how the difference between the events/acts 
denoted by sluit and those denoted by skop may be expressed by a concep-
tualization rule operating on the semantic units composing the meanings 
[LOCK] and [KICK]. Finding an answer to this question is a matter of deter-
mining whether the difference can be accounted for in aspectual terms. Note 
tha t verbs such as sluit denote events/acts tha t have been called "achieve-
ments" by Vendler (1967, 103). On his view, an achievement — e.g., to arrive 
a t a destination, to win a race, to reach the t op of a hill, to forget or remember 
something — is an event or act that occurs a t a single moment and cannot 
be extended in time or, I think one should add, be repeated in a relatively 
short time-span.9 As noted by, for example, Platzack (1979, 71), achievements 
constitute a special type of bounded event/act characterizable by the semantic 
unit [PUNCTUAL EVENT/ACT], Events/acts characterized by the kind of 
finality under consideration, accordingly, are punctual events/acts too. B u t 
punctuality is an aspectual parameter, which means that t he correspondence 
between punctuality and f inal i ty makes i t possible to capture the essence 
of the generalization (35) by a conceptualization rule formulated in terms of 
aspectual notions. This rule may be formulated as (36). 
(36) Conceptualize [ ITERATED] in conjunction with t he unit of aspec-
tual meaning [NONPUNCTUAL] as [ITERATED AND ATTE-
NUATED]. 
The conceptualization rule (36) says that t he repetition of a nonpunctual 
event/act indicates its attenuation. [ATTENUATED], therefore, is a derived 
unit of meaning associated with reduplications whose verb bases have t h e 
aspectual meanings [BOUNDED] and [NONPUNCTUAL]. On the basis of 
(36), it is predicted that punctual verbs, i.e. verbs denoting achievements, 
9
 For some discussion of Vendler 's notion of "achievement" — and his related b u t 
dist inct notion of "accomplishment" — cf. Lyons 1977, 711 — 712, Hol isky 1981, 133ff., 
and Mourelatos 1981, 191ff. Accomplishments (such as t o run a mile, t o paint a picture, 
to grow up, etc.) and achievements differ in tha t t he former, but n o t the latter, have 
intrinsic duration. Recently, Jackendoff (to appear, 7) has postulated t h e binary semantic 
feature [ ± Closed] t o differentiate between Ordinary location (as expressed by Some 
water was on the floor) and Distributive location (as expressed by Water was all over the 
floor). He (p. 12), moreover, speculates tha t this fea ture "appears also in the semantic 
s t ructure of Events, indicating this t ime temporal closure or lack thereof . Achievements 
and accomplishments (in the sense of Vendler 1967), which have a temporal endpoint, 
would be [ + Closed]; processes which are conceptualized without t empora l endpoints, 
would be [— Closed]." 
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cannot be reduplicated in Afrikaans. This prediction is borne out by t h e 
semantic oddity of sentences such as (37a—d). 
(37) (a) *Hulle arriveer-arriveer more. 
they arrive arrive tomorrow 
'•They tentatively arrive a couple of t imes tomorrow.' 
(b) *Tenzing bereik-bereik die Jcruin van Everest. 
Tenzing reach reach the summit of Everest 
'•Tenzing tentatively reaches the summit of Everest a couple 
of times.' 
(c) *Zola wen-wen die wedloop. 
Zola win win the race 
'•Zola tentatively wins the race a couple of times.' 
(d) *Hy onthou-onthou die voorval. 
he recall recall the incident 
'•He tentatively recalls the incident a couple of times.' 
Since the semantic unit [ATTENUATED] is derived b y meaps of a concep-
tualization rule, it need not, and should not, be specified by the semantic 
interpretation rule (21). 
5. Conclusion 
Given the existence of devices such as the conceptualization rules that 
I have proposed, two conclusions may be drawn. The f i rs t is that the distinc-
tion between the meanings of "iteration", "continuation" and "a t tenuat ion" 
reduces to aspectual differences between verb bases of reduplications. The 
second and more general conclusion — which I have argued more fully 
elsewhere — is that as a formal means of word formation, reduplication in 
Afrikaans expresses one basic meaning only, viz. the meaning [INCREASED].10 
Thus, given the existence of conceptualization rules, only a single and strongly 
unifying semantic interpretation rule — the rule (21) — is required for all 
Afrikaans reduplications. Or, to put i t the other way around, if we wish to 
understand the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication as a unitery pheno-
menon, we are driven to recognizing the existence of conceptualization rules. 
At this point various questions arise both from a language-independent and 
language-specific point of view about the nature of and further justification 
for conceptualization rules. I cannot deal with these questions within the 
10
 I show elsewhere (Botha 1984, 149ff.) that there are compelling reasons to 
consider [ INCREASED] ra ther than [DISTRIBUTED] as representing the basic/meaning 
expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans. 
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restricted scope of this paper and for some discussion of them have to refer 
you to my more comprehensive study of Afrikaans reduplication.11 
All I can do here is to point out that the conceptualization rules under 
consideration do not represent, f rom a general linguistic point of view, a unique 
kind of entity. Other linguists have independently proposed devices that are 
similar in content to conceptualization rules. I think in th is connection of 
the principles t ha t consitute t he "logic of temporal relations" provided for 
b y Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) as well as by Lyons (1976). I think, 
moreover, of the rules of conceptual well-formedness postulated more recently 
by Jackendoff (1983). In (38) I present informal formulations by Miller and 
Johnson-Laird (1976, 444, 449) of two principles of the former sort, and in 
(39) similar formulations by Jackendoff (1983, 162) of two rules of the latter 
type. 
(38) (a) "When you arrive somewhere, you stay for a while; when you 
reach somewhere you may or may not stay. So here is another 
difference in the temporal shape of verbs" 
(b) "Thus BEGIN a n d END must entail Rí [which is an operator 
t h a t says merely t h a t the state or process could be observed 
a t some moment — R.P.B.], bu t they must say something 
more. A beginning has some sense tha t the event has not occurred 
before; an ending t h a t it does not occur thereafter."1 2 
(39) (a) " . . . the place function IN requires its reference object to be 
regarded as a bounded area or volume . . . " 
(b) "The most salient place function expressed by 'on' requires its 
reference object t o have an upper surface." 
Finally, the conceptualization rules presented in the preceding sections may 
have the appearance of stipulations. A basic aim of further work has to be 
the reduction of these rules to more general principles of conceptualization.13 
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THE PRODUCTION AND INTERPRETATION OF 
AD HOC NOMINAL COMPOUNDS IN GERMAN: 
A REALISTIC APPROACH 
H E R B E R T E. B R E K L E 
(University of Regensburg, FRG) 
In 1977 on the occasion of the International Congress of Linguists in 
Vienna I proposed making an investigation of the conditions underlying the 
production, use and interpretation of ad hoc nominal compounds in German. 
In the meantime I and my colleagues have been able to carry out a large 
amount of resesearch in this area. The results have been pre-published on 
microfiche (approx. 2,600 pages, including working papers, experiments and 
corpora of data, about 3,000 ad hoc1 nominal compounds found in written 
texts and about 400 from spoken texts). 
One of the major premises of our approach was that a strict differen-
tiation can and should be made between lexicalized and ad hoc nominal com-
pounds; the former are assumed to be taken directly from the lexicon, the 
latter to be formed ad hoc, and in this respect to be comparable to sentences. 
This means, of course, that the task of the lexicon within a realistic gram-
matical model is a twofold one: to supply the lexical input for sentence forma-
tion directly from the list of morphologically simple and complex items and 
to generate morphologically complex structures on the basis of primary 
lexical material. The insertion of newly formed words in a sentence or a text 
depends on further rules and cannot in all cases be considered a strictly 
local process. The sheer wealth of data collected during the last six years 
indicates that in contemporary German — spoken and written — the for-
mation of ad hoc nominal compounds is a highly creative and productive 
process. The majority of ad hoc nominal compounds are not formed in order 
to enrich the lexicon but are produced in order to secure the communicative 
flow of verbal exchange (depending on syntactic and semantic parameters to 
be specified). They thus have a rather ephemeral status comparable to that of 
sentences. 
I cannot here go into details of the empirical side of our work (data-
collecting, testing the ad Aoc-ness of material, elicitation procedures for 
1
 Published on microfiche as Brekle (1985a) 
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evaluative judgments in the semantic domain of nominal compounds and 
so on). Instead, I shall present some of our results.2 
1. The structure of nominal compounds in German 
Nominal compounds are complex words whose second member is a 
noun. According to the nature of the second member, or head, 5 possible 
types of ad hoc nominal compounds can be distinguished: 
1. compounds with a synchronically non-derived head (e.g. Pflanzen-
tisch 'plant table'); 
2. a lexicalised nominal compound as head (e.g. Universitätswartezimmer 
'university waitingroom') or a denominal substantive (e.g. Nachbar-
Feindschaft 'neighbour enmity'); 
3. compounds with a relational noun as head, that is, a non-derived 
noun with an argument-structure (e.g. Auto-Bruder 'car-brother'); 
4. compounds with deverbal heads (e.g. Baumentscheidung 'tree deci-
sion'); 
5. compounds with proper nouns as head (e.g. Fenster-Schmidt 'window 
Smith'). 
The first element of a compound can in principle contain words of any lexical 
category as well as (in the marked case) syntactic phrases such as NP, VP, 
Adv P, P P and S.3 Coordinated structures of all types can also appear as the 
first member. Compounds, and in the present context especially ad hoc com-
pounds, can be recursively embedded to give more complex, multiply ad hoc 
compounds. In the system of compounding we have taken as the basis for our 
study, all elements of the fixed lexical inventory (words and bound mor-
phemes) carry information about their grammatical category as well as about 
the categories for which they subcategorize (if any). In addition, they contain 
information about their argument-structure, i.e., the syntactic category and 
semantic roles of the arguments they take. In the generative par t of the 
lexicon, elements from this inventory are combined to form complex words, 
including compounds. The features and categories of these compounds are 
determined according to certain principles of the grammar, among which the 
2
 The following sections of this paper are based on the f inal report ( "Endber ich t" ) 
of the project discribed in the opening paragraphs, namely Boase-Beier et al. (1986). 
Unless otherwise indicated, examples are taken f rom this report . 
3
 Thus the restriction sometimes formulated to the effect tha t word-formation 
rules can involve no entit ies of a higher level than the word-level, cf. Selkirk (1982, 9), 
must be expressed in a weaker form: word-formations of this type constitute the marked 
case. 
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following is of central importance: the category and features of the right-hand 
member of a compound are assigned to the compound as a whole. This prin-
ciple is based on the concept of "head" and the assumption (or Righthand 
Head Rule, cf. Williams (1981, 248), Selkirk (1982, 20)) that the head of 
a complex word in Germanic languages is the rightmost member. This restric-
tion is to be seen as an extension of assumptions made in the Xbar-theory 
of syntax to the area of word-formation.4 We regard formation-rules for words 
as being formally similar to phrase-structure rules of the syntax, though as 
being situated in the generative component of the lexicon.5 
2. Processes in the interpretation of nominal compounds 
The interpretation of nominal compounds involves among other things 
the assignment to the compound of the semantic relation whose arguments 
are the constituents of the compound. We should like to make a distinction 
between two types of interpretation processes; this distinction is to be viewed 
in terms of a theory of markedness.6 
We assume t h a t a construction is either locally interpretable, tha t is, 
interpretable with reference only to material it contains, or it is non-locally 
interpretable, tha t is, it can only be interpreted with the help of external 
material. Because we assume tha t the central core of the grammar is charac-
terized by a tendency towards as little deviation as possible from the local 
interpretation, we would wish to correlate the two types of interpretation 
with corresponding values in a theory of markedness, whereby the local inter-
pretation is seen as unmarked, and the non-local as marked. 
The interpretation of a nominal compound AB consists in constructing 
a level a t which AB is represented as F(A) (or F(B)) or as F(A, B). That is, 
if there is no relation present in the compound AB, one has to be "found" 
and assigned to the compound such that A and B; the constituents of the 
context-dependent compound, are arguments of this relation. This is the 
non-local interpretation. If, however, A or В is a relational element, it is 
necessary to decide in what relationship the other element s tands to this 
relation. If the non-relational element is an argument of the relational one, 
the compound can be interpreted locally. The means used to construct the 
semantic representation vary according to the type of knowledge required. 
These types of knowledge in tu rn correspond to the types of information 
associated with the lexical entries for the two constituents of the compound. 
4
 See Toman (1983). 
5
 I n this we follow Selkirk (1982). 
0
 See Boase-Beier & Toman (1986). 
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Compounds can be divided into 4 classes according to the type of information 
associated with their constituents (and thus according to the means used to 
interpret them), namely: relational compounds, stereotype compounds, com-
pounds with a basic relation and context-dependent compounds. 
2.1. Relational compounds. These compounds contain a relational ele-
ment (i.e. a verb or verbal derivation, a relational noun (such as Bruder 
'brother'), a preposition or an adjective) as either the first or second member. 
In the lexicon, information is associated with this relational element about 
the arguments (i.e. their syntactic type and semantic roles) which i t can take. 
In general, relational compounds are so interpreted that the non-relational 
element is an argument of the relational one, e.g. Hausvermietung 'renting 
of houses', or an adverbial modifier, e.g. Wintervermietung 'renting in winter', 
and are thus locally interpretable. Their interpretation requires only gram-
matical knowledge. 
2.2. Stereotype compounds. Though these compounds do not contain an 
explicitly relational element, one of their members is implicitly relational in 
t ha t a relation is associated with it in the lexicon. For example, in the case of 
a compound such as Milchwagen 'milk van', we assume tha t the relation 
' transport ' is given in the lexicon as a stereotype of the word Wagen. Other 
relations associated with words, such as "produce" in the case of Fabrik 
' factory' are listed in the lexicon as part of the meaning of the word in ques-
tion, rather than as a stereotype of it . Both types of relations inherently as-
sociated with nominal elements in compounds are here subsumed under the 
heading of "stereotype relations".7 Compounds with one of whose members 
such a relation is associated may thus be interpreted in a way similar to that 
appropriate to relational compounds although their interpretation requires 
more than purely grammatical knowledge, because knowledge of stereotypic 
relations involves lexical-semantic information and also semantic-pragmatic 
knowledge of the world. 
2.3. Compounds with a basic relation. These compounds are not locally 
interpretable; they can only be interpreted with recourse to information not 
contained in their constituents. The relation underlying a compound of this 
type is one of a small set of basic relations containing the relations "is the 
location for" (as in Waldhaus 'forest house'), and the relation of coordination 
(as in Hausboot 'house-boat'), and possibly the relation "is similar t o " (as in 
Butterblume ( 'butter-flower') "buttercup"). Such relations cannot be obtained 
from the compound itself. The type of knowledge required to interpret these 
7
 See Boase-Beier (1986a), Fanselow (1981). 
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compounds is very complex in nature, involving knowledge of the basic rela-
tions themselves in addition to grammatical knowledge about their argument 
structures and semantic knowledge about the stereotypic and other qualities 
associated with the constituents of the compounds. 
2.4. Context-dependent compounds. Compounds which ar e not locally 
interpretable and are not assigned a basic relation are context-dependent; 
they can only be understood using information taken from the context in 
which they occur. Their interpretation presupposes knowledge about rules of 
text-construction which, together with the information the context contains, 
enable the listener to identify the correct relation in the context. In this group 
are three máin types of compounds: 
1. Non-relational nominal compounds without a stereotype-relation, e.g. 
the compound Schlangenmann 'snake man' which, as it has no inherent rela-
tionality, cannot be assigned any interpretation without recourse to context 
information; 
2. relational nominal compounds which have a context-dependent 
reading, e.g. the compound Autoverkäufer 'car seller' meaning not a seller of 
cars but a seller (of something else) who comes to work by car; 
3. stereotype compounds which have a context-dependent reading, i.e. 
Bücherregal 'book shelf' meaning not a shelf for books but a shelf (for something 
else) which is constructed of books; 
In cases 2 and 3 the compounds cannot be interpreted on the basis of 
the argument-structure of their inherent relation, thus they, like 1, are context-
dependent. 
2.5. Empirical evidence. I t is to be expected tha t these theoretical 
differences concerning the type of information connected with a compound 
will be manifested in various interpretation-strategies during the actual in-
terpretation of ad hoc nominal compounds. Results of experiments which we 
have carried out show tha t compounds in these different groups are in fact 
understood at different speeds. The experiments appear to substantiate the 
view that compounds for which grammatical knowledge alone forms a suf-
ficient basis for their interpretation are understood more clearly (and in terms 
of reaction-times, more quickly) than those whose interpretation requires 
additional semantic or pragmatic knowledge. A compound of the latter type 
will be understood more easily (and quickly) than one which can only be in-
terpreted using additional context and text-grammatical knowledge. 
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3. Pragmatic aspects of nominal compounding 
I t is to be assumed tha t a complete and empirically adequate theory of 
nominal compounding must also contain reflections on its pragmatic aspects.8 
Taking pragmatics to be the study of the appropriateness of a particular 
utterance in a particular context, it is clear that the choice of a nominal 
compound in a particular context is influenced above all by considerations 
which can be summarized under the following two pragmatic aspects: 
1. When is a nominal compound suitable to a particular context? 
2. When is a nominal compound understandable in a particular context? 
The first question concerns the production of ad hoc nominal compounds, 
the second their interpretation. The relation between interpretation and pro-
duction can be given as follows: only interpretable compounds are produced. 
This is of course not to be seen as a s tatement specific to nominal compound-
ing, but as a general principle for the use of linguistic structures. Thus all 
factors which allow nominal compounds to be interpreted are also directly 
relevant for their production, though the opposite clearly does not apply: 
factors which make the production of a nominal compound in a particular 
context likely need not necessarily contribute directly to its interpretation. 
In what follows we shall briefly discuss pragmatic factors from both 
these aspects, i.e. in connection with both the production and the interpretation 
of ad hoc nominal compounds. 
3.1. The production of nominal compounds. Apart from the question of 
individual style, there are a number of factors whose presence renders the 
production of nominal compounds appropriate. These factors are of varying 
status: some are context-features, some are special effects associated with ad 
hoc nominal compounds, some are specific aims which can be realized using 
nominal compounds. We shall consider some of these in the sections which 
follow. 
3.1.1. Lexical gaps. There are two main reasons for the existence of a 
lexical gap: either there is objectively a gap in the lexicon of the language, or 
the speaker himself does not have access (either in general, or as the result of 
a momentary weakness in performance) to the required word.9 
In general, every use of an ad hoc compound (or of any other new word 
formation) presupposes a lexical gap of some sort, in the sense that the for-
8
 Cf. Brekle (1978, 76) and also Herbermann (1979), Mabrey (1980). 
9
 Cf. t he "Semantic Gap Hypothesis" p u t forward by Carroll and Tanenhaus 
(1975, 51). 
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mation of a new word is only possible if no word already exists in the lexicon 
with exactly the same meaning.10 Thus the formation of ad hoc compounds 
which at first sight appear to be synonymous with lexicalized words can be 
seen as the consequence of a "stylistic gap". Nominal compounds may thus 
serve the potential extension of the lexicon in the sense t h a t a phenomenon 
which had not existed or not been apprehended before is given a name. Exam-
ples of this are the compounds Holocaust-Film 'holocaust-film', Tschernobyl-
Wolke 'Chernobyl-cloud' and Makrobioten-Restaurant 'macrobiotic restaurant ' . 
But gaps also exist in the system of a language; some lexicalized expressions, 
for example, only occur in the plural. The formation of a new compound can 
then render it possible to use the expression in the singular form. An example 
is the expression die Flammen der Hölle ' the flames of hell', corresponding to 
which the ad hoc compound (eine) Höllenflamme 'a hell f lame' can be formed. 
In this connection the phenomenon of reification should also be men-
tioned. The reifying effect of ad hoc nominal compounds is used in scientific 
terminology, and also frequently in the service of ideologies.11 An example 
of the reifying effect of such compounds can be seen in the case of the com-
pound Batterie- WA A (W iederauf arbeitungsanlage) 'battery reprocessing plant ' , 
which was formed in the context of a talk on atomic energy reprocessing 
plants and environmental protection. There exist no ba t te ry reprocessing 
plants, but the idea is put forward as worthy of consideration. The use of t he 
compound serves to reify the concept of such an enterprise. 
The results of an experiment carried out by us indicate the relevance 
of the concepts of the lexical gap for the formation of ad Aoc-compounds. 
The results fur ther showed tha t the formation of compounds, given t h e 
existence of lexical gaps, is influenced by two factors — the familiarity and 
the complexity of the object to be named. Unfamiliar and complex objects 
led to the formation of more compounds than did familiar and non-complex 
objects. 
3.1.2. Reference. Under this heading can be subsumed both the quasi-
pronominal use of nominal compounds and the "deictic" use.12 The quasi-
pronominal use is considered by various linguists to be the main function of 
word-formation.13 Compounds often occur in a text when the use of a pronoun 
would not suffice to establish referential identi ty between two expressions. 
The following example illustrates this: 
10
 Cf. also the principle of Pre-emption, as p u t forward by Clark and Clark (1979). 
11
 See Brekle (1985b). 
12
 Cf. Downing (1977, 339). 
" C f . , for example, Brekle (1985b, 18f.). 
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(1) die Wahlkampfmannschaft von Strauß . . . 
. . . die Strauß -Mannschaf tu  
'Strauß's election-campaign team . . .' 
By "deictic" reference is meant the use of an ad hoc compound which makes 
it possible for the speaker to refer to something in a way which is clear and 
comprehensible. This use, described in detai l by Downing (1977) was tested 
by us in an experiment and i t was found tha t in the referential use the pro-
portion of ad hoc nominal compounds was very high. 
3.1.3. Contrast. Contrast in the context of an ad hoc nominal compound 
plays an important role in its interpretability, and is thus also a significant 
factor in the production of such compounds. As the lat ter aspect will be 
considered later, we shall here only mention the former. A nominal compound 
can be formed in contrast to a lexicalized compound or phrase, or to an ex-
pression which precedes i t in the context. For example, in contrast t o the 
lexicalized compound 'family allowance', the compound Elterngeld 'parents ' 
allowance' can be formed. In the following example, a compound is formed 
in contrast to one formed earlier in the t e x t : 
(2) Im Münchner Zoo lebt ein Adler, der nur Rosen frißt. Der Rosen-
adler ist jedoch unter den Besuchern nicht so beliebt wie ein süd-
afrikanischer Tulpenadler. 
' In the Munich Zoo there is an eagle which only eats roses. However, 
the r o s e e a g l e is not so popular among visitors as a South 
African t u l i p e a g l e . ' 
Both these compounds are ad hoc. The f i rs t is explained in context and the 
second is understood as a contrast to the first . Even compounds which would 
normally not be considered acceptable tend to be accepted when there is 
a clear contrast present in the cotext. 
3.1.4. The Minimax Principle. A fur ther condition for the use of ad hoc 
nominal compounds can be seen in the so-called Minimax Principle,15 which 
says that a speaker will always try to form utterances such that minimum 
surface complexity is combined with maximum information content. Com-
pounds are suitable means of fulfilling this general communication principle. 
If we use, for example, instead of das Problem des Straßenbaus 'the problem 
of building streets', the compound Straßenproblem 'street-(building) problem', 
14
 Example taken f rom Wildgen (1986). 
15
 Compare Carroll and Tanenhaus (1976, 61). 
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we are acting according to this principle. The results of an experiment, in 
which argument structures present in a text were to be used again later in the 
same text showed that the structures most commonly used were compounds, 
suggesting tha t the Minimax Principle influences the choice of construction-
type. 
3.1.5. Foregrounding. This is a term originally used by the Prague 
School Linguists16 and we mean by it the directing of the attention of the 
listener or, more often, the reader, to the form of an utterance, rather than 
to its content. All ad hoc words, by virtue of being innovative in nature, have 
this effect to some extent. The effect is used above all in poetic language, in 
advertising, and in journalism, particularly in headlines. I t is important for 
the production of ad hoc nominal compounds in so far as the aim of drawing 
attention to a linguistic form often results in the use of ad hoc compounds. 
3.1.6. Ambiguity. All ad hoc compounds without an explicitly expressed 
relation are ambiguous, because in their semantic representation in principle 
any relation could be assigned to them. Thus a compound Blatt-Schmetterling 
' leaf-butterfly' could mean 'a butterfly which looks like a leaf', 'a but ter f ly 
which lives on leaves' and so on. Normally such a compound is disambiguated 
in context. However, the inherent ambiguity of such forms can be used for 
particular effects and thus the intention of achieving ambiguity is a condition 
which makes the use of a compound more likely. This potential ambiguity is 
used particularly in political contexts but also in poetic language. 
3.1.7. Analogy. The importance of analogy in the formation of new words 
has been observed by many linguists.17 A lexicalized compound serves as a 
pattern for a further compound or series of compounds. Thus, for example, 
parallel to Augenarzt 'optician', Zahnarzt 'dentist', we can form the com-
pound Beinarzt 'leg-doctor' for a doctor who treats the leg of his patient. Not 
only lexicalized compounds, but also ad hoc compounds can serve as the basis 
for analogical new forms within the same text. 
The role of analogy in the production of ad hoc nominal compounds has 
been empirically tested and it was found that the presence of a lexicalized or 
new compound in a text resulted in a greatly increased production of analogous 
ad hoc compounds.18 
3.2. The interpretation of nominal compounds. The production of ad hoc 
nominal compounds is influenced by all the above factors, which often appear 
18
 See for example, Mukarovsky (1932 [1964]). 
17
 See, for example, Paul (1896), Mötsch (1977), Fleischer (1969). 
18
 See Stöhr (1986). 
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in combination with another. But the interpretability of ad hoc compounds 
must also be ensured. 
For the interpretation of locally non-interpretable structures such as 
non-relational compounds, we can formulate the following Principle of Inter-
pretation:19 
(3) Given a locally non-interpretable construction, a t tempt to apply 
the interpretational mechanisms provided by the grammar such 
tha t a semantic representation can be assigned to the construction. 
Corresponding to this, a Pragmatic Principle could also be formulated with 
the form: "form only such constructions as are interpretable". 
As mentioned above, the interpretation of every compound which is 
not locally interpretable involves finding a relation which can be assigned to 
the compound AB to give a semantic representation R(A, B). In order for 
this relation to be found in the context, there must be present two elements, 
A' and B', which correspond to A and B, and which are connected by a relation. 
The relation obtaining between A' and B' in the context is then the relation 
to be assigned to AB at the semantic level. A principle such as (3), ensuring 
tha t the relation R is assigned to the compound, would of course interact 
with a number of other principles which ensure that the correct relation can 
be assigned. In this connection, Grice's conversational maxims are relevant20 
Grice mentions four main maxims, namely the maxims of Quantity ("say as 
much as is necessary'-'), Quality ("speak the truth") , Relation ("be relevant") 
and Manner ("be clear"). For the interpretation of an ad hoc nominal com-
pound in context, these maxims mean respectively, among other things: 
a) the relation to be assigned to the compound must be present in the 
context; 
b) the relation to be assigned to the compound must be identifiable in 
the context; 
c) the compound must be relevant in the context; 
d) the compound must be applicable (we cannot speak of t ruth in connec-
tion with a lexical item). 
3.2.1. The Presence of the Relation. If a compound Grammatik-Kleid 
'grammar dress' is to be interpretable, both the relation and two arguments 
which correspond to the elements of the compound must be present in the 
context: 
19
 See Boase-Beier and Toman (1985), here translated. 
See Grice (1975). 
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(4) Alle Mädchen des Wolfgangs-Gymnasiums besitzen die englische 
Grammatik mit dem leuchtend grünen Einband. Als die Englisch-, 
Lehrerin ein auffallendes Seidenkleid in einem ähnliche Farbton trug, 
sagten die Mädchen, sie hätte sich ein Grammatik -Kleid 
gekauft. 
'All the girls of the Wolfgang Grammar School own the English 
Grammar with the bright green cover. When the English teacher 
wore a similar colour, the girls said she had bought a g r a m m a r 
d r e s s . ' 
In this example, as much information as is required to interpret the compound, 
in the form of the two corresponding elements A' (Grammatik) and B' {Kleid), 
as well as the relation "l ike" (i.e. in einem ähnlichen Farbton) is present in 
the context. If this information is not present, the compound is not inter-
prétable: 
(5) Frau Schmidt trug ein Grammatik-Kleid. 
'Mrs Smith wore a grammar dress.' 
Here there are no elements A', B' corresponding to the elements of the com-
pound and thus no relation can be assigned. 
3.2.2. Identifiability In the above example (4), the relation is identifiable 
because it clearly appears in the context in the argument structure ' 'like (dress, 
grammar)".If the relation is not identifiable, the compound cannot be inter-
preted; compare the following example: 
(6) Am Montag, an dem Tag, an dem in unserem Laden immer sehr viel 
verkauft wird, sprach ich mit der Kartenfrau. 
'On Monday, the day on which a great deal is always sold in our 
shop, I spoke to the card woman.' 
Suppose tha t the compound Kartenfrau 'card woman' is to receive the reading 
'woman who sells cards'; the relation verkaufen 'sell' appears in the context 
but there is no way of identifying it as the relation between Karten and Frau. 
Assuming t h a t the finding of the correct relation in the context involves not 
only the presence of the corresponding argument structure in the context, 
bu t also the means to identify it, we can observe a number of restrictions on 
the relation between the corresponding elements A' B' in the text and the 
elements of the compound themselves. These restrictions are discussed in 
detail in Boase-Beier and Toman (1985), and will just be mentioned briefly here: 
they are the "No-Mixing Principle" and the "Specific-General Order Prin-
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ciple". The former says that the elements of the compound must be argu-
ments of one and the same relation, e.g. a compound Rosenwald 'rose forest' 
may not be interpreted as 'forest in which there lives a magician who eats 
roses'. The unacceptability of compounds with such readings was substan-
tiated in empirical tests. The Specific-General Order Principle states that , 
for the interpretation of ad hoc nominal compounds, a compound with quasi-
pronominal reference can only be understood if the order "specific-general" 
is observed, i.e. if the elements of the preceding text which correspond to 
the elements of the compound are more specific than the elements of the 
compound themselves. 
3.2.3. Relevance A compound which is not relevant in context cannot be 
interpreted. An ad hoc compound Glasmuseum 'glass museum' is locally inter-
pretable as 'museum in which glass is displayed'. But in the following text , the 
compound appears not to be relevant: 
(7) Als Hans neue Zimmerpflanzen kaufen wollte, besuchte er zuerst das 
Glasmuseum und fuhr dann in die Stadt zu einer Gärtnerei. 
'When Hans wanted to buy new plants for his room, he first visited 
the g l a s s m u s e u m and then went to town to a garden centre. ' 
The listener assumes the speaker will say what is relevant. Thus he will assume 
the normal reading of Glasmuseum does not apply here and will try to interpret 
i t so tha t it has something to do with plants. 
In empirical tests it was found tha t compounds were in general inter-
preted as relevant to their contexts. The same compound, even if locally 
(i.e. context-independently) interpretable, was interpreted diffently in dif-
ferent contexts, so that it was in each case relevant to its context.21 
3.2.4. Applicability. In the following example, the compound is relevant 
in the context, which contains sufficient information to interpret it. However 
the compound appears not to be applicable. 
/ _ 
(8) Ein Laden, in dem Pflanzen verkauft werden, heißt Fischladen. 
'A shop in which plants are sold is called a fish shop.' 
In a context like this, the compound remains uninterpretable. 
3.2.5. Pre-emption. The principle of Pre-emption, as formulated by Clark 
and Clark (1979), says that a new lexeme can only be formed when there is no 
lexeme with the same meaning already present in the lexicon. Thus in general 
21
 See Beier (1985). 
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a new compound Grasmäher 'grass mower' will no t be formed to denote tha t 
which is normally called Rasenmäher 'lawn mower'. From the point of view of 
interpretation this means that , when a new compound is formed it will be in-
terpreted to mean something different from the already existing word, unless 
the listener in an actual conversation assumes the speaker is suffering from 
a subjective lexical gap where objectively there is none. If, however, he has 
reason to assume t h a t this is not the case, he will interpret the compound as 
having a new meaning; that is, either as denoting a new object — in the case 
above perhaps a special mower for high grass — or as having a different 
stylistic or connotative value f rom that of the lexicalized compound. 
3.2.6. Analogy. We have spoken above about the role of analogy in the 
production of compounds. I t is of course also of importance in their interpreta-
tion. Especially for compounds which are not locally interpretable, such as 
compounds whose underlying relation belongs to the set of basic relations, 
analogy plays an important role. For example, the compound Blutpflaume 
'blood plum' could be interpreted as a plum with reddish flesh in analogy to 
the lexicalized compound Blutorange 'blood orange'. As the above mentioned 
experiment on the role of analogy in the production of ad hoc nominal com-
pounds showed, analogy to a lexicalised compound was the strongest single 
factor influencing the interpretation of an ad hoc compound.22 
From the above discussion i t will be clear t h a t a thorough study of the 
production and interpretation of ad hoc nominal compounds involves the 
investigation of a large number of factors, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. 
I t is to be hoped t h a t this paper has served to provide some insight into the 
type of questions involved. 
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HOW TO FIX INTERFIXES? 
ON THE STRUCTURE AND PRAGMATICS OF 
ITALIAN (AND SPANISH, RUSSIAN, POLISH) 
ANTESUFFIXAL INTERFIXES AND OF ENGLISH 
"INTERMORPHIC ELEMENTS" 
WOLFGANG U. DRESSLER, LAVINIA M E R L I N I B A R B A R E S I 
(Vienna) (Parma) 
Introduction 
1. Dressier (1984; 1985b, 329—330; 1986) dealt with the universal 
unnaturalness, typological adequacy and language specific aspects of inter-
radical interfixes such as E. chem-o-therapy, Span, alt-i-plano, G. Mensch-en-
a f f e and of mainly Spanish and Russian antesuffixal interfixes such as Sp. 
casa 'house' — augmentative cas-er-ón, tos 'cough' -*• adj. tos-eg-oso Russ. 
Glinka -*• adj. Glink-ov-skij, Glink-in-skij. There he also believed Tekavcié's 
(1968) results tha t Italian had no interfixes. This generalization seemed 
unacceptable to Merlini so that she proposed to write a coauthored paper on 
the subject. Simultaneously Szymanek (1985a, b) pu t intermorphic elements 
such as E. -at-, -u- in dram-at-ical, process-u-al and Polish interfixes on a par. 
Both authours of this paper immediately disagreed with this view. 
2. From our consideration of interfixes we must first exclude a) in-
fixes such as -n- in Lat . fra-n-g-\-o vs. frac-\-tus, frag^-mentum, b) inflectional 
class indices such as in Lat. flor-e-o vs. incohative flor-e-sc-o, c) isolated inser-
tions such as in the adjective of Rousseau Sp. = I t . rousseau-n-iano, d) pre-
dictable insertions by an ordinary allomorphic or morphonological rule (see 
Dressier 1985a), be it within the word domain as of -t- in Pr. abri —• abri-t-er 
or within the phrase/sentence domain as in Er. a-t-il, étai[t]-il, Er. avancé: 
j'étai[t] ici. 
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Descriptive Comparison of Spanish,1 Russian,2 Polish,3 Italian4 
and English5 
3. First let us compare properties of (briefly) Spanish, Russian, Polish 
and (more extensively) Italian antesuffixal interfixes on the one hand with 
Szymanek's (1985a, b) putative English intermorphic elements on the other-
3.1. First criterion: All Spanish, Russian and Polish interfixes are 
meaningless, i.e. semantically empty. The same criterion holds for English 
putat ive interfixes. Italian candidates, interfixes -ic-, -ar-j-er-, -61- before 
diminutive suffixes, do not have a denotative meaning, but they may contri-
bute a connotative meaning (cf. see below 5, 11). For a few more marginal 
antesuffixal interfixes see Prati (1942). 
3.2. Second criterion: One and the same interfix recurs a f t e r many dif-
ferent bases and before many different suffixes, and various interfixes recur 
af ter the same base and before the same suffix, e.g. 
(1) Sp. polvo polv-ar-eda, humo hum-ar-eda vs. pera -+ per-eda, 
tufo -*- tuf-ar-ada, bulla — bull-ar-anga, ho ja — hoj-ar-asca, monte — 
mont-ar-az, espuma — espum-(ar)-ajo, vivo -«- viv-ar-acho, dicho — 
dich-ar-acho. 
Due to this free recurrence of interfixes it would be, a t least, very uneconomic 
to assume many similar variants of bases and of suffixes respectively instead 
of a small number of identical interfixes. This is a classic case of morphological 
segmentation and identification despite lacking semantic criteria for identi-
fication (cf. Zemskaja 1964, Aronoff 1976). The same holds for Italian can-
didates as in: 
(2) It . volta -*• volt-ic-ina, volt-ar-ella, volt-ic-ella; vetta — vett-ar-ella, 
vett-ic-ina, vett-ol-ino; banco 'bench' — banc-ar-ello, banch-\-er-ott-olo, 
banch-er-ozzo\ prato — prat-icjer-ello, prat-ic-ino; pianta piant-ic-
-inajella (all diminutives); came 'meat ' — adj. carn-ic-ino; paglia 
'straw' -<- pagli-er-ino, marzo 'march' — marz-ol-ino\ noclo 'knot' 
nod-(er)-oso\ freddo 'cold' — fredd-ol-oso. 
1
 Af ter Malkiel 1958 etc. and Dressier (1986) and Dressler's work with 3 informants. 
2
 Af te r Zemskaja 1964, Lopatin 1975, Dougherty 1984 etc. and Dressler's work 
with 3 informants. 
3
 Af te r Szymanek 1985a, b and Dressler's work with 3 informants. 
4
 Af te r Merlini's research, cf. P r a t i 1942. More a t the Bologna meet ing of the 
Società di Linguistica I ta l iana (1986). 
5
 Af te r Merlini's research, more in a forthcoming article of hers. 
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As to E., let us consider Szymanek's (1985a, b) putat ive interfixes -l-, -v-, -n-, 
-at-, -i-, -u-, -m-; -I- and -v- are totally isolated stem variants of Congo and 
Peru6 in Congo-l-\-ese and Peru-v-j-ian, and can be accomodated wi th allo-
morphy rules. The same applies to -n- af ter classical names and toponyms 
such as, Cicero-n-\-ian > Toronto/Buffalo-n-\-ian, Panama-n-\-ian,Java-n-\-ese. 
An allomorphy rule (in the sense of Aronoff 1976, or an allomorphic rule in 
the sense of Dressier 1985a) applies also to Greek words in -ma and -asis before 
the suffix -ic as in drama, schema, idiom -— dram-at--\-ic, schem/idiom-at-\-ic, 
psoriasis -*• psori-at-\-ic, emphasis -*• emph-at-\-ic. Also note derm-)-a?, derm-\-ic 
vs. derm-at-\-itis, derm-at-\-o-{-logy, derm-at-\-o-\-gen with the interradical 
interfix -o- which never follows an antesuffixal interfix. Of course derm-ic, 
does not have the enlargement -at- because there is no autonomous English 
word *derm. As to 
(3) term-in-\-al, term-in-f-ate, co(n)term-in-\-ous; pag-in-\-al/ate; crim-
-in-\-al, incrim-in-\-ate; attitud-in-\-al/ize, latitud-in-\-al/ar-ian, mul-
titud-in-\-ous, longitud-in-\-al 
an allomorphy rule adds -in- to a few words such as term, page, crime, germ 
and to all words in -tude. Crim-in-{-o-\-logy shows again tha t -in- is no interfix 
because it is followed by the interfix -o-. Better candidates for i terfixal status 
are -u- and -i-; -u- as in 
(4) percept-\-u-al, habit/act/accent-\-u-al/ate; sens-\-u-ous, contempt/voluptj 
(pre)sumpt\tumult-\-u-ous/ary, text-\-u-al/ary. 
I t is added to latinate bases before the suffixes -I, -ous, -ate, -ary. The only 
non-latinate base occurs in theft-\-u-ous. -i- appears frequently a f t e r latinate 
bases before suffixes -al, -ous, -an, -ate: 
(5) baron/manage/agent/part-\-i-al; labor-{-i-ous, sentent/pretent-\-i-ous, 
(obv-\-i-ous); Corinth-\-i-an, microb / magic/civil/ Darwin/Paris -\-i-an; 
professor-i-ate, margrav-\-i-ate, vicar-\-i-ate. 
The variant -i-an is obligatory a f te r -I, as in mammal-\-ian, camel-\-ian, 
reptil-\-ian and the default after -ic as in phonet/statistic/ballistic-\-ian, the only 
4 counterexamples to be found in Lehnert (1971) are (re)public-\-an, subur-
bic-\-an, Oallic-\-an; -ial is the obligatory variant of -al after orthographic 
<ce> as in 
6
 Shaw — Shav-ian is a case of weak suppletion whereas Craco-v + ian shows like 
Peru-v+ian an intrusive -v- a f te r the base (Cracow). 
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(6) spac-\-ial, fac-\-ial, artific-\-ial, édifieial 
and is the default after a suffix of the precise form -ent: 
(7) presid-\-ent-\-ial, exist-)-ent-\-ial, bu t anteced-\-ent-\-al, coincid-\-ent 
-f al, transcend-\-ent-\-al, resid-\-ent-\-(i)al vs. dent-\-al, percent-{-al, 
par ent+al, client -{-al, depart-]- ment-{-al, environ\incre\sedi\govern-\-
ment-\-al. 
-ial is also the default after -orj-er with a few variants -(i)al, cf. the following 
bases: 
(8) -ial: sponsor-, professor-, ambassador-, examinator-, investigator-, 
minister-(i)al: rector(y ?)-, inspector-, tector-, doctor-, elector-, prefector-, 
soror-, sector-. -al: flor-, chlor-, femor-, humor-, tumor-, tempor-, 
spor-, corpor-, peripher-, later-, armiger-, carnivor-. 
Thus the recurrence of the puta t ive interfixes -i, -u is less free than in Italian, 
Spanish, Russian, and Polish. Therefore we propose to handle them in terms 
of suffix variation. 
3.3. Third criterion: Spanish, Russian, Polish and I ta l ian interfixes 
have such a degree of productivity that we can assume productive or at least 
semiproductive word formation rules. 
They occur with intralingual neologisms such as in 
(9) It. scontro 'car crash' — scontr-ic-ino, busta 'envelope' — bust-ar-ella 
'bribe', cocco 'darling' -»- dim. cocch-ino vs. Cocc-ol-ino 'brand name 
of a laundry softener' or with recent loan-words, e.g. 
(10) Pol. Icwakier 'quaker' -»• adj. kwakier-ski = kwakr-ow-ski, szvagier 
'brother-in-law' — szvagier-ski = szvagr-ow-ski, klown — klown-ow-
-ski, bonza — bonz-ow-ski 
and with abbreviations, e.g. 
(11) Pol. RFN 'West Germany' — erefen-ow-ski; Russ. TASS — tass-ov-
-skij, VUZ — mz-ov-ec, MGU — emgeu-S-nik. ASEAN — asean-ov-
-skij; Sp. ONU — onu-s-iano, PCE — pece-c-ito, PSOE — psoe-t-azo, 
CIA ciá-t-ico. 
In English the suffix variants -ial and -ian are productive with Latinate bases 
and with names, as in manager-ial, entrepreneur-ial, statistic-ian, Keynes-ian, 
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Nixon-ian. Neither in I tal ian nor in English there are derivations from abbre-
viations. 
3.4. Fourth criterion: The insertion of a Spanish, Russian or Polish 
interfix is only partially predictable, i.e. with some probability, e.g. in Spanish 
the most productive interfix is -ec- before diminutives, e.g. pueblo 'village' — 
puebl-ec-ito or puebl-ec-illo, but there is also puebl-ito, without interfix, but 
apparently no *puebl-illo, however t he situation is not identical with other 
bases before the same suffixes. 
I tal ian interfixes are also unpredictable wi th the only exception of 
stems in -on- before t he dimunitive suffixes -ino, -ello where a -c- must be 
inserted: 
(12) leone 'lion' — leon-c-ino, porta 'door' port-one — port-on-c-ino, gar-
zone 'pot-boy (mixer)' garzon-c-ello. 
As to English we have seen that the choice of s tem and suffix variants is 
nearly always predictable. 
3.5. Fifth criterion: One condition favoring the insertion of an interfix 
in Spanish, Russian, and Polish (cf. Jaeggli 1980, Dougherty 1984, Szymanek 
1985b) is a base/input condition: monosyllabic (and simultaneously mono-
morphemic) stems prefer the adjunction of an interf ix : 
(13) Sp. madre —• madr-ec-ita vs. co-madre co-madr-ita, cf. (com)padre, 
(entre)mes; tos 'cough' adj . tos-eg-oso, dim. tos-ec-illa. 
R. slog 'syllable' -*• adj. slog-ov-oj vs. odno-sloz-nyj 'mono-
syllabic' 
most 'bridge' — adj. most-ov-oj vs. pred-most-nyj 'before the bridge' 
xod 'way' — adj. xod-ov-oj vs. ras-xod-nyj 'debtor's-' 
Pol. lord — lord-ow-ski, kloum-ow-ski; stok 'slope' — stok-ow-y 
vs. Bial-o-stoc-ki; exceptions: pán-ski, car-ski. 
Suffixation to I tal ian monosyllabic (and simultaneously monomorphemic) 
words does not trigger interfixations, see 
(14) re 'king' — dim. re-uccio, te 'tea' — te-ino, cf. gnu-ino, gru-ina, 
sci-ini 
But trisyllabic words (with two counterexamples) avoid the insertion of inter-
fixes : 
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(15) serpe = serpente 'serpent' ->• dim. serp-ic-inajella vs. serpent-ello; 
(rias)sunto 'summary' — sunt-er-ello vs. riassunt-ino, b u t : quai # cosa 
'something' qualcos-er-ella, volontà 'want ' — adj. volont-er-oso. 
This condition does not obtain in English: There is even a counterexample: 
verb-al but proverb-ial, adverb-ial. 
3.6. Sixth criterion: As consequence of criteria 1) and 4) there are syno-
nymous doublets with and without interfixes, 
(16) Pol. kwakier-slci = kwakr-ow-ski\ R. plug i molot-(ov)-skij, 'plow-
and-hammer-y', muzik 'peasant' — adj . muzik-ov-skij; Sp. dal-ita — 
dali-ec-ita, yerb-(ec)-ita, gorr-(et)-ada, terr-(egu)-ero, negr-(eg)-or, 
negr-(eg)-ura, tenebr-(eg)-ura; It. topo 'mouse' -*• dim. top-(ol)-ino, 
corda 'rope' -»- cord-(icjol)-ina, nervo 'nerve' nerv-(ic/ol)-ino, pianta 
'plant' — piant-(ic)-ina, porta — port-(ic)-ina 
As to English, we have already seen the scarcity of variants in (8). 
3.7. Seventh criterion: On the other hand there exist doublets with 
and without interfix where there is an (unpredictable) lexicalized meaning 
difference: 
(17) Sp. agua agu-an-oso 'watery' vs. agu-oso, mano — man-ot-ada 'hit 
with the hand ' vs. man-ada 'flock', 
R. dom 'house' — augm. dom-ina vs. dom-ov-ina ' par t of the 
house'; krug 'cercle' ->- ad j . krug-ov-oj vs. kruglyj ' round' ; krest 
'cross' dim. krest-ik vs. krest-ov-ik 'garden spider'; nos 'nose' — 
dim. nos-ik vs. nos-ov-ik 'laryngologist'. 
In Russian and Polish, names of vodka can be derived from names of berries 
and frui ts with R. -ov-ka = Pol. -ów-ka: 
(18) R. = Pol. malina 'raspberry' — dim. malin-ka vs. R. malin-ov-lca = 
Pol. malin-ów-ka 'raspberry vodka'; Pol. orzech 'walnut ' — dim. 
orzesz-ek vs. orzech-ów-ka 'walnut vodka'. 
Clearly — despite of the existence of a series of parallel derivations — the 
interfix does not mean 'vodka'. In the previous cases (17) there are even no 
semantically parallel derivations. The same holds for Italian: 
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(19) corpo 'body' — dim. corp-ic-ino vs. corp-ino 'bodice' 
fante 'foot soldier' fant-ic-ino fant-ino 'jockey' 
carta 'paper ' cart-ina cart-ic-ino 'list of errata' 
cart-ol-ina 'post card' 
I n English, however, the only conceivable examples would be rector-al (of God) 
vs. rector-ial, sector-al vs. sector-ial ('related to 'a line' vs. 'having the shape 
of a sector; related to a line'). 
3.8. Eighth criterion: Spanish and Russian interfixes may distinguish 
otherwise homonymous derivations, i.e. they differentiate outputs, e.g. 
(20) Sp. nueve '9' — dim. nuev-ito vs. nuev-ec-ito *- nuevo 'new'; corto 
'small' — cort-ito vs. cort-ec-ito — corte 'court'; R. diet- 'child' — adj . 
det-skij vs. ded-ov-skij •*- ded 'grandfather'; noga 'foot ' — noz-noj 
vs. noz-ov-oj — noz 'knife'; zenit — zenit-nyj vs. business Zenit — 
zenit-ov-ec\ orel 'eagle' — orl-in-yj vs. town Orel — orl-ov-skiy, Pol. 
krosno 'spinning wheel' — adj. krosienn-y vs. place-name Krosno — 
krosien-ski = krosn-ien-ski 
I tal ian cases are of several types: (21) gives examples of different interfixes 
distinguishing otherwise homophonous derivations from different words; 
(21) It . botta 'stroke' — dim. bott-ar-ella vs. bott-ic-ella -*- botte 'cask'; 
cotta 'infatuation' — cott-ar-ella vs. cotta 'surplice' — cott-ic-ella 
In (22) the distinctive factor is the presence or absence of interfixes: 
(22) sole 'sun' — sol-ic-ino vs. solo 'alone' — N sol-ino 'collar type'; corto 
'short ' — cart-ina vs. corte 'court' — cort-ic-ina; riso 'laugh' — ris-
-ol-ino vs. riso 'rice' — ris-ino 
I n (23) the presence or absence-of interfixes distinguishes between diminutives 
and homophonous adjectival derivatives of the same bases: 
(23) came 'meat' — dim carn-ina vs. adj . cam-ic-ino 
volpe 'fox' volp-ic-ino volp-ino 
The only conceivable English examples seems to be palace — palat-ial vs. 
palate — palat-al. 
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3.9. Ninth criterion: Interfixes may fluctuate among each other between 
the same base and the same suffix: 
(24) Sp. café -*- dim. cafe-l-ito = cafe-t-ito, R. Glink-injov-skij, Pol. names 
X adj. X-ow-ski = X-en-ski, I t . camp-(icjer)-ello, grott-icjer-ella, 
cf. (2, 16). 
No case of fluctuation found in English. 
4. So, we may conclude that English has no antesuffixal interfixes, 
because the presumptive monophonemic or biphonemic elements lack suf-
ficient free recurrence (criterion [2], including mutual interchangeabiiity [9], 
cf. [6, 7, 8] and productivity ([3]), they are insensitive to brevity of the 
stem ([5], cf. Dressler 1984, 1986). Rather they are (nearly always predict-
able) parts of stem or suffix variants [2, 4]. 
5. Italian has interfixes similar to Spanish, Russian and Polish, even if 
fewer in quantity. And Italian interfixes may have some connotative meaning, 
e.g. 
(25) uomo 'man' — dim. om-ino vs. om-ar-ino: pejorative 
topo 'mouse' top-ino vs. top-ol-ino: more attractive 
pianta 'plant ' piant-ina vs. piant-ic-ina: more affective 
Interfixed diminutives are different from double diminutives in tha t double 
diminutives may operate further diminution, whereas interfixes can only add 
connotation to the meaning of the simple diminutives: 
(26) casa — cas-etta cas-ett-ina, libro 'book' libr-ett-ino 'very small 
book' # libr-ic-ino 
Interfixation allows a connotative interpretation which, for example, can be 
anaphorically realized within a coreferential chain: In (27), bach-er-ozzo refers 
anaphorically to the preceding baco or dim. bachino, b u t gives a connotative 
reinterpretation of the same referent. The same occurs in (28). I t would be 
very strange to use the reverse order: 
(27) Oh, c'è il bacojbach-ino anche in questa ! (after a pause) Ah, il 
bach-er-ozzo si e servito a dovere ! 
'Oh, there is a worm/small worm in this one ! (while cutting an 
apple). Ah the little creature has helped itself! ' 
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(28) A: Vuoi un sors(in)o dél mio caffè? — 
B: Sííí ! — A: EU, basta\ 
'A: Want a (little) sip of my coffee? — В: Yes ! ! ! A: Hey, that's 
enough !' 
B: Dai, te ne ho preso solo un sors-er-ello de niente\ 
'Come on, I 've only had a tiny sip' 
Theoretical morphology 
6. Now let's move from description to theory: Spanish, Russian, and 
Polish interfixes prove the existence of completely meaningless morphemes 
and thus disprove the close link between morphosemantics and morphotactics 
as postulated by structuralist morphology (cf. Aronoff 1976; Beard 1981). 
Italian interfixation has not arrived a t this stage, since Italian interfixes may 
have connotative meaning. 
As to the rule format of interfixation rules, Szymanek (1985a, b) is 
quite right that generative morphology — or any other process model — 
must allow for morphological epenthesis/insertion rules. This rule format is 
needed anyway for infixation rules. What is more interesting, is tha t inter-
fixation rules must apply after the respective suffixation rules. E.g. if we 
anticipate certain facts from the last section on I tal ian interfixation (see 11), 
then we observe 1) tha t the productivity of interfixes is much smaller than 
of the respective suffixes, 2) t ha t the choice of an interfix depends on the 
choice of the suffix. We may add 3) that we have just seen t ha t interfixed 
diminutive formations presuppose non-interfixed ones in coreferential chains. 
And 4) so far we have found that bases of interfixed and non-interfixed dimi-
nutives have the same distribution within word classes and semantic fields. 
All these facts are easily explainable if we assume that interfixation rules 
follow the respective suffixation rules. On the other hand, the I tal ian inter-
fixes -arjer- and -i[c]- are dissimilatorily blocked from applying af ter stem-
final -r- and -[c] respectively (see 11. (3)) i.e. the interfixation rule which 
applies after the suffixation rule must look back to the form of the base of 
the suffixation rule. Thus interfixation rules may apply under global condi-
tions and may violate the Adjacency Condition (cf. Scalise 1984, 169—178). 
7. But as adherents of Natural Morphology we are more interested in 
problems for our model. In universal markedness theory as the first sub-
theory of the model of Natural Morphology7 interfixes are highly marked or 
7
 Cf. Mayerthaler 1981, Wurzel 1984, Dressier 1982, 1985a, b, Dressier, Mayerthaler, 
Panagl and Wurzel (1987); and cf. the special volume on Natural Approaches to Mor-
phology, in: Studia Grammatyczne 7 (1985). 
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very unnatural on two universal parameters: On the parameter of morpho-
semantic transparency they are total ly opaque because they do not contribute 
anything to the meaning of the whole complex words that contain them. And 
on the parameter of morphotactic transparency or better, transparency of the 
signans, interfixes are very opaque because they are difficult to perceive 
because their typical shapes are a rime, a coda, or a rime of one syllable and 
an onset of the following syllable, whereas the most transparent shape of 
the morpheme consists of a syllable so that both the initial and the final 
morpheme boundary coincides with a syllable boundary.8 Now if an interfix, 
such as all Italian interfixes, consists of rime and onset, no morpheme boundary 
coincides with a syllable boundary. 
Thus interfixes are difficult to perceive. But is this a great disadvantage 
since they have no meaning anyway ? Why bother to process them ? In other 
words, we have a consequence of a third universal parameter, the parameter 
of diagrammaticity: Due to this parameter there is a tendency for morpho-
semantically transparent affixes to be morphotactically transparent as well. 
In this way we can explain why affixations with a compositional meaning 
represent usually productive affixation of a formally transparent nature. 
And here morphosemantically opaque inerfixation tends to be morpho-
tactically opaque as well. This represents a certain alleviation of the otherwise 
extremely marked character of interfixation. 
Still interfixation is much more marked than suffixation or prefixation, 
but less marked than infixation. Therefore we can predict that cross-linguisti-
cally interfixation should be much rarer than suffixation or prefixation. And 
of course this prediction is empirically very well supported. 
So far we have not found good examples of interfixes between prefixes 
and stems, first because the languages investigated are largely suffixing 
languages. However, due to psychological principles of processing (cf. Cutler 
et al. 1985) prefixation tends to be much more morphotactically transparent 
than suffixation, so tha t an avoidance of opaque interfixes would fit . Thus 
(both interradical and antesuffixal) interfixes seem (so far) to be a marginal 
sub-class of suffixes. 
8. If we move to the typological subtheory9 of Natural Morphology we 
can make e.g. the following prediction : 
Premise I: If a universal naturalness parameter is higher valued in 
language type X than in language type Y, then morphological phenomena 
which are very unnatural on this parameter should occur much less in type X 
than in type Y. 
8
 On morphemes and syllables as processing units see now Norris and Cutler 1985. 
9
 cf. Dressler 1985a, b,' c; Skalicka 1979. 
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Premise I I (as identified above): Interfixation is very unnatural on the 
parameters of morphosemantic/tactic transparency. 
Premise I I I (constitutive of the typological subtheory) : The parameters 
of morphosemantic/tactic transparency are much higher valued in the agglu-
tinating type than in the inflecting type. 
Conclusion and Prediction: The more agglutinating a language or a sub-
part of morphology is the less probable i t is tha t (interradical/antesuffixal) 
interfixation occurs. 
This prediction is empirically well supported by the distribution of inter-
radical and antesuffixal interfixation combined: Agglutinating languages such 
as Turkish and Hungarian do not have interfixes, highly inflecting languages 
such as Russian, Polish, Sanskrit, Ancient Greek have, also moderately 
inflecting languages such as German, Dutch, the North Germanic, the Romance 
languages, or Estonian which has changed f rom an agglutinating to an inflect-
ing language. English represents the inflecting type only in its Latinate word 
formation; and it 's precisely there that English has interradical interfixation. 
One intervening variable is 'morphological richness' which favours the 
occurrence of morphological phenomena: Germanic languages are relatively 
richer in composition: they have interfixation just there. Slavic and Romance 
languages are richer in derivational word formation: they have both interra-
dical and antesuffixal interfixation (with the exception of French which has 
only interradical interfixation). However neither the universal nor the typo-
logical subtheory of Natural Morphology can explain so fa r why Spanish has 
more antesuffixal interfixation than Italian. These are language specific 
problems with which we deal elsewhere. Also the question why introflecting 
languages have no interfixation has been deal t with elsewhere (Dressier 1984). 
This may show the explanatory range of Natural Morphology in the area of 
interfixation. 
9. As to diachronic explanation, Malkiel (1958 etc.), Dougherty (1984), 
Dressier (1986) deal with the development of antesuffixal interfixes.10  
In regard to decay and loss of interfixes we may mention French which earlier 
must have had interfixes (cf. the comparative-diachronic equation Fr. fort-er-
-esse = Sp. fort-al-eza = I t . fort-ezza without interfix), b u t lost them as the 
Romance language where the inflecting type (which admits interfixes, see 
above) is most weakly represented. 
10
 For I ta l ian see our forthcoming paper a t the Bologna meeting of the Società 
di Linguistica I ta l iana. 
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Towards Morphopragmatics 
10. Authors dealing with pragmatic aspects of word formation rules 
usually think of questions of denotative reference in lexical usage (norms), 
e.g. as often mentioned b y E . Coseriu why a German Eis^verkäufer sells ice 
(object), bu t a Straß-\-en^verkäufer does not sell streets, but rather on the 
streets/roads, cf. for other models of dealing with similar questions: Bauer 
(1979), Anwar (1984), Beard (1978), Romaine (1983). Such reflections can tell 
us something about the existence of actual words with ac tual lexical meanings 
and thus about the frequency of derivations of a given Word formation rule. 
But this does not help very much for the question of potential/possible words, 
the proper domain of productivity studies in word formation (cf. Aronoff 
1976, 1980, 1983), e.g. an Eislfcverkäufer might be someone who sells something 
to ice-skaters while skating "on ice", and a Straß-\-en^verkäufer may be 
someone who sells roads (road building) to Saudi Arabia (as has been the case 
e.g. with Austrian road-builders). Therefore all productivity tests which do 
not start with nonce-words as bases of word formation rules are marred by 
the problem tha t subjects are influenced b y cognitive presuppositions about 
possible cognitive worlds in which objects may exist which could be labelled 
by non-existing derivations of a word formation rule. 
On the other hand we know that working with nonce-forms as bases 
of word formation rules introduces an ar tefact of a laboratory experiment 
which increases the difficulty of this metalinguistic task for the subjects. 
Studying the productivity of meaningless interfixes offers the advantage 
of largely avoiding both problems mentioned so far: 1) we can use existing 
words as bases of the word formation rules to be studied, 2) we can study only 
the question whether an interf ix may be inserted into a complex word which 
has no interfix. This interfixless word may be either an actual word or only 
a potential word. In any case the cognitive referential presuppositions regard 
the suffixation rule, but not the interfixation rule, or i t regards in Robert 
Beard's model, the morphosemantic derivation rule, but not the morphotactic 
interfixation rule which presumably has no morphosemantic correspondent 
of its own. Thus, in studying the productivity of interfixes, we can largely 
avoid the problems of reference in productivity tests. 
11. The elements of a probability model for I ta l ian interfixes tha t 
precede diminutive suffixes are tentatively the following: 
Among the structural factors there is 
1) just one absolute constraint: no interfix may be inserted before the 
diminutive suff ix -etto. 
2) A default factor is: no base should have 3 or more syllables, 
see 3.5. 
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3) There is a dissimilatory blocking (cf. Hjordt-Vetlesen 1981 for Ruma-
nian) of interfixes by the stem-final consonant (not of the pre-final syllable), 
as table (29) shows: 
(29) dissimilatory 
stem-final С 
blocking: instances without interfix 
interfix interf. impossible 
(pre-final-syll. 
-c-
-r 
-Г-) 
- l -
-IC-
-ar/er 
-ar/er 
-ol-
6 
16 
(4) 
5 
instances with interfix 
-с- 0 
- r - 0 
(-r-) (1): cor$ s+esr-\-eslla 
-I- 4: fil-\-ol-\-ino, peljgrill 
giall-\-ol-\-ino 
instances where an interfix would 
he possible, but is not attested 
2: sconstre-\-esr-{-esllo 
(21) : h v * i + e V + e s « a 
4) The frequency (rank order) of attested interfix-suffix-combinations is: 
(30) interfix-suffix-combinations: -a\er-\-ello 199 (33%) >-ol-{-ino 137 
(24%) > -ic+ino 134 (23%) > -ic+ello 92 (16%) > ici+a/ott+olo 
6 > -er-\-ino 4 
5) This can be transformed into the following if-then statements. 
(31) a) if -ello, then 68% -a/er- > 32% -ic-
b) if -ino, then 50% -ol- > 49% -ic- > 1% -er-
These frequency counts are based on all attested interfixed diminutive deriva-
tions including all lexicalizations. A series of tests with informants where they 
either have to produce their own nonce forms or to evaluate nonce forms 
presented to them will help to induce probability factors. 
6) Note tha t only 7% of all -ino diminutives are interfixed forms in 
-ic-ino, and only 1,6% of all -ello diminutives are forms in -ic-ello. 
7) For the position of an interfixed diminutive formation in an anaphoric 
coreference chain, see above §5. 
8) The tropic use of interfixed diminutive formation consists in dedra-
matizing facts, e.g. 
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(32) il nostro scontr-\-ic-\-ino quotidiano 
'our daily nice little car-crash' 
(33) È veramente un pass-\-er-\-ello avanti ! 
'(sc. Your theory) is really a nice little step forwards !' 
9) Affective connotation is most clearly visible in the so-called "dimi-
nutiva infantilia" (Staverman 1953). They are most often used in baby talk, 
less often in talk to children in general, least in puristic talk, because purist 
norms proscribe the use of such diminutives, especially of double and inter-
fixed diminutives, as a sign of affection. Factors involved in the use of inter-
fixed diminutives with other connotative meanings are more difficult to assess; 
even the distinction and classification of different connotative meanings is 
not obvious at all: e.g. Staverman (1953) differentiates diminutiva socialia 
sive familiaria (even: culinaria), modesta (see above 8)), puerilia, ludicra, 
and infantilia sive inepta. 
10) Sociolinguistic factors are interdependent variables: e.g. sex (women 
seem to use more interfixed diminutives than men) interacts with factor 9), 
with age (middle-aged persond seem most inclined to use diminutives), and 
with level of education (which affects influence of puristic prescription and 
proscriptions, see factor 9)). 
11) The most elusive factor is the linguistic and metalinguistic capacity, 
as shown in production and evaluation tests. Here differences of pragmatic 
imagination are included, which hopefully refer rather to suffixation rules 
than interfixation rules. 
Conclusion 
12. In the descriptive par t we have presented criteria which allow to 
decide whether a language has prototypical antesuffixal interfixes (Spanish, 
Russian, Polish — bu t also other Slavic and Romance languages), less typical 
ones (Italian) or only stem- and suffix variants (English). In the theoretical 
pa r t we have discussed problems tha t interfixes pose to Generative Morphol-
ogy and shown the explanatory range of Natural Morphology in regard to 
interfixes at the present stage of i ts development. 
Finally, in a more programmatic part we have enumerated factors 
determining the application of I tal ian interfixation rules in diminutive for-
mation. These factors are easy to operationalize and thus allow morpho-
pragmatics to become a testable, empirical par t of word formation studies. 
In this way a scientific "linguistique de la parole" becomes possible within 
the linguistic (not only psycholinguistic) study of word formation. 
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PREDICATE FORMATION IN FUNCTIONAL 
GRAMMAR 
C. D E GROOT 
(University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
Introduction 
In natural languages we often find systematic relations between several 
classes of predicates (verbs, adjectives and nouns) such as intransitives, 
transitives, causatives, inchoatives, reflexives etc. This is for instance the 
case in Hungarian, consider: 
(1) (a) szép 'pre t ty ' 
(b) szépül 'get prettier' 
(c) szépít 'make pretty' 
(2) (a) mos 'wash' 
(b) mosakodik 'wash oneself' 
(c) mosat 'have wash' 
An account of the relation between these types of predicates merely in terms 
of "stem/root + aff ix" is, of course, no t sufficient, because it does not do 
justice to relevant properties such as valency as well as to the relation between 
the predicates and the states of affairs which they can designate. The first 
aim of this paper is to demonstrate the relevance of valency and states of 
affairs in derivational processes. The second aim is to demonstrate t h a t the 
theory of Functional Grammar (FG) as developed by Dik (1978)1 offers 
a formalism which can account for all these properties. 
In this paper I shall make use of material and views presented in earlier 
writing on predicate formation in FG. Although no efforts have been made 
to give a complete survey of types of predicate formation rules and the effects 
they can have on their input , the paper can be seen as offering a " s t a t e of 
the a r t " description of predicate formation. 
The f irst section presents an outline of the theory of Functional Gram-
mar, followed by some remarks on productivity in section 2, and the place 
of morphology in FG in section 3. States of affairs, properties of predicates 
1
 And fur ther developed in Dik (1980), Dik ed. (1983, 1986), Hoekstra et al. eds. 
(1981), Bolkestein et al. (1981) and Bolkestein e t al. eds. 
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and the semantic functions of their arguments are dealt with in section 4 . 
The last section discusses a number of predicate formation rules relevant to 
Hungarian. 
1. Functional Grammar 
FG aims a t a maximum of practical applicability in the analysis of 
diverse aspects of language and language use. An a t tempt is made to reach 
this goal by (i) maximizing the degree of typological adquacy, while (i) mini-
mizing the degree of abstractness of linguistic analysis. By degree of abstract-
ness is meant the distance (as measured in terms of rules, operations, or pro-
cedures) between the structures postulated for a given language on the basis 
of the theory, and the actual linguistic expressions of t h a t language which 
are reconstructed in terms of these structures. Constraints restricting t he 
degree of abstractness are: 
(i) transformations in the sense of structure-changing operations are 
avoided; 
(ii) empty elements in underlying structure which do not receive 
expression are avoided; 
(iii) filter devices are disallowed; 
(iv) abstract lexical decomposition is not apphed (instead the semantic 
relations between words are accounted for through meaning defi-
nitions). 
The overall layout of F G can be indicated globally as follows: 
(i) the f u n d , which consists of a set of predicates and a set of 
t e r m s (including those predicates and terms tha t are derived 
by formation rules); 
(ii) the p r e d i c a t i o n s , which are structures created by combining 
predicates and terms; 
(iii) e x p r e s s i o n r u l e s , which map predications onto linguistic 
expressions. 
(i) The fund contains a l e x i c o n , i.e. a list of all predicates, or 
contentives, of a language. They are called b a s i c p r e d i c a t e s . The set 
of basic predicates can be extended with a set of d e r i v e d p r e d i c a t e s 
by means of a system of productive p r e d i c a t e f o r m a t i o n r u l e s , 
such as rules of derivation and composition. All other formations of a basic 
predicate which cannot be considered the result of some productive rule (this 
also includes non-productive aspects of inflection) are given in the lexicon, too 
(see section 2 for further discussion). 
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Predicates are expressions designating properties or relations. They are 
contained in p r e d i c a t e - f r a m e s , structures which specify their funda-
mental semantic and syntactic properties, such as (i) t he syntactic category 
of the predicate (Verbal, Nominal, Adjectival), (ii) the number of arguments, 
(iii) the semantic functions of the arguments (Agent, Goal, Recipient etc.). 
Consider the following example: 
(3) givev (xj)AG ( X 2 ) G O (X3)Rec 
The order in which the predicate and the arguments are given has no direct 
or necessary relation to the linear order in which these constituents will 
finally be realised. Predicate-frame (3) could just as well be given in another 
linear form or in a two or threedimensional form. The representation of pre-
dicate-frame (3) is purely a matter of convention. 
Basic and derived predicate-frames are together referred to as n u c l e a r 
p r e d i c a t e - f r a m e s . All predicate-frames have a m e a n i n g d e f i -
n i t i o n , for instance : 
( 4 )
 d j b o y N (хх)0 
ch i ldN (Xi)0: m a l e A ( x i ) 0 
Nuclear predicate-frames can be extended by s a t e l l i t e s (non-
arguments). The semantic functions of arguments express the relations between 
the predicate and the arguments; the semantic functions of satellites express 
the relation between the s t a t e o f a f f a i r s (designated by the predicate-
frame) and the stellites. Consider: 
(5) [buy v (xx)Ag (X2)GO IACTION (yi)Loo 
The variables indicating the arguments in predicate-frames and satellites 
can be replaced by inserting t e r m s , i.e. the forms underlying referring 
expressions.2 If such insertion is applied to all open slots of a given predicate-
frame, the result is a (closed) p r e d i c a t i o n . Consider: 
2
 Two t ypes of t e rms are distinguished : (i) basic t e rms , expressions which can 
only func t ion as terms and are given as such in the lexicon (e.g. personal pronouns, 
proper nouns , question words) and (ii) derived terms, which can be formed by t h e follow-
ing general schema: 
(i) ( f ix , : Ф^х,): Ф2(х,): . . . : Фп(х,)) 
Here Х| is t h e t e rm variable symbolizing t h e intended referent of t he term; the symbol Ü 
indicates one or more t e r m operators (operators for defini teness, number etc .) ; each 
Ф(х() indicates some 'open predication in Х;\ t h a t is, a predicate-frame all of whose 
argument positions have been bound except for x/. Each open predication in Xj can be 
regarded as a restrictor specifying some p r o p e r t y which xZ m u s t have in order t o qualify 
as a po ten t ia l referent of t h e te rm. Res t r ic tors are stacked o n t o each other t h r o u g h the 
relation indicated by ' : ' ( ' such that ' ) . 
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(6) [buy v (Peter)Ag (a new coat)o0 ] ( the market)Loc 
Many grammatical elements, such as those expressing Tense and Aspect 
distinctions, are introduced by means of operators :3 
(7) Pas t b u y v (Peter)Ag (a new coat)Qo 
(ii) Alongside the semantic functions given in the predications them-
selves, there are also two other types of functions, syntactic and pragmatic. 
Funt ional Grammar recognizes only two s y n t a c t i c f u n c t i o n s : Sub-
ject and Object. Syntactic funct ions express t h e perspective f r o m which a cer-
ta in state of affairs is presented. Different syntactic func t ion assignment 
accounts for the difference in t he expression of the same s t a t e of affairs in 
(8a—b). 
(8) (a) Pas t buy v (Peter)A gSubj ( a n e w coat)QoObj 
'Peter bought a new coat' 
(b) P a s t b u y v (Peter)Ag (a new coat)ooSubj 
'A new coat was bought by Pe te r ' 
I n (8a), the s ta te of affairs is presented from t h e point of view of the Agent; 
in (8b) it is presented from t h e point of view of the Goal. These differences 
are formally captured by assigning the Subject function to t h e Agent or t h e 
Goal of the underlying predication. 
In FG, four P r a g m a t i c f u n c t i o n s are distinguished. There 
are two pragmatic functions external to the predication proper , Theme and 
Tail, and two pragmatic funct ions internal t o i t , Topic and Focus, Consider:4 
(9) That new coat, he bought it one the marke t , Peter 
Theme Topic Topic Focus Tail 
[ Predication ] 
3
 Operators are applied at several levels of the predications. A distinction is made 
between predication operators (e.g. illocution), predicate operators (e.g. tense, aspect, 
mood) and term operators (e.g. definiteness and number). Operators typically belong t o 
subsystems with a limited number of 'values' f rom which a choice can be made. They 
reflect what is more traditionally known as the grammatical, morpho-syntactic, or 
morphosemantie 'categories' relevant to a language. 
4
 The Theme specifies the universe of discourse with respect t o which the subse-
quent predication is presented as relevant; the Tail presents, as an 'af terthought ' to the 
predication, information meant to clarify or modify it. The Topic one of the two prag-
mat ic functions internal to the predication proper, present the entity/entities 'about ' 
which the predication predicates something in a given setting ('he' and ' i t ' in (9)). The 
other function, Focus, presents what is relatively the most important or salient informa-
t ion in a given setting ('on the marke t ' in (9)). 
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(iii) The expression rules form the last component in the model. The 
expression rules determine the way in which functional structures are mapped 
onto the syntactic structures of linguistic expressions. This component takes 
care of constituent ordering, case marking, voice, copula support, auxiliary 
elements, agreement etc. 
The organization of a Functional Grammar is given in figure 1 below. 
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2. Productivity, rules and regularities 
All rules, such as predicate formation rules and expression rules, are 
considered to be completely productive, where productivity is defined in terms 
of the ability of a competent speaker to apply the process in question in cor-
rectly deriving output expressions which he may never have heard before. 
Examples of rules are for instance the application of the causative formative 
suffix -tat\-tet in Hungarian, or the past tense suffix -ed in English. In a lexicon 
of Hungarian we will find entries such as sétál 'walk' and Icöhög 'cough'. 
In case of causativization a predicate formation rule will introduce the for-
mative suffix -tatj-tet: sétáltat 'make walk', köhögtet 'make cough'. In a lexicon 
of English we will find entries such as walk and cough. When the past tense 
has been applied an expression rule will take care of the application of the 
past tense suffix -ed to the verbal stem: walked and coughed. 
All formations of a basic predicate which cannot be considered the result 
of some productive rule are given in the lexicon. Consider buy opposed to 
walk (Dik 1979): 
(10) (a) {walkv} (Xl)Ag 
(b) {buyv , Past boughtv , Past Pa r t boughtv} (xx)Ag (X2)GO 
Patterns such as sing, sang, sung and ring, rang, rung are stored in the 
lexicon as such (cf. (10)b). Their common patterning constitutes a regularity 
in the lexicon. 
3. Morphology 
In the overall structure of EG, as given in figure 1, there is no mention 
of a morphological component as such. However, the location of morphology 
in the model is well defined. 
Morphemes can be divided into two categories. The first category consists 
of an open class of elements, i.e. there is no limit to the number of elements. 
The second category consists of a closed class of elements, i.e. there is a limit 
to the number of elements. Examples of elements which belong to the open 
category are work, walk, train, table, nice, and long. Elements which belong to 
the closed category are for instance the, of, re-, -ed, and -s. Elements of the 
open category can be characterized as l e x i c a l e l e m e n t s , and elements 
of the closed category as g r a m m a t i c a l e l e m e n t s . EG reflects this 
distinction in the following way: lexical elements are contained in the lexicon, 
grammatical elements (which include derivational and inflectional affixes) in 
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other components. We can now say tha t the domain in which morphology is 
located can be anywhere but the lexicon.5 
The basic distinction between derivational and inflectional morphology 
can also be considered to be a theory-internal one, as has been pointed out by 
Watters (1985). Given the provision that the lexicon does not belong to the 
domain in which morphological processes apply, we may characterize mor-
phology in FG with a slight modification after Wat ters (1985) in the following 
fashion: 
(11) (i) Derivational morphology is what is relevant to the p r e d i -
c a t e f o r m a t i o n r u l e s 
(ii) Inflectional morphology is what is relevant to t he e x p r e s -
s i o n r u l e s 
FG provides a natural, theory-internal distinction between derivational 
and inflectional morphology. Derivational morphology is tha t morphology 
found in the predicate formation component and inflectional morphology is 
tha t morphology found in the expression rules. Note that predicate formation 
rules and expression rules do not necessarily involve any morphology. This is 
for instance the case in the formation of certain derived intransitive verbs in 
English (e.g. intransitive write ' this pen writes well' from transitive write), 
or in the expression of the order of constituents. Thus, it is incorrect to say 
tha t predicate formation and expression rules are synonyms of respectively 
derivational and inflectional morphology. 
The following figure indicates the location of morphology in EG: 
open class 
of elements 1 
closed class of elemets 
Morphology derivational 
elements 
inflectional 
elements 
Functional Grammar lexicon 1 predicate formation rules 
expression 
rules 
Fig. 2. F G and morphology 
As such, morphology within FG is diffuse, not being localized in any one 
part of the theory. I t should be noted that the two types of morphology are 
distinct in terms of their ordering within complex words. This ordering can 
be specified by the following schema, which by and large holds across lan-
guages (Watters 1985, Bybee 1985): 
(12) [inflection [derivation [stem/root] derivation] inflection] 
5
 One example of morphology in the lexicon m a y bo the following. Regularities in 
the lexicon will usually go unnoticed, bu t may occasionally be ' abs t rac ted ' from the 
relevant forms by t h e speaker, and t h e n lead to incidental innovations of t h e bring — brang 
— brung type (cf. Dik in prep. ch. 10). 
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4. Predicates 
4.1. States of affairs 
Nuclear predications consist of predicates and terms. Terms refer to 
entities in some world, and predication designate properties of, or relations 
between such entities. A nuclear predication as a whole designates a set of 
states of affairs. The term state of affairs is used in the broad sense of ' 'con-
ception of something which can be the case in some world". 
States of affairs can be divided into different types, according to the 
values which they can have for a number of distinguishing parameters. These 
parameters and their different values together define a semantic cross-
classification of states of affairs.6 
The most important semantic parameters defining the typology of states 
of affairs are given in (13); one test-frame is given for each of the parameters 
in (14) through (17): 
(13) +/— Dynamic [dyn] 
+/— Momentaneous [mom] 
+/— Control [con] 
+ / - Telic [tel] 
(14) Dynamic 
A [—dyn] s ta te of affairs is a state of affairs which does not involve 
any change. One criterion for distinguishing between [-f-dyn] and 
[—dyn] states of affairs is t ha t the latter do, hut the former do not 
combine with stallites of Speed: 
(a) walk slowly [-f- dyn] 
(b) * stand slowly [—dyn] 
(15) Momentaneous 
A test which distinguishes between [ - f m o r a ] and [—mom] states 
of affairs is the so-called "almost-test". Consider the following two 
sentences : 
(a) John almost reached the summit. [ - [ m o m ] 
(b) John almost read a book. [—mom] 
The first sentence tells us tha t John did not reach the summit. 
The second example is ambiguous in the following fashion: 
'John intended to read a book but changed his mind and did nothing 
at all' 
'John began to read a book and he almost hut not quite finished 
reading it ' 
6
 Fo r discussion and other references see Bridgen (1984), Dik (1978), De Groot 
(1983, 1985), Vester (1983), and Vet (1980). 
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(16) Control 
A test which distinguishes between [-f- con] and [—con] states of 
affairs is based upon the consideration t ha t [-f con] states of affairs 
can occur in the true imperative, whereas the other t ype cannot. 
For instance: 
(a )go\ [+con] 
(b) *know\ [—con] 
(17) Telic 
Telic states of affairs can be extended with the 'within an hour' 
phrase, atelic states of affairs cannot.7 Consider: 
(a) reach x within an hour [-(-tel] 
(b) *work within an hour [—tel] 
I t seems, however, that not all combinations of parameters within one 
state of affairs are possible. SoAs cannot be both non-dynamic and tehc, 
or both momentary and atelic. I t seems that some parameters entai l others 
(cf. Vester 1983, De Groot 1983). Consider: 
(18) (a) [ - d y n ] > [ - t e l ] 
(b) [ + m o m ] > [+ t e l ] 
4.2. Nuclear semantic functions 
4.2.1. First argument 
The structure of predicate-frames has no direct relevance for the final 
positions the constituents take in the syntactic structures of actual linguistic 
expressions. There is, however, another sort of ordering, which is hierarchical 
rather than linear. I t concerns the intrinsic relationship among the semantic 
functions, such tha t some semantic functions are more 'central' t o the predi-
cate than others. If only one argument is involved in an Action s ta te of affairs 
([-(-con], [ - fdyn]) , tha t argument will necessarily designate the ent i ty con-
trolling the Action. The arguments having this property are assigned the 
semantic function of A g e n t. If only one argument is involved in a dynamic 
non-controlled state of affairs, a Process, that argument will designate either 
the enti ty that is primarily involved in a Process, or the non-controlling entity 
instigating a Process. The arguments having these properties are assigned 
the semantic functions of P r o c e s s e d and F o r c e respective. As for 
7
 I interpret the notion Telicity in the sense of Comrie (1976) in the following way: 
if a s ta te of affairs has built into it a t e rmina l point, the s ta te of affairs h a s the feature 
Telic. 
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non-dynamic states of affairs, t h e following two semantic functions are 
recognized: P o s i t i o n e r ( [+con] , [—dyn]) and Z e r o ([—con], 
[ - d y n ] ) . 
Thus any one-place predicate has an argument with either Agent, 
Processed, Force, Positioner, or Zero function. Because we of ten want to be 
able to say tha t a certain grammatical rule applies to any f i rs t argument, 
no mat ter what i ts semantic funct ion is, the not ion f i r s t a r g u m e n t 
has been introduced (De Groot 1981).8 The f i rs t argument of a predication is 
def ined as the most central (possibly the only) argument of t he predication. 
4.2.2. Non-first arguments 
Apart from the semantic functions of f i rs t arguments, a t least the fol-
lowing further semantic functions mus t be distinguished as potentially relevant 
for nuclear predicate-frames: 
(19) Goal (Patient) : the en t i ty affected or effected by the operation of 
some Controller (Agent or Positioner) or some Force. 
Recipient: the en t i ty to which something is transferred. 
Direction: the en t i ty towards which something moves/is 
moved. 
Source: the en t i ty from which something moves/is moved. 
Location: the place where some en t i ty is located. 
The following constructions exemplify these functions, and some of 
their possible combinations: 
(20) PeterAg gave the bookfjo to Marypec 
(21) MaryAg sent the boycto to the officejA r 
(22) ThomasAg read the n e w s p a p e r 
(23) AnnAg returned from Englandg0 
(24) Johnp o s lives in Londonboc 
(25) Veraproc received a letterQo from her auntg 0 
In contrast t o what is possible with respect to first arguments, it is not 
possible to generalize over a group of semantic funct ions as "second argument" 
or as "third a rgument" . This is because, apar t f rom the functions of Goal 
and Recipient, all functions given under (19) also occur as semantic functions 
of satellites. For instance: 
8
 The notion of F i r s t argument is n o t the same as t h e notion of Exte rna l argument 
(Williams 1981) since F G does not recognize 'VP'. 
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(26) Thomas read the newspaper (in the gardenLoc) 
(27) Jane prepared a supper (from left-oversg0) 
In other words, there is no defined group of semantic functions which exclu-
sively relates to second arguments or third arguments. 
Goal and Recipient function apply only to arguments and no t to satel-
lites. Prototypically, Goal relates to the second argument and Recipient to 
the third argument of a predicate. I t seems that the second argument in three-
place predicates always has the funct ion of Goal. Consider the following con-
structions: 
(28) (a) John spread the butter on the bread. 
(b) John spread the bread with butter. 
(29) (a) Mary taught the children to sing. 
(b) Mary taught geography to the children. 
I t has been argued t h a t verbs such as spread (Dik 1980) and teach (Workgroup 
1981) must be assumed to have two different predicate-frames according as 
they occur in constructions corresponding to (28a) and (28b), or (29a) and 
(29b). Consider: 
(30) (a) spreadv (John)Ag (the butter)Q0 (the bread) 
(b) spreadv (John)Ag (the bread)Go (the but ter) 
(31) (a) teachv (Mary)Ag (the children)c<0 (to sing) 
(b) teachv (Mary)Ag (geography)(j0 (the children) 
We will return to these patterns in section 5.4. 
4.3. The relation between parameters and predicates 
Predicate-frames designate sets of states of affairs. Which sets are 
designated is, however, partly determined by the predicates themselves. For 
instance, a predicate such as walk will only occur in dynamic states of affairs 
and not in non-dynamic states of affairs. In this light De Groot (1985) has 
argued t h a t predicates can he characterized in terms of the parameters deter-
mining the typology of states of affairs. I shall refer to the specifications pre-
dicates have for the states of affairs in which they can occur as ' ' features of 
predicates". Thus, we can say t h a t t he predicate walk has a feature [-f-dyn]. 
A distinction can be made between two types of features: (i) inherent features, 
[dyn] and [mom], and (ii) contingent features, [con] and [tel]. 
Predicates only occur either in dynamic s ta tes of affairs or in non-
dynamic states of affairs, or either in momentary s tates of affairs or in non-
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momentary states of affairs. We will therefore say that [dyn] and [mom] are 
inherent features of predicates. Consider: 
(32) (a) Peter is running. [-)-dyn] 
(b) Mary is standing [—dyn] 
(33) (a) Louis has hit Charles. [ + m o m ] 
(b) Joan is reading a book, [—mom] 
Contrary to what is said about predicates and the features [dyn] and 
[mom], there are predicates which can occur in both controlled and non-
controlled states of affairs, or in both telic and atelic states of affairs. For 
instance: 
(34) (a) Mary stands in the corner. [ - fcon] 
(b) the cupboard stands in the corner, [—con] 
(35) (a) John read the book. [-(-tel] 
(b) John is reading. [—tel] 
The contingent features [con] and [tel] cannot be associated with lexical 
properties of the predicates (whereas inherent features can), b u t they can be 
associated with arguments or satellites of predicates. For instance, the feature 
[con] always affects the first argument of a predicate and no t any other. 
W e can say tha t [con] binds the first argument. Consider (36a), where John 
is t he controller of an Action, and (36b) where Mary is a "non-controller" in 
a Process: 
(36) (a) givev (John)Ag (the book)o0 (Mary)Rec [+con] 
(b) receivev (Mary)p r o c (the book)çj0 (John)s0 [—con] 
Telicity, which is sometimes also described as "goal-orientedness", can 
be associated with those arguments or satellites of predicates which set the 
terminal point in the state of affairs. In general, telicity binds the affected 
argument of a predicate or the Directional argument/satellite in a predication. 
Consider the following examples, where the phrases in italics define the 
terminal point: 
(37) (a) John read the newspaperq0 
(b) Mary walks to the stationpir 
Note, however, tha t not all predicates are compatible with both [-f-con] 
and [—con] or [-j-tel] and [—tel] states of affairs. Consider: 
(38) (a) exist [ — con]/*[-f con] 
(b) reach [+tel] /*[—tel] 
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In these cases we may also say that [con] and [tel] are inherent features. 
There remains the difference concerning the relation between the features 
and the predicate-frames: [dyn] and [mom] relate to lexical properties of 
predicates, [con] and [tel] relate to participants or entities involved in the 
s ta te of affairs. 
This leads to two constraints on the relation between the parameters 
defining the typology of states of affairs and certain properties of predicates: 
(39) Predicate-frames cannot be specified for both (opposite) values of 
inherent features. 
(40) Predicate-frames cannot be specified for features which bind dif-
ferent entities. 
In relevant cases, I shall use the following notational convention for 
indicating the relation between features and predicate-frames: 
(41) [-)-dyn], [—mom] read v ( [+con] X ^ A G ( [± te l ] X 2 ) G O 
5. Predicate formation 
5.1. Introduction 
In section 1 a distinction was made between basic and derived predicates. 
The lexicon represents the stock of basic predicates which language users 
must know in order to be able to use them, while the predicate formation 
component reflects what they may form by themselves. Thus, derived pre-
dicates are those predicates which can be formed by means of some synchro-
nically productive rule. All predicates, whether basic or derived, are contained 
in predicate-frames which specify their semantic properties. The input of 
a predicate formation rule can consist of basic and derived predicate-frames. 
The output predicate-frames of a predicate formation rule are necessarily 
derived. Predicate formation can schematically be represented as follows: 
input predicate ou tpu t 
predicate- — * • formation — > predicate-
frames rules f rames 
t 
Fig. 3. Predicate formation 
Differences between the input and the output of predicate formation 
rules can be given in two different ways. This can be done by describing the 
differences between the input and output predicate-frames in terms of 
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(i) valency, semantic functions and categories, and 
(ii) the features [dyn], [mom], [con], and [tel]. 
Dik (1980) has argued that predicate formation rules may have different 
sorts of effects on the input predicate-frame. The most important effects are 
given in (42): 
(42) (i) Effects on the valency of the predicate 
(a) valency extension 
(b) valency reduction 
(ii) Other effects on the input predicate-frame 
(c) semantic function shift of the arguments of the predicate 
(d) semantic modification of predicate 
(e) change in the syntactic category of the predicate 
Given the theory concerning the relation between predicates and features 
of SoAs (see section 4.3. above) we can postulate the following types of dif-
ferences between input and output predicates: 
(43) (a) opposite values of inherent features 
(b) contingent features bind different entities 
In the following sections I shall give examples of several types of pre-
dicate formation rules relevant to Hungarian. Since it is the function of these 
examples to illustrate some aspects of predicate formation, I shall not discuss 
these predicate formation rules with respect to productivity and special prop-
erties of the' input and output predicate-frames. I shall confine myself to 
showing that some fundamental properties of predicate formation can easily 
be accounted for within the formalism offered in FG. 
The predicate-frames in the examples will not be fully specified for 
semantic, syntactic and pragmatic distinctions. The Hungarian examples are 
meant merely to illustrate the valency of the predicates, the derivational 
markers, and the expression of the semantic functions. 
5.2. Valency extension 
A classic example of a derived construction involving valency extension 
is causative predicate formation. Many languages have a predicate formation 
rule which derives a causative predicate from a non-causative predicate.9 
In general such a rule can be formulated in the following way: 
9
 See for instance Dik (1980, Ch. 3), Junger (1985 a), Schaaik (1985), and Vet (1985). 
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(44) input: predv (xx) (x2) . . . (xn) 
o u t p u t : p r e d v - E (x0)Causer (x^Causee (x2) . . . ( x n ) 
The effect of this rule is that (i) an extra argument (x0) with the function 
of Causer is added to the input predicate-frame, (ii) the first argument of the 
input predicate-frame gets the function of Causee in the output predicate-
frame, and (iii) an extension marker E is added to the input predicate to signal 
the causative status of the output predicate. 
In a great many languages, the extension marker E is an affix. This is 
for instance the case in Hungarian. Consider the following examples: 
(45) (a) Mari kimos-t-a a ruhák-at. 
Mary wash-past-3s the clothes-ace 
'Mary washed the clothes' 
(b) Mari-val kimos-at-t-am a ruhák-at. 
Mary-instr wash-caus-past-is the clothes-ace 
'I had Mary was the clothes' 
Other examples are- épít 'build' — építtet 'have build', sétál 'walk' — 
sétáltat ' take for a walk', olvas 'read' — olvastat 'have read', tart 'hold' — tartat 
'have hold', ül 'sit' — ültet 'have sit down'. 
The following predicate formation rule by and large accounts for causa-
tive formation in Hungarian:10 
(46) CAUSATIVE PREDICATE FORMATION I N HUNGARIAN 
input: predv ([+con] xr) . . . (xn) 
output: predv-E ([+con] x0)Agc auser (Xj)Causee • • • (xn) 
E = -{t)atj-(t)et 
meaning: 'x0 brings it about that the state of affairs designated 
by the input predicate-frame takes place' 
Note that this rule accounts, inter alia, for the introduction of the causative 
formative suffix and the extra argument. I t also accounts for there being 
different controllers of the state of affairs designated by the input and output 
predicate-frames. Compare (47a) and (47b), where szándékosan 'intentionally' 
depends on the will of Mari in (47a), and on the will of Péter in (47b): 
10
 See Hetzron (1976) for a discussion of semantic properties of input and ou tpu t 
predicates, constraints on the Causee, and case assignment. 
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(47) (a) Mari szándékosan kimos-t-a a ruhák-at. 
Mary intentionally wash-past-3s the clothes-acc 
'Mary intentionally washed the clothes' 
(b) Péter szándékosan kimos-at-t-a a ruhák-at Mari-val. 
Peter intentionally wash-caus-past-3s the clothes-acc Mary-
instr 
'Peter intentionally had Mary wash the clothes' 
5.3. Valency reduction 
By valency reduction we understand an operation t h a t takes an n-place 
predicate as input and gives as output the n-place predicate minus one argu-
ment.11 Por instance (48) and (49): 
(48) FIRST ARGUMENT REDUCTION 
input: predv (xx) (x2) . . . (xn) 
output: pred v -R (x2) . . . (xn) 
(49) SECOND ARGUMENT REDUCTION 
input: predv (x2) . . . (xn) 
output: pred v -R (x1) . . . (xn) 
An example of a predicate formation rule that involves the reduction 
of the first argument of input predicate-frames is the formation of a class of 
process predicates in Hungarian. Consider the following two examples: 
(60) (a) János zárja az ajtó-t 
John close t he door-acc 
'John closes the door' 
(b) az ajtó zár-ódik (*János által) 
the door close-R John by 
' the door closes' 
Other examples of this pair of predicates are: rak ' pu t ' — rakódik 'be 
deposited', csinál 'make' — csinálódik 'be done', pácol 'pickle' — pácolódik 
'be in the process of pickling', ir 'write' — íródik 'be written' , and elad 'sell' — 
eladódik 'be sold'. The following predicate formation rule may account for 
the relation between these pairs of verbs: 
11
 See Mackenzie (1985b) for argument reduction in nominalizations, and Kahre l 
(1985) for an alternative 'step by step ' t r ea tment of derived intransit ives. 
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(51) INTRANSITIVE PREDICATE FORMATION IN 
HUNGARIAN 
input: predv ( [+con ] X X ) A G ( [ ± t e l ] X 2 ) Q 0 
output: predy-R ([—con], [ + t e l ] x2)p r o c 
R = -ódik/-ődik 
meaning: 'the predicate predv is relevant only to (x2)' 
The formation of verbal reflexives and reciprocals in Hungarian consti-
tutes an example of second argument reduction. Consider the following 
examples: 
(52) (a) a borbély borotválja Feri-t 
the barber shave Feri-acc 
'The barber shaves Feri ' 
(b) Feri borotvál-kozik (*magá-t) 
Feri shave-R himself-acc 
'Feri shaves himself' 
A predicate formation rule t ha t derives verbal reflexives/reciprocal from 
transitive predicates in Hungarian may have the following form (cf. Dik 1983): 
(53) REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL PREDICATE FORMATION IN 
HUNGARIAN 
input: predv ( [+con ] X X )AG ( [ ± t e l ] X 2 ) Q 0 
output: predy-R ([+con], [ + t e l ] xx)Ag 
R = -kozikj-kezikj-kőzik 
meaning: 'the relation expressed by predv applies to xx ' 
condition : input predicate must be a predicate which can take 
an animate Goal. 
Rule (53) may also account for the relation between the following pairs 
of predicates: törül 'dry ' — törülközik 'dry oneself', beírat 'have something 
listed' — beiratkozik 'enrol', bemutat 'introduce' — bemutatkozik 'introduce 
oneself, elígér 'promise' — elígérkezik 'engage oneself', and ölel 'embrace' — 
ölelkezik 'embrace each other'. 
Apart from operations such as valency reduction, rules (51) and (53) 
also account for the following difference between the one-place output predi-
cates: the first argument in an output predicate-frame of rule (51) will be 
a non-controller in a Process state of affairs, whereas the first argument of 
an output predicate-frame of rule (53) will he the controlle in an Action state 
of affairs. 
The two types of output predicate-frame have in common the property 
tha t they can he used in telic states of affairs without any need for a satellite 
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to set the terminal point. With respect to this property, the output predicate-
frames differ from other one-place predicates such as sétál 'walk' and hull 
'fall ' , in that the latter predicates need a satellite to set the terminal point 
in a telic state of affairs. Consider the following sentences: 
(64) János megborotválkozott 
John shaved himself' 
(65) az ajtó bezáródott 
' the door closed' 
(56) Mari sétált (a pályaudvarra) 
'Mary walked' ('to the station') 
(57) a levél hullott (a földre) 
' the leaf fell' ('to the ground') 
Thus, the contingent features and their different values together define 
a semantic cross-classification of one-place predicates in Hungarian as given 
. in the following figure:12 
+ con — con 
+ tel borotválkozik 
(54) 
záródik 
(55) 
— tel sétál (66) 
hull 
(57) 
Fig. 4. A typology of one-place predicates in Hungar ian 
5.4. Semantic function shift 
In the application of the intransitive predicate formation rule in Hun-
garian (cf. (51)), we have seen t h a t the argument with the semantic function 
of Goal in the input predicate-frame becomes the argument with the semantic 
function of Processed in the output predicate-frame. We refer to this shift 
as "semantic function shift". Many predicate formation rules have several 
effects on input predicate-frames, for instance change in valency number 
together with semantic function shif t together. The following example illustra-
tes a semantic function shift between the second and third arguments of 
V predicate. There is no valency extension or valency reduction involved. 
Many languages possess oppositions corresponding to the following pair 
of expressions:13 
12
 The typology of one-place predicates can be made more precise if the inherent 
features [dyn] and [mom] are also t a k e n into consideration. 
13
 See for instance: Anderson (1971), Comrie (1985), Dik (1980), Hopper & Thomp-
son (1980), and Moravcsik (1978). For a discussion of this type of predicate within FG: 
Bolkestein (1983, 1985), Dik (1980: ch. 2), De Groot (1984). 
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.(58) (a) János vaj-at ken a kenyér-re. 
John butter-acc spread the bread-subl 
'John spreads butter on the bread' 
(b) János vaj-jal keni a kenyer-et. 
John butter-instr spread the bread-acc 
'John spreads the bread with but te r ' 
Unlike similar examples from other languages, construction (58b) in 
Hungarian does not necessarily have an element of "completeness'. Both 
constructions, (58a) and (58b), can have an holistic reading. This is the case 
when perfective aspect has been applied (see De Groot 1984 for further dis-
cussion). The difference in the expressions (58a) a n d (58b) in Hungarian rather 
is the choice of the ent i ty affected/effected by the predicate. Based on Dik's 
(1980) proposal for Dutch, the following formation rule may account for the 
relation between constructions such as (58a) and (58b): 
(59) VALENCY REARRANGEMENT PREDICATE FORMATION 
IN HUNGARIAN 
input: predv ( X 2 ) A G ( [±tel] X 2 ) Q 0 (X3)Loc/Dir 
output: predv ( X ^ A G ( [±tel] X 3 ) G O Wlns t r 
meaning: 'the Action expressed by pred v affects x3, by using x2' 
Note the shift of the input Goal to Instrument alongside the shift of the input 
Location/Direction to Goal. Note also that the features [tel] binds different 
entities in the input and output predicate-frames. This accounts for the appli-
cation of different preverbs and different holistic interpretations with per-
fective aspect. Consider: 
(60) (a) János rá-keni a vaj-at a kenyér-re. 
John pf-spread the butter-acc t he bread-subl 
'John will spread (all) the butter on the bread' 
(b) János a vaj-jal meg-keni a kenyer-et. 
John the butter-instr pf-spread the bread-acc 
'John will spread (all the slices of) t he bread with the butter ' 
We may therefore conclude t ha t an account of the relation between the 
Hungarian constructions under discussion can best be given in terms of 
felicity binding different entities. 
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5.5. Categorial change of input predicate 
In languages across the world the following triplet of expressions often 
occurs: 
(61) (a) be happy (State) 
(b) get happy (Process) 
(c) malce happy (Action) 
In most cases the adjective can be considered the basic form from which the 
inchoative/pseudo passive and transitive/causative form can be derived. The 
rules for doing this can in general be formulated in the following way:14 
(62) input: predA (xx)0 
output 1: predv-D (x1)p roo 
output 2: predv-D (x2)Ag (x^Go 
This pattern is also found in Hungarian. Consider the following sentences: 
(63) (a) Mari szép. 
Mary pre t ty 
'Mary is pretty' 
(b) Mari szép-ül-0. 
Mary pretty-inch-3s 
'Mary is getting pret t ier ' 
(c) Mari szép-it-i magá-t. 
Mary pretty-caus-3s herself-acc 
'Mary beautifies herself ' 
Examples of other such tr iplets are: rövid 'short ' — rövidül 'shorten' — 
rövidít 'shorten', szabad 'free' —szabadul 'be freed' — szabadít ' liberate', vak 
'blind' — vakul 'go blind' — vakít ' pu t somebody's eyes out', mély 'deep' — 
mélyül 'deepen' — mélyít 'deepen', kék 'blue' — kékül 'become blue ' — kékít 
'make blue'. The following predicate formation rules may account for the 
relation between these predicates: 
14
 The relation between the three constructions does not necessarily have to be the 
one presented here. There may also be an ordering in the formation rules, for instance: 
1. State Process 
I I . Process -* Action 
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(64) DEADJECTIVAL PREDICATE FORMATIONIN HUNGARIAN 
input: [—dyn] predA ([—con] xx)0 
output 1: [ - f d y n ] pred-Dv ([—con], [+ te l ] x 1 )p r o c 
D = ul I ül 
meaning: 'the property expressed by predA is presented as 
coming about through a process' 
output 2: [ - f d y n ] pred-Dv ( [+con] x2)A g ( [ ± t e l ] xfGo 
D = -it 
meaning: 'x2 brings it about t h a t the property expressed b y 
predA applies to xx' 
The effect of this rule is that (i) the categorial s ta tus of the output predicates 
is Verb, (ii) the inherent feature of those predicates is [ - fdyn] , (iii) one of t h e 
arguments is bound by the feature [tel], and (iv) the marker -D is added to 
the input predicate to signal the deadjectival s tatus of the output predicate. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper it has been shown tha t Functional Grammar offers a 
framework tha t can account for many morphological and semantic aspects 
of predicate formation. 
(i) Distinctions between morphological categories can be considered to 
be theory-internal. We may summarize this in the following way: ' 'roots/stems" 
are listed in the lexicon, derivational morphemes in the predicate formation 
cdfrnponent, and inflectional morphemes in the expression rules component. 
(ii) Given the formalism of predicate-frames as defined in FG (category, 
valency, semantic functions of the arguments, and specifications for the sets 
of states of affairs they designate), the model can account for a number of 
predicate formation rules in terms of: 
(a) change of category 
(b) change in valency 
(c) semantic function shif t 
(d) different distribution of features 
(iii) Predicate formation as described above does not require an exten-
sion of the theory: predicate formation rules make use of an available for-
malism. The rules proposed for Hungarian are not 'ad hoc' rules, because 
basically the same rules can be formulated for many other languages. More-
over, the model can account for several aspects of different types of predi-
cate formation within a language in a unifying way. As an example I men-
tion the role semantic function shift and the assignment of the feature [tel] 
play in the derivation of one-place and three-place predicates. 
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PROBLEMS IN THE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
OF COMPLEX LEXICAL ITEMS 
D. KASTOVSKY 
(University Wien, Austr ia) 
1.1. The s tudy of word-formation in the past thirty years reflects t he 
influence of two different, bu t in a way complementary linguistic traditions. 
European contributions to the field, and in particular those of Marchand 
(e.g. Marchand 1969, 1974) and his pupils, are characterized b y a Saussurean, 
sign-oriented bias, where functional and semantic considerations outrank 
other criteria. Morphemes are regarded as minimal linguistic signs ' 'based on a 
significant/significate [ . . . ] relationship" (Marchand 1969, 1) and are consis-
tent ly distinguished from "free forms" or "pseudo-morphemes" such as make 
and out in make out, which have no sign character. Word-formation is restricted 
to the description of lexemic sign-combinations because "only meaningful 
units lead to analogic new formations" (Marchand 1969, 2), and the notion of 
"motivation" is therefore central to this approach (cf. also Kastovsky 1987). 
The majority of the contributions coming from the U. S., on the other 
hand — and this is also true of the more recent generative treatments coming 
from Europe — , emphasize formal, i.e. phonological and distributional aspects, 
most often with a concomitant neglect of semantic questions. We might 
therefore even speak of a "(Neo-) Bloomfieldian" bias, not in the sense of 
"taxonomic", as this term was used by the f i rs t generation of generative 
linguists, but with the implication that the dominance of formal, asemantic 
criteria, characteristic of (Neo-)Bloomfieldian linguistics, is also a typical 
feature of these more recent generative approaches. Morphological analyses 
are usually based on phonological and/or distributional criteria, regardless of 
whether the resulting constituents have sign character in the above sense or 
not. As a consequence, morphemes or "formatives" are not defined as form/ 
meaning correlations, but rather as those minimal entities t ha t enter into the 
statement of rules a t the phonological and/or syntactic level, regardless of 
whether these entities are meaningful or not. The following examples will, 
I hope, corroborate this assessment. 
1.2. In Chomsky—Halle (1968, 94), it is purely phonological considera-
tions such as the simplification of certain phonological rules (e.g. Main Stress 
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Rule, Alternating Stress Rule) that motivate the introduction of the = -bound-
ary, and with it morphological segmentations such as 
(1) re—ceive, de=ceive, re=sist, con=sist, corn =pre=hend etc. 
And in Halle (1973, 10) we find segmentations such as 
(2) serendip-\-i-\-ty, vac+ant, tot-\-al, bro-\-ther, hand+some, be-\-lieve, 
trans -\-form-\-at-\-ion-\-al 
which are, incidentally, not justified b y the author, b u t which, if they could 
be justified at all, could only be validated by purely distributional criteria. 
In both examples, most of the resulting constituents do not have sign character. 
This type of analysis, and even quite a few of the examples themselves, have 
their counterparts in "descriptive analysis" as introduced by Bloomfield and 
practised in the 1940s and 1950s (cf. Bloomfield 1933, 209, 241; Harris) 1953, 
161; Nida (1949, 162, 191). Not surprisingly, this approach had been criticized 
for its neglect of the semantic aspect by European structuralists, e.g. Marchand 
(1951, 94) or Frei (1954, 139, 141). There is no denying that segmentations 
like those discussed above may be helpful in accounting for the phonological 
— and occasionally even morphological — behaviour of the lexical items in 
question. But: so far the usual wording of the analyses referred to above 
suggests tha t such pat terns are productive — which they are not — and that 
they also involve semantic compositionality, which again is not the case. 
Consequently, if for phonological reasons analyses such as (1) or (2) are main-
tained, they must be consistently kept apart from word-formation proper by 
assigning idiom status to the respective items. But so far, with the exception 
of Pesetsky (1985, 210), who postulates "rules of idiosyncratic interpretation" 
for such cases, they have been treated as being morphologically on the same 
level as 
(3) re # write, de # louse, trans # alpine, etc. 
1.3. Another example illustrating the dominance of phonology over 
morphology is provided by the Level Ordering Hypothesis as developed by 
Siegel (1974) and Allen (1978) and the bracketing paradox it causes, cf. 
Pesetsky (1985, 202 f.). 
I t has been suggested that on t he basis of their phonological behaviour 
two classes of affixes should be distinguished, viz. # -affixes and -(--affixes. 
These are attributed to two different distributional levels, which are ordered 
such t h a t no -(--affix may be at tached to an item to which a # -affix has 
already been added. This means tha t no # -affix occurs within the scope of 
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a +-af f ix . Now given that un- is a # -affix and -ity a - f -af f ix , the only mor-
phological bracketing possible is the following: 
( 4 ) 
u n ft g r a m m a t i c a l > i t y 
But, as Pesetsky (1985, 202) quite correctly points out, this analysis is contra-
dicted by the derivational facts — un- is generally not added to nouns, only 
to adjectives —, and the semantics of the combination — the meaning is 
'state, fact of being ungrammatical'. These facts would require the bracketing 
which, however, is ruled out by the Level Ordering Hypothesis. 
( 5 ) 
u n # g r a m m a t i c a l • i t y 
I t is bracketing paradoxes like these tha t lead Pesetsky to postulating 
a t least two levels of representation for word-formation as well as for syntax: 
Surface Structure as input to phonology, and Logical Form as input to semantic 
interpretation. (4) would then represent the bracketing a t the level of (mor-
phological) Surface Structure, (5) at the level of Logical Form. The two levels 
are related by a mapping mechanism which is equivalent to a generalized 
version of the Quantifier Rule as postulated by May (1977), and which in 
principle changes the dominance relation within the tree structure by raising 
the suffix -ity out of the scope of un- leaving behind a trace (e,), i.e. a more 
elaborate version of (6) would be (6) in Pesetsky's framework: 
The assumption of two levels of representation for word-formation is 
of course not completely new. I t was part of the theory of transformationalist 
word-formation, where a syntactic/semantic representation was converted 
into a morphological surface structure by syntactic or pre-lexical transforma-
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tions.1 And we also find i t in Marchand's work, which is not strictly generative-
transformational, as a distinction between "morphological surface structure" 
and "syntactic deep structure", also with concomitant bracketing differences, 
cf. Marchand (1965, 57, п. 1) with reference to synthetic compounds like 
housekeeping, and Marchand (1969, 134 ff.) with regard to prefix formations 
such as defrost, unsaddle, untie. There is no explicit mapping mechanism relating 
these two levels, however; Marchand only speaks of a reinterpretation a t the 
morphological level without providing an appropriate mechanism for this 
process. Within lexicalist word-formation, however, Pesetsky's two-level 
approach thus is, as far as I can see, an innovation. And it seems to me tha t 
within the lexicalist framework it ?nay well help to overcome certain short-
comings inherent in recent analyses of prefixations, which are absent in the 
less formalized analysis of Marchand, and which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing. The major question to be asked in this connection will be: are prefixes 
really heads ? 
2.1. I will begin this section by showing that two rather recent, widely 
accepted innovations in lexicalist word-formation — Williams' (1981) theory 
of (right-hand) headedness and Lieber's (1981) feature percolation conven-
tions — together with the handling of conversions in the given framework and 
a certain mechanistic bias are responsible for treating prefixes as heads in 
certain types of combinations. Such an analysis however, has certain unwanted 
consequences; in particular, one and the same prefix may act as head and 
non-head in certain, intuitively closely related formations, which clearly leads 
to internally contradictory results. I will then compare this analysis with the 
semantically oriented approach advocated by Marchand and will finally make 
some suggestions as to how the Lieber—Williams analysis might be improved 
to be intuitively more convincing. 
2.2. In Lieber (1981) it is postulated that word-structures start out-as 
binary unlabelled trees, into which, governed by appropriate selection restric-
tions, terminal lexical i tems — i.e. stems, roots and affixes — are inserted. 
A set of 4 feature percolation conventions provides labels for the nodes in 
these abstract trees (Lieber 1981, 47 ff., 1983, 252 ff.). Of special interest in 
this connection are conventions I I and I I I . According to these, all affixes 
with the exception of those belonging to the so-called "null-category class", 
act as heads of the respective combination and percolate their features to 
the next highest branching node. This is true not only of suffixes, but also 
of prefixes, cf.:2 
1
 Cf. the role of Predicate Raising, NP-Adjunct ion, NP-Copying in Kas tovsky 
(1982, 234ff.) 
2
 The representations in (7) are based on Lieber (1983) 
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(7) (a) Convention II3 (suff ix=head) 
coun te r [attack ] 
(b) Convention III4 (prefix = "null-category class"; s tem=head) 
(c) Convention I I (pref ix=head) 
Lieber's Convention I I had been formulated in direct response to Wil-
liams' Right Hand Head Rule: 
In morphology, we define the head of a morphologically complex word 
to be the right-hand member of that word (Williams 1981, 248). 
As already noted by Williams himself (1981, 249), there appeared to be cer-
tain exceptions to this rule, e.g. the prefix era-, which "systematically converts 
nouns and adjectives into verbs, thus displaying the behaviour of a head: 
enrage, endear, ennoble, encase". Fur ther examples from German and English 
led Lieber to conclude that these were not exceptions at all and to stipulate 
that the position of the head was affix-specific, i.e. tha t there was no universal 
generalization as postulated by Williams. The result was Convention I i 
according to which prefixes are heads when they are characterized by a cate-
gory feature. 
3
 Convention I I : "All features of an affix morpheme, including category features, 
percolate to the f irst branching node dominating tha t morpheme" (Lieber 1983, 263) 
4
 Convention H I : " I f a branching node fails to obtain features by Convention I I , 
features f r o m the next lowest labeled node automatically percolate up to the unlabeled 
branching node" 
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2.3. Williams' Right Hand Head Rule as a universal is clearly inade-
quate, and Lieber's reaction to i t is justified as such, although it is by no 
means unproblematic either, as we shall see below. The head/modifier order 
in morphological composites is a matter of language type. Thus, while in 
English compounds the right hand constituent usually acts as head, this is not 
t rue of French compounds such as 
(8) timbre-poste, ouvre-bouteille, maison de campagne. 
And there are obviously also languages where the normal sequence is head/mod-
ifier even with affixes, e.g. in Vietnamese, according to Selkirk (1982, 21). 
On the other hand, many languages apparently have a general p r e f e r r e d 
order from a typological point of view, just as in syntax, which may perhaps 
not always be carried through completely for historical reasons (e.g. due to 
borrowing), but which nevertheless is the unmarked, normal choice. Thus 
Marchand claims tha t ' 'in the system of languages to which English belongs 
the determinant generally precedes the determinatum. The types which do 
not conform to this principle are either syntactical compounds (e.g. father-in-
law) or loan compounds, e.g. McDonald, Fitzgerald" (Marchand 1969, 11). 
This observation indeed holds t rue for all Germanic languages, and without 
really conclusive evidence we should be very careful to assume the opposite 
order — even if i t seems to be the only option in the framework used, which 
brings me back to the analysis of enrage, endear, etc. as suggested by Williams 
and Lieber.5 
2.4. One crucial observation is that the alleged headhood of a prefix 
like en- leads to an internally contradictory analysis. Lieber and Williams 
have only considered cases where there is no overt suffixal element that could 
act as head and thus percolate its features to the appropriate dominating 
node. But besides such formations, there are formations with a prefix and 
a suffix, which follow exactly the same semantic pattern as the ones without 
the explicit suffix, e.g. 
(9) (a) en-noble : em-bold-en ' to make adj . ' 
de-louse : de-sulphur-ate 'to remove N' 
de-gas : de-gas-ify ' to remove N' 
(b) ver-riegel-n : ver-barrikad-ier-en ' to block with N' 
be-eid-en : be-eid-ig-en ' to confirm by N' 
be-dach-en : be-teil-ig-en 'to provide with N' 
5
 I t should be pointed out t h a t headhood for prefixes was also questioned for 
Du tch in a recent article by Trommelen — Zonneveld (1986), although for somewhat 
different reasons than the ones discussed in the following. 
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In the left-hand column, the prefix acts as head according to Lieher's and 
Williams' analysis; hut what about the right-hand column? Is the prefix or 
the suffix the head? Both options seem plausible, cf.: 
(10) (a) Suffix as ultimate head 
In Williams' framework, where prefixes are heads only exceptionally, 
(10) (a) would definitely have to be chosen as t he appropriate analysis, in which 
case the prefix en- acts as head in ennoble 'make noble', b u t as non-head in 
embolden 'make bold', certainly an inconsistency.® In Lieber's framework, 
on the other hand, no such preference seems to exist, so t ha t (10) (b) might be 
chosen over (10) (a), in which case a prefix like em- would always act as head. 
Also note tha t one of Williams' arguments in favour of treating em- as head 
was affix potentiation, i.e. the fact that t he prefix en- feeds suffixation by 
-ment. Due to his Atom Condition, which makes internal structure irrelevant-
for further derivation, it is the features of the head that govern any fur ther 
derivation. The choice of -ment as nominalizing suffix with ew-verbs is thus 
explained, if en- is interpreted as head. Examples like enlightenment, lembold-
enment, etc. would seem to corroborate this and thus support solution (10) (b) 
for Lieber's framework. But unfortunately the data are not that straightfor-
ward, since there are also cases such as 
(11) embark : embarkation 
encapsulate : encapsulation 
encarnalize : encarnalization 
enclose : enclosure 
6
 And t h e existence of a verb to embold (cf. Shorter Oxford English Dict ionary 
s. v. embolden) increases this problem, despite t h e latter 's being archaic. 
(b) Pref ix as ult imate head 
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I t is t rue that most pure, i.e. unsuffixed era-verbs select the nominalizing 
suffix -merit, but with suffixal era-verbs it seems to be the suffix which deter-
mines the form of the nominalization suffix. This is particularly clear with 
verbs in -ate, -ize, -ify, which only permit -ation. Consequently, if there is 
such a thing as the Atom Condition, s tructure (10) (a) — the suffix as ul t imate 
head — will have to be chosen over (10) (b). We are thus back to the dilemma 
mentioned above. Moreover, such a solution faces problems in the semantic 
interpretation, which are not discussed, incidentally, by either Lieber or 
Williams, since both are only interested in the formal derivational mechanism. 
We will have to postulate two types of semantic rules for era-, one where it 
acts as head, and one where it acts as modifier, although the resulting se-
mantic structures are the same. This is certainly an unwelcome consequence, 
but one obviously unavoidable in the present framework, except if we find 
a way to t reat prefixes as non-heads in cases such as enrage, ennoble, etc. 
And this brings me to the treatment of conversions. 
2.5. In English (and in German), there is a word-formation pat tern, 
illustrated by 
(12) cleanX cleany 'make clean' 
grasN : gasy 'convert into/treat with gas' 
bags : bogy 'put into a bag' 
gutN : guty 'remove the guts ' 
which is commonly called conversion in the traditional handbooks, and which 
is analyzed as zero derivation by e.g. Marchand. Now it seems to me t h a t the 
derivative process producing verbs such as ennoble, encage, debug, unsaddle, 
etc. is closely related to conversion, and not only semantically. This fact was 
overlooked by Lieber and Williams because of the way they treat conversions. 
Lieber regards conversion not as a derivational process a t all but treats pairs 
like those in (12) as independent lexical i tems related b y a redundancy rule 
in the lexicon; only the rule of semantic interpretation may be directional. 
And Williams postulates a special type of derivational process, so-called head-
less rules, which do not result in a branching structure, a solution also found 
in Strauss (1982, 54), who argued that "zero morphemes are entirely unneces-
sary for describing zero derivation . . . zero derivation is simply word-formation 
without terminal adjunction — zero adds a non-terminal and no terminal" : 
В 
A 
(is) I 
t 
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Conversions in this framework are thus regarded as a mere change of 
category, not as a process tha t is exactly parallel to explicit suffixal deriva-
tion. And it is this decision tha t forces the analysis of encage, etc. as containing 
a préfixai head, instead of treating it as morphologically parallel to cases such 
as encapsulate etc. The reason for this decision seems to be the exclusive 
reliance on the formal aspect, with a concomitant neglect of semantic con-
siderations. Let us therefore now look a t the description of prefixations in 
a more semantically oriented framework such as Marchand's. 
3.1. Central to Marchand's theory of word-formation is the syntagma 
concept, i.e. the assumption that all word-formations typically consist of 
a binary determinant/determinatum structure, cf. 
(14) determinant / determinatum 
steam / boat 
letter I writer 
ex I president 
re I write 
writ I er 
steam / er 
This holds regardless of whether this structure is realized overtly or not, 
i.e. i t is also applied to conversions on the basis of proportional equations 
such as 
(15) (a) write: writ-er = cheaty: cheatyj0H = 'someone who V-s' 
(b) atom: atom-ize — cashц: cashi^j0y = ' to convert into N ' 
(c) soft: soft-en = cleanд: clean^j0y = ' to make clean' 
(d) pre-atomjic (period) = pre-war/0 (period) = 'N before N ' 
Conversions are therefore interpreted as zero-derivations, where 0 functions 
as a purely formal indicator of a semantically implied, b u t formally unexpressed 
element, as in mathematics, which provides the necessary structure for the 
semantic interpretation. Incidentally, there is of ten evidence t h a t in an 
historically earlier period these formations had been characterized by an 
explicit suffix, which, however, was lost at a later stage.7 Conversions thus 
' T h u s , the Germanic weak verbs, historically the antecedents of present-day 
conversion verbs, had been characterized by different stem-formatives, which originally 
mus t have had the funct ion of derivational suffixes, but which later became mere indi-
cators of inflectional class, until they f ina l ly merged with either the verbal s t em or the 
inflectional endings — i.e. were lost. The same seems to be t rue of nominal stem-forma-
tives, e.g. -a in hunta ' hunter ' , which in O E has to be analyzed as a ease/number exponent, 
and no longer as a stem formative. Zero is t h u s nothing b u t a device to indicate the lack 
of an explicit derivative element, at the same time maintaining the semantic/functional 
parallelism with explicit suffixation 
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are not treated as mere categorial shifts, b u t as regular derivational, suffix-like 
processes with the same semantic patterning as suffixations. 
3.2. The field of word-formation is subdivided into two major subtypes, 
expansions and derivations. The former sat isfy the formula A B = B , i.e. t h e 
combination as a whole can be replaced by the determinatum (head), which 
is an actual or possible lexical item; this is not possible with derivations, 
where the determinatum is a bound morpheme or zero, cf. 
(16) (a) steamboat — boat: AB = В = Exp. 
madman — man: AB = В = Exp. 
ex-husband husband: AB = В = Exp. 
re-write -<- write: AB = В = Exp 
(b) writer - ?: AB # В = Der. 
whiten — ?: AB # В = Der. 
redskin -к skin: AB # В = Der. 
(redskin/0) 
pickpocket -к pocket: AB # В = Der. 
(pickpocket/0) 
Since redskin and pickpocket do not sat isfy the formula AB = В, they 
are treated as (zero-)derivatives or pseudo-compounds, in order to distinguish 
them from regular compounds such as steamboat. 
3.3. Compounds are fur ther subdivided in to 
a) genuine compounds (the determinatum is a simple lexical item), e.g. 
steamboat; drawbridge; 
b) synthetic compounds (the morphological determinatum is a deverbal 
derivative), e.g. letterwriter, chimney-sweep, housewarming-, 
c) pseudo-compounds (the superficial structure is that of a), i.e. of a regular 
compound, b u t AB = В does no t apply), e.g. pickpocket, hunchback, redskin, 
stagemanage (< stagemanager), proofread (< proofreading). 
Synthetic compounds are characterized b y two types of bracketing, cf. 
the discussion of ungrammaticality in 1.3. above. From a purely morphological 
point of view, we get the structure (17), 
(17) 
l e t t e r write 
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with writer acting as head of the whole combination. Semantically speaking, 
however, the compound is analyzed as 'someone who writes (a) letter(s)', 
which is reflected by the bracketing 
(18) 
Here the suffix -er acts as the head of the whole combination, which thus 
makes it look like a derivative from a phrase. As already mentiond, Marchand 
provides no mechanism to relate these two bracketing structures; this has 
been done by Pesetsky (1985, 233 ff.), however, among others also for synthetic 
compounds which he calls "deverbal compounds". Pesetsky only discusses 
action nouns like the by now almost proverbial pasta eating, but similar pro-
visions will have to be made for synthetic agent nouns and other types of 
synthetic compounds. 
Pseudo-compounds, on the other hand, only allow one type of bracketing 
in Marchand's analysis, viz. (19), 
(19) 
VP 
/ \ V N 
I I 
p i c k p o c k e t 
which clearly identifies them as derivatives at all levels. 
3.4. Prefixations can also be subclassified into genuine prefixations, 
synthetic prefixations and pseudo-prefixations (Marchand 1969, 137); more-
over, prefixes may represent three different functions: adjectival (e.g. ex-hus-
band 'former husband'), adverbial (e.g. rewrite 'write again'), and prepositional 
(e.g. pre-atomic age 'age before the atomic age', encage ' pu t into (era-) a cage'). 
(20) (a) genuine prefixations: rewrite, ex-husband, hyper-accurate (re-
write -*• write) 
(b) synthetic prefixations: re/wire-0, under/mine-0 (rewire wire/0) 
(c) pseudo-prefixations: encage, encarnalize, disbar, outbid, untie, 
demilitarize, defrost (encage cage, un-
tie tie) 
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In synthet ic prefixations, the determinatum is itself derived, b u t i t 
need not necessarily exist as a lexicalized u n i t ; thus, an analysis as expansion 
on the basis A B = В is in principle always possible, cf. 
(21) (a) morphological analysis 
[re [[wire]N 0v]v]v 'wire again ' 
(b) semantic analysis 
[[re [wire]N ]NP0V]V 'provide with new wires' 
I t should be added, however, t h a t synthetic prefixations of this kind seem 
t o be rather ra re compared t o synthetic compounds. 
Pseudo-prefixations, f ina l ly , are not analyzable on t h e basis of AB = В, 
i.e. to untie is, semantically speaking, not a hyponym of tie, b u t rather means 
'undo the t iedness ' ; to encage is not a subcategory of cage sb. , bu t means ' p u t 
in to a cage'. These are thus a l l basically derivatives, either characterized b y 
an explicit su f f ix or by zero, wi th the la t te r being the more frequent option. 
Pseudo-prefixations can fur ther be subdivided on t h e basis of their 
internal bracket ing: 
(22) (a) en-cage/0 un-saddle/0 en-capsul/ate 
I— 1 I к 1 I 
• г -
1 
pre-atom/ic (age) post-war/0 (period) 
I I I I 
i . e . [ [ p r e P + N ] p p { a 0 7 f } ] v [prep + N ] p p { a ^ 
(b) de-frost-0 un-t ie-0 dis-arm-0 de-militar-ize 
H z r 1 ' hzr1 H z r 1 1 t z H 
I n (22) (a), the basis is a prepositional group followed by an explicit or implicit 
derivational element, i.e. we ge t a clearly hierarchical consti tuent structure. 
I n (22) (b), on t h e other hand, p re f ix and noun or adjective do not form a con-
struction, b u t pref ix and su f f ix together express the notion of reversativity 
or privativity. They thus are a kind of discontinuous af f ix , or "circumfix", 
as Hansen (1980) has called i t . 
Marchand now argues t h a t structures such as (22) (b), arrived at on t h e 
basis of a semantic analysis, a n d thus representing or a t least reflecting t h e 
underlying semantic structure, do not conform to the typica l morphological 
préf ixai pa t terns of English; the re is, therefore, "a strong tendency in lan-
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guage to adjust morphological syntagmas in opposition to their syntactic 
structure as revealed by content analysis" (Marchand 1969, 136). Consequently, 
a t the morphological level, the verbs disarm and defrost come to be 
treated as préfixai combinations with primary verbs so tha t disarm is 
parallel to disjoin, defrost parallel to desegregate. The deverbal prefixa-
tions are themselves formed as if based on the semantic type 'connect, 
segregate in reverse' (Marchand 1969, 136). 
The same type of reanalysis is also suggested for the derivations in (22) (a), 
so t ha t we arrive a t a morphological surface structure (23), which, in fact, 
is t ha t of synthetic prefixations with the exception of deverbal verbs like 
untie, which are structurally like rewrite. 
(23) en/cage-0, un-saddle-0, 
en/capsul-ate, de/frost-0, dis/arm-0, 
de/militar-ize, un/tie 
I h — ' U 
4.1. Marchand's analysis as it stands can of course not be incorporated 
into the lexicalist framework developed by Lieber, Williams, and others, nor 
can i t simply replace it, because it lacks the necessary formal apparatus. But 
it contains a number of observations tha t suggest a possible solution to the 
problem discussed in the second section above. 
The first crucial observation is tha t at the (morphological) surface level 
(Pesetsky's S-Structure), the bracketing is always [Prefix + X] x , where X 
may be simple or complex, but always acts as head, i.e. there is no need to 
invoke headhood for prefixes. There is thus a difference between pseudo-
compounds and pseudo-prefixations, which in Marchand's analysis is not 
quite obvious. Pseudo-compounds are derivations also surface-structurally, 
cf. (19), while pseudo-prefixations, at least if one accepts Marchand's theory 
of morphological reinterpretation, are prefixations ( = expansions), and mainly 
synthetic ones, from a morphological point of view, cf. (23). 
The second point is that the morphological surface bracketing of pre-
fixations does not necessarily provide the information necessary for their 
correct semantic interpretation, so that some restructuring is required, cf. (4), 
(5) and (6) in 1.3. 
Thirdly and perhaps most importantly, (23) indicates that the second 
constituents in formations such as encage should not be interpreted as nouns, 
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b u t rather as — existing or possible — conversion verbs, so t ha t the prefix 
can act as determinant and need not be interpreted as head causing a change 
in word class affiliation. Whether conversion is interpreted as zero derivation 
or along the lines of Strauss or Lieber, is a secondary matter, although to me 
i t seems more plausible and consistent to integrate "conversion" somehow 
in to the binary branching system and the percolation conventions suggested 
b y Lieber. 
To interpret cases such as encage, defrost, unsaddle as — surface-struc-
tura l ly speaking — containing a conversion verb as head and a prefix as 
determinant is corroborated by the semantic/functional parallelism with other 
types of formations, in particular those already mentioned by Marchand, viz. 
dis/arm-0 : disjoin, enfcage-0 : en/wrap. But there are further parallels, e.g. 
wi th post-particle (i.e. phrasal) verbs, where the particle has the same deter-
mining function as the prefix, cf. enjcage-0 : cage-0/in; and there is of course 
t h e semantic parallelism between simple conversion and préfixai derivatives in 
all relevant patterns, cf. to skin/0 : to defrost 'remove N', to bottle/0 : to encage 
' to p u t into N', etc. 
4.2. If conversion is regarded as a regular derivative process that is 
integrated into the feature percolating system developed by Lieber and now 
widely accepted, and if préfixai derivatives of the type encage, defrost etc. 
are analyzed as containing conversion verbs as their second members, then 
there is no need to treat the prefixes as heads. As a result, we obtain a more 
consistent and homogeneous description. On the other hand, such a description 
will have to be complemented b y some kind of restructuring device as deve-
loped in Pesetsky (1985), in order to derive the appropriate bracketing struc-
t u r e tha t can serve as input to t he semantic interpretation. In other words, 
there will be a bracketing difference between surface structure and deep 
structure (Logical Form), but no t one where t he prefix will be a head at one 
level and a modifier at the other; prefixes are not heads. 
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IN HUNGARIAN 
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(University of Szeged, Hungary) 
1. Introduction 
In this article I will examine a construction in Hungarian whose classi-
fication as an adjectival compound has so far been undisputed. Arguing 
from its distribution, the occurrence of the agreement morpheme, and non-
lexically constructed phrases, I will claim tha t it is neither adjectival, nor 
a compound. Various conditions of nominative case assignment will be dis-
cussed and a comparison with similar constructions in other languages will 
be outlined. 
2. The data and their distribution 
Certain constructions usually discussed as 'adjectival subject compounds' 
in the Hungarian literature can apparently have two different froms with 
identical meanings; one (a) consists of a noun and the past participle of a 
verb, while the other (b) contains a noun and also a past participle, but it 
has a person-marking suffix as well. 
(1) (a) sors - üldöz-ött (b) sors - üldöz - t - e 
fate pursue P P fate pursue P P Px 
'pursued by fate' 'idem' 
(2) (a) por - lep - ett (b) por - lep - t - e 
dust cover P P P P P x 
'dust-covered' 'idem' 
Other compounds of similar (a) structures cannot be converted into the person-
marked (b) constructions: 
(3) (a) harc - edz - ett (b) l*harc - edz - ett - e 
bat t le harden P P Px 
'hardened by battles' 
* I wish to t h a n k the part icipants a t the Veszprém Conference on Morphology, 
May 1987, and Igor Meléuk for their comments and criticism. 
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(4) (a) agy - a — lágyul - t (b) *agy - a - lágyul - t - a 
brain-3sg soften P P Px 
'softhead' (lit.: 'his-brain-softened') 
(6) (a) esz - e — vesz - ett (b) *esz - e - vesz - t - e 
mind-3sg go P P P P Px 
'desperate' (lit.: 'his-mind-gone') 
Clearly, (4) and (5) differ from (1) — (3) in that they contain intransitive verbs, 
thus, as is usual in the literature on this question, we may suppose t ha t the 
(b) type compounds can only be formed from transitive verbs. The case of (3) 
is somewhat more catchy: edz ' train, harden' is a transitive verb, but , counter 
to the sense-translation, it is understood as said of someone not 'hardened by' 
bu t 'hardened in' battles. Thus, strictly speaking, type (a) compounds do not 
all go back to subject — verb constructions. 
Whereas the literature traditionally classifies all of the compounds above 
as adjectival—attributive, it is a highly questionable position. Certainly, 
adjectives can occur prenominally within noun phrases, where both type (a) 
and type (b) constructions are grammatical. 
(6) (a) 
Látt-am egy 
sors-üldözött 
por-lepett 
harc-edzett 
esze-veszett 
ember-t. 
saw-lsg an 
pursued by fate 
covered by dust 
hardened in battles 
desperate 
man-ACC 
'I saw a man (who was) . . .' 
(b) Láttam egy sors-üdözt-e por-lept-e embert. 
' I saw a man 
Pursued by fate. ' 
Covered by dust. ' 
But if this prénommai position is occupied by an AP (adjective phrase) node, 
we may expect all of these compounds to occur also in other AP positions. 
That , however, is not borne out by the data. 
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(7) (a) Pál (hihetetlenül) 
sors-üldözött 
por-lepett 
harc-edzett 
esze-veszett 
volt. 
Paul-NOM inconceivably was 
'Paul was inconceivably 
pursued by fa te 
dust-covered 
hardened in battles 
desperate 
(b) *Pál (hihetetlenül) sors-üldözt-e 
por-lept-e volt. 
(8) (a) Pál 
sors-üldözött-
por-lepett-
harc-edzett-
esze-veszett-
-nek tartotta János-t. 
Paul-NOM DAT regarded John-ACC 
'Paul regarded John as 
pursued by fa te 
dust-covered 
hardened in battles 
desperate 
(b) *Pál sors-üldözt-é-
por-lept-é- -nek tartotta Jánost. 
Note t h a t in the positions enclosed by the curly brackets in (7) and (8), any 
AP can occur; it is therefore reasonable to assume tha t type (b) constructions 
are not adjectives. 
3. Person-marking paradigms 
Before we try to answer the question of how to categorize compounds 
of the (b) class, let us make a short digression into the nature of the personal 
endings on these constructions. Observe first of all t h a t in the works dealing 
with these structures i t has always been recognized t h a t it is (or at least was, 
at some earlier time of its history) possible to mark them for all persons in 
both singular and plural, cf.: 
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(9) (a) a tegnap említ-ett-em példa 
the yesterday mention-PP-lsg example 
' the example t h a t I mentioned yesterday' 
(b) a tegnap emllt-ett-ed példa 2sg 
(c) emlit-ett-e 3sg 
(d) említ-ett-ük l p l 
(e) emlit-ett-é tek 2pl 
(f) emllt-ett-é к 3pl 
I t is worth noting that we have ample literature on this subject since traditional 
grammarians can be said to have been preoccupied with this very issue because 
of their belief of its being distinctive of the part-of-speech (i.e. categorial) 
classification of the compound. I t was always the choice between the nominal 
and the verbal nature of the suffixation t ha t lay in the heart of the matter. 
I f the suffixes were more like those of the possessive paradigm, the construc-
t ion would prove to be nominal, but if they were to resemble the paradigm of 
f ini te verbs, the compounds could be shown to be verbal. Here I will not 
dwell on the, remarkably long, history of the problem, but will simply list 
t he forms judged as acceptable. 
Hungarian marks the possessor either by the dative or the nominative, 
b u t the head noun is also marked by an agreement suffix, whose relevant 
morphology is as follows (harmonizing vowels are given as У wherever their 
actual value is immaterial):1 
(10) The Possessive Paradigm 
(a) Singular 
1. - m 
2. -d 
3. -ш: 
e.g. 1capu-m 'my gate' 
gate-lsg 
a fiú-k kapu-ja ' the boys' gate' 
the boy-pl-NOM gate-3sg/pl 
az ő kapu-juk ' their gate' 
the he-NOM gate-3pl 
(NB. singular) 
(b) Plural 
-nk 
-tVk 
Ш № 
' F o r more details, see K á l m á n (1985) and Korna i (1986). I will not discuss the 
peculiarities of th i s paradigm, such as the behavior of t he construction with a 3pl possessor 
exemplified below. For a discussion of the possessive construction in Hungarian, see 
A n n a Szabolcsi's papers in the References. 
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(11) Past Tense Paradigms2 
(a) Definite Singular (b) Definite Plural (c) Indefinite Plura l 
1. -m -Vk -Vnk 
2. -d . -VtVk -tVk 
3. -a/e -Vk -ak/ek 
(12) Type (b) Compound Paradigms 
(a) Singular (b) Plural (current) (c) Plural (of 1939)3 
1. -m -Vk -Vnk 
2. -d -VtVk -tVk 
3. -a/e -a/e -a/e 
-uk/ük 
Obviously, the singular paradigms (10a), (11a), and (12a) present no problems: 
they are identical. The plural forms, however, show an amazing variation. 
(We should not be misled by (12c), which is in complete equivalence with 
(10b), since its bottom line is undoubtedly an artificial construct, while the 
first two lines are markedly archaic and/or dialectal.4) But this diversity should 
not perplex us; the individual morphological forms of person marking may 
legitimately vary with respect to environment. When at tached to a noun, 
it may take a shape different from one aff ixed to a finite or non-finite verb. 
This is a phenomenon frequently encountered in the languages of the world; 
an example in Hungarian could be the choice of the -i- vs. -k- form of the 
plural affix, which depends on whether the noun is in a possessive construction 
or not. 
Person marking can then be considered to be a uni tary category whose 
actual inflectional form is a function of the stem (containing any possible 
derivational aff ix, e.g., infinitival, participial, etc.). Having clarified this, 
however, takes us no closer to answering the question of what type (b) con-
structions actually are. 
4. The problem of compoundhood 
Since compounds are a result of a lexical process, they do not contain 
proper names (in their referential use) or categories above zero-level in the 
terminology of X-bar theory. That is, whereas compounds like student therapy 
or teacher-constructed (example) are perfectly possible, Kingston therapy, on one 
2
 As is well-known, verbs are marked for definite objects as against indefinite 
ones or the absence of an object . 
3This is f r o m Szepesi (1939), who cites them without giving any evidence, 
whether historical or other. Note tha t Simonyi (1907) does list d a t a for the f i r s t three 
lines of (12c), b u t he has no examples for the notorious bottom line -uk/ük. 
4
 Presumably Szepesi (1939) was somewhat biased to consider type (b) construc-
tions as having possessive endings, following Simonyi (1907). H e did not, however, 
recognize t h a t t he paradigm will thereby be identical to that of infinitives, a po in t t h a t 
will come up in the discussion below. 
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hand, can only be understood as containing a non-referential mention of 
a certain Kingston and as referring to some kind of therapy rather t h a n to 
a therapy carried out on or by someone called Kingston. On the other hand 
*a friendly teacher constructed {example), in which we f ind a non-zero level 
projection ( f r iendly teacher), is totally ungrammatical. 
These conditions are, in general, observed by Hungarian compounds too. 
But type (b) constructions can contain both referential proper names and 
non-zero level or even maximal projections. 
(13) (a) a Mari említ-ett-e példa 
the Mary-NOM mention-PP-3sg example 
' the example mentioned by Mary' 
(b) a Dánia el - foglal-t-a területek 
the Denmark-NOM perf-occupy-PP-3sg territories 
' the territories occupied by Denmark' 
(c) a kedves féleség-ed mutat-t-a képek 
the kind wife-your-NOM show-PP-3sg pictures 
' the pictures shown by your kind wife' 
(14) (a) *a Mari említett példa 
(b) *a Dánia (el)foglalt területek 
(c) *a kedves feleséged mutatott képek 
I t would follow then tha t type (a) constructions as in (14) are indeed com-
pounds, exactly because they are ungrammatical, while type (b) expressions 
are not. 
Recall also that, as was illustrated in (3), certain type (a) compounds 
are not convertible into type (b) constructions, which was said to be due to 
their not containing a logical subject. Below we repeat (3a) along with an 
additional example. 
(15) (a) harc - edz - ett (b) *harc-edz-ett-e 
bat t le harden-PP 3sg 
'hardened in batt les ' 
(16) (a) szél - véd - ett (b) *szél-véd-t-e 
wind protect-PP 3sg 
'protected from the wind' 
Whereas the noun in (15a) can, in principle, receive subject interpretation, 
tha t is hardly available for (16a).5 
6
 Note t h a t type (a) constructions are more and more sh i f t ing out of product ive 
use. I have only been able to coin new ones of the "weather-agent" type , e.g., vihar-tépett 
' s torm-torn' , eső-mosott ' rain-washed', villámlás-pusztított ' lightning-destroyed'. Still, 
t he distinction is real: proper names and non-zero level projections are fully acceptable 
in type (b) constructions, but t hey have never surfaced in the historical data of t y p e (a) 
compounds. 
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But the problem of whether or not it is (logical) subjecthood tha t is 
dinstinctive in (15a, b) is rendered irrelevant by the following set of examples, 
which show that type (b) constructions are unacceptable unless they contain 
an argument that has an external theta-role, i.e. an agent. 
(17) (a) *a Mari szeret-t-e emberek 
the Mary-NOM love-PP-3sg people 
'the people loved by Mary' 
(b) *a Mari tud - t - a vers 
know-PP-3sg poem 
'the poem known by Mary' 
(c) *a könyv tartalmaz-t-a szavak 
book-NOM contain-PP-3sg words 
'the words contained by the book' 
This requirement will also subsume the case of (3a, b), where the noun cannot 
be an agent, whether or not it is the subject. 
We have thus arrived at the interim conclusion that type (b) construc-
tions are not compounds (derived through some lexical rule) but syntactic 
categories of the subject — predicate type. If tha t is the case, the subject 
NPs within them must be marked for some case, say, nominative, according 
to the Case Filter, which demands t ha t every N P with a phonetic matrix 
have Case. 
5. Case Assignment 
Nominative case has been shown to occur in two constructions in Hun-
garian: (a) in tensed sentences, and (b) in possessive constructions. Since the 
category of Tense does not play any role in the latter, Case Assignment must 
be dependent on the AGR constituent of INFL. 
(18) (a) Te tud-t-ad a vers-et. 
you(sg)-NOM know-Past-Def. 2sg the poem-ACC 
'You knew the poem.' 
(b) a te ház-ad 
the you-NOM house-sg 
'your house' 
Whereas in tensed sentences the subject need not be placed next to the in-
flected verb, as this position is reserved for the focus, some adjacency require-
ment is in force in possessive constructions. If the head noun, which is marked 
for agreement, is separated from the specifier by the definite article, the nomi-
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native case is unavailable for t he possessor, and it must be marked dative. 
Note that if the possessor is outside the N P containing the head, which is 
a standard discontinuous construction in Hungarian, it must also be in t he 
dative. 
(19) (a) Olvastam [János lcönyv-é-t] 
I-have-read John-NOM book-3sg-ACC 
' I have read John ' s book.' 
(b) *Olvastam [János a könyvét] 
t he 
(c) Olvastam [János-пак a könyvét] 
DAT 
(d) Jánosnak olvastam a könyvét 
It is also wor th mentioning t h a t a third context in which person marking 
occurs allows subjects only in t h e dative. The infinitial constructions given 
below can in general be split u p and their constituents placed anywhere in 
the matrix clause. Arguably, there are no infinitival clauses a t S-structure in 
Hungarian, but t h e discussion of this issue would take us too far afield. 
(20) (a) János-nak Péter-rel kell-ett beszél-ni-e. 
John-DAT Peter-with must-Past speak-Inf-3sg 
' John had to speak with Peter.' 
(b) Nek-tek kár volt dolgoz-no-tok. 
DAT-you(pl) no-use was work-Inf.-2pl 
' I t was no use for you to work.' 
Thus it seems tha t there are two prerequisites for a noun phrase to receive 
nominative case: (1) the head (i.e. V or INFL in S, N in NP) must be marked 
for agreement, and (2) the NP mus t be adjacent t o the head (except in tensed 
clauses). The constructions discussed here observe both criteria: the non-
-finite verbs are aff ixed for agreement and the subject must not be separated 
from the verb by any material not part of the lexical entry for the verb. 
(21) (a) a Mari (meg-) vizsgál-t-a betegek 
the Mary-NOM perf. examine-PP-3sg patients 
' the patients examined by Mary' 
(b) *a Mari tegnap (meg)vizsgálta betegek 
yesterday 
c
 We are not concerned here wi th accounting for the often intriguing behavior 
of possessive constructions in Hungar ian . For some discussion, see in addition to Sza-
bolcsi's work, Kornai (1989) and Kenesei (1986). 
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The ungrammatical ly of (21b) is comparable to that of a tensed sentence in 
which the (would-be) focus is separated from the inflected verb by some other 
constituent. 
(22) (a) Tegnap Mari vizsgálta meg a betegeket. 
yesterday Mary-NOM examined Perf. t he patients-ACC 
' I t was Mary t h a t examined the patients yesterday.' 
(b) *Mari tegnap vizsgálta meg a betegeket. 
(Note that (22b) is starred only if Mari, rather than tegnap, is in focus.) 
A few fur ther problems still remain. For example, we have no answer 
to the question of why there cannot be type (b) constructions of more than 
two constituents: usually subject plus verb, cf.: 
(23) *a tegnap Mari (meg-)vizsgálta betegek 
the yesterday Mary-NOM Perf.-examined patients 
' the patients examined by Mary yesterday' 
And it need not always be the subject that fills in for the preverbal constituent; 
in other than third person forms, as is usual in this pro-drop language, personal 
pronouns can be omitted. B u t then the occurrence of another preverbal con-
sti tuent seems to be obligatory. 
(24) (a) a l*(most) emlit-ett-em példa 
the now mention-PP-lsg example 
' the example I just mentioned' 
(b) az 1* (imént) idéz-t-ük mondat 
the just quote-PP-lpl sentence 
' the sentence we just quoted' 
Certainly, person marking in other than third persons is rather archaic 
or awkward and has been replaced by the use of the paradigm of the emphatic/ 
reflexive pronouns magam 'myself', magad 'yourself', etc., which invariably 
trigger agreement in the third person both here and in t he possessive construc-
tions (contrary to tensed sentences, where it requires ordinary agreement) 
(25) (a) ?a tegnap készit-ett-em kép 
the yesterday make-PP-lsg picture 
' the picture I made yesterday' 
(b) a magam készít-ett-e kép 
myself-NOM 3sg 
' the picture I made (myself)' 
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(c) a magam kép-e/*kép-em 
3sg lsg 
'my (own) picture/a picture of myself' 
(d) A képet magam készít-ett-eml*-e. 
the picture-ACC myself-NOM make-Past-lsg/3sg 
' I made the picture myself.' 
6. Categorization 
As was seen in the foregoing sections, the constructions discussed are 
best treated as non-finite clauses. We may suppose that in Hungarian, as in 
a number of other languages (mainly of the SOV type), there is a pronominal 
S position within the NP to be filled in either by finite clauses (as in Japanese, 
Korean, Sinhalese) or by non-finite ones (as in most Altaic and a large number 
of Uralic languages). That is why these clauses cannot occur in the position 
of ordinary adjectives; on the one hand, they are not adjectival, and, on the 
other, they contain an empty category t h a t is left uncontrolled if the clause 
is outside the NP. 
Observe tha t other, allegedly adjectival, constructions also exhibit the 
behavior illustrated in (7) and (8), i.e., they cannot be classified as adjectives 
on distributional grounds. 
(26) (a) a betegeket vizsgáló orvos 
the patients-ACC examining doctor 
' the doctor examining the patients ' 
(b) *Mari betegeket vizsgáló volt/maradt 
Mary was remained 
(27) (a) a tegnap megvizsgált betegek 
the yesterday examined patients 
' the patients examined yesterday' 
(b) *A beteg [tegnap megvizsgált] volt 
Note also t ha t since the non-finite verb has no person-marking (i.e. AGR), 
no nominative subject/agent can occur in (27a), although an agent marked 
by a specific agentive case-suffix or postposition is possible. 
(28) (a) *a Mari tegnap megvizsgált betegek 
the Mary-NOM yesterday examined patients 
(b) a Mari j j tegnap megvizsgált betegek 
by 
' the patients examined by Mary yesterday' 
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7. Nominative case in non-finite clauses in other languages 
Some of the languages t h a t have pronominal non-finite clauses apply 
person-marking on the verb, b u t we have no reason to suppose that the sub-
ject is in a case other than genitive, cf.: 
(29) Turkish (source: Sezer (1986)) 
(a) sen-in gör-düg-ün filim 
you-GEN see-Part-2sg film 
' the movie that you saw' 
(b) al-dtg-i araba 
buy-Part-3sg car 
the car he bought 
(30) Finnish (source: T. Mikola (personal communication)) 
(a) isä-n teke-mä tuoli 
father-GEN make-Af chair 
' the chair the fa ther made' 
(b) Isä istun teke-mä-llä-nsä tuoli-lla. 
father-NOM sat make-Afx-Case-3sg chair-Superess. 
'The father sat on the chair he had made.' 
Note that while Turkish has obligatory person marking all along, Finnish 
makes use of it only in case there is an (overt or covert) personal pronoun in 
the subject/possessor position. 
Ostyak, a Finno-Ugric language, and Evenki, another Siberian language 
of the Tungusic family, resemble the pattern seen in Hungarian more closely 
than Turkish or Finnish. 
(31) Ostyak (source: H a j d ú (1973)) 
ma wdtnam weli kolas 
I-NOM bought-lsg reindeer perished 
'The reindeer I bought has perished.' 
(32) Evenki (source: Comrie (1981)) 
bi pis'mo-wa ga-ca bi-si-m akii-m 
I letter-ACC receive-PastPart. be-Pres-lsg brother-lsg 
min-duhd ип£э-гп-и>ээ-п 
I-LOC send-Part-ACC-3sg 
' I have received the letter which my brother sent to me.' 
In (31), the head noun is preceded by the person marked participle and the 
personal pronoun in the nominative. In (32), the sentence f inal participle is 
related to its head by the accusative affix on the verb form, which agrees in 
person and number with the nominative subject of the clause. 
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8. Conclusion 
I t has been shown tha t what was called;"type (b) constructions" are 
non-finite clauses within NPs. That is why they allow person marking (i.e. 
AGR) to occur, which in tu rn makes i t possible to assign nominative case to 
the subject under certain conditions. They conform to the behavior of non-
finite clauses in this language and resemble corresponding structures in other 
languages. 
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L E X I C A L M E C H A N I S M S V E R S U S M O R P H O L O G I C A L 
S T R U C T U R E 
J . VAN MARLE* 
(P. J . Meertens-Instituut, The Netherlands) 
1. Introduction 
Of late quite a number of linguists have tried to work out the general 
idea t ha t languages should be regarded as systems in which a large number 
of — interacting and opposing forces — contend. Languages, in this view, 
are by definition in an unsteady equilibrium: they always involve some sort 
of compromise between the diverse forces they comprise. Crucial to this — in-
teractionist — conception of language is also, that the pressure to achieve 
linguistic optimality is nearly always considered "local", i.e. it can be seen 
to concentrate on one part of the system while leading to less desired results 
in other parts. Pu t differently, due to the multi-faceted character of language, 
the pressure to linguistic optimality nearly always focuses on one aspect/com-
ponent of the language, which implies t h a t other kinds of linguistic optimality 
(bearing upon other facets of the language) often deteriorate.1 
With respect to word-formation the above conception of language has 
been elaborated in so-called n a t u r a l m o r p h o l o g y , a trend which, 
since its very beginning, involves such an interactionist model (Dressier, 1986). 
In their search for forces which are in conflict with the principles of word-
formation — and which, consequently, may affect optimal morphological 
structure —, the adherents of natural morphology have rightly stressed that 
particularly phonetics/phonology is a domain of language which accomodates 
many forces undermining the transparency of morphology. No doubt Mayer-
thaler is correct when he characterizes phonology as k o n t r a m o r p h o l o -
g i s с h (i.e. counter-morphological), which means tha t in his view phonology 
and morphology (apart from just a few exceptions) can never be optimalized 
at the same time (Mayerthaler, 1981, 43). 
* I am indebted to the part icipants of the conference for their comments and 
criticisms, in particular to G. E . Booij, R . P . Botha, and W. U. Dressier. Moreover, I am 
indebted to W. Meijs who checked m y English 
1
 General studies in which this conception of language is elaborated are Koefoed 
(1974; 1978) and Dik (1986). Cf. also Dressier (1986) (with many further references) and 
Mayerthaler (1981) for morphology, Langacker (1977) for syntax, and Van Marie (1978) 
for an a t t empt to interpret morphological change in terms of two opposing forces 
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Particularly in the work of Dressier at tention is drawn to the fact t ha t 
phonetics/phonology is not the only domain of language which may be in 
direct conflict with word-formation. Another component of language, as is 
rightly stressed in Dressier (1977), which may interfere with the principles 
of morphology is t h e l e x i c o n . The central topic of this paper, then, is 
the discrepancies/conflicts between lexicon and morphology, as I hold the 
view that the discrepancies between these two levels have received too little 
attention in the past few years.2 
From the above it follows that in my opinion a distinction should be 
made between morphology and the lexicon. Morphology deals with the syste-
matics of c l a s s e s o f w o r d s — or, as I prefer to think of it, of w o r d -
t y p e s — , whereas the lexicon deals with properties of individual words 
(Van Marie, 1985, ch. 3). As said, the introduction of this distinction means 
t h a t I start from the idea tha t there may be discrepancies between the word 
viewed as a direct representative of a given word-type and the word as a 
separate, individual and 'unique' entity, i.e. as a sign. To a large extent, such 
discrepancies between the morphological and the lexical level result from the 
fact that in the words stored in the lexicon the efficacy of l e x i c a l m e c h a -
n i s m s may be present. These lexical mechanisms may be in conflict with 
t he principles of word-structure, which means tha t they may affect optimal 
morphological structure and/or render it opaque. 
Logically three types of discrepancies between the morphological and 
the lexical level may be distinguished and, interestingly, all three of them 
actually occur. These discrepancies are: 
(1) (a) morphological difference corresponds to lexical identity; 
(b) morphological identity corresponds to lexical difference; and 
(c) morphological difference corresponds to lexical difference, bu t 
the nature of both differences is not the same. 
In the remainder of this paper the above three discrepancies between the 
morphological and the lexical level will be elaborated. The first two cases will 
be dealt with only cursorily, whereas the third case will be discussed in some 
more detail. 
2. Absence of lexical opposition 
The first case to be discussed is the situation in which a distinction on 
the morphological level does not correspond to a distinction on the lexical 
level. Specifically, the difference in meaning between two morphological 
2
 Note, however, t h a t I will n o t be concerned with the well-known phenomenon 
of lexicalization 
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categories is not always realized on t h e lexical level, i.e. the difference in 
meaning is not always reflected by the individual words representing the 
word-types in question. Tha t is: 
(2) "Difference" on the morphological level corresponds to "iden-
t i ty" on the lexical level. 
On a general level of theoretical reflection discrepancies of this kind between 
the morphological and the lexical level are well-known, of course. Typically, 
discrepancies of this kind are generally considered manifestations of t he phe-
nomenon of m o r p h o l o g i c a l n e u t r a l i z a t i o n . Note, however, 
that, as far as word-formation is concerned, many aspects of morphological 
neutralization are unclear, while it is hard to avoid the impression t h a t the 
phenomena classed under the heading of morphological neutralization con-
stitute a rather heterogeneous set.3 All in all, the phenomenon of morphological 
neutralization deserves a separate t reatment , which means that within the 
context of the present paper I can only make some brief, and necessarily 
tentative, remarks with respect to one specific type of neutralization: the 
neutralization taking place in bipartite schemes of modification. 
I t is my impression that, as far as word-formation is concerned, mor-
phological neutralization is particularly prominent in the domain tha t is 
usually referred to as m o d i f i c a t i o n . Moreover, the neutralization of 
the semantic differences between two modifying word-types seems to be 
subjected to the general proviso t h a t the two categories must, as i t were, 
express two different gradations of wha t from a semantic point of view seems 
to be essentially one and the same process. 
P u t in general terms, such bipart i te systems of modification result in 
t r i p l e t s (including the base) of t h e following format : 
(3) base \ modification 1 modification 2 
(B) (M I) (M 2) 
In his early structural sketch of the Russian noun, Karcevski encountered 
such a bipartite system of modification in the domain of diminuation. Beside 
the base, there is both the "simple diminutive" and the "lauditive-diminu-
tive" (the terminology is inexact), cf. les-lesók-lesócek (Karcevski, 1932, 342). 
3
 E .g . a distinction should be d r a w n between the neutralization of t h e semantic 
differences between a derivative and i t s base, and the neutralization of t h e semantic 
differences of two related word-types (it is only the latter t y p e of neutralization that is 
discussed below). In addit ion, in certain cases neutralization is clearly restricted to a 
specific — syntagmatic — context, whereas other types of neutralization are n o t governed 
by syntagmat ic forces 
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At least as early as Karcevski (1932) i t is also known, however, t h a t 
triplets of the format of (3) are not infrequently upset, which means t h a t 
there may be question of "déplacements" (i.e. transfers) among their members. 
As to the case of diminuation in Russian, Karcevski notes (i) that in some 
cases the "simple diminutive" has become " u n mot ordinaire", i.e. has lost 
its diminutive character, whereas (ii) the — original — base has become some 
sort of "augmentat ive" (ibid., 342). Crucial, then, to the topic of this paper is, 
t ha t in a l l cases in which a representative of M 1 has lost its diminutive 
character, a representative of M 2 takes its place immediately and turns in to 
a "simple diminutive". That is, if a representative of M 1 drops out of t he 
bipartite system of modification and its counterpart of M 2 takes its place, 
the bipartite system of the morphological level corresponds to a simple system 
of diminuation on the lexical level. 
Clearly, the above transfer of M 2 to M 1 illustrates t he discrepancy 
between morphological and lexical level tha t constitutes the subject-matter 
of this section. On the morphological level two modifying categories should 
be distinguished. However, on the lexical level — i.e. in the individual words —, 
we cannot but ascertain that the difference distinguishing both word-types is 
not always present. That is, some words have the formal characteristics of 
M 2, whereas they have the semantic properties of M 1 (viz. when the proper 
representative of M 1 has lost its diminutive character). On the lexical level, 
to put it differently, the semantic difference between both word-types disap-
pears when the diminutive character of M 1 is affected, i.e. when the represen-
tatives of both modifying categories which share the same base are never in 
lexical opposition.4 
There can be no doubt t ha t the type of morphological neutralization 
sketched above renders the systematics of the morphological system opaque. 
The reason is tha t the notion 'simple diminutive' is sometimes expressed by 
a representative of M 1 — i.e. when the diminutive character of this formation 
is not affected —, and sometimes by a representative^of M 2 — i.e. when the 
4
 I t may well be the case tha t there are differences among bipartite systems of modi-
ficat ion in the way(s) in which such systems may be affected. However, the general 
t rend discussed above — i.e. the strong tendency for t h e representatives of the marked 
category to occupy the 'open' position of the representatives of their unmarked counter-
pa r t — seems to be well-established. P u t differently, l e x i c a l o p p o s i t i o n i s a 
n e c e s s a r y c o n d i t i o n t o t h e f u n c t i o n i n g o f s u c h b i p a r t i t e 
s y s t e m s o f m o d i f i c a t i o n . 
Cf. Schultink (1962, ch. 3) for a detailed discussion of the bipar t i te system of 
deadject ival relativization in Modern Dutch . Besides simplex groen 'green ' we find in 
this language both groen-ig and groen-erig, the difference between both forms being a 
mat te r of degree: format ions in -erig display a higher degree of relativization than their 
counterpar ts in -ig (which, of course, completely concurs wi th general semiotic principles). 
However, in those cases where the formations in -ig are systematically absent (i.e. where 
there is question of a systematic gap), or where they lack a relativizing character, the 
format ions in -erig t a k e their place immediately (which implies t h a t in these cases 
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diminutive character of its counterpart of M 1 is affected. The transfer of the 
representative of M 2 to the position of i ts counterpart of M 1 (in combination, 
of course, with the lexicalization of the representative of M 1) seriously affects 
the trend of b i u n i q u e n e s s which is one of the main features of the 
systematics of the word-formation component. 
3. 'Accidental' lexical opposition 
The second case I wish to discuss is the situation in which similarity on 
the morphological level does n o t correspond to similarity on the lexical 
level. Or: 
(4) " Iden t i ty" on the morphological level corresponds to "dif-
ference" on the lexical level. 
As far as I am aware, this situation is particularly common in those cases in 
which a morphological system gives rise to m o r p h o l o g i c a l d o u b l e t s , 
i.e. when there are rival morphological categories. 
In a way, morphological doublets may be looked upon as t he result 
of the fact tha t we have to do with a, to a greater or lesser extent, ill-balanced 
system. Pu t differently, 'ideally' morphological systems should not give rise 
to doublets a t all; morphological doublets arise in systems which lack a cast-
iron structure.5 
Morphological doublets come about in systems in which there are rival 
morphological categories which overlap. Rival morphological categories display 
the same semantic characteristics, which implies tha t on the morphological 
level there is no question of opposition; rival morphological processes are 
essentially complementary. On the lexical level, however, things are different. 
If rival morphological processes overlap, i.e. (may) generate doublets, the 
resulting doubles are in opposition on the lexical level. Crucial to doublets is, 
then, t h a t the lexical opposition they display — due to the fact that they are 
generated by rival morphological processes — does n o t correspond to (or: is 
the words in -erig do not express the high degree of relativization that their congeners 
which are in — potential — opposition with a counterpart in -ig do). 
I t may well be the case t h a t the famous 'double diminutives' in Afrikaans (Odendal, 
1963) bear upon this issue as well, regardless of t he fact tha t there is no unanimity as to 
the details of their semantics (Botha, 1984, 174, f h . 48). However the details of the i r se-
mantics may be, these 'double diminutives' display their specific semantic characteristics 
— which Odendal (1963,222) defines as "exceptional smallness or insignificance or exces-
sive sympathy, tenderness, contempt, disgust and the like" — only, if they are in — po-
tential — opposition with ful ly transparent "simple diminutives". If the diminutive 
character of the "simple diminutives" is affected (which is a very common t r end in 
Afrikaans), the "double diminutives" lose their specific characteristics immediately and 
adopt the characteristics for "simple diminutives" 
5
 No doubt , this remark is in need of f u r t h e r refinement. Cf. Van Marie (1986, par t 
3; 1986) for more subtleties concerning rival morphological processes and the t y p e s of 
doublets t h a t such systems may result in 
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n o t supported by) opposition on the morphological level. To put it diffe-
rently, from a strictly morphological point of view the lexical opposition mani-
fested by doublets is completely "accidental". 
Modern Dutch plural-formation nicely illustrates a morphological 
system which is ill-balanced in the above sense. In this language there are 
two productive plural-categories, viz. the "special case" in -s and the "general 
case" in -en (cf. Van Marie, 1985, ch. 6—7). Details apart, the derivational 
domain of the special case in -s consists of a restricted number of either phono-
logically or morphologically determined sets of words, some of which are 
listed in (5): 
(5) (a) words ending in э1, эт, эп and эг; 
(h) words in -aar, -erd and -aard; 
(с) some sets of words that are vowel-final, e.g. most words end-
ing in э. 
Although there can be no doubt that there is a strong tendency for words 
belonging to the sets specified in (5) to have -s plurals, there is no question 
of a cast-iron system. All kinds of irregularities occur, only some of which 
will be dealt with below. Consider (6) and (7) in which I have listed some 
words belonging to the sets specified in (5) b u t which, nevertheless, have a 
plural in -en: 
(6) (a) apostel 'apostle', christen 'Christian', discipel 'disciple', engel 
'angel', heiden 'heathen', schepen 'sheriff, alderman'; 
(b) hoogleraar 'professor', leraar ' teacher' ; 
(c) gedachte ' thought', gelofte 'vow', weduwe 'widow': 
and 
(7) (a) bestuurder 'governor, manager', pakhuismeester 'warehouse-
keeper', tafel ' table ' , vader ' fa ther ' ; 
(b) bastaard 'bastard', beoefenaar 'student, practitioner', eigenaar 
'owner' ; 
(c) — bende 'gang, band ' , rente ' interest ' , ziekte 'illness'; 
— lelie 'Uly'. 
To a large extent, the formations in (6) and (7) are remnants of an earlier 
period of Dutch in which -s plurals were fa r less popular than in Modern 
Dutch. The difference between the above two sets of words is as follows: 
(8) (a) t he -en forms of the words in (6) are the 'normal' , i.e. stylisti-
cally unmarked, plurals of the words in question; whereas 
(b) t he -en forms of the words in (7) are n o t the 'normal', i.e. 
stylistically unmarked, plurals of the words in question. 
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This difference between the words in (6) and (7) turns out to be crucial. The 
-en plurals of the words in (6) radiate a strong blocking force with respect t o 
their "regular", 'to be expected' counterparts in -s, which means t ha t in 
most cases these parallel plurals in -s do not regularly occur. When they are 
coined, however, they display a strong colloquial or even sub-standard nature. 
The -en plurals of the words in (7), on the other hand, are fundamentally 
different. These -en plurals are parallelled by stylistically unmarked -s plurals 
without exception, whereas the -en plurals themselves have a strong 'solemn, 
dignified, or even archaic' connotation. That is, for the words in (7) it is t h e 
-s plurals that are the "normal", i.e. stylistically unmarked, plural-forms. 
The above facts give rise to the following hypothesis as to the precise 
stylistic characteristics of the doublets Modern Durch plural-formation gives 
rise to: 
(9) If a word has a plural in -en, whereas — according to the living 
structure of Dutch — it should have a plural in -s, there are 
two possibilities: 
(a) If the -en plural is stylistically unmarked, the parallel plural 
in -s — if coined a t all — is highly colloquial or even sub-standard 
(which means t ha t most of the times these -s plurals are avoided) ; 
(b) If the -en plural is parallelled by a stylistically unmarked -s 
plural, the -en plural displays a solemn, dignified or even archaic 
character itself. 
Crucial to the stylistic connotations that Dutch plural-forms according to 
(9) may display is, that they are "normally" absent. That in (i) "normally" -s 
plurals are neither colloquial nor sub-standard whereas (ii) "normally" -en 
plurals are neither solemn, dignified nor archaic. There stylistic features arise 
only in doublets, i.e. when there is question of l e x i c a l o p p o s i t i o n . 
From this it follows that the mechanisms of stylistic differentiation which 
we see at work here, are purely lexical: "normally" plural-forms (either in 
-en or -s) are stylistically unmarked, which is to say t ha t stylistic differ-
entiation crops up only when there is a question of opposition on the lexi-
cal level. Clearly, stylistic differentiation can best be regarded as a specific 
manifestation of the general l e x i c a l trend t o a v o i d s y n o n y m y . 
Note, finally, that the mechanisms of stylistic differentiation affect 
the transparency of the morphological system and that their effects run 
counter to the general morphological trend of biuniqueness. The mechanisms 
of stylistic differentiation have as their effect t h a t both a minority of the -en 
plurals and a minority of the -s plurals is stylistically marked, whereas, f rom 
a purely morphological point of view, both the set of stylistically marked -en 
plurals and the set of stylistically marked -s plurals display a completely 
accidental make-up. 
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4. The rise of equipollent oppositions 
The third and final discrepancy between the morphological and the 
lexical level tha t I wish to discuss is as follows: a morphological distinction 
corresponds to a distinction on the lexical level, but the distinction on the 
lexical level differs from the distinction on the morphological level. Tha t is: 
(10) "Difference" on the morphological level corresponds to "dif-
ference" on the lexical level, but both differences are not iden-
tical. 
Consider the following discussion which will, hopefully, clarify the above. 
Modern Dutch has two intimately related, productive categories of 
deverbal personal names, viz. one in -er and one in -ster. The latter category 
bears upon 'specifically female' persons, whereas the former category is sex-
neutral, i.e. relates to both women and men. Consider: 
(11) verb neutral specifically female 
frunnik-en ' to fumble' frunnik-er frunnik-ster 
snoep-en ' to eat sweets' snoep-er snoep-ster 
As said, the formations in -er are sex-neutral. This is evidenced by the fact 
that these formations can be used in relation to both women and men, as can 
be seen from the following sentences: 
(12) I I is een echte frunnik-er. 
'C/D is a real fumbler.' 
and 
I Ronald ] .
 T, 
(13) !
 Nanc 1 is een echte snoep-er. 
'R/N is a real sweet-eater.' 
However, not all formations in -er conform to these patterns. Formations 
such as handball-er 'hand-ball player', verpleg-er 'nurse' or zwemm-er 'swim-
mer' display a behaviour that deviates from that of frunnik-er and snoep-er 
discussed above. Consider the following sentences which illustrate the dif-
ference between both sets of words: 
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(14) ? ? ? J is een echte handball-er.  Linda 
'P/L is a real hand-ball player.' 
? ? ? " } 
is een echte verpleg-er 
(16) 
'M/B is a real nurse.' 
David ill 
Angie is een echte zwemm-er. 
'D/A is a real swimmer.' 
Clearly, crucial to the formations in -er in question is, t ha t they cannot — or 
only with great difficulty — be used with reference to women, whereas they 
can be used in relation to men without difficulty. To my mind, this can only 
be interpreted as an indication of the fact that handball-er, verpleg-er and 
zwemm-er have lost — or: are in the way of losing — their neutral character, 
i.e. they have become — or: are in the way of becoming — masculine. 
What should be stressed is, tha t there can be no doubt as to the fact 
that frunnik-er and snoep-er represent the regular, "living" structure of 
Modern Dutch, whereas handball-er, verpleg-er and zwemm-er display secondary 
semantic developments. This judgement is based on the fact that newly-coined 
words in -er in Dutch display the pattern exemplified in (12) and (13) without 
exception, and it is the newly coined words which I consider to give the most 
accurate picture of the systematics actually in force (this 'rule of thumb ' is 
called S c h u l t i n к ' s p r i n c i p l e in Van Marie (1985, 70, fn . 13)). 
That is, when I coin the personal name in -er of verbs such as kot-en ' to play 
a t knuckle-bones' or toep-en 'to play a t cards' — i.e. verbs which I have 
taken from the dictionaries and which were hitherto unknown to me —, the 
resulting kot-er and toep-er display a clear-cut sex-neutral character as is 
evidenced by (17) and (18): 
and 
(17) 
(18) { 
Dante 
Beatrice 
Romeo 
Julia 
is een echte kot-er. 
is een echte toep-er. 
No doubt, the above gives rise to the question what is the cause of the 
transition from neutral to male tha t handball-er, verpleg-er and zwemm-er 
display. As to the answer to this question I start from the following hypothesis : 
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(19) I t is only the formations in -er which are parallelled by a counter-
par t in -ster t ha t is c u r r e n t 6 — i.e. which has become par t 
of the lexical stock of the language —, which undergo the tran-
sition from neutral to male. 
If , in other words, a formation in -er lacks a counterpart in -ster tha t is current 
(and most newly coined formation in -er do !), this formation is and remains 
neutral, however current it may be itself ! 
Given the above, the discrepancy between the morphological and the 
lexical level can be looked upon as follows: on the morphological level the 
categories (the word-types) in -er and -ster s tand in a p r i v a t i v e o p p o -
s i t i o n : the marked category in -ster must be defined positively, whereas 
the unmarked category in -er is to be defined negatively, i.e. as ' n o t specif-
ically female'. On the lexical level, however, the relationship between a for-
mation in -er and its counterpart in -ster may be different: if the latter for-
mation is current, the relationship between both formations is (or tends to be) 
t ha t of equipollency, as both terms of the lexical opposition are to be defined 
positively, viz. one as 'male' and one as 'female'. 
What seems to be the case, then, is that , if a formation in -ster is current, 
i ts — originally neutral — counterpart in -er is conceived of as the d i r e c t 
o p p o s i t e of the formation in -ster.1 This reinterpretation tha t the forma-
tions in -er may be subjected to, leads to the change from a privative opposi-
tion on the morphological level to an equipollent opposition on the lexical 
evel. As to the nature of the mechanisms underlying the reinterpretation of 
the originally neutral formations in -er as the direct opposites of the formations 
in -ster that are current, I would venture to formulate the hypothesis that we 
have to do here with an instance of the t rend towards l e x i c a l o p t i -
m a 1 i t y. 
Lexical optimality bears upon the " ideal" relationships between the 
words stored in the lexicon. Consequently, lexical optimality bears upon the 
relationships between words, viewed as separate, independent entities. Clearly, 
this grouping of words into semantic configurations — into W o r t f e l d e r 
(wordfields) — need by no means be in harmony with the systematics of 
word-formation, in consequence of the fact tha t , as Dressier (1977, 17) puts it, 
' 'word-fields group words irrespective of their compositional or non-composi-
tional character". As to the phenomena discussed in Lyons (1977) under the 
6
 Note t h a t words which are "cur ren t " need not be characterized by unpredictable 
formal and/or semantic properties. 
7
 I t may well be the case t h a t the transition f r o m neutral to male t h a t the forma-
t ions in -er may undergo forms p a r t of a more general phenomenon. Cf. Lyons' observa-
t ion tha t certain types of an tonyms "are f requent ly employed in everyday language-
behaviour as contradictories ra ther than contraries. If we are asked Is X a good chess-
player? and we reply No, we m a y well be held by the questioner t o have committed 
ourselves implicitly to the proposition tha t N is a bad chess-player". 
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heading of 'opposition and contrast', I start from the hypothesis that , on the 
lexical level, the optimal relationship between the words in question is such 
that they constitute biparti te sets for which it holds t h a t both words are each 
other's d i r e c t o p p o s i t e . Both words are of the same value, which 
means t ha t the relationship between the members of such sets is tha t of 
equipollency.8 
Evidence in favour of this view is, that — as far as the domain of 'opposi-
tion and contrast' is concerned — among simplex words equipollency is 
highly current. To stick to the field of sex-differentiation, cf. the words listed 
in (20) which constitute such sets of male and female counterparts without 
exception : 
(20) I I I 
kip 'chicken' haan 'cock' 
кое 'cow' stier 'bull' 
merrie 'mare' hengst 'stallion' 
ooi 'ewe' ram 'ram' 
poes 'pussy-cat' kater 'torn cat ' 
teef 'female dog' reu 'male dog' 
dochter 'daughter' zoon 'son' 
meisje 'girl' jongen 'boy' 
moeder 'mother' voder ' father' 
nicht 'niece' neef 'nephew' 
tante 'aunt' oorn 'uncle' 
vrouw 'woman' man 'man' 
In consequence of their transition from neutral to male, the relationship 
between handball-er, verpleg-er and zwemm-er and their specifically female 
counterparts handbal-ster, verpleeg-ster and zwem-ster strongly resembles the 
relationship between the words in (20) I I and their counterparts in (20) I, viz. 
the relationship of a male person/animal to its direct — female — opposite. 
Another indication in favour of my claim t h a t it is an instance of the 
trend towards lexical optimality t ha t we have to do with here is, tha t the 
transition from neutral to male described above is by no means restricted to the 
formations in -er. I t is striking to see, for instance, that the relationship 
between typist 'id.', agent 'policeman', echtgenoot 'husband' and leerling 'pupil' 
and their specifically female counterparts in -e (i.e. typist-e, agent-e, echtgenot-e 
and leerling-e) seems to be identical to the relationship between the formations 
8
 Clearly, this boils down to the claim that — a t least, in certain par t s of the 
lexicon — equipollent oppositions are most natural. Many aspects of the optimal lexical 
structure require fur ther investigation. I t may well be the case tha t Trubetzkoy's general 
observation tha t in any system equipollent oppositions are most frequent (Trubetzkoy, 
1939, 67), is of interest in this connection 
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in -ster that are current and their counterparts in -er, regardless of the crucial 
morphological difference between the two sets of words. (The female formations 
in -e have their originally neutral counterparts as their derivational base, 
whereas the formations in -ster are not derived from their counterparts in -er.) 
Words in -ist, -ent or -ant, -genoot, or -ling which lack a female counterpart 
in -e that is current, are neutral; however, in those cases in which these for-
mations do have a female counterpart in -e that is current (such as the examples 
presented above), the transition from neutral to male can be observed in these 
words as well.9 
If my above suggestion t h a t the change from neutral to male can also 
be found in other — from a morphological point of view, crucially different — 
cases is correct, it directly supports my claim tha t i t is an instance of the trend 
towards lexical optimality that we tracked down in the above, since it turns 
out to be operative irrespective of the properties of morphological structure. 
With the above discussion of the transition from neutral to male I hope 
to have illustrated the third discrepancy between the morphological and the 
lexical level. A privative opposition on the morphological level corresponds 
to an equipollent opposition on the lexical level. Due to the efficacy of the 
t rend towards lexical optimality, the originally neutral formations in -er are 
conceived of as the direct opposites of the female counterparts in -ster that 
are current. That is, the formations in -er are subjected to a lexical arrange-
ment which, crucially, is fundamentally different from morphology. At least 
in certain domains of the lexicon equipollency seems to prevail such tha t it may 
accomplish that the morphological trend towards biuniqueness gets blurred: 
some formations in -er are neutral, whereas other formations in -er are male. 
Note, finally, tha t in this case, too, the set of formations in which the effects 
of lexical mechanisms is present displays a make-up which from a morphologi-
cal point of view is completely accidental. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In the preceding I discussed three types of lexical facts which are at the 
root of the three discrepancies between the lexical and the morphological level 
distinguished in the opening section of this paper: 
(21) (a) the absence of lexical opposition; 
(b) lexical opposition which does not correspond to morphological 
opposition; and 
(c) a preferred lexical opposition-type. 
9
 Whether all Dutch personal names join in with the patterns specified above 
— and if so, to the same extent — is a ma t t e r for fur ther investigation 
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Two remarks seem to be in order. In the first place it should be remarked t h a t 
insight into the effects of lexical mechanisms deepens our insight in morphology. 
Tha t is, I consider the study of lexical mechanisms instrumental in unearthing 
the systematics of morphology proper, as it is only by taking the effects of the 
'obliterating' lexical forces into account that the precise structuring of morpho-
logical systems — and the properties of the words they underlie — can be 
fully understood. Secondly, i t seems noteworthy to emphasize tha t the lexical 
mechanisms discussed above by no means display the unsystematic and 
haphazard nature that lexical phenomena are so often associated with. 
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O V E R T H E B O R D E R L I N E : W O R D S OR P H R A S E S ? 
W. MEIJS 
(University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
1. Introduction 
My topic will be certain types of word-combination in Dutch about whose 
erivation and status there is disagreement among morphologists. The central 
uestion is whether such combinations are to be regarded as words or as 
hrases, and whether their derivation should be accounted for via syntactic 
or word-formative (lexical) rules. I shall first discuss some characteristics of 
Dutch synthetic compounds in general, on the basis of the approach adopted 
in Meijs 1981. I. shall then focus on the particular type or types of syinthetio 
compounds at issue, reviewing and answering some of the points of crticism 
raised in Hoekstra 1983, 1984. Finally I shall present some more general 
considerations concerning the interaction between syntax and word-formation. 
\ 
2. Dutch synthetic compounds 
2.1. Overview 
The following features are characteristic of Dutch synthetic compounds: 
a) They can be analyzed into two immediate constituents, the second 
of which is a suffixed derivative. 
b) The second constituent gets a fully transparent, compositional 
semantic reading. 
c) The semantic reading of the whole combination is t ru ly synthetic 
in t ha t the meaning of the first constituent fills a natural gap in the inter-
pretation of the second constituent. 
In Meijs 19811 in fact mentioned as the most striking feature of synthetic 
compounds that they typically consist of "an existing word followed by a 
non-existing possible word", or ra ther of "a listed word followed by an unlisted 
possible word", where "listed" and "unlisted" are to be taken as the (ideahzed) 
competence concepts corresponding to the performance notions "existing" and 
"non-existing" respectively. Striking though this characteristic may be (it also 
figures prominently in Roeper & Siegel's 1978 account of verbal synthetic 
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compounds in English), Van Santen 1986 argues — correctly, I think — that 
i t is probably an effect of the semantic aspects in (b) and (c), rather than an 
independent basic characteristic of synthetic compounds. I t is because they 
need a further semantic complement tha t the second-constituent derivatives 
tend to combine into synthetic compounds rather than occur on their own, 
and where they do occur on their own this is usually because they have devel-
oped lexicalized meanings which include a certain additional semantic element 
(mostly involving "intensification" of some kind), filling, as it were, the 
natural gap in their otherwise compositional interpretation. Consider the 
following combinations from Meijs 1981: 
(1) (a) wraakneming 
'act of revenge' 
(b) huishouding 
'household' 
(2) (a) kortademig 
'short of breath' 
(b) hardhandig 
'hard-handed' 
(3) (a) werknemer 
'employee' 
(b) notenkraker 
'nutcracker' 
wraak neem -ing 
'revenge take -ing' 
huis houd -ing 
'house hold -ing' 
kort adem -ig 
'short breath -y' 
hard hand -ig 
'hard hand -y' 
werk neem -er 
work take -er' 
noten kraak -er 
'nuts crack -er' 
The second-constituent derivatives in the (a)-cases (neming, ademig, nemer) 
do not occur on their own. The ones in the (b)-cases do, but only with idio-
syncratic, lexicalized meanings (houding 'att i tude' , händig 'handy, skilful', 
kraker 'squatter'). Clearly those lexicalized meanings do not play a role in the 
interpretation of these synthetic compounds; rather, they obviously get a fully 
compositional reading, just like the second constituents in the (a)-cases. 
Verbal compounds (as Roeper and Siegel call them — i.e. compounds in 
which the second constituent is a suffixed derivative of a verbal base) form an 
interesting subset within the wide range of synthetic compounds. (4) provides 
a representative sample of the various types tha t occur: 
(4) Y-er 
N ijsbreker 
ice break-er 
'ice-breaker' 
Adj witmaker 
white make-er 
'whitener' 
Y-ing 
vormgeving 
form give-ing 
'design' 
kortsluiting 
short close-ing 
'electric short ' 
Y-end 
winstgevend 
profit give-ing 
'profitable' 
zwaarwegend 
heavy weigh-ing 
'ponderous' 
ge-Y-d 
handgeknoopt 
hand Fp-knot-Fs 
'hand-woven' 
vetgedrukt 
bold Fp-print-Fs 
'bold-printed' 
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Adv langslaper 
long sleep-er 
'longsleeper' 
P uitsmijter 
out throw-er 
'doorman' 
snelpersing1 
fast press-ing 
'fast press' 
aanhouding 
on Jceep-ing 
'arrest' 
langlopend 
long run-ing 
'long-running' 
aangrenzend 
on border-ing 
'adjacent ' 
veelgevraagd 
much Fp-ask-Fs 
'much-asked' 
uitgeteld 
out Fp-cowiZ-Fs 
'К . O. 'd' 
(The Fp and F s in the English ' 'morphemic transcription" in the fourth column 
stand for "flexion prefix" and "flexion su f f ix" respectively, i.e. they are 
meant to represent the two discontinuous elements (ge- and -dj-t) tha t together 
make up the Dutch past participle morpheme.) The internal make-up of 
these verbal combinations led me to conclude t h a t synthetic compounds have 
to be analyzed in terms of the structure suggested for English synthetic 
compounds in Allen 1978 (cf. 5b below), rather than in terms of that proposed 
in Botha 1980a, b (Botha 1980c was not available to me at the t ime of writing) 
as in (5a): 
(6) ^ X 
Y Z Af 
/ / w \ 
Y Z Af 
2.2. Past participle combinations 
Crucial in t he argument is the occurrence and position of the ge- pref ix 
of the past participle combinations. Extending the structures of (5a) and (5b) 
for these would yield the representations given in (6a) and (6b) respectively: 
/ T \ \ / / T \ 
Y Af Z Af Y A f Z Af 
I t is clear tha t the analysis in (6a) results in a completely counter-intuitive 
structure, one in which the prefix-part of t he discontinuous past participle 
morpheme becomes some kind of infix within the first constituent. Hence t he 
1 1 owe this (dictionary) example to Casper de Groot (personal communication) 
who also mentions snelberechting ' fas t justice' as another example. I originally t h o u g h t 
Adv + F-mgr-combinations const i tute a gap wi th in the paradigm of Dutch syn the t ic 
verbal compounds, bu t on the s t rength of these examples it seems th is opinion has t o be 
revised. 
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"Allen-type" analysis of (6b) seems the only possible one for these combina-
tions. (7a)—(7d) provide some more examples of such past-participle combina-
tions: 
(a) vetgedrukt vet 9e~ druk -t 
'bold-printed' bold Fp print Fs 
(b) pasgebouwd pas 9e~ bouw -d 
'recently-built' recently Fp build Fs 
(c) goedbeschermd goed бе- scherm -d 
' well-protected ' well Dp protect Fs 
(d) rijkgedocumenteerd rijk 9e~ document -eer -d 
'richly-documented' richly Fs document Ds Fs 
Although word-internally adjectives and the corresponding de-adjectival 
adverbs are not formally distinct, the semantic interpretation of (7c) and (7d) 
forces an adverbial reading on the first constituents (goed and rijk respectively), 
just as in (7b), where pas- 'recently, jus t ' — is an unambiguous, non-deadjectiv-
al adverb. In (7a) vet could be given an adjectival reading, in accordance with 
he subcategorization of the verb drukkén: 'print sth bold' rather than 'print 
sth boldly'. Notice fur ther that in (7c) t he derivational prefix (Dp) be-, which 
signals tha t the verb beschermen is denominal, replaces the past participle 
prefix (Fp), as is the rule with Dutch prefixed verbs (cf. Schultink 1973 and De 
Rooij 1980) in their past participle form, showing tha t this verb functions as a 
morphologically complex verb. The verb documenter en in (7d) is also morpho-
logically complex, but here the denominal status is signalled by the derivation-
al suffix (Dp) -eer, which does not block the occurrence of past-participle ge-
Note, finally, that all of the verbs in the combinations in (7) are listed, lexical-
ized ones. 
2.3. "Pseudo" past-participle combinations 
Now consider the combinations in (8): 
(8) (a) breedgeschouderd breed 
'broad-shouldered' broad(ly) 
(b) zwaargebouwd zwaar 
'heavily-built' heavi(ly) 
(c) hoogbejaard hoog 
'advanced in years' high(ly) 
(d) rijkgetalenteerd rijk 
'richly-talented' rich(ly) 
ge schouder -d 
Fp shoulder Fs 
9e~ bouw -d 
Fp build Fs 
бе- jaar -d 
Dp year Fs 
ge- talent -eer -d 
Fp talent Ds Fs 
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On the face of it, the combinations in (8) are just like the ones in (7). In partic-
ular the fact that in (8c) the verbalizing prefix be- blocks the occurrence of the 
past participle prefix ge-, just as in (7d), while the verbalizing suffix -eer in 
(8d), as in (7d) does not block it, suggests tha t the second constituents in (8) 
are past participles of verhs, just like the ones in (7). There is one important 
difference, however: while the verbs in the combinations in (7) are all inde-
pendently occurring, listed verbs; those in (8) are unlisted; i.e. they do not 
occur on their own as independent verbs with the fully transparent sense in-
volved in these synthetic compounds. 
Thus (7b) clearly requires the "normal" listed (existing) verb bouwen, 
meaning 'to build', which is then further modified by the adverbs pas, 'recently, 
just ' . In (8b) this cannot be done: a person who is heavily-built is someone 
with a heavy build, not someone who has been built, constructed, heavily. In 
other words, the adjective zwaar in (8b) is construed with the noun bouw, 
'build', contained in the transparent verb meaning voorzien van {een) . . . bouw: 
'provide with (a) . . . build', filling the gap indicated by the dots. Similarly 
the noun jaar, contained in the transparent, unlisted verb bejaren has to be 
construed with the adjective hoog in (8c). By contrast, although the noun 
scherm, 'screen' can still be recognized in the verb beschermen in (7c) (etymo-
logically something like 'provide with a screen') if one thinks about it, there 
can be no doubt tha t in ordinary language use this verb is no longer inter-
preted decompositionally, so tha t the interpretation of (7c) is simply 'protected 
in a good manner' rather than 'provided with a good screen'. A similar contrast 
holds between (7d) and (8d): in (8d) an interpretation combining the noun 
talent contained in the transparent, unlisted verb talenteren with the adjective 
rijk, yielding the interpretation 'provided with rich talents' is possible, whereas 
in (7d) the interpretation can only be 'richly supported with documents', not 
'provided with rich documents'. Finally, as pointed out above, vet in (7a) may 
indeed be given an adjectival reading ('printed bold'), but one t ha t follows the 
subcategorization of the existing verb drukkén, '(to) print', ra ther than along 
the lines of the cases in (8) ('provided with bold print'). (8a), on the other hand, 
again shows the familiar pat tern of adjective and noun combining in the 
semantic interpretation: 'provided with broad shoulders' ra ther than 'shoul-
dered in a broad manner'. Interestingly, there is an existing non-transparent verb 
schouderen, meaning '(to) put on one's shoulders' (said of rifles etc.) which does 
not allow reference in semantic interpretation to the noun contained in it . 
Thus een slechtgeschouderd geweer does not mean 'a rifle provided with bad 
shoulders' but 'a badly-shouldered rifle'. 
To bring out the difference between " rea l" and "pseudo" participial 
combinations three "minimal pairs" are presented in (9—11): 
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(9) (a) [[[breed] ] [ge[[schouder] ] d] ] (persoon) 
Adj Adv N У Adj Adj 
t t 
(b) [[(siecht) ] [ge[(schouder) ] d ] ] (geweer) 
ad j Adv n V Adj Adj 
t t 
(10) (a) [[[zwaar] ] [ge[[bouw] ] d ] ] (persoon) 
Adj Adv N V Adj Adj 
t t 
(b) [[(siecht) ] [ge[(bouw) ] d ] ] (huis) 
ad j Adv n V Adj Adj 
t t 
(11) (a) [[[rijk] ] [ge[[talent] eer] d ] ] (persoon) 
A d j Adv N V Adj Adj 
t t 
(b) [[(rijk) ] [ge[(document) eer] d] ] (geval) 
a d j Adv n V Adj Adj 
t t 
In the (b)-cases the internal structure of the listed verbs in the second consti-
tuent (marked with round brackets and lower-case letters) is inaccessible to 
semantic interpretation and the past participle is construed with the adverbial 
first constituent. In the (a)-cases, on t he other hand, semantic interpretation 
penetrates to the noun within the unlisted verb in the second constituent and 
construes this "synthetically" with t he adjective within the first constituent. 
Summarizing, then, morphologically the second constituents in the 
synthetic combinations are undoubtedly " t rue", not "pseudo", past participles 
(albeit of unlisted, non-existing verbs); due to the presence and position of the 
prefix, only the Allen-type structure will do. The semantic patterning, however, 
cuts across this, by combining the adjective from the first , and the noun from 
the second constituent, apparently in accordance with some principle which 
stipulates tha t semantic interpretation must go down to the lowest accessible 
elements. Such combinations thus typically exemplify the kind of ' 'bracketing 
paradox" discussed in Williams 1981 (or the independence of different levels 
of representation in Pesetsky's 1985 terms), while at t he same time providing 
further evidence for the scope of the Right-hand Head Rule in Dutch (cf. 
Trommelen and Zonneveld 1986). 
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3. Two types of pseudo-participle combination? 
3.1. Hoeksema's tests 
Hoeksema (1983 and 1984 — the argumentation and the examples are 
almost identical in both publications) differentiates between two types of 
pseudo-participle combination. Hoeksema essentially adopts t he analysis in 
Meijs 1981, summarized in the preceding section, but then goes on to argue 
tha t combinations like zwaargebouwd, 'heavily-built', slechtgehumeurd, 'ill-
tempered', and fijngevormd, 'finely-formed' are phrases rather t han words, in 
spite of the fact tha t they are normally written as one word. Breedgeschouderd, 
'broad-shouldered', does have word-status in Hoeksema's view. He is not 
very clear about what kind of words pattern with breedgeschouderd, but I 
surmise that he would similarly allow word-status to such combinations as 
welgemanierd, 'well-mannered', goedgemutst, 'well-cheered', and hoogbejaard, 
'high-yeared, i.e. advanced in years'. Although I shall argue t h a t Hoeksema's 
distinction carries no weight, I shall call the two purported types "type I " 
(the "phrases" zwaargebouwd etc.), and " type I I " (the "words" breedge-
schouderd etc.) respectively, for ease of reference. To support the division into 
two types Hoeksema uses three tests: (a) comparative-formation, (b) fronting 
of adverb by questioning using hoe, 'how', and (c) substitution of the adverb 
by means of a pro-form such as (net) zo, 'just so', or hoe, 'how'. 
As far as test (a) is concerned, Hoeksema argues that the comparative 
forms of type I are arrived at by adding the comparative suffix -er to the first 
constituent rather than to the whole combination, which yields the following 
picture: 
(12) (a) zwaargebouwd 
'heavily-built' 
(13) (a) slechtgehumeurd 
'ill-humoured' 
(14) (a) fijngevormd 
'finely-formed' 
(b) zwaurder gebouwd (c) *zwaargebouw-
der 
'more heavily built' 'heavily-built-er' 
(b) slechter gehumeurd (c) *slechtgehumeur-
der 
'worse humoured' 'ill-humoured-er' 
(b) fijner gevormd (c) *fijngevormder 
'finer formed' 'finely-formed-
er ' 
For test (b) Hoeksema contrasts the possible constructions on t h e basis of type 
I in (15) with the impossibility of similar constructions on the basis of type I I as 
exemplified in (16): 
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(15) (a) IIoe zwaar is hij eigenlijk gebouwd ? 
How heavily is he actually built? 
'How heavily-built is he actually?' 
(b) Hoe siecht is meneer gehumeurd? 
How ill is his lordship humoured? 
'How ill-humoured is his lordship?' 
(c) Hoe goed is die stoel gevormd? 
How fine(ly) is that chair formed? 
'How finely-formed is t ha t chair?' 
(16) (a) *Hoe breed is ie geschouderd ? 
How broad is he shouldered? 
(How broad-shouldered is he?') 
(b) *Al te breed is ie niet geschouderd. 
All too broad is he not shouldered. 
('He is not very broad-shouldered.') 
To illustrate test (c) Hoeksema points to contrasts such as those between (17) 
— type I — and (18) — type I I : 
(17) (a) Piet is net zo gebouwd als zijn vader. 
Piet is just so built as his father. 
'Piet has the same build as his father 's . ' 
(b) Hoe is de baas vandaag gehumeurd ? 
How is the boss today humoured? 
'What 's the boss's temper like today? 
(18) (a) *Piet is net zo geschouderd als zijn vader. 
Piet is just as/so shouldered as his father. 
('Piet's shoulders are just like his father's. ') 
(b) *Hoe is Piet geschouderd ? 
How is Pie t shouldered? 
('What are Piet's shoulders üke?') 
3.2. Discussion 
Notice that the strength of Hoeksema's argument for all three tests rests 
on the assumption tha t the various phrasal combinations (zwaarder gebouwd, 
slechter gehumeurd etc.) are indeed derived, via syntactic operations, from the 
correponding combinations written (and pronounced) as single words (zwaar-
gebouwd, slechtgehumeurd etc.), which is then taken as evidence t h a t those 
single-word forms are themselves in reality also syntactic phrases, in spite of 
"outward appearance". Hoeksema fails to provide compelling evidence for 
the correctness of this assumption, however. Since there is nothing to block 
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the generation of free syntactic combinations like zwaar gebouwd, siecht gehume-
urd etc., one could simply assume that these are the sources underlying the 
phrasal combinations. 
As far as the individual tests are concerned the following critical remarks 
are in order: 
Test (a): The forms in (12b), (13b), and (14b) are on the whole bet ter than the 
corresponding (c)-cases, but I do not share Hoeksema's view tha t the (c)-cases 
are ungrammatical (nor do most of my informants). Thus a sentence like (19) 
sounds quite all-right to me: 
(19) Een [ijngevormder figuur dan het hare heb ik zelden gezien. 
A fine(ly)-form-ed-er figure than hers have I seldom seen. 
' I have seldom seen a finer figure than hers.' 
Furthermore, as Hoeksema himself also points out, the comparative is not 
a very reliably test, since there are various reasons (such as length, stress-
pattern, gradability etc.) why comparative-formation by means of -er suffixa-
tion may not be possible for particular (groups of) adjectives. Thus Hoeksema 
also rejects comparative forms like breedgeschouderder and breedgerugder 
formed on the basis of type I I combinations. In other words: the comparative-
test is not suitable as a means of discriminating between type I and type II.2 
The force of test (b) — fronting — is even weaker, in my opinion. After 
all, by the side of constructions like those in (15) we can also f ind ones like 
those in (20), and these are completely parallel to the type-II-based forms in 
(21), the grammatical counterparts to the forms in (16) which Hoeksema 
considers to be ungrammatical: 
(20) (a) Hoe zwaargebouwd is hij eigenlijk ? 
'How heavily-built is he actually? 
(b) Hoe slechtgehumeurd is meneer ? 
'How ill-tempered is his lordship?' 
(c) Hoe goedgevormd is die stoel ? 
'How well-formed is that chair?' 
(21) (a) Hoe breedgeschouderd is hij ? 
'How broad-shouldered is he?' 
(b) Al te breedgeschouderd is ie niet. 
'All too broad-shouldered he is not. ' 
2
 Ursula Doleschal drew my at tent ion to the fact t ha t in German, too, there is 
considerable variation in the way in which comparatives and superlatives of similar 
combinations are formed, sometimes even leading to double superlatives, as in meist-
bietendster, höchsttalentiert, höchstgestellteste by the side of Zuspätkommender, weitge-
reistester and hochtalentierteste. 
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The contrast between (15) and (20) underlines the general point made above: 
one need not regard the sentences in (15) as being derived from the lexical 
items zwaargebouwd etc. (for that goes for the sentences in (20), bu t one can 
simply see them as being (trans)formed on the basis of the phrases zwaar 
gebouwd etc. Viewed in this way, a more pertinent question to ask is in fact why 
the forms in (17) should not be as grammatical as those in (16). My answer 
to this question is t ha t I do not really feel that Hoeksema's acceptability-
judgements here are correct. My feeling is that there is not much to choose 
between (16) and (17) in terms of grammaticality/acceptability. The apparently 
somewhat higher acceptability of the forms in (16) is probably an optical 
illusion, resulting from the fact t ha t two of the verbs, viz. bouwen, '(to) 
build', and vormen '(to) form) are very frequently used as ordinary, lexicalized 
verbs, while we should keep in mind t h a t we are here supposed to be dealing 
with their non-lexicalized transparent counterparts voorzien van (een) . . . 
bouwjvorm etc. ('provide with (a) . . . build/form' etc.), just as the interpreta-
tion of schouderen is supposed to be the transparent voorzien van . . . schouders 
('provide with . . . shoulders'). 
A similar argument holds for test (c) — pro-forms: the possibility of 
replacing the adverbial first-element can be explained in a perfectly straight-
forward manner if we assume that forms in (17) are derived from the correspond-
ing phrases zwaar gebouwd etc. Assuming an underlying complex lexical item 
this is not possible, which means tha t from them we can only form sentences 
such as those in (22), again completely parallel to the ones based on type 
I I in (23): 
(22) (a) Piet is net zo zwaargebouwd als zijn vader. 
'Piet is jus t as heavily-built as his father. ' 
(b) Hoe goedgehumeurd is de baas vandaag ? 
'How good-tempered is the boss today ? ' 
(23) (a) Piet is net zo breedgeschouderd als zijn vader. 
'Piet is just as broad-schouldered as his father. ' 
(b) Hoe breedgeschouderd is Piet ? 
'How broad-shouldered is Piet? ' 
3.3. Further evidence for lexical status 
So far for Hoeksema's tests. In addition, there is positive evidence 
showing tha t both type I and type I I combinations have lexical status. This 
can be derived from examples such as those in (24) — type I — and (25) — 
type H : 
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(24) (a) Piet's zwaargebouwdheid speelt hem parten. 
Piet ' s heavily-built-ness is a handicap for him. 
'Piet 's heavy build is a handicap for him.' 
(b) Oerrit's slechtgehumeurdheid is bijkans spreekwoordelijk. 
Jerry ' s ill-humoured-ness is well-nigh proverbial. 
' Jerry 's bad temper is well-nigh proverbial.' 
(c) Fijngevormdheid is een kenmerk van de Jugendstil periode. 
'Finely-formed-ness is a characteristic of the Jugendstil period. 
'Elegance is a characteristic of the Jugendstil period.' 
(25) (a) Zijn breedgeschouderdheid maakt hem erg macho. 
His broad-shouldered-ness makes him very macho. 
'Being very broad-shouldered makes him very macho.' 
(b) Welgemanierdheid is tegenwoordig weer helemaal "in". 
Well-mannered-ness is nowadays again completely "in". 
'Good-manners are nowadays again altogether the " in" thing. ' 
(c) Ik vind zijn goedgemutstheid vreselijk irritant. 
I f ind his well-cheered-ness terribly irritating. 
' I f ind his cheeriness terribly irritating.' 
Sentences like those in (24) and (25) show t h a t both type I and type I I combi-
nations can be input to further word-formative processing, in this case nomi-
nalization, which constitutes fur ther evidence that the distinction into two 
types seems a spurious one. Moreover, (26) and (27) show tha t it is impossible 
to form such nominalizations on the basis of the corresponding phrases, and 
again that goes for both " types" : 
(26) (a) *P's zware gebouwdheid . . . 'P's heavy built-ness . . .' 
(b) *G's siechte gehumeurdheid . . . ' J ' s bad humoured-ness . . . " 
(o) *fijne gevormdheid . . . 'fine formed-ness . . .' 
(27) (a) *zijn brede geschouderdheid . . 'his broad shouldered-ness . . 
(b) *goede gemanierheid . . . 'good mannered-ness . . .' 
(c) *goede gemutstheid . . . 'good cheered-ness . . .' 
Another test to establish the word-status of both type I and I I combinations 
b y reference to further word-formative processing is prefixation. Consider for 
instance the, admittedly rather contrived, but perfectly interpretable and 
grammatical forms in (28) and (29): 
(28) (a) pseudo-zwaargebouwd 'pseudo-heavily-built' 
(b) pseudo-slechtgehumeurd 'pseudo-ill-humoured' 
(o) pseudo-fijngevormd 'pseudo-finely-formed' 
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(29) (a) pseudo-breedgeschouderd 'pseudo-broad-shouldered' 
(b) pseudo-goedgemanierd 'pseudo-well-mannered' 
(c) pseudo-goedgemutst 'pseudo-well-cheered' 
In fact even the combination of prefixation and suffixation on the basis, again, 
of both " type" I and " t y p e " I I forms is possible, as demonstrated in (30) and 
(31): 
(30) (a) pseudo-zwaargebouwdheid 'pseudo-heavily-huilt-ness' 
(b) pseudo-slechtgehumeurdheid 'pseudo-ill-humoured-ness' 
(c) pseudo-fijngevormheid 'pseudo-finely-formed-ness' 
(31) (a) pseudo-breedgeschovderdheid 'pseudo-broad-shouldered-
ness' 
(b) pseudo-geodgemanierdheid 'pseudo-well-mannered-ness' 
(c) pseudo-goedgemutstheid 'pseudo-well-cheered-ness' 
Prefixation by means of the negative prefix on-, (un-) could in principle 
provide further evidence for the word-status of type I and I I forms. There is a 
semantic interference factor here, however. Thus in a strictly formal sense 
combinations such as onzwaargebouicd 'un-heavily-built', onslechtgehumeurd 
'un-ill-humoured', onbreedgeschouderd 'un-broad-shouldered' etc. would 
seem to be 0 . K., but not semantically. The reason is the fact that negativizing 
an adjective is often semantically equivalent to forming an antonym, and to 
form antonyms of most of the forms considered (of both "types"), it is easier 
to replace the first element by a word expressing the opposite, as shown in (32) : 
(32) zwaargebouwdjlichtgebouwd 'heavily-built/lightly-built' 
goedgehumeurdj slechtgehumeurd 'well-humoured/ill-humoured' 
breedgeschouderd I smalgeschouderd 'broad-shouldered/slim-
shouldered' 
However, Dutch linguistic jargon provides us with at least one frequently-used 
example of ow-prefixation, as in (33), along with a further suffixed form built 
on that , as in (34): 
(33) Zin (88) is onwelgevormd. 
'Sentence (88) is un-well-formed (i.e. ill-formed).' 
(34) De onwelgevormdheid van zin (88) is evident. 
'The un-well-formed-ness (ill-formedness) of (88) is evident. ' 
In view of Hoeksema's classifying fijngevormd and goedgevormd as type I cases, 
I assume that he would also regard welgevormd as type I, but again, in spite 
of the purported phrasal character, the fur ther word-formative processing 
shown in (33) and (34) contradicts this, pointing to lexical-word status instead. 
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4. Between syntax and word-formation: borderline cases 
4.1. Words or phrases? 
The central question which kept cropping up in t he preceding section 
was whether particular combinations should be regarded as words (lexical 
status) or as phrases (syntactic status). In the discussion I have so far loosely 
used outward (written) form as a criterion: if a particular combination was 
written as two or more separate words (e.g. zwaar gebouwd) this was implicitly 
taken as an indication of phrasal status, while a combination written as one 
word (e.g. zwaargebouwd) was considered as proof of (complex) lexical item 
status. Naturally, the situation is not really quite t h a t simple. If i t were, 
Hoeksema would presumably never even have come u p with the suggestion 
tha t a form like zwaargebouwd could possibly be a phrase. For one thing, i t is 
clear that there are phrases which have lexical status of a kind (idiomatic 
expressions, for instance), or which can be claimed to be embedded within 
complex lexical items (in Dutch words like langeafstandsloper 'long-distance 
runner' and witteboordencriminaliteit 'white-collar criminality'). For another, 
the written form is all a secondary representation of the primary spoken form, 
and we may assume that there is a fair amount of variation in the way in 
which language-users write combinations of the kind discussed. 
Now if written form (as one or two words) cannot be given any decisive 
criterial value, does that not mean tha t t he argumentation presented in the 
preceding section is vitiated ? I think not. Af te r all, the discussion in connection 
with (19)—(23) has demonstrated that each of the syntactic operations presen-
ted by Hoeksema as evidence for underlying phrasal s tatus can also be applied 
in such a way as to keep the underlying forms intact as complex lexical items, 
while additional positive evidence for lexical status has been presented in the 
discussion surrounding examples (24) — (34). The conclusion has to be, it 
seems, that we are dealing with borderline-cases: combinations in which 
(disregarding written form) structures t h a t can he generated both by the 
syntax and the word-formation component coalesce, and which therefore 
demonstrate a janus-like character, behaving either as words or as phrases with 
respect to fur ther processing. 
4.2. Interaction between syntax and word-formation 
The conclusion suggested above of course raises t he question how such 
combinations must then be accounted for in a theoretical framework. Via 
syntactic rules, via lexical word-formation rules, or via both? If the latter, 
does that not then lead to undesirable duplication, with almost identical rules 
in the syntax and in the word-formation component? 
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I think the solution must indeed be found in a combination of syntactic 
and word-formative rules, bu t not in the sense of duplication, bu t of interaction 
between the two kinds of rules. To put this in the right perspective I mus t 
elaborate somewhat about the kind of lexicon-model tha t I take as my s tar t -
ing-point.3 I assume a full-entry lexicon-model, in which listed (existing) 
complex lexical items can be retrieved directly, as wholes, from the i tem-
familiar component, just like listed simplex words. This means that (apar t 
f rom possible function as redudancy-rules relative to listed complex items), 
word-formation rules basically serve to define the set of all possible novel 
(unlisted) complex forms. Since the effect of particular word-formation rules 
is so often illustrated on the basis of existing complex items, most descriptions 
seem to suggest tha t the main function of such rules is the creation of lexicalized 
complex items as permanent additions to the total vocabulary of the language. 
In practice, however, word-formation rules are more often than not used to 
meet the communicative demands of the moment, hy their capacity to express 
particular types of relationships between concepts in a concise, schematic way, 
within the wider sentence-context. Often novel formations are in fact nonce-
formations which will never make it to t he permanent lexicon, generated 
(and interpreted) on the spur of the moment, within the sentence- generating 
process. From this perspective there are only two kinds of things involved: 
rules and items. The items are all the simplex and complex forms supposed to 
be contained in the item-familiar lexicon a t the assumed f ixed point in t ime 
for which the model is defined, while the rules are the operations by means of 
which the given items can be combined with each other to form larger wholes; 
complex words, phrases, sentences. I t is clear tha t syntactic and word-forma-
tive rules must be able to al ternate and t h a t there must be interfaces between 
them: normally the syntactic rules will operate on the ou tpu t of word-forma-
tion rules, but occasionally this may be the other way round. The latter seems 
to be the case here. 
Suppose t ha t application of a number of syntactic rules yields a sequence 
which can be represented as X is Adv ge-V-d, in which Adv is the only element 
(and therefore the head in the sense of X-bar theory) of an Adverbial Phrase. 
Suppose further that jthere exists a word-formation rule A — Adv ge- V-d, 
then such a WF-rule could use the syntax-generated sequence as input and, 
as i t were, re-interpret it as a complex word of the category A. There is no dupli-
cation here: via the interplay of independently motivated syntactic rules a 
sequence is generated which happens to coincide with the internal structure of a 
particular type of complex adjective, as laid down in the corresponding W F -
rule. The syntax does not generate words, b u t phrases. Only a (presumably) 
small subset of these are eligible for re-interpretation as words by WF-rules. 
3
 In the context of this article I can only give a brief outline of this lexicon-model. 
See Meijs 1981 for a more detailed discussion. 
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We must assume tha t these kind of re-interpretations are subject to 
severe restrictions, which for the larger par t need not be included in the for-
mulation of particular WF-rules, however, as they are in t h e nature of general 
constraints on WF-rules as such. This goes for instance for t he features generally 
associated with "lexical integrity": generic interpretation and referential 
inaccessibility of embedded nouns, the ban on articles, prepositions etc.4 
5. Conclusion 
At first sight the approach suggested here may appear to converge with 
the one proposed in Botha 1980c, i.e. an essentially syntactic way of deriving 
(certain types of) synthetic compounds. There are differences, however. 
Botha's approach stipulates tha t the affixation-rules operate on syntactic 
deep structures; in the proposal put forward here they apply to (a restricted 
number of) syntactically derived structures. Botha's approach has to assume 
various restrictions on syntactic deep structure, such as t he absence of articles, 
prepositions, plurals etc. In the present proposal no such restrictions are 
assumed for deep structures : they are simply seen as normal attributes of the 
WF-component which act as "fil ters" with respect t o the (very limited) 
possibilities of re-interpreting a syntactically generated word-group as a 
complex word. Thus if a language user wants to talk about someone as being 
an op magistrale wijze gebouwde body-builder ('a body-builder built in a 
grandiose way') he can do so; the restrictions which WF-rules are subject to 
(such as the ban on prepositional adverbiale) will then not allow re-interpreta-
tion as complex words. However, if the language user talks about a fors 
gebouwde body-builder ( 'robustly built body-builder') the metamorphosis into 
complex word (fors-gebouwde body-builder — 'robustly-built body-builder') 
can take place almost imperceptibly. 
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I R R E V E R S I B L E B I N O M I A L S I N H U N G A R I A N 
L. PORDÁNY 
(University of Szeged, Hungary) 
The aim of the present study is to examine Hungarian fixed-orde 
conjuncts, or what have variously been called fixed-order coordinates (Abra 
ham 1950), binomial expressions (Gustafsson 1975), irreversible binomials 
(Malkiel 1959 and many others), binary pairs or binary compounds, and, 
especially in the past decade or so, freezes (Cooper and Ross, 1975 and others) — 
this latter term being not only the most succint one but also the most manage-
able as it allows us to talk about a freezing phenomenon, and, ultimately and 
perhaps more importantly, a freezing process or freezing processes. Since, 
however, the latter notion is not a main concern of this study, the terms 
freeze(s) and freezing will be used throughout the analysis largely for the sake 
of brevity. 
To make the scope of the investigation as wide as possible, we disregard 
certain distinctions tha t are for other purposes made between "irreversible 
binomials proper" or coordinate compounds like férj és feleség 'husband and 
wife', igen vagy nem 'yes or no' or Rómeó és Júlia 'Romeo and Jul iet '1 on the 
one hand, and various "reduplicative word pairs" or reduplicatives and 
near-reduplicatives, whether they happen to form one word as csélcsap 'fickle' 
or are hyphenated like icilce-picike 'teeny-weeny', separate like Csili Csala, 
(fictional character), or are in so nie other way linked as tit for tat on the other. 
We include the group that Malkiel (1959) calls "verbal binomials", like 
wheelings and dealings or come and go, as in easy come, easy go and will extend 
the analysis over more complex constructions including t r i n o m i a l s , as 
e.g. bort, búzát, békességet (lit.: 'wine, wheat, peace'), and occasionally, m u l t i -
n o m i a l s . 
Relatively little attention is paid, however, to the "strength of irrever-
sibility", or, to the fact that the d e g r e e o f f i x e d n e s s in word order 
is variable in certain categories of freezes. In Hungarian as well as in (possibly 
all) other languages — r e d u p l i c a t i v e s are absolutely irreversible, 
1
 Book titles and titles of poems and other literary works of such and similar 
binary constructions may become, although not all actually are, freezes. 
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i.e. "most frozen", while the other end of the scale could be represented by 
such "non-freezes" or almost non-freezes as English on and o f f / o f f and on 
or Hungarian le-följföl-le 'up and down'. The possible causes of such relative 
reversibility can par t ly be deduced from the general rules of freezing that will 
be explicated, and may partly have a historical background. For the purposes 
of this paper, however, diachronic considerations have not been entered into 
t he analysis, although it is strongly suspected tha t in the course of fu ture 
investigations such factors should be seriously considered in order to eventually 
arrive at a thorough and complete understanding of the basic and most general 
processes underlying freezing. Ye t at this point we must disregard for instance 
the interesting-looking—and perhaps potentially significant observation tha t 
s tandard Hungarian kanadai francia "Canadian French" has recently shown 
signs of reversing its order and thus appears to be becoming a mirror, as it 
were, of English French Canadian 'francia kanadai ' ; and a t least equally 
regrettably we must disregard for instance the story of Budapest, an earlier 
version of which, Buda-Pest, was a 19th century convert from the original 
Pest-Buda: any a t tempt at a thorough investigation of even a few of such 
cases would go beyond the immediate aims — and the determined length — of 
th i s study. 
Of the two languages participating in this study, English, or rather 
general research concerning freezes in English is at an incomparably more 
advanced state t han it is concerning freezes in Hungarian, for which Zoltán 
Gombocz is one of the very few to have touched upon the question at all, and 
he did so mainly from an etymological point of view. In fact, English seems to 
be exceptionally "priviledged" in this respect — as well as in some other 
respects — given the fact that freezes in English have been studied far more 
thoroughly than in any other language, with Polish and German being perhaps 
par t ia l exceptions. (See e.g. Szpyra 1983). I t follows then tha t contrastive 
studies in freezes are as yet almost non-existent; in fact, even for Polish, 
Stpyra 's above mentioned study is the only contrastive one published so far. 
In addition to a generally high level of the description of the English 
lexicon, there may be at least one more reason why freezes i n E n g l i s h 
rather than in other languages have attracted researchers: as Abraham (1950) 
and others estimate it, there are a minimum of 500 "binomials proper" (redup-
licatives excluded) in English, while Polish and Hungarian, two of the closest 
runners-up so far, have only about , or not many more than, 250 each (Szpyra's 
and our estimation, respectively); in other words, English apparently abounds 
in freezes as compared to other languages. Whether this is actually the case, 
and if so, whether i t is mainly or exlusively due to the highly idiomatic charac-
2
 Throughout this study, quota t ion marks in parentheses are used to indicate 
r e v e r s e o r d e r . 
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ter of English — idioms, as many authors have pointed out, are "hotbeds of 
freezing" — is yet to be shown, part ly by continuing data-collection in the 
languages already studied for freezing, and also by drawing into the research 
languages hitherto not considered. 
Considering the apparent predominance of English freezes both in terms 
of the existing corpus and of the advancement of research, it seemed logical and 
appropriate a t the beginning of this project to use English for a starting 
point and as a basis. I t also seemed useful and logical, then, to primarily 
concentrate, as almost everyone recently dealing with freezing did, on the 
s e q u e n c e o f t h e e l e m e n t s , i.e., to put it very simply, on " . . . w h y 
t h e o r d e r i n g o f . . . e l e m e n t s i s f i x e d . " (Cooper and Ross, 
1975, 63), or, to put it somewhat differently and a little more precisely, w h a t 
a r e t h e c o n s t r a i n t s o r r u l e s t h a t d e t e r m i n e t h e 
s e q u e n c e o f t h e e l e m e n t s i n f r e e z e s . 
For a long time it has been known for not only the linguist bu t also 
— implicitely — for any intelligent observer tha t the ordering in freezes is 
somehow p h o n o l o g i c a l l y d e t e r m i n e d . Cooper and Ross (1975) 
were the first who claimed to have actually identified and formulated a set of 
rules tha t act and interact in freezing, and who also test and demonstrate their 
findings — in most cases — with ample examples. Thus, one of the basic 
questions we asked, af ter much data-gathering and the subsequent construction 
of a sizable collection of examples in Hungarian, whether and/or to what 
degree the established rules are applicable to this language, i.e. whether 
freezes in Hungarian conform to the same rules tha t govern them in English. 
One of the ult imate questions of course is that of u n i v e r s a l i t y , but since 
our basic question itself obviously points in this direction, at this point we 
would not push i t any further by making hasty predictions. 
Besides a phonological investigation, Cooper and Ross (1975) also 
extensively deal with t h e s e m a n t i c s o f f r e e z i n g , given the long-
standing observation that the other general factor constraining the sequence 
of elements in freezing consists of a s e t of s e m a n t i c r u l e s . 
The basic problems we set forth to examine can thus be summed up as 
follows: 
1. The applicability to Hungarian, and possible interaction of, phonologi-
cal rules established for English; 
2. The validity of English, and purportedly some general, semantic 
constraints; 
3. The (possible) interaction of phonological and semantic constraints; 
and finally, 
4. Prospects of universality. 
* 
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For phonological studies, the circle of freezes has to be practically 
restricted to reduplicative compounds, since minimal pairs (or: near-minimal 
pairs) necessary for the identification of regularities are, apart from a few 
exceptions,3 not to be found among "binomials proper", i.e. coordinate 
phrases like father and son, here and there, sooner or later,4 and so forth. Redup-
licative.?, however, do by nature exhibit precisely the characteristics that make 
phonological considerations possible.5 
Cooper and Ross (1975) identify altogether seven phonological rules 
tha t , according to the authors, determine the sequence of the elements in 
freezes.6 Originally, all seven were to be thoroughly applied to Hungarian, 
however, it soon became clear tha t , for various reasons to be indicated below, 
a t least three out of the seven had to be dropped out of consideration at the 
beginning. The excluded rules and the reasons of their exclusion are as follows: 
1. Longer resonant nuclei, according to which the second element of the 
freeze contains longer resonant nuclei than the first , other factors being equal. 
This is quite obviously the shakiest and the most tentative of the sug-
gested principles. The total number of examples the authors found is a excep-
tionally and discouragingly low t w o , and neither is a clear minimal pair at 
tha t . On top of this, the "longer resonant nucleus" of the second element, 
even if better supported, would a t least part ly be based on quantitative 
differences between monophthongs and diphthongs,7 which would make a 
comparison hazardous as the Hungarian vowel system is not characterized by 
dipththongization. All this should not necessarily exclude an examination of 
Hungarian in respect to the suggested rule in question; what really made us 
3
 Exceptions include mainly 1) cases where semant ic constraints do not prevent 
the freeze from conforming to the powerful s y l l a b l e l a w (see below), and 2) coordi-
nates t h a t are at the same time "a lmost reduplicatives", as e.g. H. papás-mamás, hetet-
havat etc.; such examples are freely included in illustrative lists wherever possible or 
necessary. 
4
 As it will be shown, the vast ma jor i ty of such freezes are also ill-suited for phono-
logical considerations because their ordering is mostly determined by semantic factors. 
5
 The renderings into English in general, and especially those of reduplicatives are 
throughout this s tudy o f t en nothing more than rough estimates. I t should be kept in 
mind t h a t many reduplicatives are nonsensical or near-nonsensical (in both English and 
in Hungarian), while a t the same time they of ten carry some sort of " f l avo r" and many of 
t hem are onomatopoeic or onomatopoetic. All these th ings make translation difficult. 
A parenthetical explanation, rather t h a n a gloss or t ransla t ion is a t tempted wherever 
the la t ter seemed too difficult or impossible. 
6
 Some of these rules have inces undergone a number of various modifications as 
seen e.g. in Oden and Lopes (1981) and Szpyra (1983), none of which resulted, however, 
in any significant change, and practically none effecting t h e present comparison. I t seems 
therefore sufficient t o t a k e the original set of rules as a s tar t ing point. 
7
 One of the t w o examples is s t r e s s a n d s t r a i n , where the diphthongal 
na ture of the nucleus in the second element is obvious, and in place 2 element of the 
second example, t r i c k o r t r e a t , there frequently is a t least some diphthongization. 
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neglect i t for the t ime being was the fact t ha t the Hungarian corpus showed no 
minimal pairs in support of it. 
2. Decreasing obstruency, according to which, if both elements end in a 
single consonant, then the second element has a less obstruent final segment. 
This principle is much better supported than the former: there are over 
a dozen pairs (minimal or near-minimal) listed for English, including push and 
pull, rock and roll, hit or miss etc. The problem with comparison is t h a t Hunga-
rian seems to lack — apparently entirely — this particular constraint. There 
are a great number of minimal and near-minimal pairs where both elements 
end in a single consonant, as the following random list exemplifies: 
iruZ-piru£ 
giling-galany 
bim-bam 
ákom-bákom 
ille^-billegr 
dinom-dánom 
csip-csup 
szánom-bánom 
tesz-vesz 
zson<7-bon<7 
csapof-papof, as in 
otthagyott csapot-papot 
vagy megszokik vagy 
megszökik 
tipey-topo<7 
eszem-iszom 
'keep blushing' 
'ding-dong' 
'scrawl, scribble' 
'have a rolling gait ' 
'merrymaking' 
'petty, trivial ' 
'repentance' 
'potter about ' 
'buzz, drone, ring' 
'abandon, leave suddenly, 
take French leave' 
(this will either) 
'make you or break you' 
'toddie about, pat ter about ' 
'feasting' etc. 
The list could be extended to well over f i f ty i tems and possibly t o nearly 
a hundred. However, as it is demonstrated by the examples, the f ina l con-
sonants are always the same in the two elements, as if they were to conform 
to some sort of a rhyming principle, so much so tha t u p to now we have found 
no counterexamples to this pattern.8 Thus, we may a t least tentat ively state 
the principle tha t i n H u n g a r i a n m i n i m a l ( a n d n e a r-m i n i m a 1) 
p a i r s , t h e f i n a l c o n s o n a n t s o f t h e e l e m e n t s a r e i d e n -
t i c a l , a rule t ha t applies not only qualitatively b u t also quantitatively, as 
shown for instance by the following examples with "long" or "double" 
consonants in word-final positions concerning both elements: 
8
 Ipi-apacs (a hide-and-seek game) looks like the one counterexample found how-
ever, it is clearly a variation (apparently for easier pronunciation) of original and se-
mantically identical ipi с s-apa с s. 
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ütött-kopoíí 
ri.SSZ-rOS.S2 
itt-ott 
csipp-c&öpp or 
csipp-csepp 
kipp-kopp 
pi//-pu//, 
dirr-durr 
szedeíí-vedeM 
lics-locs etc. 
'shabby, threadbare' 
'worn out ' , 'cast o f f 
'here and there' 
(sound of raindrops falling) 
' tap-tap' 
(sounds of shooting, 
or slapping in the face) 
'trashy, shoddy, scrappy' 
(sound of water splashing) 
The strength of this principle seems to be supported by the fact that it is 
also applicable to many (probably a majori ty of) non-minimal and often 
semantically determined pairs, although it is clear that in most of these cases 
the identically of the final consonants is determined by suffixation rules in 
Hungarian: 
fogga?-körömmeZ 'tooth and nail' 
tűzze?-vassa? 'by fire and sword' 
térü?-fordu? 'go and get quickly' 
csetli£-botli& 'stumble about ' 
3. Fewer f inal consonants, according to which, other factors being equal, 
t he second element of the freeze should contain fewer final consonants than 
the first. 
The inapplicability of this principle to Hungarian is clearly demonstrated 
above, to which we might add t h a t it is a highly tentative one to begin with. 
The authors were unable to list any clear pairs in support of it, and the number 
of their near-minimal pairs is a very low three, to which, in addition, they 
immediately add two counterexamples. Thus, the best we can do at this point 
is echo the authors who remark tha t they are not sure whether this principle 
should (altogether) be given up (Cooper and Ross 1976, 77). 
With three of the proposed rules eliminated and the scope of investiga-
tion narrowed down, our a t tempt at a thorough examination of Hungarian is, 
luckily, still not in as much danger as it might look at first, in spite of the fact 
t h a t there is a for th rule tha t presents some problems of both validity and 
usability for comparison (see fur ther below). Tha t this is the case is suggested 
— in addition to the fallibility and/or relative insignificance of the first three 
rules as already demonstrated — by the hierarchical o r d e r i n g of the rules. 
When Cooper and Ross tried to examine the relative strengths of their seven 
phonological rules, i.e. when they tried to establish or approximate a ranking 
order between them based on their respective overriding strengths, two out 
of the three in question fell in last and next to last places on a scale of a decreas-
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ing order of strength. And although the remaining third rule ("longer resonant 
nuclei") is put in second place, we see it as practically unsupported and hence at 
least highly doubtful, and can but consider i t one of those " . . . subparts of 
this hierarchy . . . [which are] by no means firmly established, . . . " (Ibid., 80). 
Let us then briefly turn to the fourth rule, which we referred to above as 
problematic. This rule concerns the o b s t r u e n c y of initial consonants and 
states in its original form tha t " . . . the obstruency of the initial consonant of 
a place 2 element will be stronger than the obstruency of the initial consonant 
of a place 1 element, other factors being equated." (Ibid., 75). 
The increasing order of obstruency as presented by the authors is the 
following: 
glides liquids nasals — spirants -»• stops. 
The examples in English are numerous: 
wear and tear 
walkie-talkie 
roly-poly 
hickory dickory 
razzle-dazzle 
are just a few of the several dozen found by the authors. 
The problem, however, starts with the fact tha t there are at least two 
groups of freezes tha t constitute exceptions to the proposed rule. One of the 
two, represented by examples like 
tootsy-wootsy 
teeny-weeny 
pall-mall etc., 
brings into the picture yet another rule having long been observed by many 
researchers and being called l a b i a l i z a t i o n , or more exactly, p l a c e 
2 i n i t i a l l a b i a l i z a t i o n , which Cooper and Ross do not include in 
their set of rules but are aware of it and also of the fact tha t it is in conflict 
with i n c r e a s i n g o b s t r u e n c y or rather, tha t their principle of 
obstruency is in conflict with labialization. This is in fact the main reason why 
they are uncertain about their own proposition, which is quite clear f rom a 
footnote remark: "We have chosen to argue for an alternative obstruency-
based account not because we are convinced that it is right, but because we 
hope that future researchers will be able to find crucial evidence t ha t will 
resolve our present dilemma." (Ibid., 108). 
The existence, and marked effect of labialization in English is mentioned 
by Jespersen (1961); it is shown by several authors (e.g. Jacobson 1972, and 
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Szpyra 1983)9 to exist in Slavic languages, and although it is no intention of 
ours to t ry to solve the authors' dilemma a t this point, we might note tha t 
labialization is also markedly present and strongly operative in Hungarian in 
several ways. Of the various labials, this language seems to have a strongly 
favored one, namely the v o i c e d b i l a b i a l s t o p , which "labializes" 
conjuncts through either 1) replacing the place 1 initial consonant in the place 
2 element, or 2) appearing additionally as the initial consonant of the place 2 
element, as shown by the following lists of examples: 
1 ) csiribiri 
cserebere 
vminek a csinjabinja } 
csonkabonka 
csecse-becse 
súgbúg 
rontombontom 
zúg-búg, zsongbong } 
Aellóbelló, sziabia 
íündibündi 
2) ákombákom 
ingóbingó 
ingyombingyom, 
egyedem -Negyedem 
adtabadta(-teremtette) 
encsembencsem 
'trifling' 
'swapping' 
' the ins and outs of sg, the hang of sg' 
'crippled'; 'incomplete' 
'knick-knacks, knick-knackery' 
'susurrate' 
(scolding rhyme) 
'rumble/ring/toll with a deep tone' 
(playful variations of 'hi, hello') 
'leary' 
'scrawl, scribble' 
'unsteady, wobbly' 
(bits of nursery rhymes) 
' t idbit ' , 'kickshaw' 
ugrabugra, (ugrabugrál) 'skip about'10 
This labial seems to have the function of a general device — especially 
in children's language as for instance in nursery rhymes — of playful reduplica-
tion, since it can be glued, as it were, onto the front end of a number of nouns, 
thus forming a nonsensical reduplicative of a basically meaningful word: 
u ramburam 
erdőberdő 
ejnyebejnye 
( 'my lord' — b -f- duplication) 
('forest' — b -f duplication) 
(expression of mild scolding) 
9
 Szpyra, who lists a number of examples f r o m Polish, where place 2 initial segments 
include bilabial nasals and bilabial stops, asserts t h a t "The evidence for this rule in 
Polish is overwhelming . . ." (Szpyra 1983, 46). 
10
 The "b-ef fec t" is not exclusive. Both types 1) and 2) can also be observed, 
although much less frequently, as occurring with the v o i c e l e s s l a b i a l s t o p , as 
in locs-pocs 'sludge', 'slushy weather ' or ec-pec (counting out rhyme), respectively. Type 
1), in addition, has a few occurrences with the v o i c e l e s s l a b i o-d e n t a l s t o p , 
as e.g. in laca-faca (nem laca-facázik — approx. : 'no funny business; take the ma t t e r 
seriously'), and locsi-fecsi 'gossipy', 'chatterer ' . 
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As yet another instance of the powerful "b-effect", it crops up in "incor-
rect" (sub-standard) Hungarian in place of a Standard Hungarian labio-dental 
fricative, as in 
szerbusz for szervusz 'hi, hello' 
Zsibágó for Zsivágó 'Zhivago' 
taku-baku for taku-vaku 'trifles' etc. 
However, labialization in general and the "b-effect" in particular do not 
bring us much closer to a solution even despite roly-poly, pall-mall and wham-
bam, respectively: in English the problem is fur ther complicated by the second 
of the two above-mentioned problematic groups of freezes, which include, 
among others, 
boogie-woogie 
bigwig and 
bow-wow, 
whereby we have on our hands a labial as the initial sound of place 1 elements, 
and not just any labial at tha t , but precisely the one that is so heavily marked 
in Hungarian as an exclusively place 2 initial. On the other hand, there is no 
contrast with either Hungarian or other English groups to talk about either, 
as the second element in each of the above examples also s tar ts with a bilabial. 
The precariousness, or shall we say, messiness of the situation, aggrevated 
by the authors' own uncertainty about it, makes it advisable that we keep 
clear of it at least for the purposes of the present study. And since our purpose 
is to apply to Hungarian rules well-established (or more or less so) for English, 
we have to altogether exclude not only the obstruency-labialization dilemma, 
but also the decreasing obstruency-principle itself, from fur ther examination. 
Thus we are left with the core of Cooper and Ross' phonological findings, 
i.e. with rules tha t are a) well-supported, b) highly-placed in the hierarchy of 
strength and c) considered convincing by the authors themselves. I t is in terms 
of these principles that a more thorough investigation of Hungarian freezes 
seemed well-based and justified and that, we believe, it was also possible to 
gain new insight concerning a t least one of the rules, as it will be demonstrated 
later. 
The three rules in question can be stated as follows:11 
Rule No. 1., the "syllable law" (also called Panini's law)12 says that, other 
factors being (more or less) equal, the number of syllables in the second element 
11
 For rules 1 and 2, we add "weaker versions", i.e. slightly extended versions. 
12
 So called because it was alledgedly first observed and developed by Panini. 
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exceeds tha t in the first, or, to put it in a "weaker version", the first element 
should not contain more syllables than the second. Somewhat logically, this 
rule is also often referred to as the s h о r t + 1 о n g rule. 
According to Rule No. 2., or the consonant rule, the second element, 
other factors being equal, contains more initial consonants than the first, 
and Rule No. 3., also called F2, says that the second element in the 
freeze contains a vowel with, to use acoustics phonetics terminology, a lower 
second formant frequency, lower, tha t is, than for the vowel in the first ele-
ment. This means in practice that the sequence of vowels for American English 
should be the following: 
i > 1 > e > œ > a (hot) > о (hall) > u 
. —>— 1 1 
which, I in a loose approximation13 can be said as corresponding 
to Hungarian i 4 4 
1 
i, í (ii) > (ё), (ö) e > á > а (о) > u 
The rules having been applied to a relatively large Hungarian corpus 
— a total of well over a hundred word pairs — the following picture emerges: 
1. For Panini's law (the syllable law): 
As we pointed out before, there seems to be considerable support for this 
principle (as well as the other two) in English, despite the fact that it is only 
applicable to cases with place 1 monosyllabic elements i.e. to freezes t ha t show 
a 1 + 2 syllabic pattern, as for instance in 
hot and heavy 
bread and butter 
free and easy 
bread and water 
rough and ready, and so forth. 
In Hungarian, while it has a number of examples of the same syllabic pat tern, 
as e.g. 
fúr-farag 'keep busy at woodwork' 
csűr-csavar 'pett ifog' 
most vagy soha 'now or never' 
rúg-kapál 'kick about' 
Gőg és Magóg, Vér és arany (often quoted poem titles) 
fel s alá ' up and dow ' 
etc., 
13
 An approximation is n o t only quite sufficient for this comparison but is a t the 
same time the only possibility, the two systems of vowels being significantly different in 
terms of both quality and quant i ty . 
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the manifestations of the syllable law are not restricted to the 1 + 2 pattern 
at all. Firstly, there are examples of a 1 + 3 p a 11 e r n, as in the following: 
kín-keserves 
bús-borongós 
bús-keserű 
férj és feleség 
pénzt vagy életet 
etc., 
'slow and painful ' 
'gloomy, melancholic' 
'heart-sore' 
'husband and wife' 
'money or life' 
the lat ter two being also semantically determined. 
Further, there is a frequent 2 + 3 p a t t e r n ; e.g.: 
csűrés-csavarás 
béke és barátság 
írni-olvasni 
sírás-nevetés 
napok és hónapok 
szívvel-lélekkel 
foggal-körömmel 
síró-picsogó 
'pettifogging', 'turns and twists' 
'peace and friendship' 
'read and write' ("write and read") 
'cry and laugh' 
'days and months' 
'with heart and soul' 
'tooth and nail' 
(dialectal nursery rhyme) etc., 
and even a 2 + 4 p a t t e r n , for which we found two examples: 
híres, nevezetes 
adta, teremtette 
'famous, renowned' 
(scolding rhyme) 
There is a very large group, consisting mostly but not exclusively, of 
reduplicatives (minimal os near-minimal pairs), t ha t shows a 2 + 2 p a t t e r n , 
as 
árkon-bokron (túl) 
keszekusza 
setesuta 
ihog-vihog 
illeg-billeg 
ázik-fázik 
izeg-mozog 
szedett-vedett 
hebeg-habog 
hébe-hóba 
dínom-dánom 
nyifeg-nyafog 
'(over) hedge and ditch' 
'dishevelled', 'disorderly' 
'clumsy', 'awkward' 
'giggle, snigger' 
'have a rolling gait' 
'shiver in the rain and cold' 
'fidget', 'be restless' 
'trashy, shoddy' 
'hem and haw' 
'now and then' 
'merrymaking' 
'keep whining' 
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ütött-kopott 'shabby, threadbare' 
üggyel-bajjal 'with great difficulty' 
térül-fordul, 'go and get quickly,' 
and so on; 
and there is an almost equally large group showing a l - f 1 p a t t e r n : 
lics-locs 'sound of water splashing' 
lim-lom ' junk' 
ripsz-ropsz 'snip-snap' 
rissz-rossz 'worn out', 'cast off ' 
le-föl ("down and up") 
bim-bam 'ding-dong' 
üt-vág, üt-ver ' thrash' 
itt-ott 'here and there' 
ad-vesz ("sell and buy") 
óg-móg 'grumble' 
ki-be etc., ("out and in") 
The syllable law can be extended to trinomials and multinomials, an area 
where it seems to operate with an even greater force, conforming to the ' 'strong 
version" in almost every single case. The examples we found — and they are 
quite numerous in Hungarian — invariably show a partial or gradual increase 
in the number of syllables: 
zsip-zsup, kenderzsup (children's rhyme) 
bort, búzát, békességet (whine, wheat and peace) 
így-úgy-amúgy 'this way and tha t ' , 'anyhow' 
itt, ott, amott 'here, there, everywhere' 
(bits os nursery rhymes) 
adta - badta-teremtette, 
megy, megy, mendegél, 
ásó, kapa, nagyharang 
csip-csip csóka 
huj, huj, hajrá (utterance of rooting/cheering) 
bor, sör (or sör, bor), 
pálinka J 'wine, beer' (or: 'beer, wine'), brandy' 
— a common sign in restaurants or bars, with the order of the first two elements 
being interchangeable but with the third one, pálinka, always in third place, 
atya, fiú, szentlélek 'Father, Son and the Holy Ghost', this latter one being 
(also) semantically constrained. 
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One partial counterexample we found is jelen, mult jövő 'present, past , 
future ' , but this is chronological ordering, a type of semantic constraint t h a t 
will be touched upon later. 
The last three days of the Hungarian week are 
péntek, szombat, vasárnap, 'Friday, Saturday, Sunday', 
which, in terms of syllable pattern, corresponds precisely with more usual 
English 
'Thursday, Friday, Saturday'. 
The four swimming strokes are: 
mell, hát, gyors, pillangó ('breast, back, free, butterf ly '— in that order), 
and although there is some disagreement among native speakers as to t he 
ordering of the f i rs t three strokes (some say there is no definitive ordering) they 
almost invariably put pillangó in the fourth place. (Competitive swimmers, who 
use the expression more frequently, consider pillangó as absolutely frozen in 
4th place.) 
Finally, i t is perhaps worth noting about Panini's law tha t , apparently, i t 
also has an effect on a great number of actual occurrences of what we can call 
non-freezes, i.e. r e v e r s i b l e b i n o m i a l s . Here is one representative 
example: Ady, t he poet has some twenty poems titled hy (reversible) binomials 
linked by és 'and' , out of which eleven, or over 50% confirm the strong version 
of the syllable law (in other words they show the syllable patterns of 1 + 2, 
2 + 3, 1 + 3 or 3 + 4); another three conform to the weak version (1 + 1, 
2 + 2, 3 + 3); and it is only the remaining six, or 33%, tha t go against the 
rule ( 2 + 1 , 3 + 2 or 3 + 1 ) about a half of which are obviously semantically 
constrained, as e.g. Az anyám és én — 'My mother and I ' . The titles examined 
are listed below, in alphabetical order. 
Anya és leánya 
Asszony és temető 
Az anyám és én 
Gőg és Magóg 
Gyűlölet és harc 
Halottan és idegenen 
Harc és halál 
Harcos és harc 
Kín és dac 
Margita és Ottokár 
Margita és sorsunk 
Mária és Veronika 
{Örök) harc és nász 
Pénz és karnevál 
'Mother and her Daughter ' 
'Woman and graveyard' 
'My mother and I ' 
'Góg and Magóg' 
'Hat red and Fight' 
'Dead and a Stranger' 
'Struggle and Death' 
'Fighter and Fight' 
'Pain and Spite' 
'Margita and Ottokár' 
'Margita and our Destiny' 
'Mária and Veronika' 
'(Eternal) Fight and Love' 
'Money and Carnival' 
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Ruth és Delila 
Seregély és galamb 
Szerelem és ravatal 
Vér és arany 
Vihar és fa 
Vulkánok és szívek 
' R u t h and Delila' 
'Starling and Dove' 
'Love and laying in state' 
(lit.: 'Love and Bier') 
'Blood and Gold' 
'Storm and Tree' 
'Volcanoes and Hearts ' 
All in all, it seems tha t Hungarian can safely be added to the list of 
languages tha t clearly confirm Panini's syllable law as is clear from the above; 
in addition, in Hungarian we do not to worry about cases like 
yippity-yap 
hippity-hop 
flickety-flack 
(hickory-) dickory dock 
blankety-blank or 
clackety-clack, 
all examples of something like a reversed Panini's law (possibly constrained 
by English rhythmic patterns — see Cooper and Ross (1975, 78) ). 
The counterexamples we have found for Hungarian are very low in 
number, and they are generally governed by chronological or other forceful 
semantic factors, as 
kezdet és vég 'beginning and end', or 
észak-dél 'North-South'. 
One counterexample for which there is no apparent explanation — phono-
logical or semantic — is 
háború és béke 'war and peace'; 
all we can do for the moment is put the blame on Tolstoy, 
(cp. Russian Война и Мир 'War and peace'). 
Rule No. 2., the consonant rule, like Panini 's law, can be rephrased into 
a weaker version by saying tha t the number of initial consonants in place 1 
elements should not exceed tha t in place 2 elements, which at the same t ime 
allows for an infinitely larger number in place 2 elements, with special regard 
to the fact that there is a large group of freezes in Hungarian in which the f i rs t 
element begins with a vowel. This goes especially for many reduplicatives and 
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iiear-reduplicatives including examples of the "b-effect" discussed earlier, as for 
nstance: 
adta-badta (-teremtette) 
ágas-bogas 
ákom-bákom 
ámul-bámul 
árkon-bokron (túl) 
áta-bota (in: áta-botában) 'slap-dash' 
(nursery rhyme) 
'branchy' 
'scrawl, scribble' 
'gaze' 
(over) 'hedge and ditch' 
illeg-billeg 
inog-binog 
ugra-bugrál 
ügyes-bajos etc., 
other "labialized" pairs as e.g.: 
ad-vesz 
agyba-főbe (ver) 
ázik-fázik 
ici-pici 
icike-picike 
ihog-vihog 
irul-pirul 
izeg-mozog 
ízig-vérig 
óg-móg 
össze-vissza etc., 
as well as non-labial ones: 
ütött-kopott 
épülő-szépülő 
apraja-nagyja 
ötöl-hatol 
ipam-napam 
apa, cuka, . .. 
életre-halálra 
élve vagy halva 
ihaj-csuhaj 
éjjel-nappal 
'have a rolling gait' 
'move unsteadily' 
'hop about ' 
'troublesome' ; 
"sell and b u y " 
'rough up ' 
'shiver from the rain and cold' 
'tiny' 
'teeny-weeny' 
'giggle, snigger' 
'keep blushing' 
'fidget, be restless' 
'out and out ' , 'to the core' 
'grumble' 
'topsy-turvy' ; 
'shabby-looking' 
'be getting more beautiful ' 
("old and young") 
'hedge, beat around the bush' 
(dialectal terms of kinship) 
(nursery rhyme) 
'for life and death' 
('alive or dead') 
(exclamation of boisterous joy) 
("night and day") 
A second group is represented by zero initial consonant in both elements, 
as in: 
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erre-arra 
itt-ott 
eszem-iszom 
emide-amoda 
ide-oda 
immel-ámmal 
innen-onnan 
így-úgy, így vagy úgy, 
emigy-amúgy 
'this way, t h a t way' 
'here and there ' 
'feasting' 
(to) 'here and there' 
'reluctantly' 
(from) 'here and there' 
(lit.: 'in this way or in t h a t way'); 
and there is a third group where both elements begin with a single consonant: 
csip-csup 
hepe-hupa, (hepe-hupás) 
térül-fordul 
szánom-bánom 
(összehord) hetet-havat 
(otthagy) csapot-papot 
tűzzel-vassal 
dínom-dánom 
cica-mica 
handa-banda 
sete-suta 
tör-zúz 
hebeg-habog etc., 
and many more. 
'petty, trivial ' 
'uneven, bumpy ' 
'go and get quickly' 
'repentance' 
'talk nonsense' 
'abandon, leave suddenly' 
'by fire and sword' 
'merrymaking' 
'pussy' (term of endearment) 
(loud) 'bragging' 
'clumsy', 'awkward' 
'smash violently' 
'hem and haw', 
Of the one hundred or so examples examined, we nave louna no 
counterexamples of the weak version, i.e. we are aware of no cases with a 
higher number of initial consonants in place 1 elements. Similarly to the case 
of Rule No. 1, Hungarian supports t he rule more clearly than English, this 
time not because of English counterexamples, but because of a significantly 
higher number of supportive examples in Hungarian: in comparison with the 
2 clear minimal pairs found for English by Cooper and Ross,14 our lists contain 
nearly a dozen for the strong version only, and these lists are far f rom being 
exhaustive. 
To sum up their joint effect, i t seems that R u l e s 1 a n d 2 f o r m 
a n a l l i a n c e , as i t were, t o r e d u c e t h e f i r s t e l e m e n t o f t h e 
f r e e z e a s m u c h a s p o s s i b l e . 
14
 Sea and ski, and money shmoney — the second one being actually Yiddish. 
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Rule No. 3., the vowel rule, looked equally promising at first sight. 
I n fact, it is far the most extensively supported of all the phonological rules 
worked out for English, and the Hungarian examples seemed to validate the 
rule just as convincingly as they did for the other two rules. Both languages 
abound in examples showing the sequences i (1,1), > e , H i i > e e a(á) o(ó), with 
hardly a trace of the reversed order under any circumstances. 
In addition, Cooper and Ross identified at least f i v e o r s i x o f v o w -
e l s e q u e n c e s (there are some unclear cases) f o r w h i c h t h e r e 
a r e m i n i m a l p a i r s . As i t is shown by the examples below, each of 
these sequences is applicable and valid for the Hungarian corpus; therefore 
we have a number of almost one-to-one correspondences for English and 
Hungarian (with slight differences of vowel qualities in the two languages 
disregarded) : 
Am. English Hungarian 
[I(i) > o:(o)] ping pong itt-ott 
ding dong rissz-rossz 
singsong lig-lóg 
crisscross ripeg-ropog etc. 
[i > u] no 2nd place minimal 
pairs, but: így vagy úgy 
dirr-durr 
bibbity bobbity boo csip-csup etc. 
AmE [I > a] tick tock dínom-dánom 
flip flop 
[e > a] by guess and by gosh hetet-havat 
hebeg-habog etc.15 
There is one particular sequence: [ I > œ ] , for which alone there are 
twelwe minimal pairs (mishmash, fiddle-faddle, chitchat etc.) bu t for which we 
have found no similar pairs in Hungarian. However, this is still no problem as 
there are non-minimal pairs for the same sequence including 
illa-berek (nursery rhyme) 
and ki-be ("out and in") 
with enni-inni 'eat and drink' being the only coun-
terexample found, which is clearly semantically determined — something to be 
discussed separately. 
The problem starts with our initial observation that in Hungarian, the 
E2 principle holds only as long as there i s a h i g h f r o n t v o w e l in t he 
15
 These entries are not semantically comparable to those in the left-hand column. 
They are glossed elsewhere in this study. 
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first element and whatever the second contains is a low and/or back vowel with 
relation to it, as can actually be seen in all the sequences shown above. I n 
H u n g a r i a n , in other words, t h e F 2 r u l e d o e s n o t w o r k f o r 
p a i r s w i t h a b a c k v o w e l i n t h e i r f i r s t e l e m e n t s . Espe-
cially striking in this respect is the frequent [u — . . .] pattern.The [u] sound, 
with the lowest second formant frequency of all the vowels, should not occur 
in place 1 elements to begin with, or a t best it should be restricted to reduplica-
tives and near-reduplicatives as for instance 
pooh-pooh or 
hook and crook (as in: by hook and crook) or 
choo-choo (as in: choo-choo train). 
This, however, is far from being the case in Hungarian. In fact, the 
sequences [(o) > a > u ] proposed by Cooper and Ross occur precisely in the 
reverse in an overwhelming majority of the cases, as e.g. in: 
while the only example t ha t we have found clearly confirming F2 is 
and this one may well go back to historical reasons. 
What helped solve the problem is what looked most discouraging at 
first. Namely, upon closer examination i t turns out that t h e F 2 p r i n c i p l e 
d o e s n o t r e a l l y w o r k f o r E n g l i s h , e i t h e r . What first aroused 
suspicion was that the proposed vowel sequences for which Cooper and Ross 
d i d n o t f i n d minimal pairs include [a > u] and [o > u], for the exact 
r e v e r s e of which we have a number of examples (although not minimal 
pairs) in Hungarian, as can be seen above. Then the authors remark a t one 
point tha t they have found "one serious counterexample" to their proposed 
ordering in English 
Now, to this we can easily add the trinomial-like interjection 
brou-ha-ha (brouhaha), and, upon some further search, a number 
of other pairs with nearly the same pat te rn that have escaped the authors' 
fúr-farag 
húz-von 
kutya-macska 
csúszik-mászik 
rúg-kapál 
búbánat 
bús-borongós 
huj, huj, hajrá 
("keep busy a t woodwork") 
'keep putting off ' 
('dogs and cats') 
'creep, grovel' 
'kick about' 
'sorrow, grief' 
'gloomy, melancholic' 
(expression of cheering/rooting) 
lót-fut 
ooh and aah. 
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attention, as e.g. 
foot and mouth (disease) 
hook and eye 
room and board 
root and branch 
bull and oyster (this latter one has the syllable rule going for it, 
too). 
And should these examples not by themselves arouse enough suspicion, 
then, for good measure and some further cross-linguistic control testing, we 
can consider the following examples from German: 
(von) Ruf und Rang 
(Das) Drum und Dran 
Dost und Laune 
Sturm und Drang 
(Der Ritter ohne) Furcht und Tadel 
(über) kurz und lang, etc., 
with Hab und Out being the only counterexample tha t comes to mind without 
a more extensive search. 
The above examples in three languages are in themselves so overwhelming 
that one can hardly resist the temptation to add to the list — going back to 
English again: 
Cooper and Ross (u > a) 
notwithstanding the syllable rule or alphabeticism, respectively, or whatever 
other reason for this ordering. 
But guessing aside, the point of course is t h a t what we are dealing with 
is not j«st a large group, or groups, of random exceptions from different 
languages from an otherwise and basically valid rule, but that a n e w r u l e 
is emerging, or a t least the F2 has to be considerably modified. 
Considering the lists of examples confirming the F2 rule for both English 
and Hungarian, and also the above "exceptions" in three languages, the new 
rule can be shown in a simple way. As we have seen, the u, a high back vowel, 
is almost never followed by a high front or even a low front one; the sequence 
is almost exclusively f r o m h i g h b a c k t o l o w e r b a c k . 
In the cases where the F2 rule does seem to work perfectly (i.e. with the 
high front vowels), a similar h i g h t o l o w and/or f r o n t t o b a c k 
shift in the points of vowel formation can be observed. Consequently, the F2 
could — and we argue that it should — be replaced by a l o w e r a n d b a c k , 
or "low-back" rule, covering both h i g h e r t o l o w e r a n d/o r f r o n t 
t o b a c k m o v e m e n t s . 
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The vowel charts below (Figure 1 and Figure 2) are a diagrammatical 
illustration of the original rule of the modified one, respectively. 
h i g h f r o n t h igh back 
Fig. 1 
h i g h f r o n t h i g h back 
Fig. 2 
Some question marks remain; consider e.g. English 
calm and cool, as especially in: 
calm, cool and collected-, or Hungarian 
jár-kel — we shall come back to this one. But the number of 
counterexamples is, for one thing, incomparably smaller than t ha t for the 
originally proposed rule. All in all, both E n g l i s h a n d H u n g a r i a n 
c o n f o r m t o a s i n g l e v o w e l r u l e with about the same accuracy 
tha t we saw for the other two rules discussed. 
We may also note in passing tha t , according to our preliminary observa-
tions, the vowel rule (as well as perhaps the other two rules) may somehow 
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operate not only in simple freezes but also in longer units including proverbs 
and similar constructions, in a fashion observed in freezes, and not entirely 
differently from what Cooper and Ross suggest for English proverbs in s e-
m a n t i с terms.16 
For a tentative and random illustration of what might be emerging, consider 
the following Hungarian sayings: 
1. Amit nyer a réven, elveszti a v ám о n (roughly: 'Wha t is lost on 
the swings is made up on the rounds' — order of clauses reversed), and 
2. Jobb ma egy veréb, mint holnap egy túzok (roughly: 'A bird in the 
hand is worth two in the bush'). 
What is worth noting is apparently the syllable pattern and the vowel 
sequences for place 1 and place 2 elements. 
If we want to provide a summary of our phonological findings so far and 
if we want to do i t in terms of the question of possible u n i v e r s a l i t y , we 
have good reason to be a little more optimistic than were Cooper and Ross, who 
ventured to go only as far as saying that " . . . The prospects of universality 
for c e r t a i n phonological constraints on freezing are s o m e w h a t bright-
er" i.e. than for semantic constraints.17 As we have seen, all well supported 
rules, whether originally worked out for English or for Hungarian, apply to 
both languages with more or less equal strength and show a more or less 
equally low number of exceptions in both languages. 
The one question we cannot even a t tempt to give an approximate 
answer to at this point is that concerning the relative strengte of a rule over 
another, i.e. possible overriding effects among rules; in other words, we do not, 
or not yet, seem to have enough evidence to seriously suggest any hierarchy or 
ranking of strength. The main reason for this lack of evidence is, as it should 
be apparent from the total number of examples, t ha t we do not have a sufficient 
number of conflicts between any two rules for a hierarchy to emerge; at least 
not for the corpus we have so far been working with. 
We do feel, however, tha t we have taken a step in the direction of 
widening the prospects of universality in the phonological area. 
* 
Having looked at phonological constraints, let us now turn to the 
s e m a n t i c f a c t o r s in freezing. I t is in this area that, to the great regret 
of many researchers, the picture so promisingly bright for universality in the 
phonological area, seems to turn bleak. Not tha t the apparent lack of semantic 
16
 "Complex constructions, such as proverbs, are more likely to be retained in the 
general usage of a language if they are constructed such t h a t place I elements are grouped 
together with other place 1 elements . . . and such t h a t the place 1 par t of the construc-
t ions precedes the place 2 par t . " Cooper and Ross, 1975, 68. 
17
 Ibid., 100. Emphasis mine. 
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universale in freezing is considered as something very discouraging by a 11 
researchers: Szpyra, for instance, writing of "Freezes which are fixed in a 
different order in different languages" believes t h a t "Such freezes are partic-
ularly interesting and significant since they may point to the existence of 
different semantic principles in different languages implying tha t the similari-
ties in the first group are merely accidental . . ."18 
Whatever the basic approach and the actual semantic constraints, it 
s hould first of all be pointed out t h a t as soon as we leave the area of reduplica-
tion or "near-reduplication" (both suitable for phonological investigations) 
and turn to i d i o m s and other c o o r d i n a t e f r e e z e s , i t becomes 
obvious that on the whole s e m a n t i c f a c t o r s o v e r r u l e p h o n o -
l o g y . As numbers of sizable and diversified groups of examples show, ' 'if 
there is anything tha t can go wrong (from the standpoint of phonology), 
it does". In other words, whenever i t appears necessary for a semantic factor 
to override a phonological rule or even a group of phonological rules acting 
(or rather: trying to act) in unison, i t mercilessly does so; and this seems to 
equally apply to both English and Hungarian.19 
A highly unusual о > ö (near [e]) sequence becomes rigid for example in 
Hungarian 
megs z okik vagy megs z ökik (approximatively: 'make or 
break'), and a similar force may have been actively operating in 
/ о g g al-kör ömmel ' tooth and nail', although this one obviously 
has the syllable rule going for it, too. 
Similarly in English, there exist relatively rigid pairs tha t go against 
basic phonological predictions, as for instance 
husband and wife, or 
brother and sister, 
both victims of a semantic rule t h a t says M a l e f i r s t . 
18
 Szpyra 1983, 36. 
19
 I t seems t h a t there are a few exceptions. One is English dead or alive, which goes 
against a t least one, and possibly two, semantic constraints: 1 . L i v i n g o r a n i m a t e 
f i r s t , and 2. P o s i t i v e f i r s t ; and which may thus be constrained by the powerful 
syllable law. In Hungar ian , which has élve vagy halva ( 'alive or dead', élet-halál and 
életre-halálra ('for life and death'), phonology and semantics complement and seemingly 
reinforce each other — élve vagy halva is, according to some bilingual Hungarian American 
speakers, more rigid t h a n dead or alive. Similarly, back and forth violates t he rule Front 
first, and apparently follows our newly identified low-back pa t te rn ; the same phonological 
rule m a y be at least pa r t ly responsible for strictly ordered Hungarian éjjel-nappal ( 'night 
and day') , as compared to very loosely ordered English day and night/night and day. 
B u t even here, the principle Positive over negative rears i ts head where i t is perhaps no 
longer expected; consider Hungarian (strictly ordered) Nappalok és éjszakák, confirming 
to either Russian день и ночь or German Tag und Nacht, both "day and n igh t " and 
both ordered. 
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("sickle and hammer ' 
N a t u r a l c h r o n o l o g y seems to be another forceful semantic 
constraint overriding everything else in most cases (with Now being perhaps 
the only occasional r ival to it; see below) as e.g. in Hungarian 
volt, nines, 
approximately 'it 's gone ' or 'it 's all gone' (lit.: ' there was, there is not ') , while 
van vagy nincs ? — 'Have you got one (any, etc.), or n o t ? ' 
satisfies the rule P o s i t i v e f i r s t . 
This remarkable strength of semantic constraints would, and should, of 
course, not by itself jeopardize the search for semantic universale in freezing, 
which is really the most controversial issue. In fact, one could almost logically 
predict a s tate of af fa i rs pointing in just the other direction. That this is not 
entirely the case, however, becomes especially clear when we come to the type 
of striking examples as e.g. the following: 
Hungarian csont és bőr — 'skin and bones' (lit.: 'bone and skin'); 
or English hammer and sickle — despite Hungarian, and, what is perhaps 
more interesting, Russian, 'sickle and hammer ' : 
Hungarian sarló és kapalács, and 
Russian серп и молот 
In the case of t h e Hungarian example, phonology does not seem to have 
had any decisive freezing effect, one way or the other, ye t we have a very rigid 
order as i t goes not only against a normally predictable cross-linguistic analogy, 
but also a t the same t ime against two phonological rules, each one by itself a 
powerful constraint. The only plausible explanation t h a t comes to mind in 
this case is a type of interlinguistic analogy, as predictable for instance f rom: 
English hammer and tongs, and 
hammer and nails. 
But then again, where do those two come from ? 
Another case of unpredictability is presented by 
Hungarian hideg-meleg and ("cold and hot") 
English hot and cold 
where we do not have any strong phonological constraints in either case,20 
yet both pairs are s t r ic t ly ordered — in precisely the reverse direction.21 
20
 I n hideg-meleg (hideg vagy meleg), we do have an i > e sequence in the first 
syllables of place 1 and place 2 elements, respectively, bu t according to all our observa-
tions, a single — and n o t exclusively operating — phonological constraint like this does 
not normally override a strong semantic rule such as P o s i t i v e f i r s t . 
21
 Some colleagues, mainly through verbal communication, have tried t o account 
for some of these opposites in terms of ' 'priorities of values inherent in the na tu re (or 
structure) of a given society", or, to pu t it more simply, in cultural terms. While we do 
not know how useful th i s type of explaining may tu rn out t o be, i t seems to us t h a t it 
would go beyond the relative coherency of this particular s tudy . 
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Considering the above examples, it is less surprising then that , despite 
a general superiority of semantics over phonology, there are a number of 
instances of reverse ordering concerning English and Hungarian, supported 
— possibly — by phonology in one or the other of our two languages. Such 
examples include, among others, the following:22 
English Hungarian 
supply and demand kereslet és kínálat 
("demand and supply") 
nouns and verbs ige, főnév ("verb, noun") 
prince and pauper koldus és királyfi 
("pauper and prince") 
laugh and cry (nem tudtam, hogy) sírjak vagy nevessek 
( 'I didn' t know whether to cry or 
laugh') 
past, present and future jelen, múlt, jövő 
("present, past, future"). 
(it was raining like) cats kutya-macska (barátság) 
and dogs ("dog-cat" friendship - 'live a cat-and-
dog life') 
English Hungarian 
summer and fall télen-nyáron 
summer and winter —('in winter and in summer') — all the 
year round 
black and white fehéren-feketén 
("in white and in black" — in naked 
reality; there is no hiding it) 
but: black-and-white (tv) 'fekete-fehér' (tv) 
buy and sell adásvétel, ('selling and buying') 
adás-vevés, adok-veszek 
('peddling, wheeling and dealing, 
huckstering') 
However, our relatively lengthy list notwithstanding, we cannot suggest 
systematic pat terns of differences between English and Hungarian at this point, 
22
 We do no t suggest tha t there is a particularly prominent contrast just between 
English and Hungar ian . Similar lists could be constructed for English versus other 
languages, but so fa r they do not seem to have generated any significant explanatory 
power, although t h e y make the picture perhaps more interesting, which is, it must be 
admit ted , the single major reason for their inclusion here. 
As one direct continuation of t he present s tudy, a group of languages, including 
re la ted languages as well as non-related ones, will be examined. This s tudy in preparation 
is expected to yield some more insight into some of the details of semantic ordering and 
also concerning t h e whole complexity of the freezing phenomenon. 
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not even in spite of the fact that individually, the majori ty of the cases could 
more or less be accounted for on either semantic or on phonological grounds, 
or as a combination of the two. 
In addition, and despite all the differences, the picture seems better 
than absolutely hopeless for similarities. This is obvious when we look a t the 
dozen and a half or so s e m a n t i c d o m a i n s Cooper and Ross identified, 
that is for which they have found freezes in English — an average of nearly 
a dozen for each domain. In the vast majority of the cases where there is a 
comparable Hungarian freeze (a word-for-word equivalent, a near-equivalent 
or if only a similar construction), t h e o r d e r i n g i s t h e s a m e i n 
H u n g a r i a n , not infrequently a t the price of violating established phono-
logical rules. For a brief illustration consider the following select list — (the 
whole collection could — although should of course not — be mistaken for a 
group of "mirror translations" or "loan translations"): 
English 
Here: here and there itt vagy ott, itt-ott 
jön-megy, jövés-menés 
ez, az, amaz etc. 
férfi és nő 
férj és feleség 
hölgyeim és uraim 
('ladies and gentlemen') 
menyasszony és vőlegény 
('bride and groom') — 
Hungarian 
come and go 
this, that and the other 
Male: man and woman 
husband and wife 
but : ladies and gentlemen 
bride and (bride)groom 
— freezes representing politeness conventions in both languages. 
P o s i t i v e : positive or negative pozitív vagy negatív 
plusz vagy mínusz plus or minus 
more or less többé-kevésbé etc. 
előbb vagy utóbb 
most vagy soha 
Now: sooner or later 
now or never 
yesterday and the day 
before (yesterday) 
tegnap, tegnapelőtt etc. 
Living: life and death 
live or die 
General: form and substance 
élet és halál 
élni vagy (meg)halni etc. 
forma és tartalom 
általános és különös 
szó(val) és tett(el) etc. 
general and particular 
word and deed 
P o w e r 
source: horse and rider 
gin and tonic 
ló és lovas 
gin tonikkal ('gin with tonic') 
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In naming mixed drinks, neither English nor Hungarian seem to show any 
exceptions from the apparent rule that the alcoholic ingredient must take first 
place; further examples include 
Scotch and soda 1 whisky szódával/kólával 
bourbon and coke J ('whisky with soda/coke') 
T h e F o o d a n d D r i n k H i e r a r c h y (approximately: fish > meat > 
drink > fruit > vegetables > baked goods > dairy products > spices) is the 
largest domain Cooper and Ross identify and for which they list more than 30 
examples. Yet, for about two thirds of these freezes there are no one-to-one Hun-
garian correspondences, one reason for which is indeed definitely c u l t u r a l 
(unlike perhaps the cases of hammer and sickle, prince and pauper etc.), given 
the fact that many of the diches, spices etc. themselves are different in the two 
culture areas. 
Another reason for the lack of Hungarian equivalents in some cases is 
grammatical: suffixational relations for instance ab ovo determine the nature 
of many binary constructions which therefore come about by means other than 
freezing. Thus we have e.g. Hungarian vajas kenyér, zsíros kenyér, sajtos 
kenyér etc. — 'bread and but ter ' (lit.: 'buttered bread'), 'bread and drippings' 
(lit.: 'greased bread'), and 'bread and cheese' (lit.: 'cheesed bread') etc., 
respectively.23 
But even in this domain there are some "mirrors" and "near-mirrors", 
including 
English Hungarian 
fish and game hal és vad 
meat and potatoes hús krumplival 
ham and eggs sonka tojással 
and note even: 
bread and water kenyér és víz 
a perfect "mirror" with both expressions going against the established hier-
archy. 
And what is perhaps more significant, of the thirty or so English freezes, 
in not a single case have we found a Hungarian freeze with the reserve ordering. 
23
 This attribute -\-noun type construction is muchm ore f r equen t in Hungarian 
t h a n in English. Similar sets of expressions are constructed with a number of other norms, 
no tab ly those denoting types of food, as tészta — 'noodles', 'pastry' , 'vernicelli'; leves — 
' soup ' ; kalács — (a kind of white bread); főzelék — (vegetables made with shortening); 
and so forth. The numerous at t r ibutes combined with these nouns prevent the formation 
of many bread and butter — type binomials in Hungar ian . 
(lit.: 'fish and game') 
(lit.: 'meat with potato') 
(lit.: 'ham with egg') 
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To add one very convincing example to our long list of similarities: the 
ordering of the cardinal geographical referents and all their sub-components 
(North, South, East, West, Northwest, North by Northwest etc.) is strictly and 
rigidly the same in Hungarian as in English, even a t the price of having to 
violate the otherwise powerful syllable rule in: 
Észak-dél üt . : 'North-South' 
On the other hand, even these (and many other similar) examples are 
altogether little solace for the universalist, who should of course be also aware, 
for instance, of German and Spanish that have West(en) und Ost(en) and 
del sur al norte, respectively — note the possibiüty of a phonological explana-
tion in both cases. 
At one point, Hungarian seems to conspire with Yiddish to ruin an 
otherwise very uniform-looking cross-Unguistic picture in space-axis ordering,24 
and what is worse, there is no apparent explanation — phonological or 
whatever — for the conspirancy; ср.: 
Yiddish orop un aroyf ("down and up") 
unten un oybn ("below and above"); and 
Hungarian le-fel (föl) 
lefelé vagy fel/föl/felé (both "down and u p " — adverbs of direction), 
lent vagy fent ("down or u p " — adverb of place).25 
For another group of related freezes as examples of ordering in the 
reverse direction compared to English, consider 
ki-be ("out and i n " — adverbs of direction); 
kifelé vagy befelé 
kint vagy bent 
kívül-belül 
and also körülbelül 
("outside or inside") 
('outside-inside' — 'inside out'); 
('around and within' — 'approximately' 
24
 Consider, among others, the following: 
Lat in sursumac deorsum ('high and low') 
German auf und nieder (both 'up a n d down') 
auf und ab 
oben und unten ('above and below') 
über und unter ('over and under ' ) 
Indonesian naik turun ('ascend a n d descend') 
— examples given by Cooper and Ross 1975, 87. 
25
 I t must be admitted t h a t t he Hungarian contribution to the conspiracy is 
somewhat half-hearted : none of the three freezes are ve ry rigid, in fact, there are native 
speakers who say t h a t they are hardly ordered at all; t h a t is, föl-le and fönt-lent are just 
(or almost) as o f t en used. In addition, there is t he idiom fel 8 alá (járkál) '(walk) u p 
and down'), while on the other hand this may be (par t ly) counterbalanced by loosely 
ordered le is út, f el is út (expression of sending someone away angrily). 
Apar t f rom Yiddish and Hungarian, we are aware of Russian взад и вперёд 
( 'down and up'), and are almost certain t h a t further "conspirators" could be found. 
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which may again be rare examples of a phonological rule (or possibly two: 
there is also "labialization" in place 2 elements) operating successfully against 
semantics, or a t least against t he ordering in English. 
And the worst is perhaps ye t to come. At the end of their paper, Cooper 
and Ross suggest two potential universale tha t they " . . . have not yet been 
able to shoot down"26 — and which are as follows: 
a) Star-Extra: Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones, 
Van Cliburn and the Moscow Philharmonic, 
John Wayne and a cast of thousands, 
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs; and 
b) Chronology: in a freeze of two verbs which are intended to be in a tem-
poral sequence the place 1 verb denotes the earlier action."27 
Universal " a " is confirmed by Hungarian. For all four freezes quoted, 
Hungarian has its perfect formal equivalent (or translation), and so i t does for a 
large number of similar pairs in English without any exceptions t h a t we are 
aware of. In addition, it has of course its own numerous examples of "Star-
E x t r a " , including, among many others: 
Lakatos Sándor és népi zenekara ( S á n d o r L a k a t o s 2 8 and his Gipsy 
Band ' ) and 
Zalatnay Sarolta és a három Tini (a pop group). 
Universal " b " , however, is in trouble: for what seems to be a painful but 
unavoidable instance of universal-shooting, consider 
Hungarian jár-kel 
(jártában-keltében etc.), an absolutely irreversible pair meaning 'wander 
around' , 'be on the move', 'come and go', 'walk about ' , 'travel about ' etc., 
where both jár and kel are otherwise separate, individual verbs, jár meaning 
'walk' and kel meaning 'get up' or 'rise'. 
26
 Cooper and Ross 1975, 102. 
" I b i d : 102. 
28
 Given the subject matter of th is paper, it is perhaps not entirely inappropriate 
t o no te a t this point t h a t Hungarian, unlike most other European languages, orders 
personal names in the reverse direction, i.e. first names last, last names f i rs t . This goes 
tradit ionally and without exception for H u n g a r i a n personal names, while t he order 
for non-Hungarian ones changed historically with the changes in approaches and att i tudes 
toward translation. According to prevailing translation practices in the 19th century and 
earlier, e v e r y t h i n g was to be t ransla ted (or of ten ra the r : adapted); by now this 
approach has turned into what we might call a minimalist one. Thus, for instance, the 
full "Hungar ian n a m e " of Shakespeare has changed f r o m earlier L á n d z s a r á z ó 
V i l m o s (lit.: 'Spear-shaking William') t o a somewhat more plausible William Shakes-
peare. However, many historical names have kept the characteristics of an original 
t ransla t ion including the reversed order. Thus we have Oroszlánszívű Richárd ( 'Richard 
the Lionhearted') , Rettegett Iván ('Terrible Ivan ' ) and so fo r th . 
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By way of a tentat ive conclusion it must be noted that in this study we 
have barely gone beyond scratching the surface of a large and complex field 
called the freezing phenomenon. Some of the aspects of research not discussed 
here but which should eventually be incorporated in further studies include 
r h y t h m,29 v o w e l h a r m o n y for Hungarian (and other agglutinative 
languages) — vowel qualities change very rapidly in respect to consonants 
which may lead to an explanation of a number of ' 'exceptions", and shed more 
light on the interaction of phonology and semantics; and also a general h i s t o -
r i c a l l o o k b a c k . Also, as we mentioned it earlier, the investigation 
should be extended over units larger and more complex than simple binary 
pairs, as there are indications t ha t the freezing phenomenon goes beyond 
binomials. Finally, i t seems necessary that we include other languages in 
future research, thus making a comparison of related languages as well as 
non-related ones, and so hoping to gain more insight in general and more 
knowledge of H u n g a r i a n freezes in particular. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. There can be observed certain serious contradictions in the discus-
sion of semantic relations between words related through word-formation 
processes. For example, it has been stated in various frameworks1 t ha t the 
formation, always by rule, of a word is automatically prevented by the presence 
of a synonym having the same base. How is such a statement to be reconciled 
with typical observations in the context of historical descriptions of individual 
languages to the effect tha t word-formation synonymy can be created both 
by rule and by lexical processes, although unstable and tending to decay? 
Besides questions of relative chronology, we have here a theoretical contradic-
tion as to the existence of paradigmatic synonymy in general and to the manner 
of its creation as well. In order to evaluate the above and related claims, a 
differentiated conception of the semantics of word-formation is necessary. 
In the following sketch of some diachronic aspects of t he paradigmatic relations 
of polysemy and synonymy, I shall t ry to satisfy this minimum requirement. 
1.2. Concepts and definitions. The following concepts are essential to 
the framework on which the present discussion is based.2 
1.2.1. Status of word-formation. Inflectional and word-formation mor-
phology together form a separate component of t he grammar, t h a t is, are 
neither part of syntax nor of the lexicon,3 although of course they interact 
with both. 
1.2.2. Word-formation. In this framework there are two series of word-
formation rules, namely semantic rules and formal rules, which are paired 
1 E . g . M. Aronoff 1976, p. 55; F . Plank: Morphologische (Ir-)Regularitäten. 
Tübingen 1981, 148f. H . Paul : Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte, Halle 1909. 
2
 These and other related concepts are presented in detail in m y dissertation. 
(Pounder, 1987). 
3 The lexicon is considered to be the (static) store of all of the speaker 's semantic, 
syntactic, referential, and extra-linguistic knowledge of lexical items (words, stems) and 
should be modelled in as psychologically realistic a m a n n e r as possible; th i s implies a 
high degree of flexibility and plasticity, as well as a high degree of redundancy. 
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with each other ( = word-formation operation) in various combinations to 
form or to analyze words. 
1.2.3. Word-formation paradigms. The word-formation paradigm is a 
construct showing formal, semantic, and other relations between (simplex 
and complex) stems and words (stems) built f rom them, and as such performs 
a bridging function between the morphological component and the lexicon. I t 
is meant to correspond to psychological reality, t ha t is, it is certain that one of 
t he modes of organization that a speaker makes use of is the relaying of ele-
ments related through word-formation. On the other hand, the graphic repre-
sentation chosen has of course no "real" counterpart, so that this may be de-
termined by the requirements of the problem a t hand (e.g. the degree of 
abstraction of the representations of morphological units or of processes). 
The word-formation paradigm is both static (where it might be equated 
wi th the notion of word-family or word-nest) and dynamic (processual) in 
nature.4 This means tha t every (ad hoc or other) word-formation act is carried 
out in relation to a word-formation paradigm5 (cf. J.v. Marie's reference to 
elements in absentia), including t h e spontaneous binding of other formal and 
semantic rules than in the "lexically fixed" pair. 
There is a high degree of individual variation in the formal and semantic 
organization and content of word-formation paradigms; in this respect, they 
might be compared to the lexicon.6 
1.2.4. Semantics of word-formation. 1.2.4.1. Word-formation rules. Al-
though arbitrarity can probably not be completely avoided, our goal 
should be to propose word-formation rules which can be empirically proved 
to be "realistic" and that are not so specific as to be controversial.7 These 
should express s tandard (not language-specific) relations, whose application 
is dependent on the semantic content of the base on the one hand and whose 
identification is aided by the context on the other hand. Non-relational 
elements of meaning are considered to be lexical; for example, for a complex 
4
 L. Guilbert (La Créativité Lexicale, Larousse, Paris 1975) was probably the 
first t o develop the idea of the dynamic word-formation paradigm. Cf. also J . v. Marie 
1984. 
5
 I t could be t h a t certain kinds of word-formation are not necessarily directly 
paradigmatic in nature, e.g. ad-hoc compounding or syntac t ic derivation in text where 
the immediate, cohesion-forming relationships are between preceding or following lexical 
elements. 
6
 Cf. S. Henderson-Taylor (On the Acquisition and Completion of Lexical Entries 
In : Papers from the Parasession on the Lexicon. Chicago Linguistic Society 1978, p. 
347—3661 
7
 Cf. here Aronoff 1976, 1984; W . Zwanenburg 1984, R . Beard 1981, B. Warren 
1978, M. Ljung 1970, I . S. Uluxanov 1977. Pounder 1987 contains a ful ler discussion 
of word-formation semantics as well as a complete system of semantic rules. 
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word designating an object, the closer specification of the nature of the object 
("human" , "non-human", "habitual", "non-habitual" etc.) would not be 
par t of the rule, but rather be lexically or contextually determined. The idea 
tha t word-formation can regularly express elements of meaning that are not 
par t of the word-formation meaning appears at first paradoxical, and indeed 
conflicts with our superficial intuitions as speakers of a language; however, 
it must be borne in mind tha t these rules state relations between words (or 
their referents) and do not describe things.8 
A simplified example of a possible semantic rule appears below: 
'Y' = 'L IKE ( 'X') ' for the comparison relation, 
e.g. 'doughy^ = 'LIKE ('dough')' 
'milk-' = 'LIKE ('milk') 
in milk-white 
where 'Y' is the word-formation meaning of a complex word (stem), L I K E the 
label of the function or relation, and 'X ' represents the s tem content. 
1.2.4.2. Synonymy and polysemy. There has been a good deal of dis-
cussion concerning word-formation synonymy, e.g. criteria such as substi tuta-
bility, the question of whether absolute synonymy is possible, and so on. This 
is among other things due to the fact t h a t often no effor t is made to analyze 
the semantic structure of complex words, so that elements of lexical meaning 
get mixed up with the general abstract rules just mentioned. I will no t dis-
cuss the matter further here, but will define w о r d-f o r m a t i o n s y n o -
n y m y as follows: 
Two words are (fully) word-formationally synonymous when: 
1) the formal requirements are satisfied (i.e. same or related base, same 
lexical class (exceptions here) and so on), and 
2) they share the same semantic rule or rules. 
Likewise, partial synonymy occurs when the words have at least one 
semantic rule in common and at least one not; inclusion occurs when one word 
has all semantic rules of the other and a t least one additional one, etc. 
Thus it is possible for two words to be word-formationally synonymous 
but n o t lexically synonymous, i.e. no t substitutable in all or even any 
contexts. 
W о r d-f o r m a t i o n p o l y s e m y : a word is word-formationally 
polysemous when its form corresponds to more than one semantic rule. I t must 
then be lexically polysemous, of course. 
8
 There are possible exceptions to this, such as the t r e a t m e n t of " feminiz ing" 
suffixes. In general, it can be said tha t word-formation rules differ as to degree of abst ract-
ness, t h a t is to say, are hierarchically ordered (cf. W. Zwanenburg 1984, I. S. Uluxanov 
1977). 
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We therefore recognize a semantic s tructure of complex words, which 
allows us to show several levels of synonymy and polysemy. 
1.2.4.3. Levels of meaning. A complex word may be said to have four 
levels of meaning:9 
1) w о r d-f o r m a t i o n m e a n i n g : the semantic rule or rules 
corresponding to the formal rule. 
2) l e x i c a l m e a n i n g : the information available to the speaker 
t ha t is not contained in the word-formation rule; it refers t o the whole word 
or its referent and is not necessarily relational. The treatment of lexicalization 
on a level separate from word-formation prevents the common confusion wi th 
lexicalized formations: it is o f ten forgotten t h a t the semantic rule is extractable 
(and is extracted) from the to t a l meaning even in the presence of lexicalization. 
3) s i t u a t i o n a l r o l e : This notion is adapted f rom I. A. Mel'cuk's 
syntactic roles; in some ways i t is comparable to the thematic roles of other 
frameworks. The situational roles correspond to the participants (actants) in a 
given pragmatic situation (in our case, tha t referred to by t h e content of t h e 
stem). This level is relevant for all lexical classes, but more particularly for 
nouns and verbs.10 
4) s t y l i s t i c l e v e l : This is the most superficial semantic aspects 
concern especially function as intensifier and secondary semantic rules. 
Thus can the meaning of every complex word be specified according to 
these four levels. I t may be, in a given case or set of stems/paradigms, that t he 
one or the other of these levels does not happen to be relevant. 
On the basis of these concepts then I shall examine the problems men-
tioned in 1.1., namely paradigmatic polysemy and synonymy from a diachronic 
point of view. 
2. Polysemy in the word-formation paradigm 
2.1. Word-formation polysemy. This semantic relation concerns t h e 
relationship between the base of a word-formation and the word-formation 
9
 The number four was ar r ived at empirically. I t may be verif ied by observation 
of diachronic development: t he levels described here are those on which semantic 
change occurs. Also, when comparing two or more members of a paradigm, we see t h a t 
these are precisely the aspects in which they differ f r o m one another . 
10
 I t is conceivable tha t t h i s level should n o t constitute a special level, but r a the r 
be included in the lexical level. The reasoning for th i s would be t h a t as the lexical level 
is "responsible" for the referential distribution of complex words, t h e fact that a given 
word refers to one or the other part icipant in a given situation is a lexical question. 
Others would be inclined to characterize the s i tuat ional roles, as the i r originator did, as 
being syntactic in nature. While admit t ing these possibilities (and favouring the former), 
I prefer to consider the situational role level as separate , though of course less general 
t h a n the lexical level. 
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itself, tha t is to say: the semantic content of the stem is used as the hasis 
for more than one semantic relation (rule). For example, from a noun denoting 
a human being may be derived the relations of possession, of origin, of 
comparison, of the related "suitable to", as well as the most general rule 
expressing relatedness. The development of word-formation polysemy occurs 
when the number of semantic rules expressed by a given form is less than 
tha t of the possible semantic rules regularly expressed by word-formation 
processes in a given language for each subset of the lexicon. In fact, even 
apart from the "filling up" of the potential spaces for semantic rules in a 
particular word formation paradigm, word-formation polysemy appears to arise 
very naturally. Many semantic rules are conceptually related to others, as has 
often been remarked, so that the possibihty of word-formation polysemy 
expanding is high.11 
An example of semantic expansion on this level is the German paradigm 
Early dictionaries only give (the equivalent of) the comparison relation; in the 
most recent Duden the "having" relation is given as well ( 'WITH').12 
A natural question is then: what can check the development of word-
formation polysemy in one case or another ? If one subscribes to the principle 
that the ideal Form-Meaning relation is biunique, then one should expect 
word-formation polysemy to be inhibited, or, should it be allowed to arise, to be 
unstable, tha t is, to be eliminated af ter a short period of time. There really 
does not seem to be any such principled check on the coming into existence of 
word-formation polysemy, if this polysemy is "normal" in the word-formation 
system or subsystem in question. Furthermore, a "division of labour"between 
different forms, should it occur, is itself unstable. 
11
 The potentiality of word-formation polysemy can be easily tested. For example, 
I tested reactions to regularly built forms in usual tex tua l contexts going back to " u n -
usual" semantic rules ("unusual" with respect to the individual paradigm) for German. 
There was, as was to be expected, great individual variation, but the results very clearly 
showed a considerable tolerance for these different "po ten t ia l " rules. Another proof of 
this inherent polysemy was a test in which the subjects were asked to build words f rom 
stems for which there is lexically speaking no derivational paradigm. The variety of 
semantic rules used within the test group was surprisingly great. 
12
 This is really a lexicographical question; due to the potentiality of word-forma-
tion polysemy it seems natural to suppose tha t knotig in the sense of e.g. " k n o t t y wood" 
( 'WITH' ) was possible earlier. 
This and the following are very concrete representations of paradigms, to avoid 
complicating mat ters through unfamiliar formal symbolism. 
KNOT-: KNOT- knotig 
L I K E L I K E 
W I T H 
Mod. G 
knotig 
17th— 18th c. 
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2.2. Lexical polysemy. Polysemy on this level can take several forms, 
the most important of which is the variety of referents "covered" by a 
given formation (cf. English sleeper: person, object (train car, child's gar-
ment, among others; cf. Dressler 1980); in cases where lexicalization has 
taken place, it is possible for a formation to have a "straight" (i.e. purely 
word-formation) meaning a n d the more specific one at the same time (this 
sort of polysemy is always potential in text) ; in connection with this arises 
the question of how much of the referential content is met with in the base 
(for example, the formation may refer to only one aspect of this content; 
denominal adjectives with the semantic rule of comparison may refer to 
only one quality or characteristic of the basis of comparison, e.g. with 
substances to taste, colour, consistency, or to more — nudelig ( 'noodle -y') 
could in principle be many things, bu t refers only to consistency (at least 
according to a small number of informants), whereas kreidig or the Engl, 
equivalent chalky can refer to colour, taste, and so on.) 
Now, change is possible — and frequent — with all aspects of lexical 
polysemy. The following examples show reduction and expansion in a fairly 
complicated paradigm, with lexicalization. 
heartful 3 
HEART-
1. organ 
2. (origin of) courage 
3. . . . affection 
4. . . . intelligence 
5. . . . vigour, strength 
H E A R T 
hearty 2, 4 
M. E. 
hearty 5 
Mod. E. 
' heartful 3 
-hearty 2, 3, 4, 
Late M. E . 
heartful 3 
— hearty 2, 3, 4, 5 
heartsome 3, 5 
1700 
With the many lexical meanings of hearty and earlier heartful — 'intelli-
gent', 'strong', 'courageous', 'affectionate' etc. — and the different referents 
— originally used for persons only, the words were extended to such things as 
food and drink etc. — there has been only the one semantic rule, namely 
' Y ' = ' W I T H ( ' X ' ) ' ("having" -relation). In the German example below, there 
are more semantic rules available, namely 'PROM' (origin relation', 'REL-' 
relatedness relation) etc. 
H E R Z 
1 — 5 
6 sincerity 
— herzig 3 
_herzhaft 2, 4 
— herzlich 4, 6 
herzig 6 
herzhaft 2 
herzlich 3, 6 
— herzig 3 
— herzhaft 5 (->- food) 
-herzlich 1 (REL); 6 
17th— 18th. c. 1800 Mod. G. 
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2.3. Polysemy of situational role. Change in the polysémie relations of 
a word-formation to its base can often be observed at this level. With bo th 
verbs and adjectives we see some regular lexically dependent splits, which 
appear to be often difficult to uphold. The following example shows how two 
different languages "deal with" equivalent bases: 
German: (reduction) 
FURCHT-
vorhtlich Sx, S2 
vorhtec S1; S2 
vorhtbaere Sx 
vorhtesam Sx, S2 
M.H.G. 
— fürchtlich Si 
— fürchtig S2  
-furchtbar Sx — 
— furchtsam S2, (Sx  
-fürchterlich Sx 
Early Mod. G. 
— furchtbar Sx 
— furchtsam S2 
— fürchterlich S^ 
Mod. G. 
where Sx = source (a sorrowful event) 
S2 = experiencer (sorrowful person) 
Here we see a reduction in the number of possible situational roles from 
Middle High German onward; a "division of labour" is effected. This would 
appear to confirm the notion of biuniqueness being optimal, except that there 
many examples in German of paradigms where polysemy is present. The 
English example shows expansion within the paradigm: 
FEAR- — fearful Sx, S2 
M. E. 
fearful S1, S2 
fearsome Sx 
17th c. 
— fearful S1; S2 
fearsome Sx, S2 
from 1800 
2.4. Stylistic polysemy. Here we see expansion and reduction of plural 
stylistic values (e.g. intensifier function and "literal" meaning (neutral) at 
the same time), e.g. fürchterlich ('causing fear') acquired soon after i ts ap-
pearance the intensifier function, probably in analogy to furchtbar, already 
polyvalent. 
2.5. Stability of paradigmatic polysemy. The question arises of wheth-
er it is possible to show tha t one level is more susceptible (or resistant) 
to change than another. I t would in fact appear tha t the meaning levels 
are not equivalent in this respect: although the existence and growth of 
polysemy on all levels are very natural and frequently occurring pheno-
mena, they are most predictable on the word-formation level. Thus i t is 
difficult to find examples, even with a very large corpus, of reduction and 
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expansion within the same conditions of regular Form-Meaning rule com-
binations on the first level, and what there is seems to be of the nature of a 
lexicographical accident. The predictability of word-formation polysemy is due 
to the fact t ha t the set of possibilities is finite; for a given word-stem, the 
potential polysemy is a function of pragmatic possibility dependent on stem 
content, and the regular Form-Meaning rule combinations for the relevant 
subset of the lexicon. As well, we must not forget that these word-formation 
rules are such that they are known, that is to say, psychologically real to the 
speakers/hearers, and are so to speak automatically extracted and applied, 
just as formal elements are, so that a speaker/hearer can very well judge 
which semantic rule is meant contextually, jus t as he can interpret a compound 
word. That is, there is i n p r i n c i p l e no need for monosomy here, and 
normative efforts in this direction may very well be rejected. 
As far as limits on polysemy are concerned, it is difficult to generalize, 
as word-formation polysemy is not uniformly tolerable over a given system 
(cf. in German the restricted number of semantic rules for animal names as 
compared to bases denoting human beings) ; in addition, one must not forget 
tha t in some cases only one semantic rule may be pragmatically imaginable. 
The discussion of paradigmatic polysemy can be concluded with the 
suggestion t ha t statements as to the undesirability of polysemy as an asym-
metrical relation must be relativized. There seems to be no need to express 
every semantic rule or every nuance of meaning with a separate lexical unit; 
historical developments show a preference for polysemy over large paradigms, 
tha t is, ones with many members of the same order. The reasons for this may 
be that expansion and reduction on the word-formation level have a different 
status: here we have formation by rule, whereas expansion and reduction on 
the lower lexical levels are due to lexical processes. 
3. Synonymy in the word-formation paradigm 
As indicated in 1.1., paradigmatic synonymy is treated in an undiffer-
entiated manner, generally speaking. As a corollary to the statement t h a t 
lexical synonymy does not exist, paradigmatic synonymy is often declared 
to be impossible, whereby there is usually no effort made to consider any other 
than the lexical meaning of complex words. Thus it was possible to derive a 
principle ("blocking principle" etc.) saying tha t the presence of a complex 
word with a meaning X prevented the formation of a new complex word with 
tha t same meaning, this principle being used to explain limits on productivity.13 
The main problem here, apar t from the vagueness of the semantics, is t h a t 
13
 Cf. e.g. M. Aronoff 1976. 
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the principle runs contrary to fact. Others,14 confronted with the existence of 
paradigmatic synonomy in actual cases, adapted this principle, saying that a 
truly ("syntactic") productive rule was not subject to it, so that synonomy 
could come about; this is quite a crass contradiction. 
We must consider the "blocking" of a word-formation act as functioning 
momentarily only; it cannot principally exclude the formation of a synonym 
or of the application of a new semantic rule to an existing form taking place 
in five minutes, next week, or next year. "Blocking" of synonymy involves 
the activation of the normative capacity of the speaker/writer and can thus 
only apply to individual cases. Cf. here J . v. Marie's expression ' 'non-syste-
matic non-occurrence" of rule application and his statement tha t (p. 205): 
"blocking is a phenomenon which we consider to relate above all things to 
'language use' (and not to language structure)". 
There arises the question of whether the "blocking" or the reduction of 
paradigmatic synonymy applied to the word-formation level and to the lexical 
levels equally. If it could be shown t h a t this is not the case, tha t the special 
status of the word-formation level observed with paradigmatic polysemy has a 
parallel with the semantic relation, then one could speak of a certain poten-
tiality existing here as well. 
3.1. Word-formation synonymy. The first possibility for the development 
of word-formation synonymy is the application of a rule or rather rule com-
bination when a paradigm member of the same order and with the same 
semantic rule(s) is present. I t may be that the f irs t form is no longer as 
frequently paired with the(se) semantic rule(s) as formerly, so tha t the new 
form-meaning-combination represents the newer, more typical, normal relation. 
The creation of word-formation synonymy by rule can also occur when there 
is no such difference between the normality of the rule pair. The possibilities 
of combination correspond to the scope of each rule with respect to the 
meaning of the base (class of bases). For example, in German, for denominal 
adjectives whose bases denote concrete objects or substances, the semantic 
rule expressing comparison may be paired with the suffixes -ig und -haft, 
whereas the rules combining -lich, -isch, -haft, and -ig with the stem are 
paired with the same semantic rule for stems denoting human beings or 
abstract notions. In addition to this, the same semantic rule can be paired 
with little restriction with formal rules of several word-formation processes, 
e.g. derivation, compounding, serial compounding, participle formation, etc. 
Examples of such paradigm growth could he seen in the above FURCHT-, 
FEAR-, HERZ- and HEART- paradigms; below are two more German 
paradigms : 
14
 Cf. e.g. E. Broselow; also the discussion in R . Schupbach. 
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bienenhaft (dictionary) 
a) BIEN-
Ъее' 
(test example) — bienig 
'bee-y') (test answer) 
Semantic Rule: 'Y' = 'LIKE ('X') ' 
— klatschaft previously existing 
formation 
b) KLATSCH- -
'gossip' 
— klatschig new formation (Duden 1976) 
'gossipy' 
Semantic Rule: 'Y' = 'WITH ( 'X') ' 
Further, when several forms are already present in the paradigm, and they 
were on this level, not synonymous up till the point in question, a new 
semantic rule may be applied (analogical extension). For example, the German 
METALL- ('metal') -paradigm was split semantically for the rules OUT OF 
(metallen) ('metal-') and L I K E (metallisch) ('metallic'); these are now par-
tially synonymous as metallen can be used with the semantic rule LIKE (and 
metallisch) is also word-formationally polysemous, in that the form is paired 
with REL (relatedness relation) as well. 
These processes can be subsumed under the general concepts of extension 
of context or of unchecked rule application; furthermore, they are parallel 
to those typical of the development of polysemy in the word-formation para-
digm. 
3.2. Lexical synonymy. Synonymy may arise through neutralization 
of a former nuance or contextual differentiation, or again through natural 
analogical extension of the one or the other paradigm member (through the 
inability to "keep the two forms apar t" or remember "which is which"); 
this is encouraged by contexts where the original differentiation is irrele-
vant , or new contexts, where both words may apply. An example of neutral-
ization is provided by the German MEISTER- paradigm ( 'master '): the early 
Modern German words meisterhaft and meisterlich were both formed by the 
semantic rule 'LIKE' , but referred to different characteristics of a 'Meister'; 
in modern German, both have the meaning 'masterly'. 
MEISTER meisterhaft ('lordly, arrogant') meisterhaft ( 'masterly') 
^ meisterlich ( 'masterly') meisterlich ( 'masterly') 
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An example of expansion: the English words observation and observance 
were originally derived from different lexical meanings of the verb observe-, 
Fowler gives examples of each derivation being used in both senses (p. 395) 
" to reinforce observance with imagination" "The British Govt, has failed to 
secure the observation of law . . . " 
3.3. Synonymy of situational role. The extension of application of a 
given lexical item to another role in a given pragmatic situation is frequent 
(cf. H. Fielding (Joseph Andrews) " th is sick and painful bed") or the 
German expression durstige Baustelle ( 'thirsty construction site', i.e. one 
where one is not allowed to drink beer). Should there exist differences 
between two forms, this difference can be neutralized, either through ex-
tension of the one or reduction of the other, e.g. the FEAR- paradigm above, 
where we saw the extension of fearsome, or the FURCHT- paradigm, where 
the number of roles for furchtsam was reduced. An additional example is the 
EKEL- paradigm in German, where two stages of total synonymy and one of 
inclusion may be observed (there is still a lexical difference, but that is not 
relevant here). 
EKEL- —! 
'nausea, disgust' 
— ekeiig S1; S2 
ekelhaft S1; S2 —ekelhaft Sx 
ekelig S1( S2 ekeiig Si 
ekelhaft Sx 
'nauseous' 
in both Engl, 
senses (S^ S2) 
Early Mod. G. 1800 Mod. G. 
3.4. Stylistic level. Continuing the same pattern, neutralization of 
differences causing reduction to synonymy or extension through application 
of a secondary rule can be observed here, for example, in the FURCHT-
paradigm, the new member fürchterlich came to acquire the intensifier 
function in additional to the literal sense, thus becoming totally synonymous 
on all levels with furchtbar. 
3.5. Reduction of synonymy in the word-formation paradigm. This is 
a much discussed topic: it is claimed tha t synonymy is eliminated in 
one way or another as being superfluous as soon after i t occurs as possible.15 
15
 Cf. e.g. I. Ohnheiser, H . J . Grimm, V. У. Vinogradov, I . M. Mal'eeva i.a. 
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That a formal reduction ("paradigm deflation") and a reduction of synonymy 
in the word-formation paradigm is a frequent occurrence cannot be denied, 
as historical studies of e.g. French, German, or Russian show.18 One may 
however legitimately ask if these reductions are exclusively a reaction to 
"uneconomic" synonymy, or if there might have been "simply" a massive 
formal reduction, tied to a change in priority of the various functions of 
word-formation in general. A "desire" for paradigms with relatively few 
members, although not a wish for the elimination of a motivated lexicon ! — 
would then be behind the principal tolerance of polysemy and to both the 
existence of and limits on synonymy, i.e. analogical extension of the same 
form leads to partial or total synonymy as well as to polysemy, as there is 
reluctance to "create" a new form-meaning combination.17 As far as polysemy 
is concerned, i t is "bet ter" t ha t one form have more meaning (semantic rules) 
than that there be several monosemic, different forms. Such preferences are 
language-specific and can change over time within a particular language. 
The processes of reduction are familiar: here follow a few brief examples 
on each of the paradigmatic levels. 
3.5.1. Reduction of word-formation synonymy. As evidence for this 
interpretation, consider the normative efforts of language critics such as 
Adelung in the late 18th and early 19th centuries in. Germany: these insist-
ed on the observance of a "functional spbt" in denominal paradigms between 
adjectives with the L I K E and the WITH rules, complaining that no one 
seemed to be able to keep the difference straight; the resulting developments 
showed the failure of their labours, as the paradigms were systematically 
reduced to (usually) only one derived member, necessarily polysemous. 
Differentiation: Here there may be preferences for certain separations 
and tolerance for other partial synonymies and polysemies, for example denomi-
nal adjectives from bases denoting substances in German: hölzern (OUT OF; 
LIKE) - holzig (WITH; L IKE) ('wood'); gläsern (OUT OF) - glasig (LIKE); 
clrähtern (OUT OF) —drahtig (LIKE) ('wire'); or another type of separation in 
Russian, namely between the relative adjective on the one hand and all other 
semantic rules on the other hand: vlcusovoj (REL) vs. vkusnyj (WITH) (cf. 
also German geschmacklich (new) vs. schmackhaft, schmackig-, English taste- vs. 
tasty). 
Formal elimination of one member: Here there are countless examples; 
cf. the systematic reduction of German paradigms with concrete stems, e.g. 
16
 Cf. M. Gawelko, V. V. Vinogradov, I. M. Mal'oeva. 
17
 This of course does no t constitute an absolute "blocking principle" or mean 
t h a t word-formation paradigms never become enlarged. 
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— salzig 
SALZ- salzhaft - salzig (WITH; L IKE) 
— salzicht 
17th-18th c. Mod. G. 
3.5.2. Reduction of lexical synonymy. The originally synonymous schmerz-
haft and schmerzlich (both 'painful', both S^ are now differentiated according 
to the type of pain involved: schmerzhaft refers to physical pain and schmerzlich 
to emotional pain, so that there is a different expression for "painful wound" 
and "painful event".18 
3.5.3. Reduction of synonymy of situational role. Cf. the German 
FURCHT- paradigm. 
3.5.4. Stylistic synonymy. The originally synonymous kindisch and 
kindlich ('childish', 'childlike') are now differentiated according to the second-
ary semantic rule expressing pejorative shading. The situation is fur ther 
complicated by the third paradigm member kindhaft and the capacity of 
kindlich in unambiguous contexts to be matched with t he secondary semantic 
rule. 
Synonymy on the word-formation paradigm seems to be more susceptible 
to reduction than polysemy, perhaps par t ly due to the fact tha t the potentiality 
of fulfilment mentioned above is lacking in synonymy. The tolerance level for 
synonymy seems to depend on the semantic content of the stem (class) and 
what is "normal" for this class in a given language. For, example, in German, 
bases denoting concrete objects seem not to allow many formal rules a t once 
in adjective formation, although synonymy with formations resulting from 
other processes (participles, compounding, serial compounding) is very well-
tolerated and it exists as a full alternate, occasionally wi th lexical differentia-
tion, side b y side with derivation. Synonymy seems to be much more tolerable 
with stems denoting human beings and abstracta in general. However, word-
formation synonymy is more stable t h a n synonymy on any other level, as a 
general principle, as can be seen from the more frequent differentiation on 
lower levels. 
18
 The instability of such differentiations is proven by t h e following r emark found 
in a s tudent newspaper (May 1986): "Viele von Euch haben es selbst erleben können, das 
Demokratieverhältnis der Linken; manche sogar sehr schmerzhaf t . " 
This example has been simplified, as there was originally a differentiation on the 
level of si tuational role. 
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4. Conclusion 
Thus far the asymmetrical relations of paradigmatic polysemy and 
synonymy have been portrayed as being in principle na tura l and tolerable, 
although potentially unstable (as are indeed all semantic relations). More 
particularly, word-formation polysemy and synonymy appear to be frequently -
developing and endurable phenomena. How can the disruption of these 
relations be interpreted? From a psychological standpoint we must consider 
the value of the linguistic sign. The formal word-formation process functions 
as a s i g n a l , tha t is, the primary function of word-formation processes is 
precisely to "point a t " the existence of some relation; the known quantities 
are the formal processes, the formal elements, and the semantic relations 
I t is possible to have word formation acting on this level alone, that is, without 
normative restriction. Here potential synonymy can be exploited to a maxi-
mum ; any one of the palette of formal candidates may be chosen to indicate a 
given semantic rule. We see in the modern European languages that lexical 
fixation plays a greater role than in previous stages: there is a noticeable pre-
ference for maximal polysemy, tha t is, for limiting the signal function to a f ixed, 
known number of formal possibilities. Normative restrictions may of course be 
in force in a particular case or over a subset or the word-formation system. 
It should now be sufficiently clear tha t a complex semantic structure for 
complex words must be recognized and tha t the systematic, relational level 
of word-formation meaning must be separated from lexical levels of meaning 
(lexical meaning, situational role, the semantic aspects of style). Without such 
a differentiated concept, it is impossible to offer an adequate description of 
language change in word-formation. Moreover, if the word-formation level is 
recognized as being the only systematic one, we can restrict our demands for 
predictability in diachrony and dynamic formation to this level. The discussion 
of p r o d u c t i v i t y as a concept concerning systematicity and rules belongs 
in this level alone. Likewise, word-formation synonymy and polysemy as 
defined here receive a special s ta tus in the context of paradigmatic polysemy 
and synonymy; changes in the constellations of Form-Meaning rule combina-
tions within a paradigm are of a higher order t han changes on the lower levels, 
and it is on the basis of t h e s e changes that the word-formation system evolves 
over time. One of the major forces behind the constant evolution of word-
formation systems is the potential nature of word-formation polysemy, causing 
expansion of word-formation meaning for one form on the one hand (thus 
destroying "functional splits") and thus contributing eventually to increased 
synonymy on the other hand. The actualization of potential word-formation 
synonymy contributes to polysemy in a given paradigm. These interdependen-
cies, which can be quite intricate, are the stuff that investigations of word-
formation (semantics) should be based on. 
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R E C U R S I V E N E S S I N W O R D - F O R M A T I O N , W I T H 
S P E C I A L R E G A R D TO S P A N I S H 
F . R A I N E R 
(University of Salzburg, Austria) 
1. The case for an "iteration constraint" 
There seems to be fairly wide-spread agreement among students of 
morphology as to the existence of a general constraint to the effect that some 
kinds of word-formation rules or even word-formation rules in general may not 
apply to their own output. 
As far as I can see, Uhlenbeck (1962, 428) was the first to come up with 
the idea ' ' that it is not permitted to add the same affixational element twice".1 
This version of an Iteration Constraint will henceforth be referred to as ' ' I terat-
ed Affix Constraint". 
Mayerthaler (1977, 61), Strauss and Bauer narrow the domain of t he 
Iteration Constraint to suffixation (I shall call this version the "I terated 
Suffix Constraint"). They use it to explain the ungrammaticality of *reddishish, 
*syntacticalal, *brotherhoodhood, * dictatorshipship (Strauss (1980,105)), *joyful-
ful, *helplessnessness, *dukedomdom (Bauer (1983, 92)) and * container izeize 
(ibid., 80). 
Bauer fur ther notes that 
I t is no t the fac t of previous suff ixat ion which blocks these forms, as the existence 
of help-less-ness proves, but t he identity of the two suffixes. No te t h a t this is n o t 
a restriction on the function of the suffixes, since two nominalization suffixes 
can be conjoined, as in provis-ion-ment, bu t *environ-ment-ment is not possible. 
The "Multiple Application Constraint" of Lieber (1981, 171 — 173), on 
the other hand, is even more powerful than the Iterated Affix Constraint, since 
it applies to word-formation rules in general. I t reads as follows: 
No word formation process (. . .) can apply iteratively to its own output . (173) 
In Lieber's dissertation it serves the purpose of preventing a Tagolog 
reduplication rule from applying more often than it should. In order to dissipate 
the aura of ad hoc-ness she adduces independent evidence from English, 
German and Spanish, where the ungrammaticality of *blueishishish, *ununun-
1
 Van Marie (1985, 62) accepts Uhlenbeck's constraint. 
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happy, *Mädchenchenchen, * Vögleinleinlein, *pequenititito and *muchachototote 
is claimed to be at tr ibutable to the Multiple Application Constraint. 
With respect to the Spanish da ta she adds: 
I terat ion of the diminutive and augmentat ive aff ixes in Spanish can occur in 
only three forms: chico, poco ' small ' can iterate t he diminutive, presumably 
indefinitely, and grande 'large' can i terate the augmentat ive (cf. Har r i s (1979).2 
Whatever the explanat ion for these three forms, i t is clearly the case t h a t the 
augmentative and diminutive do no t i terate freely (204 — 205). 
Finally, it deserves special mention that according to Lieber (1981, 173) 
"this ill-formedness is certainly not a semantic phenomenon". 
Botha (ms.) essentially accepts Lieber's Multiple Application Constraint 
and applies it to his analysis of Afrikaans reduplication in a way parallel to 
Lieber's treatment of Tagalog. He is not unaware of problematic data , 3 howe-
ver, and concludes tha t these "should be analyzed in depth in a s tudy that 
attempts to determine the limits of t he domain within which the Multiple 
Application Constraint applies". 
I t is precisely this question that I want to take u p in my contribution. 
2. Recursiveness in word-formation 
Since a general constraint against recursion in word-formation would 
automatically rule out the possibility of having identical adjacent affixes, 
let us first dwell somewhat on this issue. 
2.1. Matthews (1972, 97-98) and Bauer (1978, 333-334) have denied 
the existence of recursion for the Lat in word and for Germanic suffixation4  
respectively. According to Stein (1976, 226) "recursiveness does not occur in 
derivation", and Mötsch (1979, 12) hypothesizes tha t there might be an upper 
limit ("eine grundsätzliche Grenze") to the length of complex words indepen-
dent of the restrictions single affixes are subjected to. 
Apart from these rather succinct observations I have found two more 
elaborate cases against recursion in word-formation in Reichl (1982) and in 
Szymanek (1982). 
In Reichl's categorial study on the deadjectival abstract noun in English 
recursion is ruled out by subcategorizing English nouns in abstract and non-
2
 Harr is ' paper " h a s no t been published, nor will i t be. Rather, it has met the 
quiet death t h a t it deserved" (personal communication). 
3
 Polish iterated diminutives in -ecz-ecz-elc, pointed ou t t o Botha by Dressier, are 
ungrammatical according t o Szymanek (1982, 175 — 177). They rather conform t o than 
disprove the Multiple Application Constraint. 
4
 Bauer refrains f r o m generalizing the Germanic case because "Pos ta l reports 
cases of cychcal word-formation in Mohawk". According to Reich (1969, 834), however, 
Postal 's da ta are unreliable. 
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abstract ones, English adjectives in derived and nonderived ones, and by 
further preventing the category "abstract noun" from turning up to the 
right of the category "derived adjective". All he achieves by this move is the 
possibility to state, case by case, whether there is recursion or not. His treatise 
does not embody, however, any theory about which word-formation rules may 
be recursive and which not, and why this is so. 
Szymanek presents an interesting set of data from Polish, where the 
deadjectival nominal suffix -ose and the denominal adjectival suffix -ow(y) can 
feed one another (cf. (1) and (2)): 
(1) cal —• cal-oéc —>• cal-osó-owy —>• cal-osd-oiv-osc —* *cal-osc-ow-oèc-owy 
(2) lud -> lud-owy -*• lud-ow-oêé —*• lud-ow-osé-owy *lud-ow-osc-ow-osé 
Szymanek essentially accounts for these and similar data by means of 
a filter forbidding " two phonetically identical (groups of) suffixes, in a 
cyclically derived word" (182). Limited recursion in word-formation thus 
seems to be viewed as the result of the interaction of the morphological and 
the phonological components of a grammar, though no explanation is given as 
to why a similar phonological filter should exist. 
Szymanek's filter is an extension of Dressler's (1977) "Hapological 
Constraint", and so is Menn/Mac Whinney's (1984) "Repeated Morph Con-
straint", which reads as follows: 
*XY,-where X and Y are adjacent surface strings such that both could 
be interpreted as manifesting the same underlying morpheme through regular 
phonological rules, and where either 
(a) X and Y are both affixes, or 
(b) either X or Y is an affix, and the other is a (proper subpart of a) stem.5 
At first sight, the Iterated Affix Constraint might seem to be a straight-
forward consequence of this constraint. If I am nevertheless not inclined to 
adopt this hypothesis, i t is mainly because Menn/Mac Whinney's constraint 
applies only very sporadically, under conditions which are not yet fully elucidat-
ed. By and large it is restricted to accidental morpheme repetition. This 
condition, however, is never met in the application of a word-formation rule 
to its own output.® 
Summing up this section I feel prompted to conclude that none of the 
anti-recursionists has presented really convincing arguments for his standpoint. 
5
 Interestingly Dressier (1977, 44) already noted tha t " t h e haplological constraint 
can be violated, if a suff ix is repeated for intensification". 
6
 I t is probably unnecessary to postulate an ad hoc phonological constraint in order 
t o rule out the iteration of the Dutch prefixes be-, ver- and ont-, as Booij does, if one 
takes into account the semantics of these prefixes. 
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2.2. The advocates of recursiveness in word-formation have adduced 
two kinds of arguments for their viewpoint: on the one hand, they have pointed 
to some clear instances of recursive word-formation rules in natural languages, 
and on the other, they have tried to get rid of the problematic cases by assign-
ing their unacceptability to extragrammatical factors. 
The originator of this type of argument repeated again and again in the 
literature (cf. Chomsky (1970, 212), Booij (1977, 153), Guerssel (1983, 241) 
with explicit reference to their source, and Lightner (1975, 619), Dell (1979, 
194—195), Corbin (1980, 84—91), Carden (1983, 540—541), without reference) 
seems to have been Chapin, who writes: 
With cyclic patterns ( . . . ) one might expect the possibility of recursion. 
This expectation is born out (. . .). Cases in point are derivative sequences 
like organize, organization, organizational, organizationalize, organiza-
tionalization, etc.; physical, physicalist, physicalistic, physicalistical, 
physicalisticalist, etc. Each new derivative receives an increasingly 
precise semantic interpretation. By the end of the second cycle, the 
derivative is so narrowly precise as to be totally useless, and so inter-
nally complex as to be difficult to understand. This does not make it an 
impossible form, however, any more than a sentence with multiple 
self-embeddings, which would never be used in an actual utterance, is 
thereby ungrammatical. (1970, 60) 
Thus, according to Chapin, the unacceptability of certain recursive 
formations should not be traced to their morphological ill-formedness, bu t 
rather to pragmatic and cognitive factors. Though such an explanation, in the 
absence of explicit theories of pragmatics and cognition, might be considered 
by the malevolent as an immunizing strategy, i t seems plausible enough to me 
to adopt it in the subsequent discussion. 
3. Arguments against iteration constraints 
I shall now turn to the critical appraisal of the different Iteration Con-
straints presented in 1. 
3.1. Cave restrictiones 
Let us begin with some obvious, bu t nevertheless necessary, remarks. 
I t goes without saying t h a t a word-formation rule can only apply to 
its own output if the output qualifies as an input to this rule (cf. Stein (1977, 
225), Plank (1981, 127)). As the reader may already have noticed, not all the 
morphologists quoted in 1. are in accordance with this fundamental require-
ment. 
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3.1.1. Category-changing affixes can obviously never be iterated (cf. 
Lieber (1981, 72), Mayerthaler (1981, 118)). Thus Bauer's *joyfulful, *helpless-
nessness and * container izeize turn out to be pseudoproblens. 
3.1.2. If we allow word-formation rules to place semantic restrictions 
on their base, we can equally forget about Bauer's *dukedomdom and Strauss' 
*brotherhoodhood, * dictator shipship. 
But semantic restrictions may even be much subtler. 
The English prefix un- is commonly held not to attach to negative bases: 
if this is true, it would suffice to explain the unacceptability of Lieber's *unun-
unhappy, Bauer 's ununlikely (1983, 69) and Stein's *ununfair. The same 
explanation is available for French *inillégal and *anamoral (Corbin (1980, 
83—84)). 
3.1.3. Morphological restrictions may also come into play. 
Since the English suffix -ful seems to be restricted essentially to mono-
morphemic bases Reichl's (1982, 19—20) *pitifulnessfulnessful is not parti-
cularly well chosen to demonstrate the limited recursiveness of word-formation 
rules. 
3.1.4. A phonological or euphonic restriction is often said to be responsible 
for the oddness of *fishish and *bitchish (cf. Neuhaus (1971)). If we accept this 
restriction, we lose two more alleged I terated Affix Constraint explananda: 
Strauss' *reddishish and Lieber's *blueishishish. 
In this case, however, another factor might conspire with the euphonic 
restriction: "approximative" affixes like -ish do not seem to be iterable 
in any natural language (cf. German *grünlichlich, Dutch *groenigig, French 
*verdâtrâtre, Spanish *negruzcuzco, Italian *giallognolognolo, etc.; pace West 
Friesian) van Marie (1984, 161, footnote 9), be it for pragmatic reasons, as 
Plank (1981, 128) suspects, or for cognitive ones ('having the quality of being 
near to the quality of being near to the quality of being green' might be argued 
not to be a well-formed concept). 
3.2. Iterated affixes 
We have seen thus far tha t many of the cases adduced as alleged Iteration 
Constraint explananda turn out to be pseudoproblems on a closer inspection, 
which considerably weakens the case for the need for such a constraint. 
I shall now further call this view into doubt by presenting counter-
examples, i.e. cases of iterated affixes. 
3.2.1. Iterated prefixes 
As we have seen, Bauer, Mayerthaler and Strauss restrict the domain 
of the Iteration Constraint to suffixation, a wise move, since repeated prefixes 
seem to be quite common even in the more familiar European languages. 
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Booij (1977, 154) contains a long list of Dutch formations such as ultra-
ultramodern, meta-metataal, para-paranormaal, ex-exechtgenoot, anti-anti-raket-
raket-raket, bet-betovergrootvader, over-overgrootvader, achter-achterkleinzoon, sub-
subgroep, super-supermooi, her-heroverweeg. <6> 
Corbin (1980: 83—84) mentions the following iterable prefixes from 
French: re-, anti-, contre-, super-, archi-, ultra-, pré-, avant-, post-, après-. 
In the Spanish of San Luis and Rosario (Argentina) the intensive prefixes 
re- and réquete- are reported to be commonly iterated (Vidal de Battini (1949, 
215), Donni de Mirande (1968, 75)). And in a cartoon by Juan Ballesta (Cambio 
16, 20—5—85, 3) a postmodernist philosophizes: Es lógico que si ayer éramos 
posmodernos, hoy somos posposmodernos y mahana seremos posposposmodernos. 
3.2.2. Iterated suffixes in Spanish 
Examples of iterated suffixes seem less easy to come by. 
This, however, is what we should expect if we consider that in the 
Indoeuropean languages suffixation is typically category-changing, while 
category-constancy is often claimed to be a defining property of prefixation. 
This means that by virtue of this general characteristic of Indoeuropean 
derivational systems the number of potential candidates for iteration will by its 
very nature be extremely scarce among suffixes. 
There nevertheless do exist some specimens, as I intend to show in the 
following discussion of the situation in Spanish.7 
3.2.2.1. The first attested iterated suffix goes back to the 16th century: 
son muy poquitos y aun poguititos los sabios (Gon, 205 — 207).8 As González Ollé 
rightly observes, the absence of iterated forms in the early literature is probably 
due to the highly colloquial flavour of such formations, not to their non-
existence. 
The first explicit reference to iterated suffixes I have found in Correas' 
grammar from 1627: tanbien en duplicarlas (sc. diminutives (and augmentati-
ves?)) ai mucha libertad (146). Among the examples we find tantitito, tamarri-
nino, tamaninino. 
7
 The cases of i terated suffixes reported in the literature are extremely small in 
number . 
Afrikaans is sometimes claimed to have iterated diminutives (Schultink (1974)), 
but the situation is not quite so clear (Botha (ms.: 186)). 
I n Dressier (1977, 44) one can find the Lat in iterated diminutive homullulus. 
Van Marie (1985, 107) reports playful iteration of the compararive suffix in Dutch 
(leuk-er-der-der 'much funnier ' f rom leuk ' funny ' ) . 
West-Friesian (van Marie (1985, 161)) seems to tolerate the iteration of the approxi-
mative suffix -ig. 
Iterated causatives are reported to exist in Turkish and Quechua (Plank (1981, 
263), in Caribian (Hoff (1981)) and, maybe, in Japanese (Chomsky (1982, 96)). 
8
 I n oder to save space, the titles f rom the subsection "Spanish" of the bibliography 
will be referred to by quoting only the first three letters of the name of the author. I n the 
case of the two Sanchezes the first letter of the second name is added for the sake of 
clarity. 
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3.2.2.2. In the following exposition of present-day usage I shall order 
the material according to suffixes starting with the diminutive suffixes, which 
are the most common, and then turning to augmentative and intensive ones. 
The material has mainly been gathered from articles on word-formation 
and from monographs on colloquial and dialectal usage in Spain and Latin 
America. In fact, the standard language seems to be much less prone to itera-
tion than the "lower" varieties. 
3.2.2.2.1. The iteration of the diminutive suffix -ito seemingly occurs in 
all colloquial varieties. 
I have explicit attestations for Andalusia (chiquitito, Bei, 294), Mexico 
(toditito, la puritita ver dû, Wal, 13, 16; chiquitito, Ran, 107 ; poquitito, toditito, 
oritita, orititita, Boy, 127; ahoritita, toditito, chiquitito, chiquititito, Pra: 90, 78, 
44; lo primeritito que vi, Gaa: 586), rural Panama (chiquitito, chiquititito, 
poquitito, poquititito, Rob: 71), Ecuador (solitito, Wal: 15), Peru (chiquitito, 
SanD: 24), the dialects of San Luis and Rosario (Argentina), where the process 
is reported to be very productive (chiquito, chiquitito, chiquititito, chiquitititito, 
rechiquititito, réquetechiquititito, réqueterrechiquititito, cerquita, cerquitita, cer-
quititita, etc., Vid: 350; chiquitito, cerquitita, Don: 91), and for Chile (poquitito, 
chiquitito, toitito, naitita, Len: 196; lueguitito, pedacitito, Oro: 276, 277). 
In Costa Rica (Zam: 545), Santo Domingo (Hen, 194) and Columbia 
(Fon, 558) instead of pure iteration of -ito we find sequences of -ito and -ico: 
chiquitiquitiquitico (Fon). This process, by the way, is already present 
Correas' grammar. 
3.2.2.2.2. Iteration of the diminutive suffix -ino is attested for the 
Leonese dialect of Cespedosa de Tormes (SanS: 165—166). This geographical 
limitation comes as no surprise if we consider that -ino itself is essentially 
limited to this dialect. 
En los adjectivos se anade -ino a los que por si mismos expresan idea 
de pequenez, como delgado, bajo, corto, ralo, etc., y es frecuente duplicar y 
aun triplicar el sufijo para acentuar el sentido diminutivo; rara vez se oye 
chiquino, cortino о bajino, sino más bien chiquinino, bajinino, certinino, y en 
vez de delgadino se dice delga-in-ino, delga-in-in-ino о delga-irr-in-ino. 
Lo mismo ocurre con los adverbios: cerca, de que se formán cerqu-in-ina, 
poqu-in-ino; de pizca se dice una pizqu-in-ina 'un momentin'; de punado, 
un puna-in-in, y unos cuantininos, de la frase 'unos cuantos'. 
3.2.2.2.3. The Spanish of Chile has an affective diminutive suffix -icho, 
which can also be iterated: poquichicho, chiquichicho, toichicho, naichicha (Len, 
196); al tirichicho (Rab, 245); lueguichicho (Oro, 276). According to Rabanales 
(1958, 245) it is "más propio del habla rural que de la urbana" . 
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3.2.2.2.4. I t deserves special mention tha t the diminutive suffix -illo 
never seems to be iterated. 
3.2.2.2.5. Iteration of the augmentative suffix -ote is attested for the 
Leonese dialect of Cespedosa de Tormes (arribotota, abajotote, SanS: 168) and 
several Latin-American countries. Unfortunately, most of the Latin-American 
sources only refer to one example, i.e. grandotote (Ran, 107, Boy, 131, Gaa 
590, for Mexico; Rob, 82, for rural Panama; Hen, 191, for Santo Domingo). 
Only Flo, 54 has arribotota and es mucho entierrotote, glossed as 'con muchas 
flores y concurrencia de numeroso público', for Santander (Columbia). 
3.2.2.2.6. The augmentative suffix -on is also iterated in Santander 
(Columbia): tiendonón, le dan unos malonones, el pilonon de plata, mazorconón, 
Flo: 53. 
3.2.2.2.7. Iteration of the augmentative-intensive suffix -azo is attested 
to occur in San Luis (Argentina), while Oro, 286 explicitly denies the existence 
of such iterated forms for Chile. 
Es común la reduplicación del sufijo, que se convierte en -azazo, -azaza: 
bocazaza, amigazazo, ladronazazo, lejazazo, fier azazo. (Vid, 371) 
3.2.2.2.8. Intensive -isimo is reported to be — partial ly! — iterated 
as -isisimo by several authors. Bei, 285 has "playful" requetemonisisima, Boy, 
134 riquisisimo, Flo, 51 muchisisimo. In rural Panama "intensification is 
indicated through repetition of -is-, although speakers do not overwork this 
device: hermosisisima, malisisimo, riquisisimo" (Rob, 83). The most detailed 
description can again be found in Vidal de Battini 's monograph: 
Es frecuente reduplicar la silaba -si- del sufijo, para aumentar su valor 
intensivo. Asi se dice: malisimo, malisisimo, malisisísimo; también con 
los prefijos re- y réquete: remalisísimo, requeterremalisísimo. (Vid, 373) 
3.2.2.3. I would like to close this section on iterated suffixes in Spanish 
with the following remarks: 
a) Due to the scarcity of information available about wordformation in 
colloquial and dialectal varieties of Spanish my synopsis is necessarily in-
complete, especially as far as the actual productivity and geographical exten-
sion of the processes is concerned. 
b) The synopsis nevertheless warrants the conclusion that Lieber's 
claims about the non-occurrence of iteration in Spanish were, to say the least, 
premature. Iterated suffixes do occur in Spanish, though not equally frequently 
in all of its varieties. As I have already pointed out, they are typical of ' ' lower" 
varieties, while educated and literary usage tends to reject them. 
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4. Do we really need a n iteration constraint? 
4.1. I have opened this contribution by quoting some weighty voices 
advocating the necessity of some kind of Iteration Constraint in order to avoid 
the formation of lots of unacceptable forms. 
The evidence from Dutch, French and Spanish prefixation which, by 
the way, could easily be enriched by similar data from other languages, 
suffices, I think, to disprove both the Multiple Application Constraint and the 
Iterated Aff ix Constraint. I t seems to be the case that any rule of prefixation 
whose output qualifies as an input to th is same rule may be iterated. 
I t should not be denied that besides the many positive instances for this 
claim there are some more recalcitrant examples, like ex-ex-ex-husband, but 
I think t h a t the oddness of similar cases may normally be traced to extra-
morphological factors a f te r the manner of Chapin (1970). In the example under 
discussion one should take into account that such a formation is on the 
one hand extremely hard to parse ( 'a person who ceased to cease to cease to 
be a husband') and on the other hand quite useless since very few possible 
denotata for it exist in our real world, if any. 
4.2. The prefixational data obviously have no bearing on the Iterated 
Suffix Constraint. 
The Spanish data, however, as well as the additional evidence allued 
to in footnote 7, seem to disprove even this less powerful version. 
Apart from this empirical argument one might also criticize t h a t the 
Iterated Suffix Constraint, as it stands, is devoid of any explanatory value, 
since it leaves in the dark which distinguishing properties of suffixes as 
opposed to prefixes might be responsible for their different behaviour with 
respect to iteration. 
Even a fierce defender of the I te ra ted Suffix Constraint will subscribe 
to this lat ter critique and he may even be willing to admit that the Spanish 
data are in some way problematic. But he will also not fail to retort t ha t it is 
then up to his critics to explain the oddness of, say, German *Madchenchenchen, 
*Vögleinleinlein, English *streamletlet, and the like. 
One might try to f ind independent reasons for the oddness of each of the 
above examples.9 But I think this is not t he right step to take. Instead, I will 
try to give a more principled and unitary account of these facts. 
9
 P . H u m m e r rightly has pointed out t o me that my semantic account does not 
predict the ungrammatical i ty of German * Mädchenchen, where the first -chen is no 
longer a diminutive suffix synchronically. My guess about what is wrong with ch)enchen 
goes in the following direction: since German words in -en lose th is "ending" in derivation 
(cf. üarten/Gärtchen, etc.), the regular diminutive of Mädchen would be *Mädchchen, which 
is clearly no t a phonotactically wellformed word in German. 
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4.3. This account rests on the following — more or less uncontroversial10  
— assumptions about the structure and interpretation of morphologically 
complex words. 
a) Derivational word-formation rules have binary structure. A complex 
word (CW) consisting of a base (b) and three affixes (ax, a2, a3) has the struc-
ture of (3), not of (4): 
b) The semantic interpretation of complex words obeys the principle 
of compositionality, i.e. the meaning of CWX is the result of applying (the 
function) ax, to b, the meaning of CW2 of applying a2 to CWX or, more generally, 
the meaning of CWn is the result of applying a n to CWn_x. 
4.4. With these two prerequisites in mind we can now come back to our 
problem. 
A word like meta-meta-meta-language is completely in accordance with 
the principles of binarity and compositionality just expounded. I ts meaning is, 
as i t should be, 'a language used to talk about a language used to talk about 
a language used to talk about a language'. In the same way German vorvor-
gestern or Spanish anteanteayer mean 'on the day before the day before today' , 
while German überübermorgen or French après-après-demain mean 'on the day 
af ter the day af ter today'. 
Now, what about diminutives, augmentatives, comparatives, intensives, 
and the like? 
According to the principles of binarity and compositionality German 
* Häuschenchen, if it existed, would mean 'a small specimen of the class of small 
specimens of the class of houses' (assuming a mainly quantifying function of t h e 
German diminutive), German urururalt would mean 'having to a considerable 
extent the quality of having to a considerable extent the quality of having to a 
considerable extent the quality of being old', while Dutch leukerderder would 
mean 'having to a greater extent the quality of having to a greater extent t he 
quality of having to a greater extent the quality of being funny' . 
But this is not the way we use and understand such iterated words 
(though perfectly "logical", they seem to run counter to some arcane principle 
10
 For a more elaborate view cf. Pesetsky (1985), for an anticompositional s t and 
Plank (1981). 
t 
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of conceptuel wellformedness). The iteration in such cases does not result in 
higher-order qualities, rather it is simply tantamount to an intensification of 
the meaning of the affix. Similar considerations probably hold for syntactic 
phrases like very very very old. 
How do we get this intensive interpretation in a principled way? My 
guess is tha t in such cases the following interpretational principle (let us call 
it "Iterated Intensifiable Affix Principle") comes into play: 
The iteration of an intensifiable aff ix may be interpreted as an intensifi-
cation of that affix. 
This is bu t an instance of the general iconic principle 'more substance = 
more meaning', which, applied to intensifiable morphemes, gives 'more 
substance = higher intensity'. This same principle is probably responsible for 
the well-known fact that reduplication most commonly serves an intensifying 
function in the languages of the world. 
4.5. My account thus runs as follows: 
a) We do not need any kind of I terat ion Constraint. On the contrary, 
any word-formation rule whose output qualifies as an input to this same rule 
may be iterated. Of course, there may be hindering factors of an extra-morpho-
logical nature. 
b) I terated diminutive, augmentative, intensive, comparative, approxi-
mative and possibly some other affixes cannot be regularly = composi-
tionally interpreted due to some — admittedly somewhat arcane — principle 
of conceptual well-formedness forbidding higher-order qualitities. 
c) If the affixes mentioned in b) are nevertheless iterated, the I te ra ted 
Intensifiable Affix Principle will assign an intensive meaning to this iteration. 
4.6. To conclude, I will briefly discuss some of the predictions and 
positive consequences of my account. 
a) Several compositionally iterable affixes may be subjected to the 
Iterated Intensifiable Affix Principle as well. Thus a formation like überüber-
übermorgen either refers to ' the day after t h e day after t h e day after today ' 
(compositional reading) or more vaguely to some day in the remote f u t u r e 
(intensive reading). Similarly, metametametalanguage may be used to refer to 
some language very high up in the hierarchy of metalanguages. Such semantic 
ambiguities are to he expected under my account. 
b) Since the account is intended to hold for word-formation in general, 
it delimits the set of possible iterable affixes and their respective interpretations 
for all languages of the world. I t is thus easily testable. 
c) This account does not predict why, for example, i terated diminutives 
occur in Spanish but not in German or English. 
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It may, however, help to see why it is with diminutives and the o ther 
categories subjected to the Iterated Intensifiable Affix Principle thet we f ind 
particularly significant cross-linguistic differences. I t seems to be the case t h a t 
it is the "primitiveness" of this interpretational principle which is responsible 
for the limitation to "lower" language varieties we have encountered for such 
categories. 
The Spanish data I have collected agree with my explanation, which of 
course comes as no surprise, since it was designed to f i t them. Whether t he 
remaining 3000 languages of the world will t u r n out to be equally well-behaved 
remains to be seen. 
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TRANSPARENT HEAD, INHERITANCE AND THE 
NORMAL FORM* 
J . TOMAN 
(University of Michigan, USA) 
In the following talk I would like to address two points. The first deals 
with three sets of phenomena which have hitherto been treated separately in 
the literature on word-formation. I would like to suggest that a significant 
generalization is missed unless these phenomena are all treated under the 
heading of inheritance across a transparent head. Whereas this par t of my talk 
is essentially descriptive in that i t merely establishes an empirical generaliza-
tion covering a certain class of facts, the second par t should perhaps be more 
interesting. In it I will speculate about the nature of head-transparency 
and the representation of transparent heads at the level of Logical Form. 
1. Three cases of inheritance 
1.1. The data to be discussed are relatively simple. As is well known from 
various theoretical frameworks, the syntax of an argument-taking item such 
as a verb or an adjective is generally not preserved throughout morphological 
operations, whereas the argument structure may often remain unaffected. 
To take a familiar example: the syntax of a deverbal noun is not identical 
to the syntax of the verb from which the noun is derived, but the argument 
structure of a noun such as an action nominal is in an intuitive sense on a par 
with tha t of the verb. There have been numerous accounts of this phenomenon 
in the literature. The one that currently appears most attractive is an account 
in terms of inheritance, or, percolation, of properties of subparts of a word to 
the whole (complex) word. There have been a number of fairly detailed discus-
sions about certain aspects of inheritance, yet there is one aspect which has 
not played a very important role in recent discussions. Note that it is a typical 
state of affairs tha t affixes — and I will restrict the discussion to suffixes 
here — do not block inheritance. Thus nominalizing suffixes typically do not 
* This is the t ex t of a talk given a t the International Conference on Word Forma-
tion in Veszprém, Hungary , May 1—4, 1986 
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prevent arguments of an argument-taking item from being mapped onto the 
whole NP. In other words, an affixal head generally does not impose a barrier 
on inheritance. Let us call such a head a transparent head and exemplify it with 
such suffixes as German ung (for action nominale) or bar (for deverbal adjec-
tives such as lesbar 'readable'). English able in adjectives such as readable would 
in fact be a good example too. They all can be subsumed under the following 
descriptive schema: 
(1) [ [Xargument- taking] [head t ransparen t ] ] 
Without going into a detailed factual discussion at this point, we note 
t ha t this state of affairs sharply contrasts with the realization of argument 
structure in compounds. Given a verb-noun compound, the argument structure 
of the verb will typically be blocked by the noun in the head position. To be 
more precise, the noun in the head position will either be an argument of the 
verb such as in Eßapfel 'eating-apple' or it will be unrelated to the verb in 
terms of (primary) argumenthood: Lesestunde 'readinghour'. But in none of 
these examples will argument inheritance extend across the head, i.e., examples 
such as: 
(2) (a) *Eßapfel durch Kinder 
'eat-apple by children' 
(b) *Lesestunde von Büchern durch Kinder 
'reading-hour of books by children' 
are on the verge of unintelligibility. We may thus say that full nominal heads 
are non-transparent and set up the following schema for examples listed in (2): 
(3) [ [Xargument- taking] [h e a dnon- t r anspa ren t ] ] 
I t would now seem that the contrast between (1) and (3) correlates with 
the distinction between suffixes and nonsuffixes. Recall that items that turned 
out to be transparent were suffixes, whereas those which were not, were full 
nouns. However, I would prefer not to reduce the difference between these two 
classes of facts to the distinction between suffixes and non-suffixes so quickly. 
The reason for not doing so is motivated by a type of data which is in some 
sense marginal; nevertheless, it often happens tha t fine distinctions and 
conceptual clarifications are obtained through untypical cases, and this, I 
believe, is also the case here. Note the following examples from German which 
do not f i t the above generalization according to which heads of compounds are 
not transparent: 
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(4) (a) der Beschleunigungsgrad der Partikeln (cf. etwas beschleuni-
acceleration-degree of particles gen) 
(b) die Vorbereitungszeit auf den Flug (cf. sich auf etwas 
preparation-time on the flight vorbereiten) 
'preparation-period for the flight ' 
(c) die Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit der Pflanzen (from Höhle 1982) 
growth-speed of plants 
'growth-rate of plants' 
The first example is particularly telling: we see that the argument structure of 
beschleunigen 'accelerate', and, derivatively, of Beschleunigung 'acceleration', 
is preserved outside the compound, i.e., across a compound head. At the same 
time, we however observe t ha t Grad 'degree' is a somewhat peculiar noun in 
tha t it is essentially a bound nominal in the given meaning: 
(5) *Wir sprechen über den Grad.1 
we talk about the degree' 
Clearly, what we are dealing with is a kind of measure noun, i.e., a quantifier 
expression, which requires a certain kind of syntactic complement. 
As for other examples listed in (4), a clear generalization is not easy to 
formulate although one has a definite intuition about them: on the whole, 
we are dealing with nouns which denote concepts that are very general and 
unspecific in nature, not with names of particular objects or concrete sub-
species of general concepts. This must be the relevant direction of generalization 
since contrasts of the following sort can be constructed : 
(6) (a) *die Vorbereitungshalle auf den Flug (cf. 4b) 
the preparation-hall for the flight 
(b) *die Wachstumsstudie der Pflanzen (cf. 4c) 
growth-study of plants 
We may add a t this point tha t these contrasts are relative. Whereas not all 
native speakers of German may be quite happy about (4) (b), (c), they will not 
hesitate to indicate a contrast between these examples and (6) (a), (b). Similar 
relative contrasts may also be reproduced for English, as pointed out to me by 
Jean Boase-Beier: 
(7) (a) a combination process of quicksilver and gold 
(b) *a combination procedure of quicksilver and gold 
1
 The example might be grammatical under certain discourse conditions involving 
contrast etc. I take it that this fac t is not impor tan t in the context given 
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This type of example is thus of much use in helping us to identify the 
relevant property of transparent heads. I would like to claim that head-
transparency is not constrained to suffixes: true, suffixes are generally trans-
parent, but nouns, if sufficiently "abs t rac t" (or, "empty"), can behave in the 
same way as transparent suffixes with respect to argument inheritance. The 
relevant property is thus not " t o be a suff ix" but "to be semantically l ight ," 
whatever this may mean in formal terms.2 
1.2. Let us now consider a set of da ta which, especially in German litera-
ture, has fairly often been commented upon, especially by prescriptive gram-
marians. The question is whether it is permissible to modify a compound, 
typically an NN-compound, by an adjective in such a manner that the adjec-
tive relates to the noun in the non-head position of the compound, i.e., not to 
the head of its projection.3 Examples quoted in the literature to show tha t this 
is impossible and should thus not be done range from grotesque formations, 
which may well in fact be linguists' inventions, such as: 
(8) ^dreiköpfiger Familienvater 
'three-headed family-father' 
in which the intended reading is 'a father of a three-head family' (and obviously 
not 'a three-headed family-father') to relatively acceptable examples such as: 
(9) psychologische Beratungsstelle (from Bergmann 1980) 
psychological counselling-board 
'board for psychological counselling' 
in which the adjective plausibly relates to the noun in the non-head position. 
Incidentally, a number of relatively acceptable examples show the 
following characteristic property: both the head noun and the noun in the 
modifier position can meaningfully be combined with the adjective. 
(10) deutsche Literaturwissenschaft 
German literary-science 
the intended reading being ' the study of German literature' rather than ' the 
German study of literature'. How the intended reading is exactly obtained in 
these cases is not very clear: I suspect t ha t some kind of marginal non-core 
2
 For fu r ther examples and discussion see Höhle (1982) and Toman (1983) 
3
 See Bergmann (1980) for a summary of these opinions and a classification of 
basic facts. A comment on Bergmann is Sandberg (1984) 
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process is involved. Really good examples in which the relation can only be 
established between the adjective and the modifying noun are not easy to find. 
But note tha t this is exactly what we would expect if the descriptive generali-
zation in terms of head-transparency were correct. Given this generalization, 
it should not be possible to link the adjective with the noun in the non-head 
position across a non-transparent head. In other words, it seems t h a t the 
examples of adjectival modification just discussed should be treated in the 
same manner as examples of argument inheritance. 
The prediction made by the transparency-generalization also extends to 
instances in which the link between an adjective and a compound-internal 
noun should be well-formed. This should be so with transparent heads. And 
indeed, we see that prototypic transparent heads, suffixes, generally permit of 
the link between the adjective and the noun: recall the set of examples dis-
cussed under the heading of ' 'relatedness paradoxes" by E. Williams (1981). The 
relevant examples include English generative grammarian as well as its German 
counterpart generativer Grammatiker. I t would seem tha t no particular device 
beyond inheritance of lexical properties across a transparent head should be 
necessary to derive the cases E. Williams brought into the discussion.4 
physics ist 
1.3. To conclude the first section, let us briefly note one more set of 
da ta which fits here quite well and which must in fact also be discussed in the 
context of head transparency. Note tha t "manner adjectives" may modify 
deverbal nouns: 
(11) (a) starker Raucher 
strong smoker 
'heavy smoker' 
(b) plötzliche Abfahrt 
'sudden departure ' 
If we understand this modification as a result of percolation of verbal properties 
to the whole nominal, this is expected, because suffixes forming action nominale 
4
 W i t h o u t going into details at this point , nuclear physicist would he derived f r o m : 
by percolation of the obl igatory " id iom" subcategorization of physics to physicist. I t ake 
i t t h a t on the required reading physics subcategorizes for t he ad jec t ive nuclear 
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are generally transparent. On the other hand, the heads in the following VN-
compounds are not: 
(12) (a) *langsamer Eßapfel (intended reading: 'apple one eats slowly') 
slow eating-apple 
(b) * plötzliche Schrumpfleber (intended reading: 'liver that suddenly 
shrinks') 
These latter examples are comparable to those in (2) and (6) : a non-transparent 
head is involved. Consequently, inheritance of lexical properties from the 
non-head position is blocked. 
To summarize the first pa r t of this paper: we see that a unified account of 
argument-inheritance of the type exemplified by Beschleunigungsgrad der 
Partikeln 'acceleration-degree of particles' as well as by adjectival modifications 
such as generativer Grammatiker 'generative grammarian' or plötzliche Abfahrt 
'sudden departure ' is necessary, since all involve reference to the same con-
cept, namely t ha t of head-transparency. This means, among other things, tha t 
transparency involves the entire range of lexical properties, not only argument 
inheritance. 
2. Some consequences for the theory 
So far I have sketched a generalization concerning certain classes of facts 
which have hitherto been treated disjointly. The basis of this unification is the 
category of head-transparency : heads are either transparent or non-transparent. 
Although this concept seems to be a coherent one, its definition remains rather 
informal. In the remaining t ime I would therefore like to discuss it in more 
detail. Before I begin, however, I should say tha t the clarifications I am going 
to propose will unfortunately not be entirely satisfactory either; in fact, in 
order to elucidate the concept of transparency I will have to take resort to a 
fur ther intuitively coherent, nevertheless hard to define notion such as that of a 
quantifier. Despite this I hope that the discussion will not be completely 
trivial. 
In a recent study which I have carried out together with Jean-Boase-
Beier,5 a generalization was proposed which says that suffixes typically estab-
lish a scope domain but are not able to assign a theta-role within that domain. 
I t was therefore suggested tha t they best be characterized as a kind of operator. 
By and large, the proposal remains an intuitive one, yet at the logico-semantic 
level it leads to a natural contrast between quantifiers and non-quantifiers, i.e., 
5
 See Boase-Beier and Toman (1986) 
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between expressions that quantify and expressions quantified upon. However, 
a t the level of syntactic representation, there is no one-to-one correlation 
between quantifiers and non-quantifiers on the one hand, and non-heads and 
heads on the other: both quantifiers and non-quantiers may function as 
syntactic heads, and both quantifiers and non-quantifiers may be specifiers. 
A telling example for this comes f rom the syntax of NPs in Czech.8 
In this language, numerals equivalent to English cardinal numbers "one , " 
" two," " th ree" and " fou r" are NP specifiers, and the objects counted are 
denoted by nouns in the head position. Hence we may say that the surface 
syntax of these phrases corresponds to what one may t ake to be the logical 
syntax of such phrases, i.e., the syntax of representation employed at the level 
of LF. Numerals from " f i v e " to "ten", however, depart from this "normal 
form" in syntax in that they are arguably heads of syntactic phrases while the 
objects counted are genitives dependent on these numeral quantifiers. Inci-
dentally, the latter type of numeral quantification has no special connotations, 
no special "part i t ive semantics." The only way to say " f ive men" in Czech 
simply is " f i ve of men." To summarize t he situation in syntax, we see that 
a quantifier of the same semantic type can either be realized as a non-head 
("one" to "four") or as a head ("f ive" to "ten"). However, as far as the 
representation a t the level of Logical Form is concerned, i t can be argued that 
there are empirical reasons suggesting t h a t numeral quantifiers always behave 
as non-heads a t LF, whereas the nominal core of NPs in which they occur 
functions as the noun in the head position. To compensate this mismatch between 
L F and syntax, I have proposed a rule of re-analysis which, at the level of 
Logical Form, essentially supresses the head status of numeral quantifiers of 
the set "5—10" and yields something I will now call the Normal Form. That 
is, the proposal says that a syntactic form like (13) (a), in which " f ive" is the 
head, is re-analyzed, i.e., converted to t he Normal Form (13) (b) at the level 
of Logical Form : 
(13) (a) "(a) five of men" 
(b) "five men" 
One striking property of NPs with quantifier-like heads is that they are 
transparent with respect to extractions f rom NPs. For instance, a link between 
a clitic and its trace is well-formed in exampler of the following type: 
(14) . . . of-themciitic I saw [six Z]nP 
6
 See Toman (1986) for details 
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The same link is however impermissible across a full nominal head: 
(16) * . . . o f - them c i i t i c I saw [ t h e e n d í ] n p 
The suggestion that a Normal Form be constructed via a rule of re-analysis 
is a technical execution which seems necessary within the theory of binding. 
What is important in the present context, however, is that this kind of re-analy-
sis only takes place if a t ransparent head is involved. I t would thus seem t h a t 
the notion of a transparent head is independently needed and t h a t a t ransparent 
head is typically an item t h a t defines a scope domain while not assigning a 
theta-role — in other words, a typical t ransparent head a t t he level of d-struc-
ture is an operator. 
Pursuing this exposition further in an informal manner, I would also 
claim that the situation is in some sense analogous to the contrast between 
bridge verbs and their non-transparent counterparts. And, indeed, one might 
think of bridge-verbs as a kind of operator on propositions, i.e., a t t i t ude 
operators, whereas their concrete counterparts (such as whisper, etc.) denote 
an action (or a manner of action) and thus their semantic properties are not t o 
be compared with those of bridge-verbs. Contrasts which I would claim are ana-
logous to those between (4) and (6), for instance, can be constructed here too. 
These f inal remarks should elucidate t he relation between head-trans-
parency and The Normal Form. I t seems to me tha t whenever we compute t h e 
meaning of a complex expression with a t ransparent head, we basically suppress 
i ts head by relegating it to the operator s ta tus a t the level of L F . In this sense, 
transparent heads always invite conversion to the Normal Form. Take German 
bar '-able, -ible'. The suffix is transparent, i t maps the theta-grid of the verb in 
a "passive" manner, and has a modal meaning. By this token, bar is nothing 
like an operator with very simple properties, ye t i t is reasonable to any that lesbar 
means 'can be read' . If this is accepted then we see that lesbar does not exhibit 
The Normal Form in word-syntax since the head of this word is an operator a t 
the level of LF. Hence a compensatory mechanism will be needed, be it a rule 
of re-analysis or some equivalent of it exploiting the transparency of the head. 
The proposal which says tha t head-transparency should be correlated 
with operator s ta tus is no doubt an invitation to a very ambitious research 
program with many empirical problems, which I do not even dare to enumerate 
here, and some conceptual dangers as well. As for the latter, no te that in order 
to make my approach really interesting, one would for instance like to know 
what a "(semantically) possible quantifier" is. As as far as I a m familiar wi th 
the state of the a r t in this domain, ' such notion is absent. Despite this, i t 
seems to me tha t the proposal is a coherent one and worthy of further specula-
tion. 
7
 My thanks go to Peter Staudacher at this point 
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THETISCH vs. KATEGORISCH UND 
INFORMATIONSSTRUKTUR 
MIORITA ULRICH 
(Universität München, B R D ) 
0.1. Dt. Es kommen die Tataren, bzw. Die Tatárén kommen/Die Tataren 
kommen bestimmt-, frz. II arrive un inspecteur (Il y a un inspecteur qui va ve-
nir) /L'inspecteur arrive aujourd'hui-, rum. Arde о casä, 'Es brennt ein Haus', 
'Ein Háus brennt'/Casa arde repede, 'Das Haus brennt schnell (ab)'. 
Die Äußerungen des ersten und die des zweiten Typs sind offensichtlich, 
auch schon für den naiven Sprecher, inhaltlich verschieden. Worin besteht 
aber der Unterschied? 
0.2. In der bisherigen Literatur wurde meist angenommen, daß die 
I n f o r m a t i o n s s t r u k t u r der Äußerungen des ersten Typs (mit Verb-
Subjekt-Anordnung) wie des zweiten (mit Subjekt-Verb-Anordnung) binär, 
zweigliedrig (Thema-Rhema, bzw. Topic-Comment) ist: der Unterschied würde 
also nicht die Informationsstruktur als solche, sondern nur die vom Subjekt 
und vom Verb in diesen Sätzen übernommenen Informationsrollen betreffen. 
Gemäß der gängigen Thema-Rhema-Theorie würde nämlich in einem einfa-
chen Satz mit SV-Anordnung das Subjekt das Thema und das Verb das Rhema 
darstellen. In den Sätzen mit VS-Anordnung wäre hingegen das Verb das 
„Thema" und das Subjekt das Rhema. Für die Thema-Funktion des (intran-
sitiven) Verbs werden meist zwei Arten von Kriterien aufgeführt: 1. seman-
tische; 2. textkonstitutive. Einerseits sei die Nachstellung des Subjekts durch 
die semantische „Schwäche" des intransitiven („existentiellen") Verbs be-
dingt, das zu „vage" sei, um das Rhema bilden zu können. Andererseits sei 
die VS-Anordnung durch textkonstitutionelle Faktoren hervorgerufen: Die 
Textfunktion einer Äußerung mit VS-Struktur sei die „Präsentierung", die 
Einführung eines Text- oder Diskurs-Themas. Das semantisch „schwache" 
existentielle Prädikat hätte demnach auf der Satzebene die Funktion, ein 
Thematisches Subjekt einzuführen, das auf der Textebene das Thema des 
Diskurses darstellen soll. 
0.3. Schwierigkeiten begegnet man bei dem Thema-Rhema-Modell vor 
allem bei der Interpretation der VS-Strukturen. Beim semantischen Kriterium 
kann man sich fragen, warum gerade das Verb als Thema interpretiert wird, 
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denn dies steht im Widerspruch zu der grundsätzlichen Annahme, daß Nomi-
nalglieder und nicht Verben ihrem Wesen nach dazu bestimmt sind, als Thema, 
d.h. als das, worüber etwas ausgesagt wird, zu fungieren. Ebenso kann das 
Ad-hoc-Kriterium der „semantischen Schwäche" des Verbs kaum als Begrün-
dung für die Thema-Eunktion dieses Satzglieds angenommen werden, denn die 
nominalen Gruppen übernehmen die thematische Funktion keineswegs wegen 
einer für sie gar nicht erwogenen „semantischen Schwäche" (d.h. wegen einer 
quantitativen Eigenschaft), sondern vielmehr wegen ihrer Relationen in der 
Aussage. Darüber hinaus dürfen u .E . die sog. „semantische Schwäche" und 
die Aufgabe im Hinblick auf die Textkonstitution keineswegs als k o r r e -
l a t i v e Kriterien fü r dieselbe Struktur angenommen werden: Satz-Thema 
und Text-Thema stellen zwei verschiedene Größen dar, und außerdem kann 
ein Diskursthema ohne weiteres auch durch eine Äußerung mit tatsächlich 
binärer Thema-Rhema-Struktur, d.h. mit SV-Anordnung eingeführt werden. 
Mehr noch: die En t i t ä t , die in den Existentialkonstruktionen als „Rhema" 
eingeführt wird, braucht keineswegs auch das Thema des Diskurses zu bilden. 
Ferner werden beim obigen Modell die intonatorischen Verhältnisse nicht 
berücksichtigt und daher auch nicht funktionell motiviert. Zwar weist eine 
Äußerung wie Die Tatárén kommen dieselbe SV-Anordnung wie Die Tataren 
kommen (und. . .) auf, sie zeichnet sich jedoch durch einen starken Satzakzent 
auf dem Subjekt aus und steht kennzeichnenderweise in Antwort auf die 
explizite (oder implizite) Frage Was geschieht11. Bei einer genaueren Beobach-
tung fällt außerdem auf, daß in Antwort auf dieselbe Frage in anderen Spra-
chen wie Rumänisch, Italienisch, Spanisch, Russisch, Bulgarisch, Ungarisch, 
in der Regel eine Äußerung mit VS-Anordnung s teht . 
0.4. Auffassungen, wonach solche Äußerungen themalos und daher 
„gesamtrhematisch" seien, wird man ebensowenig beipflichten können, denn 
sie stellen diesen Typ von Äußerungen als defektive, nicht-vollständige „Va-
r i an ten" der binären pragmatischen Gestaltungen dar. Sind sie es aber tat-
sächlich ? Sie sind ja keineswegs den nur thematischen bzw. nur rhematischen 
Äußerungen analog, in denen das Thema bzw. das Rhema durch Kontext oder 
Situation gegeben ist und daher unausgedrückt bleibt. 
0.5. Angesichts dieser und ähnlicher Schwierigkeiten will unser Beitrag 
zeigen : 
A) Daß die sprachlichen Fakten, die mit der Informationsstruktur von 
Äußerungen zusammenhängen, nur dann zufriedenstellend analysiert werden 
können, wenn auch in diesem Bereich des Sprachlichen konsequent die von 
Eugenio Coseriu eingeführte Unterscheidung d r e i e r E b e n e n des Spre-
chens gemacht wird: des „Sprechens im allgemeinen", der „Einzelsprache" 
und des „Textes". 
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В) Daß bei einer so differenzierten Betrachtung sich eindeutig heraus-
stellt: 
a) daß es neben dem zweigliedrigen („kategorischen") Thema-Rhema-
Typ noch einen anderen Typ mit eingliedriger („thetischer") Informations-
struktur gibt; 
b) daß der Gegensatz zwischen beiden Typen als ein Universale des 
Denkens und des Sprechens angesehen werden muß, das in verschiedenen 
Sprachen durch verschiedene Verfahren und in verschiedenem Ausmaß zum 
Ausdruck kommt; 
c) daß in vielen Sprachen der thetische Typ durch Verb-Subjekt-Anord-
nung ausgedrückt wird.1 
1.1. Ausgangspunkt unseres thetisch-kategorischen Interpretationsmo-
dells ist die Theorie des logischen Urteils von Franz Brentano und Anton Marty, 
die mit den dafür notwendigen Änderungen auf die sprachliche Äußerung 
schlechthin übertragen wird. In Anlehnung an F. Brentano — und im Gegen-
satz zur traditionellen Logik, die fü r alle Urteile eine zweigliedrige Struktur 
annahm — unterscheidet nämlich A. Marty (1918) zwei Haupttypen von Ur-
teilen: A) ein zweigliedriges, teilbares und B) ein eingliedriges, nicht teilbares 
Urteil. Das zweigliedrige Urteil konstituiere sich durch die Verknüpfung 
zweier korrelativer Einheiten: eines (logischen) Subjekts und eines (logischen) 
Prädikats. Es enthalte demnach einen „subjektivischen" Teil, d.h. ein schon 
gesetztes Etwas („Subjekt"), von dem etwas prädiziert wird, und einen „prä-
dikativischen" Teil („Prädikat"), d.h. etwas, was vom „Subjekt" prädiziert 
wird. Ein eingliedriges, einfaches Urtei l bestehe hingegen einzig und allein im 
„Anerkennen" (bzw. „Verwerfen") eines „vorgestellten Inhalts", weshalb es 
auch weder ein logisches Subjekt noch ein logisches Prädikat enthalte. Das 
zweigliedrige Urteil nennt Marty k a t e g o r i s c h , d.h. „prädizierend", das 
einfache Urteil t h e t i s c h , d.h. „setzend", „feststellend", „(ein Faktum) 
behauptend". Dem kategorischen Urtei l entspricht auf der sprachlichen Ebene 
eine k a t e g o r i s c h e A u s s a g e ; so laut Marty: Diese Blume ist gelb, 
Mein Bruder ist abgereist, usw. Die sprachliche Entsprechung des thetischen 
Urteils ist die t h e t i s c h e A u s s a g e . Bei dieser unterscheidet Marty 
folgende Haupttypen : a) Impersonalsätze (z.B. : Es regnet, Es sticht, Es klopft, Es 
brennt (in der Vorstadt), Es schallt von den Zweigen, Es graut mir, Es sticht mich, 
usw.); b) Existentialsätze (z.B.: Es gibt gelbe Blumen, Es sind Menschen, usw.); 
c) Universalurteile (z.B.: Alle Dreiecke haben zur Winkelsumme zwei Rechte)} 
1
 Für eine ausführliche Behandlung der ganzen komplexen Problemat ik des 
Unterschieds thetisch/kategorisch und seiner verschiedenen Aspekte verweisen wir auf 
Ulrich 1985, wo auch eine Bibliographie zu diesem Thema zu finden ist. 
2
 Wir selbst rechnen die Universalurteile ohne Ausnahme zu den "kategor ischen", 
denn sprachlich sind sie, wie auch schon Kuroda 1973, 107f bemerkt h a t , eindeutig 
zweigliedrig. 
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1.2. Martys Theorie des Urtei ls kann nun von der logischen Ebene des 
U r t e i l s auf die Sprache übertragen werden, genauer auf die pragmatische 
Ebene der M i t t e i l u n g , d.h. der Darreichung von Information. Ähnlich 
wie bei Marty, wo wir als Oberbegriff das „Ur te i l " fanden, das erst in einem 
zweiten Schritt in ein zweigliedriges und ein eingliedriges eingeteilt wird, kön-
nen wir in pragmatischer Hinsicht als Oberbegriff die „Äußerung" schlechthin 
als Einheit des Sagens nehmen, die dann in die zweigliedrige, d.h. thematisch-
rhematische, und in die eingliedrige (d.h. n i c h t thematisch-rhematische 
und zugleich weder thematische noch rhematische) Äußerung unterteilt wer-
den kann. Wir sprechen deshalb von „Äußerungen" und nicht von „Urtei-
l en" , von „Thema" und „ R h e m a " und nicht von „logischem Subjekt" und 
„logischem Präd ika t " . Wir unterscheiden also drei a u t o n o m e Ebenen: 
a) des logischen Urtei ls (logisches Subjekt und logisches Prädikat), b) des ein-
zelsprachlichen Satzes (grammatisches Subjekt und Prädikat), c) der Äußerung 
(zweigliedrige und eingliedrige informatorische Strukturen). So ist es für uns 
ohne weiteres möglich, daß z.B. eine Aussage als Satz grammatisches Subjekt, 
und grammatisches Prädikat aufweist, in pragmatisch-informatorischer Hin-
sicht aber eingliedrig ist (z.B. Es regnet), so wie andererseits ein grammatisch 
eingliedriger Satz pragmatisch gesehen zweigliedrig sein, d.h. eine Thema-
Rhema-Gliederung aufweisen kann (z.B. rum. vine, '[er bzw. sie] kommt'). 
Wie tritt nun der Gegensatz thetisch-kategorisch, d.h. die Einteilung in 
eingliedrige und zweigliedrige Strukturen auf den Ebenen des „Sprechens im 
allgemeinen", der „Einzelsprache" und des „Textes" 3 auf? 
2.1. Auf der Ebene des Sprechens (oder der Sprache) im a 11 g e m e i-
n e n, die grundsätzlich für alle Sprachen gilt und daher von jeder Einzel-
sprache absieht, t r i t t diese Einteilung als pragmatische („informatorische") 
Opposition auf. Sie betrifft die B e z e i c h n u n g , d.h. den Bezug auf die 
außersprachliche Wirklichkeit. Hie r interessiert nicht, ob eine bestimmte 
Sprache diese Opposition auch wirklich sprachlich gestaltet und, falls ja, mit 
welchen sprachlichen Mitteln und in welchem Ausmaß. 
Die Hauptopposition ist hier f a k t u m b e z o g e n / a k t a n t e n -
b e z o g e n , d.h. : Eine thetische Äußerung setzt ein F a k t u m als Ganzes, 
in seiner Globalität, und weist aus diesem Grund eine eingliedrige informato-
rische Struktur auf, während eine kategorische Äußerung eine Aussage über 
einen A k t a n t e n darstellt und deshalb zweigliedrig ist. Die korrelativen 
Glieder sind hier das T h e m a ( = Aktant) und das R h e m a ( = Prädika-
tion zu diesem Aktanten). 
3
 Diese Unterscheidung übernehmen wir, wie w.o. erwähnt, von Eugenio Coseriu. 
Sie ist als ein Grundprinzip seiner Sprachtheorie anzusehen und liefert f ü r ihn den metho-
dologischen Rahmen grundsätzlich f ü r alle Probleme der deskriptiven Sprachwissen-
scha f t . Siehe insb. Coseriu 1975 und 1980. 
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2.2. Innerhalb des Thetischen können nun weitere Einteilungen festge-
stellt werden: das gesetzte „ F a k t u m " kann das bloße D a s e i n (bzw. das 
„Nicht-Dasein") einer „Sache" oder aber ein E r e i g n i s sein. Diese Un-
tertypen des „Faktumbezogenen" nennen wir d a s e i n s s e t z e n d (Exi-
stentialkonstruktionen) bzw. e r e i g n i s b e z o g e n (Äußerungen in Ant-
wort auf die Frage „Was geschieht?"). Daseinssetzende und ereignisbezogene 
Äußerungen enthalten — außer den ereignisbezogenen Äußerungen ohne 
Agens, vom Typ Es regnet — selbsverständlich auch Aktanten; es wird jedoch 
nicht über sie „referiert". Vielmehr wird beim ersten Unter typ des „Dasein" 
des Aktanten gesetzt, während beim zweiten Unter typ der Aktant mit dem 
Ereignis eine unteilbare Einheit bildet: er ist sozusagen ein „Teil", ein „As-
p e k t " des Ereignisses. Bei dem ereignisbezogenen Untertyp kann allerdings 
eine weitere Einteilung vorgenommen werden: in einem Fall „wickelt" das 
Ereignis als solches den Aktanten ein und steht damit im Vordergrund der 
Mitteilung (z.B. Es kommt ein Sturm), in dem anderen Fall hingegen zieht der 
Aktant das Ereignis nach sich (sein Auftreten selbst stellt das Ereignis dar)4 
und er stellt sich somit in den Vordergrund (z.B. Ein Stürm kommt !) 
2.3. Auf der Ebene des Sprechens im allgemeinen sind also theoretisch 
folgende Möglichkeiten gegeben: 
Fak tumbezogen 
mit e inem Aktanten1 
Empf 
ohne A k t a n t e n Vu 
VsS, ViS 
0pVu(0),DpVu(D). 
VuO.OpVu(O). 
DpVu(D) 
0pVS(0),VS0 
(D)Dp VsS 
(D)DpViS,(0)0pVS 
(D)DpVrS 
DpVu(D), DpVuO(D) 
mit drei Ak tan ten — Exp /Emp f .EA .Ob DpVSO(D) 
Abb. 1 
mit zwei Ak tan te 
4
 Desha lb k a n n i n d iesem F a l l d a s g r a m m a t i s c h e S u b j e k t o f t a u c h a l le in e r s e h e i n e n : 
Ein Sturm ! Ein Schiff ! Die Tataren ! 
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3.1. Die Unterscheidung t h e t i s c h / k a t e g o r i s c h würde al-
lerdings nur die gedankliche, informatorische Struktur der Äußerungen betref-
fen und wäre dadurch nur für die Informationstheorie von Relevanz, wenn sie 
nicht in den historischen Sprachen mit einzelsprachspezifischen Ausdrucks-
mitteln als funktionelle Opposition gestaltet wäre. In den Sprachen könnte in 
der Ta t diese Unterscheidung auch überhaupt nicht5 oder nur zusammen mit 
anderen vorkommen. Dort, wo sie aber vorkommt — und dies ist b e i a l -
l e n von uns befragten Sprachen der Fall-, kann sie grundsätzlich in unter-
schiedlichem Umfang und mit unterschiedlicher einzelsprachlicher Struktu-
rierung auftreten. Es gibt Sprachen, in denen — abgesehen freilich von den 
Sätzen ohne Aktanten, die immer thetisch, d.h. faktumbezogen sind —, die 
Unterscheidung nur in Sätzen mit einem einzigen Aktanten, d.h. nur in Sätzen 
mit Intransi t iwerben, gemacht wird. In anderen Sprachen kann die Unter-
scheidung auch bei Sätzen mit zwei oder sogar mit drei Aktanten vorkommen. 
So ist im Deutschen bei Aktivsätzen die Unterscheidung nur bei Sätzen mit 
dem Erstaktanten („Subjekt") wirklich üblich, weit weniger dagegen, bei 
Sätzen mit Subjekt und Objekt (s.w.u.). Im Französischen unterliegt die Un-
terscheidung in ihrer r e i n e n Form auch bei Sätzen mit einem einzigen Ak-
tanten gewissen Restriktionen. Im Rumänischen hingegen ist die Unterschei-
dung auch bei Subjekt-Objekt-Sätzen vollkommen üblich; ebenso im Spani-
schen, wo sie — wie übrigens auch im Rumänischen —, sogar bei Sätzen mit 
drei Aktanten gemacht werden kann. 
3.2. Überall aber ist in der Opposition thetisch-kategorisch das Katego-
rische das neutrale (extensive oder merkmallose) Glied; d.h. in Sätzen, wo die 
Unterscheidung in der betreffenden Sprache nicht gemacht wird und überall 
dort , wo sie nur fakultativ ist, t r i t t auch für thetische Bezeichnungen die ka-
tegorische Ausdrucksweise ein, nicht aber umgekehrt. Denn wie alle sprach-
lichen Oppositionen ist auch die Opposition thetisch-kategorisch eine inklusive, 
aufhebbare Opposition, die als solche in einem Text neutralisiert werden kann. 
3.3. Andererseits können in den Sprachen innerhalb des Thetischen da-
seinssetzende und ereignisbezogene Äußerungen unterschieden werden, und bei 
den letzteren dazu noch diejenigen mit dem Ereignis bzw. mit dem Aktanten 
im Vordergrund. Oder die Unterscheidung kann den kategorischen Äußerungen 
nur faktumsetzende bzw. nur daseinssetzende Sätze als thetisch gegenüberstel-
len. So unterscheidet das Deutsche wenigstens einen Typ daseinssetzender 
Sätze vom allgemeineren Typ der ereignisbezogenen Sätzen und bei den letzte-
5
 Dieser Unterschied gehört nämlich zu den universellen M ö g l i c h k e i t e n der 
Sprache, nicht zu den wesentlichen, rational notwendigen Universalien (cf. Coseriu 
1976b). 
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ren zwischen Ereignis im Vordergrund und Aktant im Vordergrund. Das Fran-
zösische hingegen bietet das Faktumbezogene an erster Stelle als daseinssetzend 
und das Ereignisbezogene nur als einen nicht mehr „re in" thetischen Typ dar 
(s.w.u.). Im Rumänischen hingegen erscheint das Thetische an erster Stelle 
als faktumbezogen ohne Unterschied zwischen ereignisbezogen und daseins-
setzend, d.h. die meisten daseinssetzende Sätze werden nicht anders als die 
ereignisbezogenen behandelt; die reinen daseinssetzenden Sätze stellen im Ru-
mänischen einen marginalen Sondertyp dar, bei dem das Verb fast wie eine 
Interjektion funktioniert (s.w.u.). Wir wollen uns in dieser Hinsicht die Fakten 
in drei Sprachen, im Deutschen, im Rumänischen und im Französischen näher 
ansehen. Überall wird uns folgendes interessieren: (I) Die einzelsprachlichen 
Ausdrucksmittel, mit denen die Opposition realisiert wird, (II) Der Umfang 
der Opposition, d.h. die Zahl der einbezogenen Aktanten und (III) Die Ein-
teilungen innerhalb des Thetischen. 
4.1.1. Der Unterschied thetisch/kategorisch (bzw. faktumbezogen/aktan-
tenbezogen) wird im Deutschen mit textgrammatischen Ausdrucksmitteln rea-
lisiert, und zwar einerseits und hauptsächlich durch die Anordnung der Satz-
konstituenten (eine SV-(bzw. SVO-)Anordnung steht für eine binäre, thema-
tisch-rhematische Informationsstruktur, während das VS-Muster auf eine ein-
gliedrige, nicht teilbare Struktur hinweist),6 andererseits aber mithilfe eines 
spezifischen Intonationsmusters, das bei einem bestimmten Unter typ des 
Thetischen vorkommt. Hinsichtlich des gut bekannten kategorischen, thema-
tisch-rhematischen Typs, können, je nach Aktantenzahl und nach Thema-
Wahl, die Anordnungen SV, SVO, OVS, SVDO, OVSD, DVSO (wobei D fü r das 
Dativ- und О für das Akkusativobjekt steht) erscheinen. Als Thema fungiert 
in allen dieser Äußerungen jeweils das erste nominale Satzglied, während der 
Rest der Äußerung rhematisch ist. 
4.1.2. Wesentlich komplexer ist im Deutschen das System des Theti-
schen gestaltet, denn hier müssen zum einen (a) die Zahl der in thetischen 
Äußerungen einbezogenen Aktanten, zum anderen (b) die Untertypen des 
Thetischen berücksichtigt werden. 
a) Regelmäßig wird der Unterschied thetisch/kategorisch nur bei Äuße-
rungen ohne Aktanten (Es regnet, Es wird getanzt) und mit einem einzigen 
Aktanten gemacht. Letzteres kommt einerseits vor bei Konstruktionen mit 
intransitiven Verben (Es kommen Kinder bzw. Kinder kommen !), wo der ein-
bezogene Aktant stets der Erstaktant ist, andererseits in unpersönlichen Kon-
6
 Die Konstruktionen mit inhaltsleerem nicht-kommutierbarem es (es regnet) und 
inhaltsleerem satzeröffnendem es (Es kommen Kinder) sind funktionell gleichwertig mit 
aktantenlosen bzw. VS-Konstruktionen. 
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struktionen mit Aktant (Typ mich friert — es friert mich bzw. mir graust — es 
graust mir), in denen der Ers taktant ein „Experiencer" (mit Akkusativ- oder 
Dativobjekt ausgedrückt) ist. Sätze mit transitiven Verben im Aktiv7 
sind in der Regel von der thetischen Konstruktion ausgeschlossen. Der Typ 
Es sang ein Mädchen ein Lied ist äußerst selten und klingt „gelehrt" und zu-
gleich veraltet. Gegenüber der heutigen Umgangssprache sind in der Tat die 
entsprechenden Konstruktionen eindeutig als literarisch und archaisierend 
markiert; cf. folgende Belege aus der Rubrik „Unterm Strich" in der Illustrier-
t en Stern (Nr. 21 vom 15.5.85, S.83): 
Es hatte ein Maitanz in Denzen Es haben die Kinder in Glessen, 
Neun Monate drauf Konsequenzen Was Maikäfer sind, längst vergessen 
Ansonsten t r i t t im Deutschen in Konstruktionen mit mehr als einem 
Aktanten für thetische Bezeichnungen die kategorische Konstruktion mit SVO-
Anordnung s t a t t der zu erwartenden VSO-Anordung ein. 
b) Bei Konstruktionen mit einem Aktanten zeichnet sich das Deutsche 
übrigens u.a. dadurch aus, daß es die „reine" Daseinssetzung (es gibt -f Akku-
sativobjekt) von der Setzung eines Ereignisses eindeutig trennt . Außerdem 
macht das Deutsche, wie bereits erwähnt, den Unterschied „Ereignis im Vor-
dergrund" und „Aktant im Vordergrund": Es brennt ein H ausI Ein Haus 
brennt !8 Beide Äußerungen stehen in Antwort auf die Frage Was geschieht ? 
Die erste wird mittels VS- die zweite hingegen mittels SV-Anordnung ausge-
drückt. Letztere weist freilich ein Intonationsmuster auf, das auch für eine 
andere Funktion stehen kann, und zwar für die kontrastive Hervorhebung des 
Themas in kategorischen Konstruktionen (Typ: Das Háus brennt (und nicht 
die Scheune). Die kontrastive Interpretation hängt allerdings stets vom weite-
ren Kontext ab, während dieselbe Äußerung kontextfrei nur als thetisch in-
terpretiert werden kann. 
4.1.3. Dies alles weist darauf hin, daß das Deutsche den Unterschied 
thetisch/kategorisch konsequent realisiert, wenn auch mit gewissen Ein-
7
 Zwei (oder sogar drei) au tonome Aktanten können im Deutsehen im Bereich 
des Thetischen in unpersönlichen Passivkonstruktionen erscheinen: Es wurde dem Vater 
vom Sohn gedankt, Es wurden von Arbeitern viele Brücken gebaut, usw. Die Passivkonstruk-
t ion scheint übrigens der Inbegriff des Thetischen zu sein, da sie das Ereignis vom Täter 
loslöst und es als " F a k t u m " darstel l t . 
8
 Auf eine ähnliche Idee, allerdings ohne Bezug auf Brentano und Marty ist 
bezeichnenderweise auch A. W. de Groot : Les oppositions dans les systèmes de la syntaxe 
e t des cas". In : Mélanges de linguistique, offerts à Charles Bally. Genève 1939, 115, 117 
gekommen, der Ausdrücke wie Das Haus brennt ! als "semantisch" eingliedrig und nicht 
prädikativ interpret iert . Er ist der Meinung, daß die Satzbetonung in solchen Fällen die 
prädikative Funk t ion des Verbs a u f h e b t und daß das Verb selbst dem ' ' sujet sémantique " 
einverleibt wird. 
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schränkungen, was die Zahl der in thetischen Äußerungen einbezogenen Aktan-
ten betr i f f t . Außerdem kennt es fast alle Untertypen des Thetischen. 
4.2.1. Das Rumänische unterscheidet sich in diesem Bereich vom Deut-
schen hauptsächlich dadurch, daß es die Grenzen der Opposition wie folgt 
zieht: a) es macht den Unterschied regelmäßiger und im höchsten Ausmaß, 
was die Zahl der in thetischen Konstruktionen zugelassenen Aktanten betrifft; 
b) es kennt jedoch nicht den Unterschied zwischen „daseinssetzend" und 
„ereignisbezogen"; c) die einzelsprachlichen Ausdrucksmittel sind ausschließ-
lich positioneller Natur (die SV- bzw. SVO-, OVS- etc. Anordnung steht für das 
Kategorische, die „invertierte" Reihenfolge VS,9 VSO, VSDO für das Thetische. 
Das Rumänische kennt neben den unpersönlichen Konstruktionen ohne Ak-
tan ten (ninge „es schneit") und den persönlichen und unpersönlichen mit einem 
Aktanten , auch thetische Konstruktionen mit zwei und sogar mit drei Aktan-
ten. I n den thetischen Konstruktionen mit einem einzigen Aktanten kann die-
ser der Erstaktant (Vine un vapor 'es kommt ein Schiff) , der „Experiencer" 
(Mä doare 'Ich habe Schmerzen'; Mi-e foame 'Ich habe Hunger'), der „Pa-
t i ens" (ÎI plouä \in cap] 'Es regnet ihm [auf den Kopf] ' oder der „Empfän-
g e r " (îi plouä omului[in casä~\ 'Es regnet dem Mann [ins Haus] ' sein. In den 
Konstruktionen mit zwei Aktanten treten folgende Paare auf: Ers taktant und 
„Pa t i ens" (Ceartä mama bäiatul 'Die Mutter tadelt den Buben'), „Experien-
ce r " und „Erfahrenes Objekt" (Mi-e о foame grozavä 'Ich habe einen schreck-
lichen Hunger'), „Experiencer" und Erstaktant (Mä doare capul „Mir tut der 
Kopf weh") „Empfänger" und „Objekt" (I se däruiesc mamei flori 'Der 
Mutter werden Blumen geschenkt'), „Emfänger" und Erstaktant (I s-a predat 
generálul X 'Der General X hat sich ihm ergeben'). Die thetischen Konstruk-
tionen mit drei Aktanten (I-a fäcut mama präjituri bäiatului 'Die Mutter hat 
dem Jungen Kuchen gebacken') sind zwar selten, jedoch keineswegs ungram-
matisch. Sie werden allerdings o f t durch kategorische Konstruktionen er-
setzt (SVOD). 
4.2.2. Das Rumänische sieht von jeder Einteilung des „Faktumbezoge-
n e n " in die Bezeichnungstypen „daseinssetzend"10 und „ereignisbezogen" ab 
und drückt beides durch VS-Anordnung aus. Daraus ergibt sich, daß es ebenso-
9
 Die VS-Anordnung steht übrigens im Rumänischen — allerdings ausschließlich 
wenn m i t bestimmten intonatorischen Mitteln gekoppelt — auch für den Ausdruck der 
Ab tönung . Näheres hierzu in Ulrich 1985, 2 6 6 - 2 8 4 und Ulrich 1985b. 
10
 Fü r die " r e ine" Daseinssetzung kennt das Rumänische die transit iven Kon t ruk 
t ionen m i t den "präsenta t iven" Elementen iatä 'da' , uite 'sieh mal ' , na 'da [hast du 
ihn] ' . E s handelt sich hierbei um Inter jekt ionen, die hier jedoch wie transit ive Halb-
verben funktionieren und als solche auch eine Verbalrektion aufweisen (z. B. iatä-l 'Da 
ist er ' , wörtl . 'Da ihn' ; cf. it. Ec,co Giovanni !, span. He aqui a Juan !, frz. Le voilà !). Dicse 
Konstrukt ionen sind immer thetisch, denn sie setzen das Dasein einer "Sache" ohne 
darüber etwas zu prädizieren. 
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wenig den Unterschied zwischen „Ereignis im Vordergrund" und „Aktant im 
Vordergrund" macht, so daß rum. Vin cazacii sowohl dt. 'Es kommen die 
Kosaken', als auch 'Die Kosaken kommen' entsprechen kann. Dies alles zeigt, 
daßdie Einteilung im Rumänischen nach der Zahl und der Art der einbezoge-
nen Aktanten erfolgt, wie auch der folgenden schematischen Darstellung 
entnommen werden kann (cf. Ulrich 1985, 74): 
(Wir bezeichnen mit Vs das Verb sein, mit V das transitive, mit Vi das intran-
sitive, mit Vu das unpersönliche und mit Vr das reflexive Verb ; EA bezeichnet 
den „Erstaktanten", d.h. den ersten („realen") Bezug des Verbs sein und der 
intransitiven und reflexiven Verben und den „Agens" in der aktiven Kon-
struktion der transitiven Verben; Ob steht für das „Objekt" oder den „Pa-
t iens" einer Handlung, Exp für den „Experiencer" und Empf für den „Em-
pfänger"; EO ist das von einem „Experiencer" erfahrene „Objekt" , D das 
Dativ- und О das Akkusativobjekt, Dp das pronominale Dativ- und Op das 
pronominale Akkusativobjekt. In Klammern stehen die grammatischen Ak-
tanten, die erscheinen k ö n n e n , ohne Klammern diejenigen, die erscheinen 
m ü s s e n ; so können z.B. der „Experiencer"und der „Empfänger" zwar auch 
nominal ausgedrückt werden, aber auch in diesem Fall müssen sie auch pro-
nominal „angekündigt" bzw. wiederaufgenommen werden; cf. îl doare — il 
doare ре Ion). 
4.3.1. Das Französische macht den Unterschied thetisch/kategorissch 
einerseits durch die Reihenfolge der Satzglieder, andererseits — und diesmal 
im Unterschied zum Deutschen und Rumänischen — durch gewisse Konstruk-
tionen, die bei einiger Untertypen des Thetischen vorkommen. 
Der Verwendungsbereich des Thetischen ist im Französischen weit we-
niger umfangreich als im Rumänischen: es gibt thetische Äußerungen ohne 
Aktanten (Il pleut), Äußerungen mit einem einzigen Aktanten (daseinssetzen-
de und ereignisbezogene Äußerungen mit existentiellen und intransitiven Ver-
ben) und einen einzigen Typ von thetischen Äußerungen mit zwei Aktanten. 
Bei den daseinssetzenden Konstruktionen können zwei Typen unterschieden 
werden: a) Existentialkonstruktionen im engeren Sinne, mit dem Verb sein 
(il est un X, il y a X, il existe X ) und b) Konstruktionen mit einer begrenzten 
Anzahl von intransitiven und „reflexiven" Verben (venir, arriver, se produire, 
se présenter, se préparer [Il se prépare un orage)). Bei den ereignisbezogenen 
Äußerungen mit einem Aktanten kennt das Französische nur den Typ mit dem 
Aktanten im Vordergrund (s. dt . Ein Sturm kommt \), da die Konstruktion mit 
unpersönlichem Verb (*Il crie un enfant) in diesem Fall ausgeschloßen ist und 
die Konstruktion mit SV-Anordnung (Un enfant crie) nur kategorisch sein 
kann (die zulässigen Konstruktionen mit unpersönlichen Verben — Il vient 
un orage, Il souffle un vent terrible, etc. — gehören u.E. zum daseinsetzenden 
Typ). Bei den ereignisbezogenen Äußerungen mit dem Aktanten im Vorder-
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grund handelt es sich um Konstruktionen vom Typ C'est la maison qui brûle I11  
'Das Háus brennt !', freilich nur wenn diese Äußerung in Antwort auf eine 
Frage vom Typ Qu'est-ce qui se passe ? steht oder aber kontextfrei ist. Die 
Bestandteile dieser Konstruktion sind: a) die Existentialkonstruktion mit 
c'est, die die Funktion hat einen Aktanten (meistens das Subjekt des Satzes) 
zu „setzen"; und b) ein an diesen Aktanten angeschlossener Relativsatz. 
Dieser Aktant wird allerdings nicht allein (wie dies im Fal le der kontrastiven 
und kategorischen Funktion der Konstruktionen mit c'est. . .qui erfolgt !), son-
dern immer als Bestandteil eines Faktums „vorgestellt", denn hier wird ein 
ganzes Faktum „gesetzt", d.h.: 
nicht: C'est 
maman 
qui arrive 
sondern: C'est: 
maman qui arrive 
'Die M u t t e r kommt [nicht 
jemand anders]' 
'Es kommt die Mutter 
(Die Mütter kommt !)' 
Die Gesamtkonstruktion vom Typ 2 ist demnach als thetisch zu interpretie-
ren;12 sie enthält eine kategorische Komponente (den Relativsatz): 
THETISCH 
C'est maman qui arrive 
KATEGORISCH 
Dies bedeutet, daß im Französischen das Ereignis eigentlich als eine Dasein-
setzung präsentiert wird und zwar mit dem Ereignis (la maison qui brûle, 
maman qui arrive) als Relativsatz.13 
4.3.2. Nicht anders verhält es sich, was die Informationsstruktur betr i f f t , 
mit den thetischen Äußerungen mit zwei Aktanten, denn auch hier ist die 
Gesamtkonstruktion als thetisch zu interpretieren, sie enthäl t aber eine kate-
gorische Komponente in der Form eines eingebetteten Relativsatzes. Solche 
Konstruktionen mit zwei Aktanten („Experiencer" und „Objekt") liegen im 
Französischen in Äußerungen vom Typ J'ai mon mari qui est malade vor. 
Diese Periphrasen mit avoir stehen entweder in Antwort auf die Frage Was 
11
 Außer der Konstrukt ion mit c'est. . . qui gibt es im Französischen noch weitere 
Konstrukt ionen, die ein F a k t u m präsentieren können, nämlich: Il y a X qui, Voilà X qui, 
Et X qui (ci. Ulrich 1985, 97 — 110). 
12
 Übrigens kann nur dieser zweite T y p auch ohne c'est erscheinen (Le rôti qui 
brûle ! La branche qui casse !), nie aber der erste, wo c'est als Zeichen der Konstras t iv i tä t 
obligatorisch ist. 
13
 E s muß allerdings auch darauf hingewiesen werden, d a ß das Französische fü r 
derartige pragmatische Inha l t e auch kategorische Ausdrücke (mit SV-Anordnung) 
verwendet, d. h., daß die entsprechende Opposition in einzelsprachlicher Hinsicht o f t 
aufgehoben wird. 
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geschieht ? oder als Begründung, als Erklärung für ein bestimmtes Verhalten; 
z.B. [Je ne peux pas venir,] j'ai la tête qui (me) tourne, j'ai mon frère qui vient 
d'arriver, etc. Die Verwendung dieser Periphrasen ist allerdings auf diejenigen 
Fälle beschränkt, in denen der zweite Aktan t ( = das grammatische Objekt) 
(la tête, mon frère) mit dem „Experiencer" ( = Subjekt von avoir) in einer sog. 
„relation inaliénable" steht. Dieser Zweitaktant fällt nämlich außersprachlich 
z.T. mit dem „Experiencer" zusammen (z.B. Körperteile), oder er gehört eng 
zu seiner „v i ta len" Sphäre (Eltern, Geschwister, Kinder, nähere Verwandte). 
Liegt keiner dieser Fälle vor, so wird die Konstruktion mit j'ai. . . qui durch 
il y a. . .qui ersetzt (z.B. Il y a un monsieur qui vient d'arriver), wodurch die 
Konstruktion allerdings um einen Aktanten reduziert wird. Auch werden 
solche „thetischen" Periphrasen in der gehobenen Sprache o f t durch katego-
rische Konstruktionen ersetzt, z.B. Mon frère vient d'arriver, anstelle des um-
gangssprachlichen und familiären J'ai mon frère qui vient d'arriver. 
4.4. Unter den romanischen Sprachen weichen in diesem Bereich das 
Französische und das Rumänische am weitesten voneinander ab. Das Italie-
nische (das Gemeinitalienische) und das Portugiesische befinden sich etwa auf 
dem halben Weg zwischen diesen beiden Sprachen. Sie unterscheiden zwar 
streng zwischen thetisch und kategorisch bei den Konstruktionen mit einem 
einzigen Aktanten (it. Arriva una navefLa nave arriva oggi bzw. port. Chega um 
barcojO bar со chega hoje), bei Äußerungen mit zwei Aktanten (Subjekt und Ob-
jekt) ziehen sie aber die kategorische Konstruktion vor. Fas t genau wie das 
Rumänische und nur mit geringen Unterschieden im einzelnen verhält sich 
hingegen das Spanische,14 z.B. : 
Spanisch 
llueve 
llega un barco 
murió Pedro 
se abre la puerta 
cae la noche 
me duele la cabeza 
me gusta la muchacha 
se nos heló el corazón 
la ha mordido un perro a mi madre 
ha comido el perro al gorrión 
le ha dado la madre una bofetada 
al nino 
Rumänisch 
plouâ 
vine о corabie 
a murit Petru 
se deschide usa 
se lasà noaptea 
mû doare capul 
îmi place fata 
ne-a înghetat inima 
a muscat-o un cîine pe marna 
l-a mîncat cîinele pe vràbiete 
i-a dat marna о palmä bäiatului 
14
 Wir haben in unserer o.a. Dissertation (S. 218-223) diese auffallende Überein-
st immung insbesondere auf das Vorhandensein des markierten persönlichen Objekts u n d 
der Objektkonjugat ion in beiden Sprachen zurückgeführt . 
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5.1. Auf der Ebene des „Textes" ist vor allem die Art hervorzuheben, 
wie die thetischen und kategorischen Konstruktionen zur K o n s t i t u t i o n 
von umfassenderen Texten („Makrotexten") beitragen (auf andere keineswegs 
unwichtige Textfunktionen können wir hier nicht eingehen).15 Als Textopposi-
tion läßt sich in dieser Hinsicht insbesondere die Opposition p r ä s e n t a -
t i v / k o n t i n u a t i v feststellen. Als präsentativ (einführend) funktionie-
ren die eingliedrigen, thetischen Äußerungen, da sie ein Faktum als solches 
„setzen"; als kontinuativ (d.h. als wiederaufnehmend), weiterführend hinge-
gen die kategorischen Aussagen, da sie etwas zu einem (meist) schon gegebenem 
Thema aussagen. Während die thetischen Äußerungen ohne Aktanten den 
Rahmen und die Umstände für kategorische Äußerungen bilden (z.B. Es ha-
gelte fürchterlich. Peter ging trotzdem hinaus. . .), „präsentieren" die faktumbe-
zogenen (daseinssetzenden und ereignisbezogenen) Äußerungen mit Aktanten 
ein Faktum und z u g l e i c h ein (eventuelles) Thema eines ganzes Makro-
textes oder eines Textabschnittes („Diskursthema"). Z.B.: Es war einmal ein 
König [thetisch]; Der König hatte drei Töchter [kategorisch]. Der Húnd ist 
weggelaufen [thetisch]; Er war nicht richtig angebunden [kategorisch], 
5.2. Im Rahmen bestimmter Texttraditionen fangen gewisse Tex te tat-
sächlich mit einer präsentativen Formel (vom Typ etwa: Es war einmal. . .) 
an; in solchen Fällen beginnt die erzählte Geschichte (das, was die russischen 
Formalisten Sujet nennen) v o r der „realen", zu erzählenden Geschichte (bei 
den russischen Formalisten: Fabula). 
Die erzählte Geschichte kann aber auch gleichzeitig mit der Fabu la an-
fangen (Ein König hatte eine Tochter). In diesem Fall fängt der Text mit einer 
kategorischen, „kontinuativen" Konstruktion an, die gleichwohl ein Diskurs-
thema einführen kann (der König oder seine Tochter). Auch in diesem Fall ist 
die Opposition präsentativ/kontinuativ eine „inklusive"; das Kategorische 
(kontinuative) funktioniert eben auch hier als „extensives" Glied. 
Die erzählte Geschichte kann allerdings auch mit einer kategorischen 
Konstruktion wie der folgenden anfangen: Den Arm bitte langsamer bewegen. 
In diesem Fall wird man — offensichtlich absichtlich — gleich „in médias 
res" geführt, denn hier fängt die erzählte Geschichte n a c h dem Beginn der 
„realen" Fabula an.16 
15
 Thetische und kategorische Äußerungen können freilich auch allein ganze Texte 
(„Mikrotexte") darstellen und somit autonome „Sinneinheiten' ' ausdrücken (Feststellung, 
Erwiderung, Einwand, Drohung, Ironie, Anspielung, Unterstellung, etc.). 
16
 I n bestimmten Textsorten wird das Diskursthema of t durch den Titel eingeführt 
(z. B. in einem Buch über Igel), und der ganze Text wird nur noch kategorisch konstru-
iert; und in der Ich-Erzählung erübrigt sich die Einführung des Diskursthemas (d.h. des 
Protagonisten) von vornherein. 
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE LEXICAL 
COMPONENT: NOUN-COMPOUNDS IN SPANISH 
SOLEDAD V A R E L A 
(University of Madrid, Spain) 
1. Structural analysis 
The structure of Spanish Noun-Compounds, traditionally described as 
having the form [V -f- N], like paraguas in (1), poses a number of problems: 
[ + p lu r ] N 
(1) [[para]y [aguas]N]N = 'umbrella' (lit. 'stop waters'). 
[ + P l u r ] 
a) The place of the lexical head; that is, whether it is inside the compound* 
(endocentric compound) or outside (exocentric compound). 
b) The category feature of the first constituent; whether it is [-(- V] 
or [-f. N]. 
c) The inflectional markers realized inside the compound, and markers 
realized outside i t and attr ibuted to the complete word. 
d) Diminutive affixation attached to the second constituent but consis-
ten t ly referring to the compound as a whole. 
The same problems appear in other Romance languages such as Italian, 
French or Catalan. 
Recent research on these constructions has mainly focused on items (a) 
and (b), although the questions raised in (c) are always considered. 
In Contreras (1985), Spanish verb -)- noun compounds (2) are analyzed 
as having a head, an empty category located outside the compound: 
(2) Sp. 
. NP 
' r e c o r d p l a y e r ' ( l i t . ' p l a y 
records ' ) 
NP 
Det N ' 
I I 
e l e 
VP 
V NP 
I I 
toca d i scos = 
(Contreras l í 
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Another exocentric interpretation, referring this t ime to Italian com-
pounds, is found in Scalise (1984). According to his analysis, reproduced in (3), 
the head of the compound — not explicitly defined as an empty category — 
appears to the right of the compound, in accordance with the "Righthand 
Head Rule" (RHR) of Williams (1981). 
Finally, the analysis by Cabré and Rigau (1986) of the Catalan compounds 
in (4) is another instance of an exocentric interpretation. The head appears to 
the left of the compound, as an empty node. 
I will not deal here with the question of the exocentricity or endocentri-
city of these compounds, nor will I treat the question of the syntactic category 
of the first constituent, a matter directly connected with the first issue. I am 
going to focus on the question of inflectional and evaluative affixation in rela-
tion to these nominal compounds in Spanish, since these remain problematic 
questions in the analyses referred to above. 
2. Inflectional affixation and nominal compounds. Morphological 
vs. syntactic inflection 
Most of these compounds have a second constituent [ + N] with the 
plural marker -s; this noun is generally interpreted as a "complement" of the 
first constituent, as (2) shows. 
The inflectional aff ix, while always occurring in a peripheral position, 
can be interpreted, though, either as syntactically relevant (5a) or not (5b). 
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(Scalise 1983, 1984) 
(4) Cat. 
t i r a I i n i e s r ' d r a w i n g p e n ' ( l i t . ' d r a w l i n e s ' ) 
(Cabré & Rigau 1986) 
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(5) (a) (5) (b) 
N N 
This is the reason why, as shown in (6), we can get the compound paraguas 
to agree either with a Det [ + plur]: los paraguas or with a Det [— plur]: el 
paraguas, without any change: 
(6) [el paraguas]Np [los paraguas ] n p 
[—plur] [ + plur] 
' the umbrella' 'the umbrellas' 
The possibility of assigning the inflectional aff ix either to an internal 
constituent or to the whole compound is not rare in a level order morphology, 
where inflectional markers have been recognized as having syntactic signifi-
cance: (5a), while others are interpreted as instances of morphological inflec-
tion: (5b) (see Hammond 1984). 
I will now present some data from Spanish to support this interpretation: 
a) There are certain formations of the type I am analyzing in which the 
noun-complement appears in the singular. Such nouns are perceived as archaic 
or dialectal forms and, if preserved in the active vocabulary, normally acquire 
the plural marker -s; I give some examples in (7). 
(7) buscapleito -*• buscapleitos: 'troublemaker' 
(old) (new) 
abreboca (dial.) <Ecuador & Venezuela>: 'appetizer' 
ganapán (lost): 'messenger' 
(Lloyd 1968). 
b) In other cases, both forms are attested, but with some semantic diffe-
rence, so that the "blocking principle" defined in Kiparsky (1982) need not 
apply. The plural form is more recent and very often semantically transparent; 
tha t is, its meaning can be obtained compositionally from the meaning of its 
constituents. The compounds with a singular second element exhibit a greater 
degree of metaphoric deviation, close to total lexicalization; (see (8)). 
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(8) tapaboca: 'objection, refutation, argument' . 
tapabocas: ' [garment] that covers (tapa) the mouth (bocas)', 
' scarf ' 
buscavida: 'diligent, quick, astute ' 
buscavidas: '[person] who pries into (bused) someone's affairs' 
(lit. 'lives' = vidas)'. 
c) Moreover, the presence or absence of t he plural marker allows us to 
distinguish the coordinate interpretation from t h e subordinate one in which the 
second element acts as a complement of the f i rs t . In (9) we have cazabombar-
dero = 'fighter-bomber', a coordinate compound with the second noun in the 
singular, that becomes a subordinate compound: cazabombarderos = 'plane 
t h a t tracks down bombers' when the second constituent is pluralized, a f ter 
he model of cazasubmarinos = 'boat that t racks down submarines' 
(9) cazabombardero = 'fighter-bomber' 
[[caza]u -f [bombardero]n]n 
cazabombarderos = 'plane that t racks down (lit. 'hunts' = caza) 
bombers (bombarderos)' 
cazasubmarinos = '[boat] that t racks down submarines' 
d) The second noun appears invariably in the singular only as a con-
sequence of its having the feature [— count] (see 10): 
(10) limpianieve = 'snowplough' (but cfr. quitanieves) 
guardapolvo = 'dust coat' 
pasatiempo = 'pastime' 
So, when plural -s appears in such cases, the only possible agreement 
would he with a Det [-(- plur]: los; that is, the plural marker -s is always 
external in those compounds, and therefore syntactically relevant. 
Summarizing, the data just presented show lack of plural in the second 
element, as well as a difference in semantic interpretation and in the syntactic 
relation between the constituents, both governed by the presence or absence 
of the plural aff ix . In other words, there is evidence in Spanish to justify the 
distinction proposed by Hammond (1984) between morphological and syn-
tactic inflection. 
3. Evaluative affixation in the nominal compound 
The evaluative affixation often falls on t he borderline between derivation 
and inflection, as for instance, in Scahse's (1985) model. On the one hand, i t 
resembles inflection in not changing the syntactic category of the base form ; 
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on the other, it resembles derivation because it always appears preceding the 
inflectional affixes, and can sometimes even go inside other derivational 
affixes. 
Spanish diminutive -it- is generally considered an intix (see, more re-
cently, Jaeggli, 1980) as the examples in (11) show: 
dim. 
(11) azúcar —- azuqu -it- ar = 'little sugar' 
dim. 
Carlos —- Carl -it- os = 'Charlie' 
dim. 
anarqu~ista]j)s —* anarquist -it- a = 'little, insignificant 
anarchist ' 
As has been traditionally observed, the Spanish diminutive has the abili ty to 
change the gender marker of the base, "recovering" so to speak the proto-
typical or canonical gender allomorphs of the masculine (-o) and the femenine 
(-a), whenever such forms are not manifested in the base; see for examples (12): 
dim. 
(12) man(5)s —» man-it-@s = 'little hand' 
[— masc] [— masc] 
dim. 
)ef©N —" jef-ec-it-@n = 'little chief' 
(-f- masc] [-)- masc] 
dim. 
senales —• senal-it-@s = 'little signal' 
[— masc] [— masc] 
dim. 
candle^ —" canal-it-(o)s — ' little channel' 
[-(- masc] [ + masc] 
In compound nouns, the diminutive -it- behaves also as an infix applied 
to the entire compound, as attested by the semantic interpretation of t he 
nouns in (13): 
(13) tocadisquitos = 'little recordplayer' (*player of little records) 
paragüitas — 'little umbrella' (*object tha t stops little waters) 
In such cases, we can, however, observe several different anomalies: 
a) the diminutive fails to affect the gender marker of the compound 
— always masculine — as might be expected from the behavior of the non-
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complex words in (12). That is, we never get nouns like the ones in (14), pos-
sible words since — as I have said — the entire compound is always masculine. 
(14) *paragü-it-os, *cuentagot-it-os, *apagavel-it-os, . . . 
'umbrella' 'dropper' 'candle extinguisher' (-f- little) 
Moreover, in the case of the compounds, the allomorphic rules that apply 
to the rest of t he diminutive formations are not observed. As can be peen from 
the second word of (12) — leaving aside other stipulations- when a word is 
disyllabic and ends in -e, the diminutive infix -it- is supplemented in Spanish 
with another suff ix (or " interf ix") -ec-. This rule applies also to monosyllables 
but never to trisyllabic words; see examples in (15): 
dim. 
(15) choque —- choqu-ec-it-o 'impact' 
dim. 
sol —• sol-ec-it-o 'sun' 
dim. 
carrete —» carret-it-o 'reel' 
( + little) 
Interestingly, the diminutive compound noun in (16), while having more 
than two syllables, still takes the -ec- augment. This happens in all compounds 
where the second element is one of the nouns that require -ec- owing to their 
syllable structure: 
dim. 
(16) parachoque —• parachoqu-ec-it-o (*parachoqu-it-o) 
' fender' 
The gender marker anomaly, as well as the diminutive allomorphic 
irregularity, bo th show tha t the evaluative affixation is realized over the 
second constituent of the compound, which is quite inconsistent with the 
semantic interpretation assigned to it — see again the glosses in (13). We 
have here, then, a case of discrepancy between formal structure and se-
mantic interpretation. 
b) There is also a relevant anomaly with respect to the inflectional affix 
of number, in those cases where the -s marker is at tr ibuted to the second 
constituent, i.e., in the cases considered instances of "inflectional morphology". 
This anomaly arises from the fact that the diminutive, while referring to the en-
tire compound, appears before the plural suffix of a constituent placed in 
the innermost layer of structure: agü-it-as. 
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Tha t is, we would expect forms like the ones in (17) which, in fact, do not 
exist. Here again is another case of a "paradox" between formal structure and 
semantic interpretation: 
(17) *paraguas-it-o(s) 
*cuentagotas-it-o(s) 
Such incongruities with regard to the ordering of evaluative affixation 
pose a further problem for two well-known restrictions on the at tachment of 
affixes, namely the "Atom Condition" (Williams 1981) and the "Adjacency 
Condition" (Siegel 1977), independently of the place of the head of the com-
pound, be it inside or outside the word, and either to the right or to the left 
of it. 
In the case of the ' 'Adjacency Condition", this is because, as i t is obvious, 
adjacency is lost because of the interference of some inflectional suffixes 
which refer to an internal constituent. In the case of the "Atom Condition", 
the problem is due to the following questions: 
a) none of the analyses proposed for those compounds takes the second 
constituent as the head or nucleus of the word, since its inherent features very 
often do not coincide with the features of the compound noun. In the case of 
the singular noun: él paragüitas, we would like the evaluative affix, realized 
on the second element, to percolate to the top of the word, but not the inflectio-
nal affixes of gender and number attached after i t . 
b) in the case of the plural noun, los paragüitas, we would also like the 
number suffix to percolate, with the evaluative affix, b u t not the gender marker. 
No matter which element is the head of these compounds, the "atom 
condition" is severely weakened if some internal affixes are allowed to percolate 
to the top of the word, while others, realized on more external layers, are not. 
As can be appreciated, the da t a presented thus far pose a number of 
problems for a level order morphology like that defended, for instance, in 
Scalise (1985). 
4. Morphological and phonological derivation 
Evaluative affixation seems to be a case of derivation. I t is not compar-
able to inflection from a paradigmatic point of view: there are no "evaluative 
classes" in the manner of "inflectional classes". 
From a syntagmatic point of view it cannot be treated like inflection 
either: evaluative affixes are not dependent on syntactic structure or gramma-
tical relations, as inflectional affixes normally are. In Anderson's terms, 
evaluative affixes -a t least in the Romance languages- are not relevant to 
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syntax, hence they are not part of inflection. Moreover, evaluative affixation 
does affect semantic interpretation in some way, whereas inflection does not. 
Nevertheless, as I have said, in some respects they behave very similarly. 
In my opinion, the similarity is more "phonological" than "morphological" 
in nature. Both types of affixation are linked to certain rules of the phonology 
proper, which do not apply to the rest of the morphology and both are immune 
to certain structural conditions of a purely morphological character (see Ander-
son 1982, and his proposal for including the rules of inflection inside the phono-
logical component). 
Thus, while I consider tha t in a model like Scalise's (1984), evaluative 
affixation should be classified inside derivation, I suggest distinguishing 
between phonological and non-phonological derivation, a distinction which is 
complemented by that between morphological and syntactic inflection men-
tioned above. The WFR subcomponent inside the lexical component will 
then be organized according to other parameters. To sum up, I suggest tha t 
W E R ' s should be divided into morphologically- phonologically- and syntac-
tically- conditioned rules. 
The WER's tha t include regular derivation and compounding in Scalise's 
model will belong to what I am now calling [-phon] derivation and the evalua-
tive rules will belong to the [-+ phon] derivation in (18). 
(Scalise's model revised) 
Spanish morphology has other cases of [ + phon.] derivation besides the 
diminutive, augmentative and pejorative affixes. There are: hypocoristics, 
shortened forms, superlatives (-Ísimo, -érrimo . . .), augmentative reduplication 
(re-, requete-. . .) and, perhaps, the controversial interfixes or "antihiatus" 
consonants (Malkiel 1958). They are all morphophonological processes of 
infixation, reduplication and copying, shortening and haplology, of a type, 
always considered problematic in a concatenative morphology. 
We can predict, then, that if a morphological process is of the non-
concatenative type, it will be phonologically conditioned. 
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What seem to be the most relevant features of the phonological word-
-formation rules? I pu t forward the following: 
1) While typical derivational rules are limited to an individual level or stratum, 
with their affixes attached to any morphological layer, so long as i ts subcate-
gorization frame is fulfilled, phonological derivation rules are not assigned to 
a precise morphological level, but are allowed to range over several strata. 
If an affix is attached, its frame will be defined in terms of a constituent deter-
mined phonologically, bu t not morphologically. 
They are " terminal" derivative affixes, attached when the word, as a 
phonological unit, is already built up . 
2) [- phon] rules may, or may not convey a morphophonological operation, as 
for example in the case of zero suffixation. 
[ + phon] rules must necessarily induce a morphophonological change, 
although not necessarily through affixation, as for example in t he case of 
shortened forms. 
3) [- phon] rules are not reduplicated; t he well-known examples with prefixes 
re- or anti- are cases of recursivity. 
[-f- phon] rules admit optional reduplication, resulting in intensification 
which does not affect the denotative meaning of the word. 
4) [- phon] rules do not depend on the syllabic structure of the word. The posi-
tion of the accent in the word base is no t relevant, either. 
[ + phon] rules are particularly sensitive to syllabic structure and the 
position of the accent. 
5) [- phon] rules of derivation are disjunctively ordered in relation to each 
other. However, with respect to other [ + phon] derivation rules, 
[ + phon] rules are not. 
6) [- phon] rules are highly idiosyncratic and limited as far as productivity is 
concerned. There is no constant, predictable semantic result. 
[-f- phon] rules are much more productive and uniform; their semantic 
result is fixed and predictable, usually affecting the connotative meaning. 
7) [- phon] rules apply only to bases t h a t exhibit a concrete category label. 
Thus, they conform to the Unitary Base Hypothesis (UBH) (Aronoff 1976). 
[ + phon] derivation rules, on t he contrary, are indifferent to t he syntac-
tic category of the base. 
8) [- phon] rules are governed by morphological well-formation conditions 
such as the "adjacency condition" or the "atom condition", and the more 
general condition of the U B H or the "Bracketing Erasure Convention". 
[-f- phon] derivation rules are not subject to well-formation conditions of 
a morphological character. 
The contradictions I have pointed out in relation to Spanish diminutiviza-
tion can, in my opinion, be explained if evaluative affixation is understood to 
be a word-formation process of a phonological nature. 
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Like the rules of the phonological component, phonological derivation 
rules have access only to information from t h e immediately adjacent cycle. 
This explains why the -it- infix, inserted inside the second constituent of t he 
word, cannot change the gender marker (see examples in (14) ): it does not 
see the next cycle, corresponding to the compound noun. 
The fact t h a t the evaluative affixation is not dependent on any type of 
morphological level-ordering, nor subject to morphological well-formation 
conditions like t he rest of the derivation rules, explains the apparent contra-
diction of the examples in (13): the -it- infix is inserted into the word when it is 
already built u p and, although contiguous to t h e second constituent, refers t o 
the entire compound. 
Finally, the fact that the evaluative rules, like all [-|- phon] derivation 
rules, have access only to the internal phonological structure of the word, not 
to its morphological structure, would explain t he apparent anomaly in (16). 
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PHONOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR LEVEL ORDERING 
IN ITALIAN WORD FORMATION* 
I R E N E VOGEL 
(University of Delaware, USA) 
1. Introduction 
I t has often been noticed t h a t morphemes do not combine freely and in 
any order to yield complex words. Instead, there appear to be strong con-
straints, language specific and perhaps also universal, on the way in which 
morphemes may be combined. One attempt to formalize such restrictions is 
the Level Ordering Hypothesis proposed by Siegel (1974). According to this 
proposal, the morphological component of the grammar consists of a number 
of ordered blocks of rules that carry out morphological operations; the order 
of occurrence of different morphemes is determined (at least in part) by the 
ordering of the blocks of rules and which types of rules are contained in the 
different blocks. Thus, the observation that in English the so-called Class I 
affixes appear before the Class I I affixes is accounted for by having Class I 
affixation carried out by the first block of rules and Class II affixation by the 
second block of rules. In subsequent proposals, the original Level Ordering 
Hypothesis is expanded, as the Extended Level Ordering Hypothesis, to 
cover cases of compounding (cf. Allen 1975) and inflection (cf. Scalise 1984). 
Support for level ordering in morphology is adduced not only on the grounds 
that it accounts for a number of generalizations about the distribution of 
different types of morphemes, bu t also on the grounds that i t accounts for 
certain phonological and semantic properties of affixes (cf. Pesetsky 1979), 
an idea that has been further developed within the framework of lexical 
phonology (cf. among others, Kiparsky 1983; Mohanan 1982; Halle and 
Mohanan 1985). When compounding and inflection are considered along with 
derivation, the basic ordering of the levels is generally taken to be that in (1), 
with language specific options such as more than one level of derivation as 
proposed for English, and more than one level of compounding as proposed for 
Malayalam (cf. Mohanan 1982). 
* I would like t o thank Marina Nespor and Sergio Scalise for their helpful com-
ments on an earlier version of this paper . 
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(1) Derivation 
I 
Compounding 
Inflection 
This paper addresses the issue of level ordering in Italian. First , the 
question of the order of occurrence of different types of morphemes is examined. 
I t will be shown that there are, in fact , generalizations about the structure of 
complex words that can be captured by a level ordering model of the lexicon of 
Italian, though the order is not that given above in (1). The rest of the paper 
is devoted to an examination of a number of phonological rules of Italian. 
Specifically, the domains in which these rules apply will be investigated with 
the goal of determining whether or not there is independent phonological 
evidence for the level ordering proposed on the basis of structural morpholog-
ical considerations. I t will be demonstrated that there is, in fact phonological 
support for lexical levels, though in one area morphological and phonological 
considerations lead to different conclusions about the composition of the levels. 
2. Morphological ordering of levels 
The ordering of derivation before both compounding and inflection seen 
in (1) has been proposed for Italian (cf. Scalise 1984) (cf. among others Kiparsky 
1982; Mohanan 1982). This accounts for the fact t h a t we find derived words 
within compounds in Italian, but we do not find compounds tha t have been 
further derived, as illustrated in (2) and (3), respectively.1 
(2) (a) formazione base 'basic preparation' (from: formare ' to form') 
(b) città dormitorio 'bedroom community' (from: dormire ' to sleep') 
(cf. Scalise, 1984, 121) 
(3) (a) *aspira polverista (from: aspira polvere 'vacuum cleaner') 
(b) *banconotaio (from: banconota 'bank note') 
I t should be noted tha t the suffixes in (3), -ista and -aio, normally attach to 
nouns to form derived words with the general meaning of 'someone who has 
something to do with X (i.e. the noun)' . The difference between the gramma-
1
 There are several apparent exceptions to the generalization expressed here. For 
example, we do find words such as croce rossina 'Red Cross nurse' derived f r o m Croce 
Rossa 'Red Cross'. As Scalise (1984) points ou t , however, the relevant cases are all instances 
of lexicalized compounds which arc derived as any other, (noncompound) lexical item 
would be. 
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ticality of macchinista 'machinist' (from: macchina 'machine') and libraio 
'book dealer' (from: libro 'book') on the one hand, and the ungrammatical ly 
of the examples in (3) on the other hand, is the fact that t he former are derived 
from a simple base while the latter are derived from a compound base. 
That derivation applies before inflection, too, is seen by the fact tha t 
inflectional affixes always follow derivational affixes, no matter how many 
derivational affixes there are, as illustrated in (4), where the inflectional 
affixes are the final vowels.2 
(4) (a) forma, 
forme 
(b) formale 
formais. 
(c) formalisme 
formalism! 
'form (sg)' 
'form (pi)' 
'formal (sg)' 
'formal (pi)' 
'formalism (sg)' 
'formalism (pi)' 
According to the ordering in (1) we would expect, furthermore, tha t 
compounding precedes inflection, that is, that inflectional affixes appear 
external, rather than internal, to compounds. This is, in fact , the ordering tha t 
is accepted for Italian by Scalise (1984). Consider, however, compounds such 
as those in (5) which have the structure Verb + Noun, where the noun is the 
object of the verb. 
(5) (a) lava piatti 'dish washer' (piatti 'dishes') 
(b) apri bottiglie 'bottle opener' (bottiglie 'bottles') 
(c) gira dischi 'record player' (dischi 'records') 
Notice that in the compounds in (5), which are representative of a very pro-
ductive compound formation rule of Italian, the noun is plural, despite the 
fact that the entire compound is singular.3 That is, despite the plural morpheme 
2
 The fact t ha t the adverb forming suff ix -mente attaches t o a form with t h e final 
vowel a and not о (e.g. certamente 'surely' vs. *certomente) is sometimes taken as an argu-
ment tha t inflection may occur internal to derivation. While the fo rms in question come 
f rom Latin forms which were, in fact, feminine, there is no mot iva t ion for considering 
them feminine in modern Italian, although a is the vowel that usual ly indicates feminine 
gender. Instead, these forms can better be handled by an al lomorphy rule that changes о 
t o a before -mente, tha t is, by the same type of mechanism tha t is used to handle another 
phonological rule tha t applies in relation to -mente, the deletion of the final e of a base 
if it is preceded by a sequence of V + Liquid, as in generale + mente -- generalmente 
'generally'. 
3
 While Verb + Noun compounds most commonly contain a plural noun, there 
are some t h a t seem to allow either a singular or a plural noun (e.g. segna libro/segna libri 
'book mark ' , where libro = book, libri = books), and others t h a t typically take a singular 
noun. Some of these latter compounds seem to have a singular for rather idiosyncratic 
reasons (a point we will re turn to below), while others take a singular for very specific, 
predictable, reasons. For example, we typically f ind a singular in compounds in which the 
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-i in lava piatti, the compound exhibits singular agreement with all the other 
words in a sentence: 
(6) È una lava piatti costosa. ' (It) is an expensive dish washer.' 
If inflection applies after compounding as suggested in (1), compounds such 
as those in (5) would be constructed as in (7). 
(7) [piatto] 
[[lava] [piatto]] compounding 
[[lava piatto] i]p i inflection 
[lava piatti] 'dish washers' 
The problem with (7) is t h a t the plural marker -i is a t tached to the entire 
compound and we are thus unable to get t he desired meaning of 'only one 
dishwasher'. If the order of t he operations is reversed, however, and we allow 
inflection to apply before compounding, the construction of the compounds in 
question would proceed as in (8). 
(8) [piatto] 
[[piatto] i]p i inflection 
[[lava] [piatti]] compounding 
[lava piatti] 'dish washer' 
The advantage of (8) over (7) is that (8) captures the fac t that the plural 
suffix is actually internal to t h e compound, despite its position as the rightmost 
morpheme. 
It should be noted t h a t Italian is no t the only language that allows 
inflection within compounds. An analogous situation arises, for example, in 
Spanish which also has a productive rule of compound formation which creates 
words of the structure Verb -(- Noun, in which the noun object of the verb is 
usually plural (e.g. toca discos 'record player' , where discos = 'records') (cf. 
Varela 1986). I n English, too, we find inflection within compounds as in systems 
analyst, parks commissioner. I n all these cases, if inflection only applies af ter 
noun is a mass noun and thus canno t normally be pluralized (e.g. aspira polvere ' vacuum 
cleaner' (lit. ' suck dust'), where t h e noun polvere 'dus t ' is singular). In addition, t he 
presence of a singular form is o f t en predictable on t h e basis of pragmat ic considerations, as 
in cases in which the noun in quest ion refers to a unique entity in t h e world, as in the 
hypothetical example suggested b y W . U. Dressier of a machine for watching the sun, a 
guarda sole, where sole 'sun' is s ingular since it is assumed (at least in nonscientific circles), 
t h a t there is only one sun. The same is true also for cases in which the noun must , for 
some other reason, refer to a single object, as in t h e case of jiccanaso 'busybody' (lit. 
'shove nose'), where naso 'nose' is singular for obvious anatomical reasons. The plural 
morpheme, -i, in ficcanasi 'busybodies ' refers to t h e entire compound, t h a t is, giving t h e 
meaning of more than one busybody, not the meaning of a person who puts more t h a n 
one nose where i t does not belong. 
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compounding, we have no way of getting the plural meaning of one of the 
component words of the compound but not the plural of the whole compound. 
Of course, is it often necessary to make the entire compound plural as well. If 
inflection has already taken place before compounding, however, the problem 
arises as to how to get, for example, lava piatti with the meaning of 'dish 
washers', or systems analysts with two plural markers. I t should be noted tha t 
the surface form lava piatti also represents the plural of the entire compound, 
as illustrated by the plural agreement in (9), in contrast with the singular 
agreement seen above in (6). 
(9) Sono delle lava piatti costose. '(They) are some expensive dish 
washers.' 
One possibility would be to allow a loop of the type proposed by Mohanan 
(1982) to take an item back to inflection after compounding for a second 
application of inflection. Loops, however, greatly weaken the model since they 
often allow for many more possibilities than are otherwise required by a given 
language what I propose instead to treat the compound internal application of 
inflection separately from the inflection of the entire compound. That is, I pro-
pose tha t the former be treated lexically by word formation rules and the lat ter 
syntactically.4 The issue of whether or not one of the components of a compound 
is plural is not, after all, what is relevant for syntax. In the case of agreement, 
for example what matters is only whether the entire compound is plural, in keep-
ing with the idea that syntax is not sensitive to the internal structure of words. 
Of course, if we maintain tha t there is a distinction between morphological and 
syntactic types of inflection, we predict t ha t there ought to be some substan-
tive difference between the two. For example, we might expect that the former, 
but not the latter, exhibits somewhat idiosyncratic patterns. This is, in fact, 
what we find. Specifically, despite I tal ian speakers' explanation t ha t lava 
piatti contains the plural form piatti because it would not make sense for there 
to be a machine that washes only one dish (piatto), the use of the plural often 
seems somewhat arbitrary. The compound apri bottiglie 'bottle opener' also 
contains a plural even though it can open only one bottle a t a time. If the crucial 
fact is t ha t the object in question can be used for a multi tude of bott les on 
separate occasions but only one at a given time, we cannot explain why another 
compound porta badiera 'flag carrier' contains a singular noun bandiera 'flag'. 
At any one time, it is true, a flag carrier carriers one flag, but like the bottle 
opener, on different occasions it might carry different flags. Furthermore, if 
lava piatti contains a plural noun because the machine is made to wash many 
dishes a t once, why does the corresponding compound in English, dish washer, 
contain a singular noun? What these examples show is that the choice of 
4
 See Hammond (1984) for a similar proposal for English. 
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whether the compounds in question take a plural or singular noun is not totally-
predictable. While there appears to be a language specific parameter involved 
which accounts for the fact t ha t certain compounds normally take a plural 
noun in Italian where the corresponding compounds take a singular in English, 
there nevertheless also appears to be some idiosyncracy involved, as in cases 
such as apri bottiglie vs. porta bandiera. In contrast with the somewhat arbitrary 
nature of this compound internal type of inflection, the inflection tha t is 
syntactically determined does not exhibit such idiosyncacy. As was seen above 
in (6) and (9), repsectively, if lava piatti is singular, then the verb, article and 
adjective in the sentence must also be singular, and if lava piatti is plural, then 
the other words must also be plural. 
I t should be noted, however, that the proposal to t reat word internal 
inflection separately from the type of inflection that is more syntactic in nature 
is not without its own difficulties. The major problem is tha t , despite certain 
differences between the two cases of inflection, the morphemes involved are 
identical, and treating the two cases separately makes their similarity seem 
fortuitous. Nevertheless, as we have seen, the position of certain inflectional 
affixes internal to compounds, as well as the fact that these instances of 
inflection are irrelevant to syntax, seems to indicate that , in addition to the 
regular, syntactic, type of inflection a lexical operation of inflection is also 
needed, one which allows for idiosyncracy, as do other lexical rules. This type 
of inflection must thus be considered part of the word formation component 
of a grammar, along with derivation and compounding. Anderson's (1982) 
claim that inflectional structure is developed in a different way from deriva-
tional structure woulds thus distinguish between the "internal" type of 
inflection, which would be developed more like derivational structure, and the 
' 'external" type of inflection, which would be developed in a different way. The 
theory of morphology will ultimately have to account for the relation between 
the two types of inflectional phenomena. We will not, however, deal with this 
problem further here; instead, we will limit our attention to the lexical opera-
tion of inflection and its interaction with other lexical morphological phenomena. 
On the basis of the arguments considered above, let us now change the 
order of the lexical levels from tha t seen in (1) to that given in (10), at least for 
Italian, and perhaps more generally. This new order now gives the derivation 
seen above in (8). 
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There is still another problem in relation to the ordering of the lexical 
levels tha t must be addressed here. Scalise (1984) argues on the basis of a 
number of characteristics of the evaluative suffixes of Italian (i.e. diminutive 
augmentative, etc.) tha t these affixes cannot be considered either derivational 
or inflectional morphemes. Instead, they constitute a class of their own, and are 
associated with a distinct block of rules in the lexicon which is ordered between 
the blocks corresponding to the word formation rules and the inflectional rules, 
as seen below (cf. Scalise 1984, 133). 
(11) Word Formation Rules 
I 
Evaluative Rules 
1 
Inflection Rules 
According to this schema it would seem that the evaluative rules should follow 
both compounding and derivation since both are considered to be types of 
word formation rules. While Scalise does not address the question of the relative 
ordering of compounding and the evaluative rules, this issue becomes crucial 
here since we are proposing to reorder inflection and compounding with respect 
to the order proposed by Scalise. If we move inflection up from the last level 
to the second level, do the evaluative rules remain where they are and thus 
become the last level, or do they move up along with inflection to the position 
before compounding? As it turns out, compounds in Italian do not normally 
undergo evaluative rules. That is, we do not typically find cases of a compound 
to which an evaluative suffix has been added. We cannot, for example, form 
the diminutive of lava piatti by adding the suffix -ino or the augmentative of 
apri bottiglie by adding the suffix -one, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality 
of the forms in (12).5 
(12) (a) lava piatti ino *lava piattino 
(b) apri bottiglie -f- one *apri bottiglione 
Thus, since compounding is, in fact, a word formation rule, it is questionable 
whether the evaluative rules should be ordered af ter the entire block of word 
formation rules, as in (11). If, on the other hand, the evaluative rules are 
moved before compounding, we predict that evaluative affixes may appear 
5
 Spanish seems to differ from I tal ian with respect to this point since in Spanish it 
is possible to add evaluative affixes to analogous Verb + Noun compounds. For example, 
it is possible to make the diminutive of toca discos 'record player ' by adding the infix 
-it- : toca disquitos 'small record player' (cf. Varela 1986). 
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within compounds. As it turns out, however, we do not typically f ind evaluative 
affixes within compounds either, though the reason for this might be more 
pragmatic that structural. That is, it does not seem all that likely that there 
would be a machine, for example, tha t washes only small dishes, or an object 
t h a t opens only large bottles, and hence the unacceptability of the forms in 
(13). Note that the nouns are given in their plural form in keeping with the 
typical pattern for such compounds. 
(13) (a) lava + piattini — *lava piattini (cf. piattini 'small dishes') 
(b) apri -f- bottiglioni *apri bottiglioni (cf. bottiglioni 'large bottles') 
Thus far, however, we have no compelling arguments either in favor of the 
ordering in (11) or against it. 
Let us now consider the relationship between the evaluative rules and 
inflection since we are proposing to move inflection with respect to compound-
ing. In fact, it turns out that evaluative affixation must take place before 
inflection since evaluative affixes always appear internal to inflectional 
affixes (e.g. piattino/piattini 'small dish (sg)/small dish (pi)'; bottiglionejbotlig-
lioni 'large bottle (sg)/large bottle (pi)'). We must thus maintain the ordering 
of evaluative rules before inflection rules as proposed by Scalise (1984), which 
in the present proposal requires t ha t the block of evaluative rules be moved 
before compounding along with the movement of inflection. The resulting 
organization of lexical levels in I tal ian must thus be the one in (14), not the 
one in (11). In the next section we will examine this proposal fur ther to see if 
there is any independent motivation for such a model. 
(14) Derivation 
Evaluative Rules 
I 
Inflection 
I 
Compounding 
3. Phonological evidence for lexical levels 
As we have just seen, the organization of four types of morphological 
rules as a sequence of blocks of rules accounts for a number of distributional 
pat terns of morphemes within complex words in Italian. The ordering proposed 
here differs somewhat from the order proposed for several other languages, 
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and more importantly for our purposes, from the order previously proposed 
for Italian. Since one of the motivations for the original proposals of level 
ordering in English morphology was the fact that the proposed model also 
accounted for a number of phonological phenomena, we will now examine 
some rules of Italian phonology to see whether they provide any support for 
lexical levels, and if so, whether the organization proposed above is correct. 
The type of rules we will be concerned with here are phonological rules that 
apply in relation to morphological structure, but not in relation to specific 
morphemes.® The lat ter type of rules, allomorphy and truncation rules in 
Aronoff's (1976) terms, cannot provide crucial evidence in relation to lexical 
levels and their ordering since they only apply in relation to a single word 
formation rule (e.g. e — 0/V + mente: + cons" 
-f- son 
— nas 
liberale + mente — liberálmente 'liberally'; regolare -)- mente — regolarmente 
'regularly'). That is, the very restricted contexts of such rules do not allow 
us to make more general statements about the domains of application of 
phonological rules and the interactions among them. 
Among the phonological rules t h a t apply in relation to morphological 
structure are two stress rules. The f i r s t one, the Word Stress Rule (WSR), 
assigns stress to one of the last three syllables of a word.7 This rule, which was 
shown to apply cyclically by Vogel and Scalise (1982), applies in the same way 
to derived and inflected words, as well as to words with evaluative affixes, 
as seen in (15a) —(15c), respectively. Only primary stress, indicated with an 
acute accent (') will be considered here. 
(15) (a) favorévole 'favorable' (from: favore + evole) 
(b) elefánti 'elephants' (from: elefante + i) 
(c) cappellino 'small ha t ' (from: cappello -f- ino) 
The second rule, the Compound Stress Rule (CSR), assigns stress to the syllable 
bearing the primary stress in the rightmost member of a compound, with the 
concomitant weakening of the primary stress of the other members of the 
compound, as seen in (16). 
c
 This is not to say t h a t the rules in question may no t apply differentially to 
specific morphemes. In fact , one of the characteristics of lexical phonological rules is 
that they m a y have exceptions, as opposed t o post-lexical rules which are said t o apply 
across the board without exceptions. The po in t is that the phonological rules we will 
consider here do not apply uniquely in relat ion to specific morphemes. 
7
 There is a small set of verbs which have stress on the four th to last syllable of the 
third person plural forms of the present indicative and the present subjunct ive (e.g. 
teléfonano ' ( they) call', teléfonino '(that they) call). Since these exceptions are so circum-
scribed, t h e y do not consti tute a serious p rob lem for the generalization about t he position 
of stress in Italian words. 
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(16) (a) apri bottíglie 'bottle opener' (from: ápri + bottlglie) 
(b) pelle róssa 'red skin' (from: pelle -f- róssa) 
(c) tosta páne '(bread) toaster ' (from: tósta + pane) 
Let us now consider four segmental rules tha t also apply in relation to 
morphological structure. The f irst rule is Vowel Deletion (VD), the rule t h a t 
deletes an unstressed vowel when it is followed by another vowel in the fol-
lowing morpheme (cf. Scalise 1983), as formulated in (17). The symbol '] ' is 
used in this and subsequent rules to indicate t he limit of a morpheme without 
specifying anything about the nature of the morphemes involved since one of 
the advantages of a theory t ha t incorporates distinct levels in the lexicon t h a t 
can also account for the domains of application of phonological rules is that t he 
specification of different types of boundaries is no longer necessary.8 
(17) Vowel Deletion (VD) 
t - 0 / _ ] V 
This rule applies to derived and inflected words, as well as to words with evalua-
tive affixes, as illustrated in (18a) —(18c), respectively. 
(18) (a) paurä — oso — pauroso 'fearful' 
(cf. virtú — oso -• virtuoso/*virtoso 'virtuous') 
(b) paurä — e — paure 'fears' 
(c) piattö — ino — piattino 'small dish' 
Notice that this rule does not apply morpheme internally: the first unstressed 
a in (18a, b) is not deleted before the following vowel. Furthermore, VD does 
not apply in the same way to compounds, where it is of ten optional a n d 
subject to a number of additional constraints (e.g. porta ombrelli/port ombrelli 
'umbrella rack') (cf. Vogel and Scalise 1982).9 
Since VD makes crucial reference to stress, and since the assignment of 
stress is cyclic, an obvious question at this point is whether VD is also cyclic. 
Consider the words algebrico (from: algebra — ico 'algebraic' and virtuoso 
(from: virtú — oso) 'virtuous'. If VD applies before stress assignment both t he 
final a of algebra and the final и of virtú will be deleted, giving the incorrect 
result in the lat ter case. If stress assignment applies first, the a preceding -ico 
will be stressed, thus exempting it from VD ; the о of oso will also he stressed, 
leaving the preseding и available for the application of VD. The result is 
8
 Stress is indicated here and below as a diacritic feature on the vowel: 'V' = 
unstressed, 'V' = stressed. This is done for reasons of graphic simplicity; it does not m e a n 
tha t stress should necessarily be viewed as a feature associated with individual vowels. 
9
 As is o f t en the case with lexical phonological rules, there are some exceptions t o 
VD (e.g. veritd + iero -» veritiero ' t ruthful ' ) . 
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incorrect in both cases. This problem can be resolved easily, however, by 
applying both the WSR and VD cyclically, as illustrated in (19).10 
(19) (a) Cycle 1 algebra virtu 
WSR á ú 
(b) Cycle 2 algebra ico virtú oso 
VD 0 -
WSR é ó 
algébrico virtuóso 
The next two rules we will examine, Vowel Lengthening (VL) and Vowel 
Raising (VR), also depend crucially on stress. As the rule in (20) shows, VL 
lengthens a stressed vowel in a nonfinal open syllable. V R , as seen in (21), raises 
[e] and [o] to [e] and [o], respectively, when they are not stressed. 
(20) Vowel Lengthening (VL) 
Y - [ + l o n g ] / _ $ CoV . . . ] " 
(21) Vowel Raising (VR) 
+ mid " I - [-low]/ [-stress] 
-+ low J 
Both VL and VR apply in relation to derivation, inflection and evaluative 
affixation, as seen in (22) and (23). 
(22) (a) lava — abile — lav[á:~\bile 
(b) lava — vamo -»• lavav[á:{mo12 
(c) bravo — ino — 6rau[i:]reo 
(23) (a) tosta — tore — t[o]statóra 
(cf. t[o]sta '(he) roasts') 
(b) tosta — vamo — t[o~\stavámo 
(c) cosa — ina -+ c[o~\slna 
(cf. c[ö]sa 'thing') 
I t should be noted that VL and VR must apply separately to the two members 
of a compound, before the application of the CSR which places stress on the 
final member of the compound, automatically eliminating the primary stress 
10
 Note t h a t along with each application of the WSR t h e primary stress assigned 
on the previous cycle is automatically weakened (cf. Vogel and Scalise 1982). 
11
 The symbol '$' is used as a type of shorthand no ta t ion here; it is n o t meant 
to imply t h a t syllable s t ructure should be seen in terms of boundaries inserted between 
segments. 
12
 Alternatively, the inflectional suffix m a y be taken t o be -avamo, in which case 
VD will apply t o delete the s tem a. As far as t he present po in t is concerned, however, 
both analyses yield the same results. 
'washable' 
'(we) were washing' 
'good (dim)' 
'roaster' 
'(we) were roasting' 
'thing (dim)' 
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of any other members. That is, we find a lengthened vowel in both members 
of the compound in (24a); it is not just the last stressed vowel of the entire 
compound tha t is lengthened as we would expect if VL applied after the CSR 
had eliminated all but the f inal primary stress. Similarly, if the CSR had 
caused the stress on reggi in (24b) to be eliminated before YR applied, we would 
expect to find a raised vowel, [e] instead of [e] in this word. 
(24) (a) capo — stazione c[á:]po stazi[ó:]ne 'station master' 
(b) reggi — petto — r[ê~\ggi p[é]tto 'brasière' 
I t was seen above tha t VD, which crucially makes reference to stress, 
must apply cyclically. Since b o t h VL and VR also crucially make reference to 
stress, the question arises as to whether they, too, must apply cyclically. Le t 
us consider VL first . If this rule applies cyclically it will lengthen a vowel in 
the proper segmental context every time the WSR applies. In a complex 
word in which a given number of affixes have been added, we would thus 
expect there to be potentially the same number of lengthened vowels, as 
illustrated in (25). This is not correct, however; there is at most only one long 
vowel per word. 
(25) Cycle I noia 'boredom' 
WSR ó 
VL ó: 
Cycle 2 nó: ia oso 'boring' 
VD 0 
WSR ó 
VL ó: 
Cycle 3 no: io:so ino 'boring (dim)"' 
VD 0 
WSR í 
VL I: 
*[no:io:si:no] (cf. [noiosímo]) 
One solution would be to introduce another rule, one which deletes all the long 
vowels except the final one, though at this point we might question the desir-
ability of lengthening all the vowels in the f i rs t place. In fact , a simpler and 
more insightful solution is to allow VL to apply only once, rather than cyclically. 
I n this way, VL applies only to the final ou tput of the various morphological 
operations (except compounding). 
Let us now consider what happens if VR applies cyclically after stress is 
assigned: 
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(26) Cycle 1 alg[e]bra 
WSR à 
VR e 
Cycle 2 álg\ei\bra ico 
VD 0 
WSR e 
VR  
*alg\jd]brico (cf. alg[é~\brico) 
The problem here is tha t if VR raises [e] to [e] after stress has been assigned 
on the first cycle there is no way to get the [</] back in the derived form in 
which the vowel is stressed, since not all instances of stressed [e] become [e]. 
The solution to this problem too is to allow VR to apply only once, a f t e r all the 
morphological operations (except compounding) have applied. Since we want 
VL and VR to apply as late as possible, bu t before compounding, we can state 
the domain of their application in terms of lexical levels as being the level just 
before compounding, that is, inflection, according to the order proposed above. 
Finally, let us consider a rule we will call Consonant Lengthening (CL). 
This rule lengthens the initial consonant of the second member of a compound 
when the first member ends in a stressed vowel,13as stated in (27) and illustrat-
ed in (28). 
(27) Consonant Lengthening (CL) 
С - [+long]/ V ] _ [+son] 
[ + stress] 
(28) (a) caffé — latte — caffé [1 -.'jatte 'coffee with milk' 
(b) cittá — dormitorio — cittá [d:]ormitorio 'bedroom community' 
Table 1 
Domains of application of phonological rules 
Derivation Evaluative 
Affixation 
Inflection Compounding 
Word Stress Rule (WSR) + + + 
Vowel Deletion (VD) + + + — 
Vowel Lengthening (VL) — — + — 
Vowel Raising (VR) — — + — 
Compound Stress Rule (CSR) — — — + 
Consonant Lengthening (CL) 
— — + 
13
 Consonant Lengthening in compounds actually falls under a more general rule of 
consonant lengthening, Raddoppiamento Sintattico. The general form of the ru le applies 
to a consonant a t the beginning of a (phonological) word when it is preceded by a word 
ending in a stressed vowel whenever this sequence arises within the domain of the phonolog-
ical phrase. I t thus applies to the members of a compound as it does to words in a 
phrase (cf. Nespor 1984; Nespor and Vogel 1986). 
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What our examination of the two stress rules and the four segmental 
rules of Italian considered in this section shows is that not all of the rules apply-
in relation to all morphological operations. The following table presents an 
overview of the rules and their domains of application.14 The symbols ' + ' and 
'—' mean that t he rule applies and that it does not apply, respectively. 
Le t us now consider what the distribution of the six phonological rules con-
sidered here says about the organization of t he Italian lexicon. First of all 
is there phonological evidence for the levels proposed on the basis of the 
morphological criteria discussed above in Section 2? In general, the answer to 
this question is affirmative. Tha t is, compounding is distinguished phonologi-
cally from all the other morphological operations by the fact t ha t it is the only 
domain for CSR and CL, while the rules tha t apply in other domains do not 
apply in relation to compounding. Inflection, on the one hand, and derivation 
and evaluative affixation, on the other hand, are also phonologically distinct 
f rom each other in that the former is the only domain for VL and VR. In other 
words, there are specific phonological rules t h a t apply in relation to specific 
types of morphological operations. We thus have support for individual lexical 
levels corresponding to a) derivation (and evaluative affixation), b) inflection 
and c) compounding. Although Scalise (1984) provides morphological argu-
ments for establishing a separate level for evaluative affixation, as mentioned 
above, no phonological evidence for such a level has been found. On phonologi-
cal grounds, evaluative affixation must be considered part of the level of 
derivation. 
Secondly, what do the phonological rules say about the relative order 
of the three lexical levels for which there is evidence ? The crucial rules are 
WSR and VD. Compare the domains of application of these rules as ordered in 
(29a) and (29b). 
(29) (a) Derivation 
Evaluative Affixation Compounding Inflection 
WSR + - + 
YD + + 
14
 Several of t h e rules analyzed here have also been analyzed within the framework 
of prosodie phonology (of. Nespor 1984; Nespor and Vogel 1986). I n particular, i t is 
shown tha t the domain of the rules in question is t he prosodie constituent referred to as 
t he phonological word . The prosodie approach is no t in conflict with the one presented 
here, and in fact, t he two approaches complement each other in tha t the prosodie analysis 
specifies the phonological domain within which the ru les apply and the lexical analysis 
accounts for which types of morphological structures a re subject to part icular phonologi-
cal rules. See also Booi j and Rubach (forthcoming) where it is argued t h a t t ha t in Polish, 
too, the phonological word plays a crucial role in the rules of lexical phonology. 
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(b) Derivation 
Evaluative Affixation Inflection Compounding 
WSR + + — 
VD + + -
In (29a), the ordering proposed by Scalise (1984) for Italian, and by other 
linguists for other languages, leads to a violation of the Continuous Stratum 
Hypothesis proposed by Mohanan (1982), according to which, if a given 
phonological rule applies to more than one lexical level (stratum in the terms of 
lexical phonology), the levels in question must he adjacent . That is, since WSR 
and VD do not apply to compounding, if compounding is ordered between the 
other two levels to which the rules do apply, the domains of application of the 
rules are not adjacent. The alternative ordering proposed in this paper does 
not lead to a violation of the Continuous Stratum Hypothesis, as (29b) shows. 
We thus find phonological support not only for three lexical levels, but also 
for their reordering such that compounding, not inflection, is the last stratum, 
as respresented in (30). 
(30) Derivation 
I Evaluative Affixation 
I 
Inflection 
Compounding 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have examined the question of the existence and 
organization of lexical levels in Italian on the basis of both morphological and 
phonological phenomena. Specifically, it was shown that there seems to be 
morphological evidence for four levels, corresponding to the operations of 
derivation, evaluative affixation, inflection and compounding. Morphological 
considerations having to do with the distribution of different types of mor-
phemes, it was seen further, led us to propose an ordering that is different from 
that previously proposed for Italian. Examination of a set of phonological 
rules, however, provided support for only three lexical levels; derivation and 
evaluative affixation could not be distinguished phonologically. This result 
points up a problem related to lexical levels in general: what are the criteria 
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on which we establish lexical levels ? Presumably when we have both morpho-
logical and phonological evidence for a level the case is the strongest. But what 
do we do if there is a conflict between the number of levels that can be justified 
phonologically and the number of levels that can be justified morphologically, 
as was seen here in relation to I ta l ian? In general, what seems to happen is 
t h a t morphologists tend to accept the results provided by the morphological 
analysis, as illustrated by Scalise's (1984) proposal to establish the additional 
level of evaluative affixation, while phonologists seem to favor the results 
provided by the phonological analysis, as illustrated by some recent proposals 
within 1;he framework of lexical phonology to have only two lexical strata on 
the basis of a purely phonological criterion, cyclic vs. noncyclic rule application 
(cf. Kiparsky 1983; Booij and Rubach, to appear). I have no solution to this 
problem now but certainly in order to make progress in our understanding of 
the organization of the lexicon, t he relationship between morphological and 
phonological criteria and their respective roles in determining lexical structure 
will have to be reconciled. Finally, leaving aside t he problem of the evaluative 
suffixes, it was shown that there is evidence from both morphology and 
phonology for reordering inflection and compounding so that the level associat-
ed with inflection precedes the level associated with compounding. 
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DERIVATION CONSTRUCTIONS AND ARGUMENT 
STRUCTURE 
W . ZWANENBURG 
(University of Utrecht, The Netherlands) 
0. The central idea of this article is tha t derivation constructions of 
languages come in limited numbers and are to be defined, independently of 
individual affixes, in terms of X-bar structure and argument structure. In 
terms of X-bar structure we can define the categories and the order of the 
head and the complement of each — supposedly binary — derivation construc-
tion. In terms of argument structure we can define how the argument structure 
of the construction relates to tha t of the lexical morphemes which may serve 
as its bases. 
To make this general idea a little more concrete, let us consider an 
example. One of the best known derivation constructions is tha t of action 
nouns like those in (1): 
(1) slippage, arrival, resistance, conversation, opening, confusion, amuse-
ment 
This construction is independent of individual affixes in that action nouns may 
contain any of a long series of suffixes, among which those given in (1). In 
terms of X-bar structure they contain a verbal base as complement and a 
nominal suffix as head. As to their argument structure, according to Williams 
(1981) this can be derived from tha t of the verbal base by means of internaliza-
tion of the external argument: the subject of the verb as the external argument 
becomes an internal argument of the action noun, as in (2): 
(2) John opens the exhibition — the opening of the exhibition by John 
I want to show here on the example of English suffixation that the 
limited number of possible constructions is the result of the restrictions on 
X-bar structure and argument structure. X-bar structure allows only — sup-
posedly binary — combinations of the categories N, A and V, the second 
constituent being an affix in the case of suffixation as opposed to prefixation, 
and either the first or the second constituent being the head. Argument 
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structure allows a limited number of arguments, a limited number of manipula-
tions of argument structure in derivation, and, as developed in Chierchia 
(1985),a limited number of relevant roles for nouns, adjectives and verbs at the 
level of predication. 
A by-product of my argumentation will be tha t it is necessary to modify 
Williams' notion of external argument as far as nouns are concerned. I t is also 
necessary to add as possible manipulations of argument structure the creation 
of a 'possessive' argument as well morphological incorporation. Cf. for other 
proposals concerning increasing the number of possible manipulations Carrier-
Duncan (1985) and Zubizarreta (1985). 
I represent in (3)(a)-(c) what I think are globally the suffication construc-
tions of English. With very little changes the same table could be used for 
languages like Dutch and German, or like French, Italian and Spanish. In 
sections 1 through 6, I xvill discuss successively the constructions contained in 
(3) (a)-(c). The concluding section 8 will be preceded by a short section concerning 
the probable degree of generality of the regularities discussed in this paper. 
(3) (a) 
(b) 
N 
A 
V 
N 
A 
V 
( c ) 
externalization 
N 
drop-let 
N 
queen-ship 
Icind-ness 
open-ing 
N 
green-ish 
N 'possessive' villag-er gloom-y 
V 
spark-le 
internalization 
agon-ize hammer-0 
N — child-ish head-0 mumm-ify 
A drunk-ard — idle-0 hard-en 
V sing-er fidget-y — run-0 
read-er handle-able melt-0 — 
slipp-er reli-able 
1. In (3)(a) one finds the non category changing suffix constructions: 
denominal nouns, de-adjectival adjectives and deverbal verbs. In English 
as well as in many other languages suffixes tend to be category changing and 
prefixes non category changing. So the constructions of (3)(a) are marked in 
this respect as compared to those of (b) and (c), which are category changing. 
I assume that their being non category changing is the result of their lexical 
base being, in terms of X-bar structure, the head of the construction, as opposed 
to the constructions in (3)(b)-(c)* which have suffixes as heads. 
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I t seems to me that the constructions of (3)(a) do not allow changes in 
argument structure of the kind proposed by Williams 1981, such as externaliza-
tion of an internal argument or internalization of an external argument. At 
most they will present deletion of one or more argument positions. In which 
conditions such deletions exactly take place is a question which cannot be 
answered within the limits of this paper. 
Let me just t ry to shortly indicate the difference between such deletions 
and the more drastic changes discussed by Williams. The agent noun construc-
tion of flyer, illustrated in (4) (a), presents such a drastic change in the form of 
morphological incorporation of the external argument of the verb (see section 
6 below). This is an essential characteristic of the construction. But in this 
particular case the change is accompanied by the obligatory deletion of an 
internal argument, as (4)(b) shows. 
(4) (a) John flies — John is a flyer 
(b )John flies in circles —) *John is a flyer in circles 
This deletion is not characteristic of the agent noun construction as 
such, but can occur in particular manifestations of it as well as of other 
constructions. 
What is important to notice is the fact tha t the non category changing 
constructions of (3) (a) extend systematically over all three possible categories: 
N, A and V. The analysis given here allows no other possibilities for non 
category changing suffix constructions. 
2. In (3)(b) we find abstract nouns, again derived systematically on the 
basis of the three lexical categories N, A and V. In terms of X-bar structure 
they contain a nominal, adjectival or verbal base as complement and an 
(abstract) nominal affix as head. Williams (1981) also treats these constructions 
together as nominalizations of nouns, adjectives and verbs. 
Williams characterizes the argument structure of these constructions as 
resulting from the argument structure of the base by internalization of the 
external argument: 
(5) (a) Mary is a queen — the queenship of Mary 
(b) Mary is kind the kindness of Mary 
(c) Mary opens the book1 — the opening of the book by Mary 
Derived nouns of the class of opening are traditionally indicated by the term 
action noun, the other ones are sometimes called abstract nouns. 
What the examples of (5) show is that the peculiarity of these nouns 
consists in the fact t ha t they represent a way of indicating nominally a nominal, 
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adjectival or verbal predicate. To see what exactly is going on, it is useful to 
consider Chierchia (1985)'s formal semantic theory of properties (or prepositio-
nal functions) and predication, and the role it attributes to nominal, adjectival 
and verbal expressions. 
Chierchia formulates a Three Layers Hypothesis (429). This says that 
there are three layers of types (or formal semantic categories) in predication: 
individuals or arguments, prepositional functions or predicates, and third-
order functors (424). The role of individuals or arguments is normally per-
formed by nominal expressions, tha t of propositional functions of predicates 
by adjectival and verbal expressions, and that of third-order functions by 
modifiers of different sorts such as adverbs. Two particularities of Chierchia's 
reasoning must be added which are essential for my purpose. First, nominal 
expressions, which normally perform the role of individuals (the president), 
can under certain conditions play tha t of propositional functions (I want 
Fritz president), i.e. nominal expressions can be used as predicates 
(433—434). And second, "properties are projected in two distinct logical 
roles: as predicates and as [individuals]", i.e. predicates can be nominalized 
(422). Chierchia's Three Layers Hypothesis says then about the formal semantic 
roles of the categories used in morphology: (i) Nominal expressions are normally 
arguments, but they can be used as predicates (I. want Fritz president). 
As arguments, they can be the result of the nominalization of a predicate, 
(ii) Adjectival and verbal expressions are used as predicates. 
This theory gives us a satisfactory means to interpret the nouns of 
(3)(b) and even to predict a considerable part of their properties. First of all, 
it predicts that predicates must be nominalizable, as we find in these nouns. 
Second, it predicts tha t there are three categories of predicates, to wit adjecti-
ves and verbs in their normal role and nouns in their secondary role. This 
means that the abstract nouns of (3)(b) realize morphologically what Chierchia's 
Three Layers Hypothesis predicts in this respect, nothing less and nothing 
more. 
In relation to the constructions discussed in this section, we can observe 
then once more tha t they extend systematically over the three possible cate-
gories N, A and V. 
3. Let us consider next the constructions illustrated within the frame 
in (3) (c). In terms of X-bar structure we have here a nominal, adjectival or 
verbal base as complement and a nominal, adjectival or verbal suffix as head 
of the construction. 
As for predication, these constructions can be described as the transposi-
tion of nominal, adjectival and verbal predicates into words of one of the 
other two categories: 
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(6) (a) John is a child John is childish 
(b)John is the head of the troop — John heads the troop 
(c) John is drunk -*• (John is a) drunkard 
(d) John is idle John idles 
(e) John sings (John is a) singer 
(f) John fidgets John is fidgety 
The presence of these six constructions and the absence of the other three 
theoretically possible ones within the f rame of (3)(c) are predicted by Chierchia's 
Three Layers Hypothesis. 
To see this, consider again what this theory predicts for nouns, adjectives 
and verbs: (i) Nouns are normally arguments, they can be used as predicates, 
and as arguments they can be the result of nominalization of predicates, (ii) 
Adjectives and verbs are predicates. 
Nominalization of nominal, adjectival and verbal predicates has been 
accounted for in (3)(b), so we do not have to discuss nominalization any more. 
Apart f rom that, for the simple and basic exchanges between categories, 
represented within the frame in (3)(c), this is what remains and what turns out 
to be realized according to the examples of (6): the transposition of nominal, 
adjectival and verbal predicates into adjectives and verbs with their necessarily 
predicative role, and furthermore the transposition of adjectivel and verbal 
predicates into nouns with their normal role of arguments (drunkard and 
singer). Predicative use of de-adjectival and deverbal nouns like drunkard and 
singer is syntactically derivable and need no morphological characterization. 
Denominal nouns, de-adjectival adjectives and deverbal verbs are by definition 
absent in the class of nouns, adjectives and verbs resulting from the transposi-
tion of nominal, adjectival and verbal predicates. 
None of the constructions within the frame of (3)(c) is discussed by 
Williams 1981. This is to be expected, because in most of the cases we have to 
do with the transposition of a predicate from one category into another, so that 
preser- vation of argument structure is to be expected. There may be deletion 
of one or more arguments as discussed above in relation to the non category 
changing suffixations of (3)(a). 
A problem rises however in relation to the nouns drunkard and singer in 
(6) and their argument structure. Williams (1981) assumes tha t such nouns 
have an external argument in all their uses, including referential, non copula-
tive ones. In that case (6) represents uniformly t h e transposition of nominal 
adjectival and verbal predicates into predicates of one of the other categories, 
and examples (6)(c) and (e) must be read with the parenthesized words. 
But I do not consider this to be the case. That is why I described drunkard 
and singer differently in the foregoing, supposing the examples (6)(c) and (e) to 
be read without the parenthesized words. This problem concerns the notion 
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of external argument. And as it is more convenient to discuss this in relation 
with constructions like reader 'book to be read' and handleable, I will postpone 
the discussion unt i l we reach those constructions in section 6 . 
Whatever t he result of t h a t discussion, we have seen here that the 
constructions within the frame of (6)(c) extend systematically over the catego-
ries N, A and V as input as well as output. 
4. Let us discuss now the constructions illustrated in t he upper line 
of (3)(c), indicated there as particular because of the "possessive" role of their 
base noun. I will mainly discuss the simple constructions of villager, gloomy and 
agonize. I consider to hammer to be a causative counterpart of to agonize, and 
causative constructions in general will be discussed in the next section. 
In terms of X-bar structure we find here a nominal base as complement 
and a nominal, adjectival or verbal suffix as head. 
As to predication, Williams (1981) does not consider these constructions. 
Bu t if we want to f ind out how the argument structure of these constructions 
is to be described, i t is useful to see first what is going on semantically. I t 
turns out that all these denominal constructions contain the meaning element 
'in relation to' : 
(7) (a) villager 'somebody in relation to village' 
homer 'something in relation to home' 
(b) gloomy 'in relation to gloom' 
(c) agonize 'to be in relation to agony' 
hammer 'to cause to be in relation to hammer' 
As the examples above show, the particular meaning of such a denominal noun, 
adjective or verb can be specified on the basis of the meaning of the base: 
'somebody in relation to village' is 'somebody living in a village', etc. 
This semantically very general relation 'in relation to' is exactly what 
Williams (1981, 88—89) describes — for syntax — as characteristic of a 
"possessive" argument, which one finds, for example, in John's book: " . . . a 
possessive NP may bear any relation whatever to the head noun: this is a 
great exaggeration, bu t it is a f irst approximation tha t is difficult to improve 
upon" . I t is the relation described b y Allen 1978 for compounds as relation R, 
Wha t we find now is that the creation of such an argument position is a 
possible operation on the level of argument structure in derivational morphol-
ogy-
What exactly is going on in syntactic possessive NPs is a matter of 
debate. Stowell (1983,292—296) considers John'sm John's book t o be a subject 
of N P . But this implies a theta role of a particular kind (294): " I f lexical N P 
appears as the subject of such an NP , it is assigned a theta role T involving 
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some connection with the head. . . . T can mean almost anything at all: 
John's book could be the book which John owns, the book which John wrote, 
the book which discusses John etc." Moreover it necessitates the introduction 
of "an auxiliary principle P that T may not be assigned to PRO". According 
to Williams (1981) it is not a subject or external argument, nor is it according 
to Zubizarreta (1985, 257): " . . . the determiner position [John's in John's 
arrival] is not the subject of the NP. In fact, the determiner can hear any type 
of semantic relation to the head of the NP. I t can specify the time of the action, 
the Possessor, the Agent, or the Theme, . . . ". 
However this may be in syntax, in morphology t h e conclusion is inevitable 
that derivation (as well as compounding) constructions can create such an 
argument position, in the first place with nominal suffixes like -er in villager 
or homer (or with nominal lexical heads as in home-run). But then there is no 
reason why adjectival and verbal suffixes would not have the same possibility, 
as in gloomy or in to agonize and in causative to hammer. 
Given the particular argument position and t h e fact that the role of 
arguments is performed by nominal expressions only, i t is to be expected that 
these constructions can only imply nominal bases, and so they do. And they 
do it, as we have seen, systematically with nominal, adjectival and verbal 
suffixes. 
5. Let us finally discuss, in this section and the next one, the righthand 
column of (3)(c) and the two bottom lines. They have all to do with verbs, either 
as derived words with a verbal suffix as head or as bases of derived words. 
These are the cases where, apart from theabstract nouns in (3)(b), externaliza-
tion and internalization play an essential role. And this is to be expected for 
these verbal or deverbal constructions, because externalization and internaliza-
tion have to do with different ways of organizing arguments around verbs 
mainly. 
Let us first consider the righthand column of (3) (a), which contains the 
causative counterparts of the constructions in the second column from the 
right: 
(8) (a) agonize ' to be in relation — hammer ' to cause to be in relation 
In terms of X-bar structure, these constructions contain a verbal suffix 
as head and a nominal, adjectival or verbal base as complement. 
As for argument structure, we f ind here a kind of internahzation which 
is different from the one which we f ind with abstract nouns. In contrast with 
to ' to' 
(b) head 'to be' 
(c) idle 'to be' 
(d) (i!o run) 
— mummify ' to cause to be' 
— harden 'to cause to be' 
— run 'to cause to run' 
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those, we find here not only an external argument becoming internal, but a t 
the same time the creation of a new ordinary external argument: 
(9) the material is hard -*• the temperature hardens the material 
Discussing the notion of external argument in the next section, we will see 
t h a t in the case of abstract nouns we only f ind the creation of a particular 
kind of external argument R in Williams' terms, or — more probably so in 
m y view — of no external argument at all. The kind of argument structure 
at t r ibuted here to the cases i l lustrated in (8) and (9) is to be expected given the 
possibility to derive causative verbs. 
And we see once more t h a t the constructions discussed here extend 
systematically over the possible categories: nominal, adjectival and verbal 
bases allow causative verbal constructions, non derived verbal bases like run 
included. The case of to hammer combines, as i ts position in the matrix of 
(3)(c) makes us expect, the causative construction with the 'possessive' con-
struction. 
6. In a way we see the reverse of this in the two bottom lines of (3) (c). 
There we find verbal bases for "passive" nouns, adjectives and verbs. These 
constructions are exemphfied in (10): 
(10) (a) (somebody) reads the book —- (the book is a) reader 
(somebody) slips into the shoe (the shoe is a) slipper 
(b) (somebody) handles the box the box is handleable 
(somebody) relies on John -«- John is reliable 
(c) (somebody) melts the snow the snow melts 
In terms of X-bar structure, all these constructions contain a nominal, 
adjectival or verbal suffix as head. 
As for argument structure, t h e simplest case is the construction illustrated 
b y ÄemdZra&Ze, described by Williams as presenting externalization of an internal 
argument,as in(10)(b/.Reliable shows that it is not always the direct object 
which is externalized. 
According to Keyser—Roeper 1984, ergative verbs like to melt are com-
parable, in the sense that they are derived from the corresponding transitive 
verbs with externalization of an internal argument, as in (10) (c). Williams 
(1981, 99) supposes that the inverse is taking place, to wit derivation of 
transitive melt f rom intransitive melt with internalization of the external 
argument, as we supposed in t he preceding section for run. A more detailed 
discussion about zero derivation and conversion will have to decide about 
these proposals and a third one given in Lieber (1980). According to Lieber we 
have to do in these cases with conversion as a non derivational lexical relation. 
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This does not invalidate my reasoning, because overt suffixation for the verbal 
constructions of the kind discussed here is in principle possible and in fact 
occurs in other languages. Moreover, argument structure manipulations like 
the ones we consider here must relate to conversion as well as to affixation. 
The case of nouns such as reader 'book to be read' , slipper 'shoe you can 
slip into', confronts us with Williams' problematic treatment of the notion 
external argument. According to Williams (1981, 86) these cases present 
externalization also. Concerning cases like the book in the book is a reader or 
that in I consider that destruction of a city by evil forces 'I consider tha t to 
be . . .', he says: " the external argument of . . . a noun has no counterpart in 
the verbal system; suppose we invent the label R to name that argument of the 
noun which is external. Then we would assign destruction the argument struc-
ture (R, Actor, Theme). The label R is meant to suggest 'referential', since it is 
the argument position R that is involved in referential uses of NPs as well." 
In my view, two levels of reasoning are mixed up here, to wit the level of 
argument structure and the level of reference. In Travis—Williams (1983), for 
that matter, we find a statement which is a little weaker, restricting the 
external argument role to the case where it relates to a predicative noun: 
" . . . NPs do have external arguments, at least when they occur as the head 
of an N P that is used predicatively, as in John is a fool." , 
In relation with reader and singer, remember also the case, encountered 
in section 3, of 'active' deverbal nouns like singer, where a comparable prob-
lem arises. According to Williams, singer also has an external argument, even 
in its referential, non copulative uses. 
In contrast with Williams, Fabb (1984, 206—210) denies the existence of 
such external arguments R when he says about deverbal nouns like singer 
and reader-. " . . . the external theta-role is assigned to the affix -er." This role 
can be agent (gambler), source (gusher), theme (twister), benefactor (hearer), etc. 
In giving this analysis, Fabb denies that such nouns have an external argu-
ment in all their uses. 
1 agree with him, but I think that something more can be said on the 
basis of Chierchia's analysis of predication. I feel t ha t in words like singer and 
reader the external argument is, in conformity with Fabb, assigned to the 
suffix: a singer indicates an individual who is the external argument of sing. 
But in their secondary, predicative use such nouns can be linked by means of a 
copula to an external argument which performs the same theta-role: John is a 
singer. This analysis does not mix up, like Williams', the level of argument 
structure and the level of reference. Yet it maintains a close relationship 
between preservation of argument structure or externalization in cases like 
fidgety and handleable on the one hand, and morphological incorporation à la 
Fabb accompanied or not by a simile of preservation or externalization in the 
cases of singer and reader. 
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As to the entire set of 'passive' constructions discussed in this section, 
we see once more tha t they extend in a systematic way over the three possible 
categories N, A and V. 
7. Before concluding this article, it may be useful to note following. 
The constructions discussed here are defined in terms of X-bar structure as well 
as of argument structure manipulations. But this does not mean that these 
manipulations are restricted to these constructions. Thus, if the English verb 
ennoble consists of a verbal prefix as head and an adjectival base as complement, 
as Selkirk (1982, 87—89) suggests, it represents a préfixai construction of 
causative de-adjectival verbs related to the suffixal causative construction of 
harden, and it has the same argument structure manipulation. And in so far 
as a language presents conversion in its lexicon, this can be associated, as I 
suggested in the preceding section, with the same kinds of argument structure 
manipulation as affixal constructions. 
The example of ennoble shows also that in the domain of prefixation one 
can distinguish constructions in the same way as we have done for suffixation. 
Ennoble and becalm, for example, belong to the same préfixai construction 
notwithstanding their different individual suffixes. Moreover, it will be clear 
t h a t the kind of analysis which I advocate sets forth the kinship of affixation 
with compounding, whose constructions are not fundamentally different. 
Thus , the compound home-run is comparable to derivatives like homer and 
villager, the only difference being that the nominal head in the compound 
home-run is the noun run instead of the nominal suffix -er. 
This means that the conclusions concerning suffixation which we will 
draw in the next section point to a considerable extent to the larger domain of 
derivation and even of morphological constructions in general. On t h e other 
hand, as I suggested at the end of section 0, they must to a large extent con-
cern very general, non language-specific regularities of morphological structure. 
8 . Against this background, the preceding sections allow us then to draw 
the following conclusions concerning English suffixation. English has a limited 
number of suffix constructions, which are almost entirely the result of the 
restrictions of X-bar structure and of argument structure. 
Within the restrictions of X-bar structure, the constructions discussed 
here tu rn out to extend systematically over the three categories of morphologi-
cal s tructure N, A and V. 
The restrictions at the level of argument structure can to a large extent 
be derived from the formal semantic theory of predications as proposed in 
Chierchia (1985). As for the possible manipulations of argument structure 
proposed by Williams (1981), we have found out that the notion of external 
argument has to be modified. Moreover we must add as possible manipulations 
the creation of a "possessive" argument and morphological incorporation. 
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CRITICA 
Lou Boves: The Phonetic Basis of Percep-
tual Katings of Running Speech. 
Floris, Dordrecht 1984, 188 pp. 
Phonetics is an interdisciplinary science 
for its subject, speech, should be examined 
f r o m several aspects. This commonplace 
has been well known from the very birth 
of the discipline bu t the proper place of 
phonetics, especially within linguistics, 
ha s been open to question for centuries. 
The commonly used term "linguistic 
phonetics", by way of ringling out one 
aspect, points t o the presence of phonetic 
results and methodology in m a n y other 
scientific and engineering fields. 
Our knowledge concerninghuman speech 
is uneven. On the one hand, there are a 
lot of reliable results, especially in speech 
articulation and in acoustics, and a lot of 
uncertainty and inconsistency, on the 
other, in psychoacoustics, speech percep-
t ion or sociophonetics. The monograph 
under review makes an a t t empt t o solve 
th is contradiction in its topic by establish-
ing links between the aspects examined 
separately. The author tries t o analyze the 
running speech which is a rare subject in 
t h e existing li terature. The book deals 
with vocal aspects of speech and their 
effects on "person perception". The decla-
red aim of the author is t o examine how 
naive listeners perceive speech and in 
wha t way their perception of somebody's 
speech influences the perception of the 
person's personality. The aim of this 
research was to explain perceptual ratings 
of vocal speech characteristics by means of 
acoustic measurements. The opposite re-
search programme, t h a t is obtaining 
perceptual da ta for different speech-like 
stimuli and drawing conclusions concern-
ing the processes of perception or t he 
impact of acoustic properties of the 
stimuli on identification procedure, is 
bet ter known. In the present monograph 
the author undertakes a pioneer examina-
tion when he makes an effort to provide 
correlations between the results of an 
evaluation experiment and of aeoustic/artic-
ulatory measurements. The chapters deal-
ing with these correlations are new. The 
art iculatory and acoustic analyses, howev-
er, have good tradit ions but I am n o t 
sure t h a t they concentrate on running 
speech as a whole, ra ther on larger or 
repeated par ts of running speech (e.g. 
vowels or voiced intervals). 
There are 7 chapters in all, containing 
the theoretical/methodological/technical 
background, the perceptual experiments, 
the art iculatory and acoustic measure-
ments and the consequences. The initial 
chapter is entitled "Research into non-
verbal aspects of speech" (1—11). T h a t 
"non-verba l" communication is taken t o 
be identical with vocal aspects seems to be 
disputable t o the reviewer. 
The second chapter, "The construc-
t ion of a scaling ins t rument" (11—27), 
deals with the development of an instru-
ment for obtaining perceptual ra t ings 
("semant ic differential" (20) ). I t consists 
of 35 bipolar scales, e.g. "colourless 
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— sonorous", "pleasent — unpleasent" , 
" loud — sof t " , "creaky — not creaky" , 
"regional — not regional", "expressive — 
expressionless", "polished — slovenly", 
"qu ick — slow", "agi ta ted — calm" etc. 
The thi rd chapter, "The evaluation 
exper iment" (29—58), discusses a number 
of properties of the semantic differential, 
f i rs t of all the linearity and the relevance 
of scales. The author carries out careful 
experiments on the evaluation of running 
speech in terms of the dimensions labelled 
"Voice dynamics", "Articulat ion qual i ty" , 
" P i t c h level/Voice colour" , " T e m p o " 
and a factor stressing the socio- and 
paralinguistic aspects of the rating form. 
The stimuli to be judged were recordings 
of eleven subjects who read a neutral and 
a non-neutral text . These texts were 
tested by 352 listeners (undergraduate 
s tudents f r o m Amsterdam and Nijmegen). 
I n order t o obtain significant results 
statist ical criteria were used. 
The next chapter is entit led "Separa-
t ion of the contributions of phonation and 
art iculation to the radiated speech signal" 
(61 —107). Findings presented here con-
f i r m the author 's belief t h a t phonation 
and articulation should be distinguished 
and can, in fact , be separated. Da ta were 
obtained f rom electroglottographic and 
photoglottographic measurements, and f r o m 
the procedure relating to subglottal pres-
sure. Valuable and impor tant results exist 
abou t this problem in phoniatric l i terature. 
The f i f t h chapter is devoted to the 
development of acoustic measurements 
planned with the purpose of explaining 
perceptual ratings (107 — 135). A large 
number of acoustic measurements have 
been described by means of essentially 
au tomat ic processing techniques. Some of 
t h e m are generally used in acoustic 
investigations; whereas others are less 
known and provide interesting and new 
results with regard to running speech. 
However, I share the opinion of t he 
au thor when he writes: "This is an area 
where more research is necessary to 
answer all questions" (124). 
An a t t empt is made to explain "Rela-
tions between acoutic measures and per-
ceptual ra t ings" in the sixth chapter 
(135 — 165). There is no doubt t h a t the 
correlation of the "subject ive" judgements 
(in spite of the accurate mathematical-
statistical background) and the 'objective' 
da ta is not a simple operation. The results, 
however, seem to be useful and reliable 
due to the correct manipulations of the 
data . On the basis of the estimations a 
number of hypotheses and methodological 
refinements have been proposed to arrive 
a t a better understanding of the remaining 
questions or factors. (The factor "speakers" 
proved to be significant at the 1 % level for 
all the pitch measurements, whereas the 
factor " t e x t " never reached the 5% 
significance level.) 
The last chapter is entitled ' 'The status 
quo and perspectives" (165 —173). The 
author 's over-modest conclusion is t ha t 
his work tries t o bring the problems of the 
investigated domains a little closer to a 
solution. Although he has no explanations 
for some observations and results obtained 
(e.g. correlation of formant analyses and 
the ratings by his semantic device), his 
book is successful as a general account of an 
almost unknown and little investigated 
field in phonetics. 
Finally, let me make a few remarks 
concerning details of lesser importance. 
I t is not adequate t o use read t ex t s for 
testing. I t would have been closer to 
normal communication to make recordings 
f r o m spontaneous speech. The high-level 
technical and engineering basis seems to be 
opposed to the tempo-measurements which 
were performed by handelocking of a 
stopwatch. I t is likely t h a t the legends of 
figures 4.11 and 4.12 have been mixed up 
(pp. 84 and 89). The mathematical explana-
tions and the description of some techni-
ques require too high a knowledge, some 
par t s are not easy to follow for the tradi-
tionally qualified speech scientists. 
The book contains valuable material; 
I think the results are a great s tep forward 
in the interrelation of different levels of 
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investigation in speech science. Besides, 
t h e results can be applied to other discip-
lines too, as, e.g. in phoniatrics, logopedics, 
sociolinguistics; they can also be used in 
the research dealing with automat ic speak-
er recognition. 
Mária Gósy 
Dictionary of American Regional English, 
Volume I, Introduction and A—C. Chief 
Editor: Frederic G. Cassidy 
The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1986, elvi + 
903 pp. 
Although the history of the Dict ionary 
of American Regional English (DARE) 
da tes back t o 1889, the founding year of 
t h e American Dialect Society, i t was only 
in the early 1960s tha t the projec t gathered 
considerable momentum. Over 20 years of 
ha rd work by Professor Cassidy and a host 
of other scholars has now borne frui t : 
t h e first of t he five volumes planned. 
D A R E was much awaited and i ts appear-
ance was duly celebrated. W h e n Volume I 
appeared the governor of Wisconsin proc-
laimed November 16, 1986 D A R E Day to 
honor Cassidy and his fellow scholars at 
t h e DARE center in Madison, Wisconsin. 
The jacket informs us t h a t in the New 
York Times William Safire called DARE 
" t h e most exciting linguistic project going 
on in the Uni ted States", while the New 
Yorker called it "an alphabetized, highly 
detailed his tory of the Uni ted States". 
The introductory material comprises 
t h e following par t s : Introduction (xi—xxii), 
The DARE m a p and Regional Labels 
(xxiii—xxxv), Language Changes Espe-
cially Common in American Folk Speech 
(xxxvi—xl), Guide to Pronunciation 
(xli— lxi), Tex t of Questionnaire (lxii — 
lxxxv), List of Informants (lxxxvi—cli) 
and a List of Abbreviations (clii—elvi). 
A great deal of the material tha t 
D A R E contains was gathered by over 
eighty field workers in 1,002 communities 
throughout the Uni ted States between 
1965 and 1970. The questionnaire contained 
1,847 questions. Five community types 
were established: u rban , large city, small 
ci ty, village and rura l . "The choice of 
informants was generally balanced with 
an eye to [. . .] communi ty type, sex, race, 
age, and education — but with a deliberate 
weighting toward older people" (xiv). 
The approximately 2,600,000 answers which 
the 1,002 completed questionnaires yielded 
f o r m the core of the computerized D A R E 
corpus. In addition, a large body of oral 
and written, published and unpublished 
materials has been used f rom Dialect 
Notes through t h e aluminum disks of 
New England speech recorded by Miles L. 
Han ley and Guy S. Lowman, J r . in 
1932 — 1934, to let ters f rom the public and 
folk names of p lants and animals. 
A precious p a r t of the D A R E collec-
t ions are the 1,843 audiotapes recorded 
during the field work. Each recording 
contains about 20 minutes of f ree speech 
on a familiar topic plus a reading of the 
children's tale " A r t h u r the R a t " in 
D A R E ' s revised version. Thus, the audio-
tapes "consti tute a unique record of 
American pronunciation, drawn f r o m m a n y 
levels of life and all f i f t y states" (xiv). The 
t apes were studied for regional pronuncia-
t ion and lexical features which might be 
entered into the D A R E files. 
For the purposes of DARE the t e rm 
r e g i o n a l is defined on p. xvi as (1) 
any word or phrase whose form or meaning 
is not used generally throughout the 
United States bu t only in part (or parts) 
of i t , or by a par t icular social group, and 
(2) any word or phrase whose form or 
meaning is distinctively a folk usage 
(regardless of region). F o l k u s a g e 
is characterized as " t h a t which is learned 
in the home and in the community, f rom 
relatives and fr iends, not f rom schooling, 
books, or other outside forms of communi-
ca t ion" (ibid.). 
Each D A R E entry has three par ts . 
The first conveys the basic information: 
headword or -words, part of speech, 
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pronunciation, variant forms, etymology, 
geographic range, usage, cross-references, 
and editorial notes. The second par t 
contains meanings which (if there are more 
t h a n one) are numbered although standard 
senses are not normally treated. The third 
p a r t of an entry contains dated quotations 
t o support the definitions. "The editors 
— the Introduction (p. xx) says — have 
sought t o give the earliest example found 
in American use, a t least one per century, 
and a late or recent one." 
A highly original feature of D A R E is 
its use of computer-produced maps. A 
D A R E m a p illustrates the regional distri-
bution of words and phrases elicited by 
the questionnaire. Though i t resembles 
the conventional areal map of the USA, 
it appears distorted because it displays 
population density (or the number of 
D A R E informants, but t h a t is roughly 
proportional to the state populations) 
ra ther t h a n land area. This makes Nevada, 
for instance, a t iny state on the m a p but 
New York a large one. With the help of the 
D A R E maps and the descriptive labels, a 
unique feature in linguistic geography 
— a view of the nationwide distribution of 
American speech — emerges. Thus t h e 
en t ry beau dollar ' a silver dollar ' , for 
instance, contains the usage label esp freq 
among Black speakers, which was arr ived 
a t by analyzing the responses in t e rms of 
the race of the informants : 27 of t he 34 
informants who used the expression were 
Black although Blacks make up a much 
smaller percentage (6.7%) of the ent i re 
sample of D A R E informants. The m a p 
shows tha t the expression is used chiefly 
in the South and tho South Midland. W h e n 
informants and their race are plotted on t h e 
map, " i t reveals t h a t the spread of t h i s 
t e rm northward is t h e result of the migra-
t ion of southern Blacks into the u r b a n 
N o r t h " (xxx). 
I t would be impossible for the present 
reviewer to do justice t o DARE even if he 
had t en times as much space as he has been 
al lot ted. DARE is a t ru ly monumenta l 
work in American English and universal 
dialectology and lexicography. I t displays 
thorough scholarship, contains an incredibly 
rich store of information, and breaks new 
ground in dictionary-making. Study it fo r 
yourself . 
M. Kontra 
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inflectional possibilities of the 70,000 headwords in the Magyar Értelmező 
Kéziszótár (Hungarian Explanatory Dictionary). So you need the companion 
volume 
Magyar ragozási szótár — Dictionary of Hungarian Inflections 
The Hungarian and English introductions in this dictionary provide all 
the necessary information about the 12 basic paradigms (6 conjugations and 
6 declinations) and the non-basic paradigms, in tables which indicate the 
respective vowel harmony classes. 
Hungarian is the most agglutinating of the European languages, and it 
has a very elaborate system of inflection and derivation. Of the several hundred 
suffixes forms of a headword, there are today 66 verb-forms and 33 noun-forms 
which are characteristic of the root words. 
The Dictionary of Hungarian Inflections gives the declinations of adjec-
tives, the possible degree forms of adjectives, and also indicates words with 
defective paradigms. Boundaries within compound words are indicated and a 
special sign indicates the separable verbal prefixes. 
Planned publication date : December 1993. 
Orders should be placed with the Linguistics Insti tute, Hungarian 
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